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Circuit Board Testing Update/No. 7 in aseries from Hewlett-Packard.

SIGNATURE ANALYSIS: A NEW AND EFFECTIVE METHOD OF
TESTING MICROPROCESSOR-BASED BOARDS AT SPEED

If you're producing microprocessorbased products, you've probably
found that board level testing is no
trivial problem. That's because the
complexity of the microprocessor
(MPU) has introduced anumber of
new testing problems, especially
when the boards must be tested at
operating speeds.
What are the new
testing problems?
At-speed testing of dynamic devices
creates five major problems: 1)
Synchronizing most test systems with
the MPU's fast on-board clock isn't
possible: 2) The MPU's bi-directional
bus makes fault isolation difficult: 3)
Existing test systems often aren't fast
enough to test today's dynamic
memory devices thoroughly: 4) Most
test systems cannot exercise the MPU's
software — amust, and 5) Functional
test development costs are increasing
with device complexity. To solve these
problems, Hewlett-Packard created
new testing techniques.
How HP developed
Signature Analysis.
In 1977, as ameans of reducing field
service costs. HP developed anew
method of testing dynamic devices.
Called Signature Analysis (S/A) it
is adata compression technique that reduces acomplex
data stream to a

series of unique four-digit hexadecimal signatures. Under test, the
signature of each circuit node is
compared to astored value, making it
easy to locate faulty nodes.

Solving the five major problems.
Signature Analysis has made MPU
board testing manageable by solving
the testing problems outlined above.
First, S/A can be synchronized with
the MPU's on-board clock at rates up
to 10 MHz. Second. interacting with
the board under test, S/A can verify
the data stream from aspecific device
on bi-directional buses. Third, the S/A
technique is fast. It can locate speedrelated faults in dynamic devices.
Fourth. with S/A, the board under
test is stimulated with asoftware test
routine executed by the on-board
MPU. With HP's 3060A, the test
system can now supply this test
routine to the MPU. No longer must
S/A be designed into the board —
unless you also plan to use S/A for
field service testing.
Finally. S/A's stored go/
no-go response approach is
acost-effective method for
the testing of LSI devices.

You can put this new tool to work
for you now.
Signature Analysis is part of the High
Speed Digital Functional Test option to
the proven HP 3060A Board Test
System. This option is priced at
$12,000 and can be added to
3060Ks currently in service. The
technique is complemented by the
3060A's programmable drivers, incircuit program generator, and bed-ofnails visibility for automatic backtracing.
Note, in the flow chart above, how the
3060A with this option provides flexibility in the selection of dynamic
stimulus for board test applications.
For additional Information.
To receive complete details on the HP
3060A Board Test System and the
High Speed Digital Functional Test
option, write: Hewlett-Packard,
1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA
94304. Or call the HP regional office
nearest you: East (201) 264-5000,
West (213) 970-7500, Midwest (312)
255-9800, South (404) 955-1500,
Canada (416) 678-9430.
•Domeoc U S A price only
091/4

HP Circuit Testers —
The Right Decision
See us at the ATE Exhibit
Booth 821, 823 -826 and 828.
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SURPRISE!

I
ugh Reliability

Optoeleetronie Products.
Look to HP for high reliability in hermetic lamps, numeric and alphanumeric displays and optocouplers.
They are ideal for ground, airborne and shipboard equipment, medical instrumentation, fire control
and space flight systems.
HP is asupplier of JAN and JAN TX qualified true hermetic light emitting diode lamps. HP also supplies
hermetic numeric and hexadecimal solid state displays which are impervious to moisture.
Hermetically packaged optocouplers are available in dual and quad channel configurations. Several types
of integrated photodetector IC's provide users with high speed, high gain and simple transistor output options.
For years HP has been aleader in the production of high reliability optoelectronic products—
products that are continually tested and upgraded. Many of HP'S plastic components are also used in
high reliability applications.
They're in stock right now at your local HP Components authorized
distributor. In the U.S. contact Hall-Mark, Hamilton/Avnet,
HEWLETT
Pioneer Standard, Schweber, Wilshire or the Wyle
Distribution Group (Liberty/Elmar). In Canada, call
U/3 PACKARD
Hamilton/Avnet or Zentronics, Ltd.

01010B
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FUNCTION

The most capable universal counter HP
has ever offered.
Add it up—we think you'll find that
HP'S 5335A has universal counter
capabilities you can't get anywhere else
at any price. First, it gives you superb
resolution in frequency and time interval
measurements. Then, at the touch of
afew keys, it will automatically measure
phase, slew rate, duty cycle, rise/fall
times, or do statistics. Built-in calculations
and Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus
operation are standard, too. And surprise,
it costs just $2950e
Naturally, the HP 5335A gives you
all the frequency, time interval and
totalizing measurements you usually get
in auniversal counter. But this counter
goes on to give you remarkable performance and operating features.
Circle 2 on reader service card

For example, its automatic interpolators
and reciprocal-taking frequency
measurement technique give you a
constant frequency resolution of 9digits
per second up to 200 MHz (or even to
1.3 GHz optionally), and atime interval
resolution of 2ns for single shot events.
You get four modes of triggering.
Included is anew auto preset trigger
mode that tracks variations in dc
offsets. So, when offsets vary, there's
no need to fiddle with trigger controls
or to reprogram them in automatic
systems use. And digital readout of
trigger level and gate time is standard.
There's more. Six modes of arming
give you outstanding versatility when
measuring frequency bursts, profiles or

similar dynamic parameters. The display
can be smoothed by weighted-averaging
for astable readout. The built-in calculator lets you apply math (+, —,X,
to any measurement. RFI and EMC
are excellent. Options include abuilt-in,
integrating, floating DVM for $275*
and a1.3 GHz, 10mv sensitivity, C
channel for $450?
The new 5335A is truly aremarkable
instrument at aremarkable price. Get
the full story from your nearest HP sales
office today or write, Hewlett-Packard,
1507 Page Mill Road,
HP-IB
Palo Alto, CA 94304.
tPrOf.

SYSTEMS

'Domestic U.S. prices only.
02003A
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work stations of these new systems are capable of handling averitable wealth
of tasks beyond mere word processing. This special report surveys the field,
examining the systems from the outside and the inside.
The cover illustration is by Bob Clarke.
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Complementary-mos will soon be the primary semiconductor technology,
and several Japanese firms are out in front with c-mos processing—those
are two major points that emerged at last month's International Solid State
Circuits Conference. Participants at the conference generally agreed that
most mos chips will be cast in c-mos. Meanwhile, as evidence of their lead,
Japanese companies are designing with 2-micrometer rules, whereas U. S.
c-mOs houses are just now getting down to 3-12m features. Another indication of the state of affairs is the fact that some U. S. companies have not yet
moved from metal to polysilicon gates.
Software delivers the mail, and then some, 167
The first computer-based message system that can run on almost any
computer or terminal, asoftware application package called InfoMail aims
at existing installations. Much more than an electronic mail system, such a
system also performs word processing and data-base management, so that it
can actually help compose and store messages.
Speech chip likes to play, 177
A toy maker and a company specializing in speech synthesis joined forces
early in the game to design a synthetic speech chip that relies on linear
predictive coding. Multiplexing a2-pole filter to emulate a 12-pole one saves
chip real estate, keeping the cost down.
Software approach revolutionizes oscilloscope, 181
Software designers have made asignificant inroad into oscilloscope measurement systems with a unit whose single rotary knob controls all variable
functions. The system software manages practically all of the scope's functions digitally, requiring it to adopt acomputer architecture.
And in the next issue ...
A preview of Electro/81 ...a new operating system for I
6-bit microprocessors ...IEEE-488 bus standards ...a small, adaptable* controller
module for 51
/
4-inch Winchester disk drives.
Vern r
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MIXER
DEFLATION

Now...model ASK-1 cuts your space requirements for
flatpack mixers in half and costs only $5.95 (in10 quantity).
Efficiency. Economy. Performance. That's
what we had in mind when we developed the
ultra-compact ASK series flat-pack double
balanced mixers.

Efficiency.
We've effectively reduced the size of flatpack mixers from 0.196 sq. in. (0.385 by 0.51)
to .081 sq. in. (0.3 by 0.27). This gives
you more than double the packaging density
on aPC board layout.

lead spacing of 3" between rows, and can
be used with standard IC sockets.
Special internal construction and bonding
techniques enable these unas, enclosed in
plastic, to be utilized in rugged environments.
And, of course, each unit is covered by a
one-year guarantee.
For immediate delivery, call (212) 769-0200.
SPECIFICATIONS:

Economy.

Frequency Range:

Our prices are considerably lowerthan our
competitors' because, as the world's largest
manufacturer of mixers, we have developed
sophisticated high volume, low cost
assembly and testing techniques.

IF
Conversion Loss:
One Octave from
Bandedge
Mid-Range
Isolation:
L-R
L-I

Performance.

ASK-1 flat-pack mixers provide high
isolation and low conversion loss. They have

RF LO

(actual we I

MHz
DC-600 MHz
1-600

8.5 dB Max.
7.0 dB Max.
45 dB Typ.
30 dB Typ.

World's largest manufacturer of Double Balanced Miners

Ç1 Mini-Circuits
MINI-CIRCUITS LABORATORY
A DI VISIN OF SCIENTIFIC COMPONENTS CORP

2625 East 14th Street Bklyn, New York 11235 (212) 769-0200
Domestic and International Telex 125460 International Telex 620156
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Never before...
200 watts
of RF power with
incredible
versatility.
3200 Lspans
250 kHz to 150 MHz.

Now there's acompletely solid
state power amplifier that provides
200 watts of linear power over a
frequency range from 250 kHz to
120 MHz. And at175 watts, the
range extends to 150 MHz.
Imagine the wide range of applications you can cover with this
single Class A linear unit. All you
need is any standard signal or
sweep generator and you have
the ultimate in linear power for
RFI/EMI testing, NMR, RF
Transmission, and general
laboratory applications
And, like all ENI power amplifiers,
the 3200 Lfeatures unconditional
stability instantaneous failsafe
provisions, and absolute protection from overloads and transients.
The 3200 Lrepresents abreakthrough in RF power versatility
and packaging. Never before has
there been anything like it commercially available anywhere!
Contact us for ademonstration
of the 3200 Land our complete
catalog on the other amplifiers in
our wide line ENI, 3000 Winton
Road South, Rochester, NY14623
Call 716/473-6900, or Telex
97-8283 ENI ROC

ENI
The advanced
design line of
power amplifiers
6
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Publisher's letter

Office

automation means much
'more than machines designed to
aid the typist. It involves the entire
office from top-level executives to
middle managers to clerical workers.
Even the engineering department is
getting in on the act.
The key to automating the office
is sharing information via terminals
dotted throughout the organization,
and a number of technologies have
made it possible. These technologies
are described in the special report
(p. 157) written by computers and
peripherals editor Tom Manuel.
Network technology, one of the
topics covered, includes existing twowire telephone lines and broad-bandwidth distributed control networks
based on coaxial cable or fiber
optics. In fact, something of a controversy over which is the better
hookup has developed as described
in the People story (p. 14) about
Dean F. Scheff, chairman of CPT
Corp., Eden Prairie, Minn.
"My view," Tom observes, "is that
both will have a place in future systems. There will be companies that
want to use existing wire. But new
buildings may contain communications spinal columns for handling
video, data, and telephone using
fiber optics. The distribution network will be planned as part of the
building."
Perhaps more important for the
realization of the integrated office is
the software technology used in
multitasking and distributed operating systems. Now available are the
programming languages and development tools that support a wide
variety of application software.
It's all coming together rapidly,
Tom points out, and a number of
major companies, as well as a few

startups, around the world are lining
up to participate in this potentially
large market. As an example of the
changes in store, Tom describes the
powerful personal terminals being
designed for use by executives. Combining acathode-ray tube, keyboard,
telephone dial, and handset, such a
desktop unit will be capable of handling electronic mail, data retrieval,
and information processing, not to
mention phone calls. A number of
these machines are in the offing.

mergers

and acquisitions of electronics companies have been regular occurrences going back to the
go-go days of the 1960s. The reasons
vary —diversification, upward and
downward integration, or acquisition
of an important technology.
The recent moves by giants in the
energy field toward firms with corriplementary-moS and double-diffused mos capabilities appear to fall
into the latter category. A story outlining the ins and outs of these firms
appears on page 93.
"When you have both General
Electric Co. and rival Westinghouse
Electric Corp. making similar moves
at the same time, you have to take
note," comments San Francisco regional bureau manager Bruce LeBoss, who wrote the story. Bruce
sees these maneuvers as a means of
exploiting the c-mos and D-MOS
power FET technologies in energyrelated systems.

Wanted: an EE who wants to be an editor
We have achallenging position available for an electronics engineer who can
combine writing ability and technical know-how into arewarding career as an
editor on Electronics magazine in New York. Candidates should have aBSEE
and some linear design experience. We otter excellent salary and fringe
benefits. If you are interested, send your résumé to Raymond P. Capece,
Managing Editor, Technical, Electronics, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, N. Y. 10020.
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Angle
accuracy
to .02 degrees
Our Model 6500 digital phasemeter measures typically
to .02° accuracy. The broad bandwidth extending
from 3 Hz to 5 MHz coupled with the wide voltage
range from 10 mV to 120 V makes it ideal for numerous applications. Here's a 0-360 °continuous nonambiguous display with resolution to .01 °. This unit
requires no "extras" and is priced for only $2400.
Going through a phase? Contact The WAVEMAKERSw at
(617) 580-1660, or any of the offices listed.
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Avon Industrial Park, Avon, Mass. 02322 •(617) 580-1660, TWX 710-345-0831
AL, Huntsville :205)534-9771; AZ, Phoenix (602)279-1531: CA. InglewooO (213)674-6850. San Jose (408)292-3220; CO. Denver (303)773-1218; CT. Canton Center (203)693-0719;
FL, Orlando (305)859-7450. Ft. Lauderdale (305)791-8405; GA, Roswell ‘404)998-2828; IL, Chicago (312)283-0713; IN, Carmel (317)844-0114; KS, Overland Park (913)649-6996;
LA, Gretna (504)367-3975; MD, Baltimore (301)321-1411; MA, Chelmsforc (617)256-9061; MI. Detroit (313)961-3042: MN, Minneapolis (612)546-2021: MO, St. Louis (314)569-1406:
NM, Albuquerque (505)255-2330; NJ, Cherry Hill (609)482-0059. Englewood (201)871-3916; NY, Rochester (716)473-5720. Saratoga Springs (518)377-8604. Syracuse
(315)437-6666. NC, Burlington (919)227-3639: OH, Chesterland (216)729-2222, Dayton (513)294-2476; OK, Jenks (918)299-2636; OR, Portland (503)297-2248; PA, Pittsburgh
(412)261-2604: SC, Greenville (803)271-8543. TX, Dallas (214)661-0400. Houston (713)688-1431; UT. Salt Lake City (801)466-8729; VA/DC, Fairfax (703)385-0600; WA, Bellevue
(206)454-3400; WI, Milwaukee (414)545-8400: CANADA, Montreal. Quebec (514)744-5829. Ottawa. Ontario (613)725-1931. Toronto. Ontario (416)625-0600, Calgary, Alberta
(403)458-4669; Burnaby. British Columbia (604)434-2611.
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Changeover time
"can now be listed
in terms of seconds
versus the minutes
and occasionally
hours we experienced
before."
Jack Wright, Senior Project
Engineer, Micro Switch, Division
of Honeywell.

LASER
MARK
Clearly the Best Mark
in the World

No more critical parts
geometry, type pressure
problems, smearing or costly
downtime The "inkless"
LaserMark' provides high
speed pulsed permanent
coding with no moving parts,
no wear, more reliability.
Code changes take only
seconds with asimple
template. Easy installation
and compatibility with most
equipment saves you money.
For marked samples,
performance data and
specifications, call
(613)592-1460, Telex 053-4503,
or write to: Lumonics Inc.,
105 Schneider Road,
Kanata (Ottawa), Ontario,
Canada K2K 1Y3.
« LaserMark is a registered
trademark of Lumonics Inc

Actual mark
magnified
approx.
5.75x

Lase rMark®,
the Mark of the 80's
8
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Readers' comments
GaAs SAW technology reviewed
To the Editor: Iwish to correct an
inaccuracy and some misleading
background information contained
in "smv, semiconductor technologies
combine on zinc oxide layer" [Nov.
20, 1980, P. 74]. That article described some very good work at Britain's Standard Telecommunications
Laboratories Ltd. on the development of surface-acoustic-wave
(sAw) signal-processing components
using zinc oxide thin films deposited
on gallium arsenide substrates. As
mentioned, the STL work was
reported at the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers' Ultrasonics Symposium held in Boston, Nov.
5-7. But the reader is led to two
incorrect conclusions: first, that
GaAs is not a natural piezoelectric
material; and second, that the STL
work represents the initial development of GaAs-based SAW signalprocessing technology.
GaAs is indeed a piezoelectric
material, with a SAW piezoelectric
coupling coefficient only about 35%
lower than that of ST-cut quartz, a
common SAW substrate. This and
other properties of surface waves on
GaAs and on zinc oxide/GaAs were
reviewed in the invited paper Ipresented. Ialso reviewed prior GaAs
SAW convolver development and
described several new results obtained at United Technologies under
two Government-sponsored programs, which included the development of GaAs SAW resonator filters,
phase shifters, and aprogrammablecorrelation matched filter. The SAW
resonator filters on GaAs exhibited
two-port insertion loss as low as 5
decibels and aQ as high as 11,000 at
180 megahertz. The SAW correlator
consisted of 32 programmable fieldeffect-transistor mixer taps integrated in the SAW propagation path
to process arbitrary phase-shiftkeyed signals at 10-MHz chip rates.
Correlator dynamic range greater
than 65 dB and tap power dissipation
near 1milliwatt were demonstrated.
These devices have used the inherent piezoelectric coupling of the
GaAs material itself and did not
require zinc oxide films either for
the transducers or for the acousto-

electric SAW-semiconductor interaction. Even though the GaAs substrate has semiconducting properties, the interdigital transducers can
be fabricated in the usual way except
that the transducer metalization
must form a Schottky barrier contact with the GaAs. When reversebiased, the transducers operate effectively as if the substrate were
insulating, because of the depletion
of charge carriers beneath the electrodes. Zinc oxide films have also
been used to increase the transducer
bandwidth, though they have been
found to be unnecessary within the
convolver or correlator interaction
regions.
The initial work on GaAs and zinc
oxide/GaAs SAW signal processors
was performed at Stanford University and continued at UTRC. By using
n-type semiconducting layers on
semi-insulating GaAs substrates, it
is possible to integrate the various
SAW components and other electronic circuits on the same substrate
using compatible metal-semiconductor FET processing techniques.
GaAs SAW technology is therefore
not entirely new, as the article would
imply, although the recent developments in GaAs material quality,
SAW device performance, and integrated-circuit technology have most
certainly given it arebirth.
T. W. Grudkowski
Manager, Electronics Research
United Technologies Corp.
Research Center
East Hartford, Conn.
Corrections
In "Reed-coil relay is behind flexible
fault detection" (Feb. 24, p. 134), the
last component in the shunt referred to
in paragraphs 2and 3as azener diode,
DI,is asilicon controlled rectifier.
In "Redesign drops cost of minifloppy to $85" (Jan. 13, p. 40), the average access time of the Micro Peripheral
model 61 minifloppy disk drive is given
as 5 to 8 milliseconds; rather, the
drives have a5-to-8-ms average trackto-track access time. Our thanks to Jim
Schimpf of the New York University
Medical Center, New York, for pointing this out.
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ONE ORGANIZATION, OPTICAL INFORMATION
SYSTEMS, is exclusively dedicated to the
advancement of semiconductor light-source
technology and electro-optical system applications.
Each OIS resource is focussed on this one
objective.. staff training, talent, an d disciplinary
scope •..specialized facilities for research,
production, and automated testing ...expertise
and experience in the required support and
interface technology, from circuitry to packaging.
OIS EXPERTISE extends from fundamental
r-l i
ght-sourc e
metallurgical and materials technologies
across
the entire spectrum of semiconductoC and OA
manufacturing techniques.. effective G;
product and methods engineering., mechanical
packaging and processing; design of co mputer based ATE systems tor bulk data acquisition
and processing.
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Somebody has to be first. Everybody in this business has had something
to say about the need for better AQLs. We decided it was time to act.
Effective April 1st, every part we make will meet or exceed INT. STD .123. If
some of the other manufacturers are still looking for a nice set of numbers,
theVre welcome
to borrow ours.

Advanced Micro Devices CI
901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 •(408) 732-2400

The International
Standard of
ality
guarantees these
electrical AgLs on
all parameters over
the operating tern
peratuœTarnge: 0.1%
OS RAMs &
OMs; 0.2% on
olar Logic &
Interface; 0.
-3% on
Linear, ISI Logic
other memories.

The Fingerprinter Tm
It could change the way you look
at your plasma process

1

tim

take alook at the Fingercommand point of view. Now you'll
printer. It's the first process gas
have the control to keep your sysspectrograph designed for plasma tem up to specs, do your own
process control.
quality control checks, and fine
This is one process control
tune your line.
tool that'll earn its place on your
Get agood look at the Fingerline. One technician can monitor
printer by writing EE.P., Front End
the process, and analyze the vac- Processes, at 2912 Blystone, Dallas,
uum system. Easily. Accurately.
Texas 75220. Or call (214) 350-2482.
And fast.
Front End Processes — out front in
The Fingerprinter is nonintrusive and non-contaminating, semiconductor processing technology
so it can be adapted to analyze
both process parameters and contaminant levels.
Fingerprints, unique spectrographs on Polaroid's prints, can be
interpreted by almost anyone. Each
print also becomes apermanent
record of the process.
The Fingerprinter lets you
look at your plasma process from a

e
—FINGERPRINTE
Manufactured by FER Inc. Dallas. TX 75220
FRONT END PROCESSES
12
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News update
II It's beginning to look as if the $12
million that Siemens AG invested for
its Sipmos power transistors announced early last year will pay off.
Sales figures are hard to come by,
but there are several other indications that the West German firm is
having success with its new power
devices that can be driven directly by
microcomputers and other largescale integrated circuits.
One indication is that the company has stopped all Sipmos advertising because it cannot keep up with
demand. In fact, it is preparing to
expand its Munich production facilities and is setting up Sipmos production lines in Malaysia and Mexico.
Generally, the market pool for
mos power transistors is far greater
than the capacity producers around
the world can muster for such
devices, says Alfred Prommer, vice
president in charge of discrete semiconductors in the Siemens Components group. So company executives
see no reason to back away from
their 1980 prediction for worldwide
annual sales of $300 million worth of
mos power transistors by 1985.
Interest. Siemens believes it is in a
strong position to cash in on that
market with its Sipmos technology
[Electronics, March 13, 1980, p. 92].
Its design philosophy of double
implantation and avertical architecture is being emulated by a number
of U. S. and European firms on moS
power device approaches, declares
Peter Tillmanns, sales manager for
commodity power semiconductors.
Siemens expects to be issuing
licenses to several semiconductor
firms in Europe and the U. S. A
prime attraction is Sipmos's combination of high-voltage ratings with
low operating inputs and low forward resistances.
At present, the principal applications for Sipmos transistors are in
switched power supplies, motor
drives, and dc-dc converters for communication systems. "Automobile
makers around the world are showing akeen interest in Sipmos," Tillmanns declares, where the devices
could serve in control subsystems
and for signal processing in multiplexed cable systems.
-John Gosch
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When you can't get action out west...

COME EAST to CHERRY
for CUSTOM ICs

We'll treat you like aCUSTOMER!
We're the "action now" people who take your custom
IC needs as seriously as you do. We know your
business can't afford delays. So we give you the
prompt attention you expect.
With full custom IC capabilities and some of the
most advanced technology anywhere. we can meet
your design, production and delivery schedules for
digital and linear bipolar circuits. Need both on the
same chip? We've done it with I
2L... successfully!

cniE

e

And, if a full custom design isn't quite what you
need, one of our circuits that has been processed up
to the point where it is ready for your interconnect
mask can be finished to your specifications, saving design time and cost.
Call us today for ACTION! Dial (401) 4636000 and ask for Custom IC Engineering
Sales. Or write for this 12-page, full color
brochure describing production of custom
ICs the Cherry way.

SEMIC

CHERRY SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION 2000 South County Trail, East Greenwich, RI02818/ 401/885-3600
A wholly owned subsidiary of Cherry Electrical Products Corp., Waukegan. IL. U.S A.. 312 689 7700 •Worldwide affiliates and phone numbers: Cherry Mikroschalter GmbH, Auerbach, Germany, 09 643 181 •Cherry
Electrical Products Ltd., Harpenden (Harts' England. 1058271 6310C •r.herco Brasil Industria EComercio Urfa.. Sao Paulo 55 10111 246-4343 •Hirose Cherry Pre:ision Co.. Ltd., Kawasaki, Japan, 044 933 3511
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People
New wiring for offices
unneeded, says CPT's Scheff

NEW LOW COST
OPTICALLY COUPLED
INTERRUPTERS
Inexpensive TRW Outrun optically
coupled interrupter series offers
immediate availability.
Now, TRW Optron has specifically
designed a new series of optically
coupled interrupters to drastically
reduce the cost of optoelectronic
sensing of position or motion.
The OPB825, OPB825A and
OPB825B each contain agallium
arsenide infrared LED coupled to a
silicon phototransistor mounted in a
black plastic housing. The LED and
sensor are low cost plastic lateral
discretes with molded prefocused
lenses for improved current transfer
ratio.
The OPB825 has no mounting
flange and is intended to be inserted
directly into PC boards. The
OPB825A has asingle mounting
flange on the sensor side and the
OPB825B has amounting flange on
both the LED and sensor side.
All three devices are electrically
identical. Minimum output current is
500 µA with aLED drive current of
20 mA, and maximum dark current is
100 nA with Vcc of 10 volts and no
LED drive current.
Typical non-contact sensing
applications for this series include
paper or card edge detection, motion
or position sensing, motor shaft
speed encoding, and end of travel
detection.
For more detailed technical
information on these and other high
quality, long life, trouble-free
optoelectronic components from
TRW Optron, contact our local sales
office or the factory direct at 1201
Tappan Circle, Carrollton, Texas
75006 USA. TWX 910-860-5958 •
Tel 214/323-2200.

TRWOPTRON
A DIVISION OF TRW INC.
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Though the office automation industry these days is buzzing with talk of
local networking schemes such as
Xerox Corp.'s Ethernet (see p. 157),
Dean F. Scheff is skeptical. "I still
think that probably 90% of all applications can be handled very nicely
through the wire that's already
embedded in afacility," says the 49year-old cofounder and chairman of
CPT Corp., the Eden Prairie, Minn.,
supplier of stand-alone word-processing systems.
Scheff's opinion is that existing
telephone lines will be enough for
most jobs, supplanting the need for
"some special piece of cable that
you're going to put in a building."
From his perspective atop the fastgrowing firm, which has boosted
sales more than fivefold since 1976
to about $60 million last year, Schell'
can see fast digital switches on the
horizon. By mid-decade, these will
have invaded the office, offering
speeds of 500,000 bits per second or
more using phone lines, he predicts.
And that, he says, will be sufficient
for interoffice communication in a
typical setting.
Except for applications requiring
lots of data to be communicated
quickly—such as mainframes talking to each other—it will not be costeffective to string networking cable
throughout a large office complex or
multistory building, Scheff believes.
"If I'm in the World Trade Center
or some other huge facility and you
ask me to rewire the whole thing just
so Ican use my Xerox Ethernet, my
theory is that you're crazy. It's going
to cost me as much to do that as it
took to put up the original building,"
he maintains.
Although he is not an engineer,
the outspoken Scheff has been
around the office market for a number of years. He received electronics
training in the Air Force, then
obtained abachelor of arts degree in
economics from the University of
Minnesota in 1957, following that
with graduate work in industrial
relations. Scheff made his living pri-

marily in business machine sales,
including a seven-year stint as an
automatic typewriter dealer, prior to
cPT's founding in 1971.
Despite his doubts that full-blown
local nets are the wave of the future
in office automation, Scheff says
CPT will hedge its bets. "We're
working with Intel right now on this
Ethernet thing," he says, adding that
CPT will be prepared to make its
machines compatible with whatever
network scheme or schemes eventually do become standard.

Goldman sees reorganization
as Motorola's ticket to Japan
The recent reorganization of Motorola Inc.'s microprocessor group may
well provide a vehicle for entry into
and accelerated growth in the booming Japanese automotive market,
says Murray A. Goldman, head of
the firm's microprocessor operation
in Austin, Texas.
"We want to take it to Japan,"
states Goldman, 43, who recently
was named vice president by Motorola. Creation of three separate profit
centers was announced last month to
highlight and define Motorola's microprocessor goals—including what
it sees as a lucrative worldwide auto
market. The operation has been split
into automotive; mid-range, encomBroadening. Goldman says Motorola's microprocessor group has aglobal outlook.
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LSI 11/2a LSI 11/23®

COMPONENT PRODUCTS

WHY IS FIRST COMPUTER YOUR BEST
SOURCE FOR DEC'S LSI-11/2
and LSI-11/23 MICROCOMPUTER
PRODUCTS?
FIRST COMPUTER IS THE WCRLD'S
LARGEST SPECIALIZED DISTRIBUTOR
FOR LSI-11 and LSI-23
MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS.
No—We don't sell capacitors or
resistors! We only sell products
manufactured by Digital Equipment
Corporation and other leading
manufacturers which enhance the
LSI-11/2 and LSI-11/23
Microcomputer Products.
FIRST COMPUTER SAVES YOU
VALUABLE DOLLARS!
Because of our volume purchasing
power we can acquire the products
at the lowest possible cost. These
savings enable us to offer the best
price available anywhere. Before
you buy, investigate our price and
save dollars.
Registered trademark of Digital Eauipment Corporation
Trademark First Computer Corporation

C4
SOUTHERN REGION

Houston TX (713) 960-1050
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FIRST COMPUTER SAVES YOU
VALUABLE TIME!
Because of our large inventory we
can provide you with off-the-shelf
delivery on the complete line of
Digital Equipment Corporation's
factory fresh Microcomputer
Products. We are just a phone call
away, or if you prefer you can TWX
us your order. With pre-approved
credit we can ship anywhere in
the United States or Canada within
24 hours.
FREE TECHNICAL AND
APPLICATION ASSISTANCE.
Because we specialize in LSI-11/2 and
LSI-11/235 we can provide you with
technical assistance to help you
determine the products which best
meet your application requirements
we utilize these products every day
in our Commercial, Laboratory, Array
Processor, and Image Processing
Systems. Our application experience
can help you avoid costly mistakes.

FULL MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY.
When you purchase your LSI-11/2
and LSI-11/23 products from FIRST
COMPUTER you receive the full
manufacturer's Return to Factory
warranty. All warranty claims will be
handled by First Computer with
courtesy & dispatch. FIRST COMPUTER
stands behind each of the products
we sell.
WE ARE A RECOGNIZED LEADER IN
THE DISTRIBUTION OF LSI-11/2 and
LSI-11!23 PRODUCTS.
No wonder so many people are
turning to FIRST COMPUTER to
provide them with their
Microcomputer requirements. You
owe it to yourself to investigate
what FIRST COMPUTER can do for
you! We stand ready to serve you.
You can bank on us.
TV« NUMBER 910-651-1916

Bist computer corporation
corporate square,'825 north cass avenue/westriontillinois 60559/(312) 9201050

WESTERN REGION

NORTH CENTRAL REGION

Call'ornia (To be announced)

Chicago, IL (312) 920-1050
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A
touch
ciao's

People

at a
no-frills
price

Sealed Wild Roverz
touch switches operate in most environments. Wellsuited for elevators, kitchens,
machine shops,
outdoor use.

Touch
switches
that "feel" right.
Great for office
machines, minicomputers, control
panels.

Make your own
keyboard with our
key switches. Designed for direct
mounting on p.c.
boards.

Low cost miniatures are easily
mounted. Available in many colors
for appliances,
other small panel
areas.

Good looking to complement your product, low cost to complement your budget
— Wild Rover touch switches and keyboards give you up to ten million reliable
cycles, too.
Fast closure (contact bounce) — less than two milliseconds!
Great variety — choose keyboards with 12 or 16 keys. Matrix wired or common
ground. Standard machine and telephone codes. Plus specials with your
choice of keys, connections, colors and more.
Send now for free Wild Rover technical literature package.

":71.177..
:sum REIM electronics corporation

%Marginate

P.O. Box 2215

•

PRINCETON. NJ 08540

•

(609)452-9250

Manufacturers of PINLITE®, WILD ROVER®, OPTEL® and OPCOA products
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NEW 1980 Electronics
Guide
Yea, please send me

The only book of its kind in the
field. If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with
this coupon.

copies of 1980 EBG.

El I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in USA or
Canada. Address: EBG, 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 10020.
(2 I've enclosed $52 for air delivery elsewhere.
Address: EBG. Shoppenhangers Road, Maidenhead,
Berkshire S16, 201 England.
Name
Company
Street
City
State
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passing 8-bit products; and high-end,
covering 16-bit and custom devices.
But to capture a major portion of
Japan's auto business, Motorola
must face the nation's powerful integrated-circuit makers on their own
soil. "In 1976, we [Motorola's operation] were worried about survival.
Later on, in the 1979-80 time frame,
we were thinking about our major
competitor," Goldman explains.
"And in 1981, we're really thinking
in terms of Japan and the whole
world."
"We feel that we have the possibility of overtaking Intel Corp. —
which to us is like an Ism —and we
are really looking alittle past that at
Japan," he adds. He goes on to say
that "there's a lot of activity with
parts like the 6801 in Japan, a lot of
activity."
As an established leader in microprocessor sales to the domestic auto
industry, Motorola is now more susceptible to car sales slumps than in
years past, admits Goldman, who
has been with Motorola since 1969.
So expansion of applications beyond
engine control is also a key for continued growth. The former professor
of electrical engineering at New
York University estimates that new
U. S. models soon will contain as
many as eight microprocessors. "The
point is that there are a lot of applications that haven't even been
thought of yet and a lot that already
have been planned," he states.
Creation of the three profit centers will let the operation concentrate on three separate fronts in the
entire microprocessor market, Goldman says. For the past year be has
been working with top management
to bring about the reorganization.
"We are getting so many products
that we really wanted to focus more
highly on our major business sections," he explains.
In fact, business has been growing
so much that the microprocessor
operation is a prime candidate for
relocation in a new South Austin
plant site. Officials at the present
Motorola complex on the east side of
the city in central Texas expect construction to begin within a year on
the second site.
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MepcotElectra
State-of- ie-Art Capacitors
for Switch Mode
Power Supplies.
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It's afact! Mepco/Electra's Advanced
Capability, Computer Grade, Aluminum
Electrolytic Capacitors are the State-of-the-Art.
With low Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR).
Low inductance. 2,000 hours life at 85°C.
Extremely wide operating range of —55°C to
+105'C. Highest ripple current capability.
Maximum case size volt-microfarads. And more.

Our capacitance values range from 220 ,uF to
1Farad and we deliver — where you want
them, when you want them. That's
Mepccalectra's Capacitors, backed up by
tomorrow's tec hnology today.
For your complete capacitor needs call
(201) 539-2000.

MEPCO/ELECTRA,INC
NC RTH AMERICAN PHILIPS <

Your resistor/capacitor company with the technology of the 80's edge.
Columbia Road. Morris -own. New Jersey 0796(1(201) 539-2000 TWX: 710 986 7437

© 1980 Menco/Electra, Inc.
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IEEE-488 (1978) PLUS'
TEK GAB CODES
AND FORMATS

New powers of waveform analysis. From the

(above left) The Tektronix
468 portable digital storage
oscilloscope becomes part
of apowerful processing system when interfaced to the
Tektronix 4052 Computer/
Controller for analysis and
processing.
(above right) Users can link
the Tektronix 492P Spectrum
Analyzer with the 4052 to
compare accumulated
displays over successive
sweeps. Right at hand are
high-speed analysis, plus
permanent records via the
Tektronix hard copiers.
(far right) The Tektronix 7854
Oscilloscope interfaces with
the 4052 to apply high-speed
floating point calculations
and simultaneous display
of high-resolution graphics
and tabular data to the most
complex analytical problems.
(below left) To state-of-theart Tektronix GPIB waveform
measurement instruments,
you can add the analytical
capabilities of the 19-inch
4054 computer/controller for
problems requiring both
speed and large data
display; the fast 4052 for
computationally intensive
applications; or the econorri..
cal, general-purpose 4051 .

Copyright

©1981. Teklrx

Inc All rights rose

measurement expert.

Productivity in the
Tektronix tradition: Graphic.
Interactive. Easy. And fast.

Start with state-of-the-art GPIB
instrumentation built on 35 years of
Tektronix waveform measurement
leadership. Instruments like the fully programmable 492P Spectrum Analyzer. Our
new 468 Oscilloscope. Or the extraordinary
400 MHz 7854 Oscilloscope. Each ahuge
productivity booster in its own right.
Add the analytical power of high-speed
processing and interactive graphics with
Tektronix 4050 Series GPIB Computer/
Controllers. You can convert waveforms into
any number of precise, storage tube graphics
displays—like bode plots, log plots, histograms, Fast Fourier Transforms—so you can
quickly analyze measurements.
Result: you not only acquire data, but
process, compare and literally draw
conclusions with devices that are easy,
even apleasure to use. There are no costly
interface designs, difficult languages or complex procedures. Our GPIB codes and formats
approach helps make our measurement instruments easy to interface and immediately
compatible with each other, so engineers get results quickly no matter which devices are used.
Let Tektronix take you from raw data to
finished results—many times faster than
by the methods you're using now. For more
information, contact your Tektronix Sales
Engineer, or call toll-free, 1-800-547-1512
(in Oregon, 644-9051 collect).
U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central
& South America, Japan
Tektronix. Inc
PO. Box 1700
Beaverton, OR 97075
Phone: 800547-1512
Oregon only 800!644-9051
Telex: 910-467-8708
Cable: TEKTRONIX

Canada
Tektronix Canada Inc.
PO. Box 6500
Barrie. Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone: 705.'737-2700
Europe, Africa, Middle East
Tektronix International. Inc.
European Marketing Centre
Postbox 827
1180AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Telex: 18312

7›..ktronbc,
( INIMI( TED TO EXCELLENŒ

Fast, automatic in-circuit test
programming.
Now the TROUBLESHOOTER
800 - gives you the industry's
most automatic program generation software—so fast and accurate we call it THE PRODUCER.
In amatter of hours,THE PRODUCER can create complex test
programs that might tie up other
testers for days, even weeks.
And all it needs is alittle help
from atrained assembly

technician. Test engineers are
freed for more cost-effective,
high-level tasks.
Friendly and forgiving software.
Test programming is fast, easy
and frustration-free, with simple
step-by-step CRT prompting and
built-in error safeguards.
Input list preparation is asimple
process of entering component
identification, then probing the
device on the board with aDIP
clip or single-conductor probe.

THE PRODUCER automatically
learns the test node location for
each pin or lead, and generates
the shorts and continuities test
for the entire board immediately.
When the input list is complete,
THE PRODUCER does the rest:
checks syntax, automatically
computes proper guard points,
and selects the appropriate test
module for each analog and
digital component from its vast
internal library.

Free test programmer
in every box.
Meet THE PRODUCER, Zehntel's new program generator.
It's like adding a skilled programmer to your test staff.

musilleee

Your completed test program is
recorded automatically on a diskette and is ready for special finetuning and production testing.

for your proprietary components
are easy to develop and store in
your library for future use.
Cut your overhead costs.

Free library updates.

THE PRODUCER lets you

THE PRODUCERS library currently contains test elements for
hundreds of popular analog and
digital components. Library
updates for new devices are supplied regularly, free of charge.
Special or custom test templates

spend less time programming and
more time testing boards in
production. That means you get
your product to market faster and
within budget.
Find out more about the
industry's most production-minded

in-circuit tester—send for our
TROUBLESHOOTER 800 brochure
Write or call PLANTRONICS
Zehntel, 2625 Shadelands Drive,
Walnut Creek, CA 94598,
(415) 932-6900

PLANTRONICS
Zdintel
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CUSTOM
MEMORY
SYSTEMS
Make vs. buy. For acustom
memory system, deciding between
those alternatives is more accurately aquestion of could vs. can.
Granted, you have the engineering expertise. You could design
and manufacture your own custom
memory system. But if you did,
there are some not-so-obvious variables that could get in the way.
Variable lead times, for instance,
from initial design to prototyping,
as well as for test equipment and
component delivery. And variable
costs due to inflation, component
market demand, additional
personnel/physical plant overhead

and others, equally interrelated.
Offset those variables and you still
incur the responsibility of aboardlevel warranty.
On the other hand, you can
eliminate those variables with one
purchase order to one vendor:
Mostek. We already have experienced design and engineering talent, state-of-the-art testers, plus
complete burn-in facilities. Consequently, we can quickly provide
you with afully tested, fully debugged and fully warranted custom memory system. One, we
might add, that's every bit as specialized as the one you could make.

The Variables of Making

Unpredictable

Subject to rescheduling
Multiple items
f)41- 4, 1

Maximum added
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Committed

Unknown

Consider our resources as proof
of our capability: A memory systems engineering staff of 30 people,
14 of which are designers with a
combined total of 90+ years of experience. Their output? Since 1977,
more than 10,000 custom boards and
systems shipped to customers all
over the world. Yet even with that
volume, we approach each project
with asingular attention to detail.
From initial design through final
testing, every Mostek memory system is "Mostek engineered." A
product engineer, assigned to the
product at its inception, remains
with the system throughout its

Variables are why the
smartest engineering
decision you can make
could be to buy.

MOSTEK.

development and product life cycle.

upgrades available. Including

To maintain product integrity,
he continuously monitors the
system at both the design and
testing levels.
As for the components, they're
exclusively Mostek memories; the
same 100%-tested memories that
have made us the recognized

our new 5-volt only 16K and 64K
dynamic RAMs. And our full offering of static memories.
But the advantages don't end
there. Once designed, every system
undergoes extensive testing and
burn-in to insure that it meets or
exceeds your operating requirements. The result is ahighly
reliable, fully warranted, high performance memory system from a

worldwide leader in dynamic
RAM performance and volume
production.
Now consider that your Mostek
engineer is intimately familiar with
Mostek memories. Consequently, he
can help you take full advantage of
the latest speed, power and density

proven single source.
Now, doesn't buying make alot
more sense than making? For more
information, contact your nearest
Mostek Sales Office.

West:
San Jose, CA (408) 287-5080
Irvine, CA (714) 549-0397
Phoenix, AZ (602) 954-6260
Seattle, WA (206) 632-0245
Denver, CO (303) 321-6545
Central:
Roselle, IL (312) 529-3993
Minnetonka, MN (612) 935-4020
Kettering, OH (513) 299-3405
Livonia, MI (313) 478-1470
Dallas, TX (214) 386-9141
Austin, TX (512) 458-5226
East:
Greenwich, CT (203) 622-0955
Woburn, MA (617) 935-0635
Mt. Laurel, NJ (609) 235-4112
Tampa, FL (813) 876-1304
Atlanta, GA (404) 458-7922

The Certainties of Buying

Known and exact

Set by contract

One item

Minimum added

Specialix

One-year

MOSTEK• is

atrademark of Mostek

Corporation

0

1981 Mostek Corporation
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Editorial

Budget cuts and science and technology
That cry of pain you hear arises from the
nation's science and technology establishment. It
is the reaction to deep cuts that have been
requested by President Reagan in Federal spending on pure and applied science as well as technological programs. The anguish is compounded by
the seeming insensitivity of the new Administration toward the wants, needs, and feelings of the
nation's scientists and engineers, as well as
apparent determination to ignore what they have
traditionally received.
Let us place the matter in perspective. The
President is determined to put the national economy in order—to spur what he calls an economic
recovery— and science and technology are easy
targets. The average citizen, told that colleges
and universities will not receive Federal funds
with which to purchase equipment for their engineering schools, would probably just shrug and
turn on the television set—which would not be
there, incidentally, if colleges and universities
had always been forced to get along with old and
outmoded tools for their fledgling engineers.
Furthermore, the reasoning of the Reaganites
is defective because their outlook is myopic.
Technology, at least, is a practical, resultsoriented discipline: its end is to create things that
enhance the quality of life by their usefulness.
What's more, it has been demonstrated beyond
refutation that advances in technology create
jobs, and one of the Administration's charters is
to reduce unemployment.
Thus far, then, the signals have been all bad.
But the Federal government works in strange
and wondrous ways. Under America's unique
system of checks and balances, presidential programs are challenged, changed, and reshaped at
the congressional level. Reagan's cuts are not
carved in granite. It is highly unlikely that he
will get everything that he has asked for, even
24

though there will certainly be deep gouges in the
budget submitted by the outgoing Carter
Administration.
Where Reagan could signal the science community that he is not totally insensitive to its
existence is in his own executive branch. For the
new President has not as yet named a science
adviser, and some Washington insiders say that
there are indications that he may disband the
White House Office of Science and Technology
Policy. If that is the case, the President is making agrave error, one that the businessmen in his
Administration should be able to point out and
help him correct.
As for the science adviser's job, the name most
widely rumored for the post is that of Simon
Ramo, at present vice chairman of TRW Inc. in
Cleveland. Though he has said that he asked that
his name be excluded from any list of candidates,
he has not said flatly that he would turn down
the job. That's good, because Ramo is uniquely
qualified by his expertise in technology, industrial management, and the practical politics of
science in Washington. He has been chief scientist for the U. S. intercontinental guided missile
program and won a 1979 National Medal of
Science. He spent two years on the White House
Energy Research and Development Committee
on Science and Foreign Affairs and was chairman of the President's Committee on Science
and Technology in 1976-77. Thus the man is
eminently qualified to be the science adviser.
If the White House intends to show that it is
eliminating "unnecessary" jobs—after all, each
agency already has its own science chief—axing
the top science post will be counterproductive.
Science and technology, which have contributed
so much to the preeminence of the U. S., need
and deserve a spokesman at the elbow of the
President.
Electronics/March 10, 1981
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What Cromemco computer card
capability can do for you
The above diagram shows in a functional way one of the most complete
lines of computer cards in the industry.
Look it over carefully. It could be well
worth your while.
These are all cards that plug into our
5-100 bus microcomputers.
You can also assemble them into a
custom system in convenient Cromemco
card cages.

You have an unprecedented selection
of memory including our unusual 48K
and 16K two-port RAMs which allow
high-speed color graphics.

MULTI-PROCESSING AND
INTELLIGENT I/O
The range of capabilities and versatility
you can draw upon is enormous.
In processors, for example, you have a
choice of CPU's including our extremely
useful new I/O Processor. This can be
used as asatellite processor to do off-line
processing, multi-processing, and to form
intelligent I/O. It opens the door to a
whole new group of applications and
tasks. Ask us about it.

LOTS OF STORAGE
These days you often want lots of disk
storage. So you can select from our disk
controller card which will operate our 5"
and 8" floppy disk drives (up to 1.2
megabytes). Or select our WDI interface
to operate our 11-megabyte hard disk
drives.
POWERFUL SOFTWARE AND
PERIPHERAL SUPPORT
There's much more yet you can do
with our cards. And, of course, there's an
easy way to put them to work in our 8-,
12-, and 21-slot card cages. Our PS8
power supply makes it simple to get the
system into operation.
Finally, Cromemco offers you the
stronges-, software support in the industry

HIGH RESOLUTION
COLOR GRAPHICS
Again, you can have beautiful highresolution color graphics with our color
graphics interface. You can select from
over 4000 colors and have apicture with
a resolution at least equal to quality
broadcast-TV pictures.

Cromemco
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with languages like FORTRAN, C,
COBOL, ASSEMBLER, LISP, BASIC and
others. There is also awide choice from
independent vendors.
To top it all off, you can draw from a
substantial array of peripherals: terminals, printers, color monitors and disk
drives.
CONTACT YOUR CROMEMCO REP
There is even more capability than
we're able to describe here.
Contact your Cromemco rep now and
get this capabitity working for you.

CROMEMCO COMPUTER CARDS
• PROCESSORS — 4 MHz Z-80 A CPU, single
card computer, I/O processor • MEMORY —
up to 64K including special 48K and 16K twoport RAMS and our very well known
BYTESAVERS•
with PROM programming
capability • HIGH RESOLUTION COLOR
GRAPHICS — our SDI offers up to 754 x482
pixel resolution. • GENERAL PURPOSE
INTERFACES —QUADART four-channel serial
communications, TU -ART two-channel
parallel and two-channel serial, 8P10 8-port
parallel, 4P10 4-port isolated parallel, D+ 7A
7-channel D/A and AID converter, printer interface, floppy disk controller with RS-232 interface and system, diagnostics, wire-wrap and
extender cards for your development work.

TM

ed

280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415) 964-7400
Tomorrow's computers today
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'Noise Loses the Battle to PMI Op Amps!
Let our Op-27137op amps drum your
noise problems right out of town

PMI 1981

Alice was very sensitive to noise, so much
that she might have been an instrumentation designer. She found irritating noises everywhere in
Lewis Carroll's Looking Glass World, from the
daisies in the Garden of Live Flowers who shouted

at her in shrill voices to the tree that barked
"Bough-wough!" at her. Worst of all was the banging of the drums that ended the plumcake war
between the Lion and the Unicorn.
"She dropped to her knees, and put her hands

over her ears, vainly trying to shut out the dreadful uproar. 'If that doesn't drum them out of town:
she thought, 'nothing ever will!"
For years, designers of monolithic analog circuits have tried to shut out noise for their highspeed instrumentation customers. But noise suppression eluded them, despite the fact that they
had managed to suppress most other sources of
error.
That was before the White Knights of Linear
Wonderland (PMI, of course) came up with the new
OP-27/37 operational amplifiers. These new op
amps combine excellent precision and high-speed
performance with peak-to-peak noise that is only
80nV in the low-frequency instrumentation range
and just 3nV/Vriz in the audio frequency range.
We recognize that noise is afierce competitor
and cannot be totally eliminated. The solution is
in what you do with it. Two distinct regions of
noise can be defined in atypical op amp—the flat
or white noise band, which is important in audio
applications, and the low-frequency (below 50Hz)
range, which is important in precision instrumentation—such as chart recorders. In designing the
OP-27/37, PMI managed to optimize both regions
with only 3nVAFFiz white noise and avery low
1/f corner at 2.7Hz.
While we were battling with the noise problem,
however, we still managed to improve other op
amp performance parameters. This new generation offers an unbeatable combination of specs,
including a17V/ps slew, 10µV of offset voltage and
gain of almost 2million. The OP-27 is unity-gain
stable; the OP-37 is compensated for gains of five
or more, resulting in higher slew rate and wider
bandwidth than the OP-27.

What does anew generation of low-noise op
amps mean to you? If you're designing difference
amplifiers, data-converter circuits and phono preamplifier circuits, to name just afew applications,
it means that there is no other component available capable of putting so much performance into
your product. You eliminate the need for external
trim while achieving more predictable circuit performance as aresult of the OP-27/37's precision
characteristics.
But don't just listen to us beating our own
drum. Order a sample now by filling out the
"HELP STAMP OUT NOISE" coupon below.
Our guess is that it won't be long before you're
banging afew new-product drums of your own.
If someone beat you to the coupon, write to us
or circle #200 for literature.
rIM

Precision Monolithics, Incorporated
1500 Space Park Drive
e
Santa Clara, California 95050
(408) 246-9222 TWX: 910-338-0218 Cable: MONO
In Europe contact:
Precision Monolithics, Incorporated
do BOURNS AG
ZUGERSTRASSE 74, 6340 Baar, Switzerland
Phone: 042/33 33 33
Telex 78722

Check the box for your
"HELP STAMP OUT NOISE" sample.
El OP-27

D OP-37

D Literature

Mail to: Precision Monolithics, Inc. 1525 Comstock Avenue,
Santa Clara, CA 95050

LOW FREQUENCY NOISE

or Precision Monolithics, Inc. eo BOURNS AG
Zugerstrasse 74, 6340 Baar, Switzerland

Name

OP-27

Compan

Department

Address

0.1Hz to 10Hz Peak-to-Peak Noise
100nV/division Referred to Input
(Closed-loop Gain = 50,000)

Phone
3E5300_1

Compare our data and time domain logic analyzer
with the industry's leading data-domain-only unit.
For complete analysis, the K100-D outperforms H-P's 1610B1
Before you settle for the Hewlett-

Compare data domain range.

Packard 1610B data domain ana-

The high-speed K100-D gives you
data domain capability to 70 MHz
—as compared with the 1610B's 10
MHz rate—for use with faster
multiplexed microprocessors, computers, and ECL bit-slice processors. At 12 to 70 MHz, the K100-D
gives you 16 channels of data display, with 1024 words of memory.

lyzer, compare it with the general
purpose Biomation K100-D, our
fastest-selling logic analyzer ever.

Compare depth of information.
A data domain (software) analyzer
—even a unit as sophisticated as
the H-P 1610B—simply does not
give you all the information you
need for debugging your mainframe, mini- and microprocessorbased systems. During the critical
system-integration stage of a
development cycle, aproblem that
looks like asoftware failure may
turn out to be a not-too-obvious
hardware malfunction. The
K100-D's data/timing capability lets
you analyze software/hardware
relationships and find the problem,
wherever it originates. You can
display up to 16 channels of critical
timing information about race conditions and phase relationships
between signals.
So vital is this timing information
to complete problem analysis that
industry trends indicate logic analyzers of the future will have both
data and timing analysis capabilities —like the K100-D has today!

hands down.) To get your free
copy, just use the reader service
number or write Gould Inc..
Instrument Division, 4600 Old
Ironsides Drive, Santa Clara, CA
95050. For faster response, call
408-988-6800.

Operating at 0to 10 MHz, both
units give you 32 channels of data
domain information. But the
K100-D's memory is 8times as
deep as the 1610B's-512 words
versus 64. The 1610B's 7levels of
triggering exceed the needs of
most users, and those who do
need this capability can generally
get it from their development
system. With the K100-D, you don't
sacrifice vital timing information
for data domain capabilities you
don't need.

,

ç

The final analysis.
To help you evaluate your needs
before you buy, we've prepared a
point-by-point competitive comparison of the Biomation K100-D
and the H-P 1610B. (Incidentally, it
also shows how the K100-D beats
H-P's general purpose 1615A

Hewlett-Packard 1610B
A sophisticated data-domain-only
logic analyzer

Biomation K100-D
The industry's finest data/timing
logic analyzer
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This high precision scope can help you
see things you've never seen before.
things
ingfor, and better yet, things you
never suspected, because never
before has an oscilloscope had
such high resolution and
accuracy.
Nicolet oscilloscopes have
more than ten times the resolution and accuracy of almost all
other digital scopes, lots more
memory (including internal
disk memory for completely
non-volatile records), and better displays, both XY and YT

on't have to be acomputer operator to use them.
They're convenient, yet versatile.
They're also well proven. Thousands are in effective use today,
with new orders setting records
every month.

Or

more

i.flhia on

how the Nicolet 2090 series can
help you get more out of your
research, simply circle the reader
service card or call 608/271-3333.
Or write: Nicolet Instrument Corporation, 5225 Verona
Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53711.
MCOLET
INSTRUMENT
CORPORATION
OSCILLOSCOPE DIVISION
Sales and Service Offices Worldwide

Nicolet Oscilloscopes
Circle 32 on reader service card

Electronics newsletter
New HP 3000 model
to sport twin ALUs

Network links
multivendor devices
on factory floor

Speech system
talks for 200-300 s

Westinghouse develops
new power-device
Isolation scheme
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Look for Hewlett-Packard Co. to introduce anew member of the HP 3000
series within the next month or so. Model 55, internally code-named
Gemini, will have a little more than twice the performance of HP 's new
series 3000 model 44 [Electronics, Nov. 6, 1980, p. 33] and will cost about
50% more, or approximately $150,000. It has a machine cycle time of
about 70 ns, and it uses emitter-coupled logic instead of the Schottky TTL
used in previous HP 3000 family members. The duality implied in its code
name refers to the internal architecture of the system, two tightly coupled
16-bit ECL processors. They form a dual arithmetic and logic unit.
Running under the MPE-IV operating system, the model 55 has each
processor performing 16-bit instructions while it maintains a 32-bit data
bus and a 32-bit address bus. It has eight disk controllers capable of
addressing up to 16 gigabytes of disk memory and uses 64-K randomaccess memories to pack 1megabyte of main storage onto asingle board.
It accesses RAM asynchronously, using 19 clock cycles for an assortive
cache memory, which then feeds back eight successive 16-bit words to the
central processing unit.

Industrial control could get a big push toward full factory automation
from Modway, by Gould Inc.'s Modicon division, apeer-to-peer local-area
network and communication system. Unlike earlier industrial networks,
Modway supports multivendor data equipment, from data converters and
microprocessors to robots and computer-aided design and manufacturing
systems. User-programmable smart interfaces act as protocol translators
and grant system access to machines on a priority basis called token
passing. Accommodating up to 250 devices on acable system or as many
as 10,000 on an active cable TV system, the network transmits data at
1,544 mb/s between nodes up to 5,000 m apart. It will also link to other
networks like Ethernet, says Modicon, which unveils Modway at this
week's Programmable Controllers Conference in Dearborn, Mich. The
Andover, Mass.—based division will sell Modway for $1,000 to $5,000.

A board-level speech synthesis system that will provide 200 to 300 seconds
of synthesized male or female speech in any language is about to be
unveiled by Telesensory Speech Systems of Palo Alto, Calif. Based on
Intel's 8085A 8-bit microprocessor, the Speech 1000, as it is called,
features 458 K of on-board read-only memory, programmable speech
control and audio gain, and three input/output ports —Intel's Multibus,
an RS-232-C serial interface, and an 8-bit parallel interface with an
additional 3-bit control. Having a typical data rate of 2,200 b/s, the
system, which uses linear predictive coding, will sell for about $1,200 in
single quantities and less than $950 each in lots of 100; vocabulary
generation and linear predictive analysis services will be available.

In an effort to remain cost-effective in low-voltage, low-current applications, Westinghouse Electric Corp.'s Youngwood, Pa., Semiconductor
division has developed amore flexible method of processing power rectifiers and thyristors. Instead of etching the edge of asilicon pellet mounted
on amolybdenum substrate to form amesa structure, Westinghouse etches
grooves around active regions on both sides of the pellet and fills them with
silk-screened glass. Not only does that eliminate the wet chemistry
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associated with the spin etching, but furthermore the new devices can be
mounted on a beryllium substrate, which is electrically cold. Thus, more
than one device can be mounted onto a common heat sink without
worrying about electrical conduction or shock hazard; indeed, the packaging idea has been approved by Underwriters Laboratories. The idea might
also make economical plastic packages more practical. The devices do not
have to be round, so that Westinghouse might even laser-scribe power
functions—transistor-diode combinations—from a single wafer. But for
now, the division is going after motor control and other markets with
discrete chips.

National expands in
DEC-compatible field

Power FET offered
at bipolar prices

Rolm to unveil
32-bit system,
first drive

34

The Memory Systems group of National Semiconductor Corp., Santa
Clara, Calif., has announced abulk memory based on 16-K random-access
memories that achieves high reliability through self-diagnosis and repair.
Emulating Digital Equipment Corp.'s RS04 fixed-head disk subsystem,
National's Nuram substitutes spares for failing components without
interrupting operation. Access time of the memory, whose capacity is up
to 8 megabytes, is 2its, and the transfer rate is 500 kilobytes per second.
Also announced was a DEC-compatible input/output controller, called
Mexacon, that handles three types of device—disk, tape, or a Pertec
interface—simultaneously. Its design is based on anew 40-bit microcoded
bit-slice processor, called the Transfer Processing Unit, geared for fast data
transfers.

Its new high-voltage vertical double-diffused mos power FET may not
boast any performance advantages over competitive devices, but Semi
Processes Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif., is perhaps the first semiconductor
manufacturer to provide high-voltage performance by afield-effect transistor at bipolar prices. The SD 500 will be available later this month at a
"nonnegotiable, take-it-or-leave-it" price of $2.75 each in 10,000-piece
quantities, or $4 each in 100-piece lots. Housed in ahermetically sealed
TO-3 package, the 400-v, 3-9 FET is designed as adirect replacement for
bipolar power devices in 200-w, 200-kHz off-line switching power supplies
and in power-amplification applications.

Ever since the introduction of Data General Corp.'s 32-bit MV-8000
computer system [Electronics, April 24, 1980, p. 33], the military has been
awaiting a ruggedized version of the system. This week, after some
slippage, Rolm Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., will unveil not only the
ruggedized 32-bit system, but also two more 16-bit systems, as well as its
first venture into the manufacture of disk drives. The 32-bit system is the
model MSE 800, which will be priced at about $500,000 and have first
deliveries in December. The two 16-bit systems, the MSE 14 and MSE 25,
are ruggedized versions of Data General's S140 and S250 systems, respectively. With 128-K bytes of random-access memory and without Rolm's
new disk drive, they will cost about $55,000 and $80,000, respectively.
Rolm's drive, the model 4050, uses 8-in. Winchester technology. It will
supply 35.6 megabytes of capacity and add about $50,000 to the cost of
the systems.
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UNTOUCHED BY HUMAN HANDS!
COME SEE OUR BRAND NEW
AUTOMATED ROM ASSEMBLY.

EA 's state-of-the-art
fully automatic bonding
systems use pattern recognition technology to completely bond ROM chips 10
times faster than manual methods, with dramatically higher yields.

Fully automated assembly means high
quality, low price and fast, fast turnaround
for your ROMs. And that's exactly what
we offer.
Our ultra-modern laminar-flow diepreparation stations, automatic leadframe pre-form insertion, eutectic
die-attach stations, and our new
lead bonder system are all automatic, and all located stateside in
Mountain View, California.
Don't take our word for
it. Call ROM Marketing at
(415) 964-4321 and arrange
for atour. You're invited!
Or write us on your
letterhead for our new fullcolor ROM Capabilities
Brochure, showing why we're
the premier 8K, 16K, 32K and 64K
ROM manufacturer in the industry.
Electronic Arrays, 550 East Middlefield Rd.,
Mountain View, CA 94043. In Philadelphia call
(215) 272-8830; in Chicago (312) 858-8508.

ELECTRONIC ARRAYS
THE HOUSE OF ROMs.

na
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Our Low-Density-PROM
family tree
is blossoming.
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New 1K and 2K Schottky PROMs offer 25% faster
access times and 50% lower power dissipation.

We've said it often.
Monolithic Memories is
committed to producing
low-density bipolar
PROMs, in volume, as
vEg510,11
long as you need them.
Not only do we support
70 f44
low-density PROMs
now we've significantly
improved them! With two
new PROM families, both
utilizing reliable titanium
tungsten fuses and an
ns
advanced platinum silicide
Schottky process which
permits highest-speed
designs over the entire
operating temperature range of the device.
Available in 256-by-4 and 512-by-4 bit
configurations, both the new "S" and "LS"
families offer full Schottky clamping, your choice
of open-collector or three-state outputs and 16pin DIP packaging compatible with older 1K and
2K PROMs. And they're all in production, now.

.21( PROM>

4

/ErI
VERS10118

ms

They are the fastest
low-density PROMs
anywhere.
This is the kind of
switching speed currently in
demand for high speed
computers and real-time
signal processing systems.
And at this speed it's
even practical to use
PROMs to replace
random logic, with significant savings in board
space•and parts cost.
Low power Schottky
PROMs.

The supply current has been cut in half—to
70 mA—while maintaining the same switching
speed at 60 ns. This makes our PROMs ideal for
telecommunications, satellite and airborne
applications.
Available in military grades, too.

That's right. All the above come in mil-spec
versions, with a55 ns access time for the highspeed "S" version, and a 70 mA supply current
The new commercial-grade 63S140/1 1024-bit
for the "LS" PROM.
PROMs and 63S240/1 2048-bit PROMs consume
For full details con act our nearest Monolithic
only 130 mA of supply current, about the same as
Memories stocking disolder standard
tributor or sales reprePROMs. But at that
HOTLINE!
sentative. Monolithic
power level, they
For express product information call toll-free:
Memories, Inc., 1165 East
access in only 45 ns—a
(800) 528-6050 Ext. 131.
Argues Ave., Sunnyvale,
25% improvement
In Arizona: (800) 352-0458 Ext. 131.
CA 94086.
over older devices.
High speed Schottky PROMs.

Monolithic ELE
Memories
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We build these
components into all our
switchers so you don't
have to add them on.
And when schedules and budgets are tight, that
means real savings for you.
The Acme Power House lines of AC to DC—and
DC to DC—modular switchers are the complete
power supplies you need for system applications,
such as data processing, telecommunications and
control equipment, interface and add-on/peripheral devices.
Here are just some of the standard features we
build into Power House switchers, so you don't
have to add them on: ill Conformance to all EMI
suppression requirements of FCC Part 15, Class A;
VDE 0871, Class A; MIL-STD-461A D Adjustable
overvoltage and overcurrent protection E Load
monitor signal D Overvoltage trip signal El Re-

mote sense D Total enclosure protective covers
D Acceptance of world-wide inputs CI UL component recognition
With 150 different models, ranging from 25 to
1200 watts, Power House is sure to have the right
voltage, right current for your needs.
Besides, we provide the industry's best engineering support and application assistance, plus
off-the-shelf immediate availability.
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Denser processors
from various makers
show similarities
by R. Colin Johnson, Microsystems & Software Editor

Much the same selection of
architectural features made
possible with extra devices
appears in each processor
As Nits! microprocessor technology
pushes on to the 32-bit level, the new
parts are beginning to add architectural features made possible by the
extra on-chip devices. What's more,
these new very large-scale integrated
circuits are in remarkable agreement
as to which features to add.
As the table shows, microprogramming and a pipelined instruction-execution sequence are features
that began showing up at the 16-bit
level; newer ones include on-chip
multipliers, barrel shifters, and selftesting. Of course, much of the inspiration for these comes from mainframe computers, whose abilities are
increasingly shared by the new
microprocessors.
ISSCC. The trend was apparent at
the recent International Solid State
Circuits Conference in New York
[Electronics, Feb. 24, p. 138], where
designers discussed the 32-bit Bell
Laboratories Bell MAC/32, Hew
lett-Packard Co.'s new chip set, and
the Intel Corp. iAPX 432. Many of
the same features show up on the
newest 16-bit processors, such as the
Toshiba Corp. 88000 discussed at
isscc and the Texas Instruments
Inc. 99000. Complementary-MOs
technology was a hot isscc topic,
with Japanese researchers especially
showing strong advances (p. 97).
Toshiba's new proprietary C-mos
part stores its microprogram externally, whereas other 16- and 32-bit
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machines use on-chip read-only
memories. Microprogramming is a
favorite design tack in the era of
VLSI circuits: in fact, every IC maker
except Zilog switched to it for 16-bit
microprocessors.
In contrast to hardwired execution
units, microprogramming offers flexibility and easy upgrading because
changes are amatter of anew lithography mask for the ROM rather than
redesigning the random logic of the
hardwired approach. For example,
additional instructions are quickly
realized: Motorola Corp. has already
added some to its 68000.
Pipelined architecture that
squeezes every ounce of performance

out of the short-channel VLSI technologies cannot help but be popular.
Instruction prefetching is the most
common first stage of a pipeline, as
it is in the new 99000, a softwarecompatible update of TI'S pioneering
16-bit 9900. Several of the 32-bit
machines add more stages, multiplying the throughput of the instruction stream by the number of stages.
More stages. For instance, HP'S
32-bit microprocessor takes three
cycles of 55 nanoseconds each to
execute most instructions, but since
the fetch, decode, and execute stages
work simultaneously, the effective
throughput is one instruction per
cycle. The processor is part of amul-
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tichip set [Electronics, Feb. 10,
p. 39]; at isscc, its designers discussed a clock driver lc addition to
the five already disclosed.
Since there are transistors by the
hundreds of thousands on the new
visi chips (450,000 on HP'S, for
example), specialized hardware execution units on chips are economically realizable. The 32-bit parts all
have barrel shifters that can shift
any number of bits in a single clock
cycle, and HP adds amultiplier.
Specialized registers for floatingpoint calculations and virtual memory support also appear at the 32-bit
level and on the newer 16-bit units
like the Philips proprietary two-chip
set [Electronics, Feb. 24, p. 50]. The
floating-point calculations use the
standard Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers format, a notable sign of compatibility in this era
of intense competition.
An emerging industrywide philosophy delegates responsibility for
memory management to the IC maker rather than the system designer.
In any system, then, the software
supporting the memory management
scheme can safely assume set locations for the special registers and
standard formats for the protocols
handling large memory spaces.
Self-testing. Another bonus of
having room to spare on chip is the
ability to store self-testing routines
in the microprogram ROM. In this
way, a processor can test itself each
time it is powered up or reset or even
as it is executing an instruction.
Making a strong break from the
register-based architectures of other
16- and 32-bit machines, the 432
joins the 99000 in using memorybased operands. Locating the operands in off-chip random-access
memory decreases the software overhead of swapping the register set
every time anew task is serviced in a
multiuser environment —at the expense of added processing time.
TI is continuing the use of memory-based operands from the 9900,
which was the first microprocessor
to adopt this route. Yet, with the
99000, it has brought on chip ahighspeed RAM of 16 16-bit locations to
serve as aspecial register set.
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Phosphor glow
checks ICs for heat
A newly invented temperature measurement technique that is totally
optical in nature promises to make
possible the exploration of sections
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of bare integrated circuits, determining the same sorts of temperature
anomalies previously probed at the
board level. Using fiber-optic probes
amere 0.7 millimeter in diameter in
the first implementation, the technique should also open up new applications in ic design and semiconductor fabrication and in nonelectronic
areas like medicine.
Its inventors, engineers Kenneth
Wickersheim and Ronald Alves,
have dubbed the technique "fluoroptic thermometry" because it depends
on the fluorescence of certain rareearth phosphors in the tip of the
fiber-optic probe. They will be marketing an instrument based on the
technique through their newly
formed Luxtron Corp. of Mountain
View, Calif.
Because the system is totally optical, the temperature measurements
are unaffected by electromagnetic
fields and radio-frequency or microwave sources—nor does the instrument interfere with any of these
sources. In addition, the probes are
thermally nonconductive and the
optical fibers are inert to most chemical reactions.
System setup. The technique measures the ratio of the frequencies of
the spectral lines resulting from the
fluorescence of two phosphors on the
probe's tip. As the figure shows, an
ultraviolet light source provides an
excitation beam to the probe tip, and
the resulting spectral emissions vary
according to the temperature of the
point being probed.
The phosphors' spectral responses
to the temperature go back through
the probe to the instrument. They
are split and passed to microprocessor-based processing, control, calibration, and display circuitry.
The phosphor tip has asmall thermal inertia and allows a measurement settling time of 1 second or
less. Luxtron's initial offering, the
Hair-fine measurements. By exciting two
phosphors on the tip of a fiber-optic probe
0.7 millimeter in diameter, a new instrument
can measure the ratio of the frequencies of

DIG TAL
OUTPUT

ANALOG
OUTPUT

the spectral lines resulting from the phosphors' fluorescence, which varies according
to temperature.
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$5,100 model 1000A, can measure
from —50° to +200°C to accuracies
of within 0.1°C.
For optimum performance, the
probe lengths are kept to 2 meters,
but 100-m-long probes may be used,
though with degraded performance.
The inventors contend that these
lengths could be increased if a suitable illumination source like a visible-blue-light LED is used.
Varied uses. Another semiconductor application could include use
inside rf plasma etching equipment,
because the probes do not melt the
photoresist on the surface of awafer.
They also could be put into atransformer: "For the first time we will be
able to sense a problem inside a
transformer and shut it down before
the transformer itself is lost," says
Wickersheim.
As useful as this type of thermometer may become in electronics, its
applications in other areas may be
even more important. The inventors
believe their patents are the key to a
new hyperthermia technique in cancer therapy. The technique can also
be used in a microwave oven, in the
processing of plywood, and in electronic-countermeasure warfare
equipment.
-Martin Marshall

Business systems

TI, Northern Telecom
offer desktop units
Desktop terminals for executives are
popping up all over as the integrated
office of the future moves ever nearer. Companies like Xerox, Datapoint, and Northern Telecom already have introduced systems to
support such equipment (p. 157),
and now Texas Instruments Inc. is
introducing aproduct line, as is Nixdorf AG.
Such units will offer limited wordand data-processing capabilities because they arc intended primarily for
information retrieval and electronic
message services. To judge from early indications, it is likely they will
vary considerably in communications capabilities that they offer.
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Tiny terminals. Northern Telecom plans to
test a prototype desktop terminal plus telephone (top). and TI is set to offer its series
10 that works through atelephone or directly
with a computer for $995. Both units are
aimed at users who need information retrieval more than data entry.
Ti is naming its initial product the
series 10: a 12V2-inch-high, 91
/2pound terminal with aswiveling 51
/2_
in. cathode-ray-tube display (see
lower photograph). Using what it
calls "existing Ti terminal technology," the company has come up with
alist price of $995.
The unit incorporates three
TMS1000 4-bit microprocessors, one
controlling the simple 53-key typewriterlike keyboard, one for the video display, and the third for the
internal modulator-demodulator,
which is the first modem TI has
built.
Plug-in. The operator plugs his
desk telephone into the series 10 and
then plugs the terminal into the wall
jack. Then he can call up a host
computer or acommercial data base.
An optional command module,
based on read-only memory, can
contain the log-on sequence as well
as the data-protection features and
will enter them automatically.
The model 10 also has an RS232-C port for direct connection to a

computer; moreover, through the
phone network, it can be used for
interoffice communications. As an
option, TI will offer a $995 receiveonly thermal printer.
Prototypes of a similar piece of
equipment from Northern Telecom
Inc. are going into field trials this
spring. The Displayphone (upper
photograph) incorporates a telephone and keypad, adisplay, aslideout keyboard, and amodem.
Like the series 10, it is intended
primarily for information retrieval,
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but it can handle voice and data
transmission simultaneously. The
keypad does include five softwareconfigurable keys, and the unit has a
personal phone directory and an
automatic dialing feature. It was
developed by Bell-Northern Research Ltd. of Canada, and Northern Telecom has been willing to talk
about it (p. 164) but has only just
decided to show it.
In West Germany, computer maker Nixdorf is unveiling a desktop
unit that combines aterminal, atelephone, and a teletypewriter (see
p. 80). Although considerably more
versatile than the series 10, it will be
considerably more expensive, with a
base price of around $2,500.
At stake is a market projected to
grow from nothing in 1980 to more
than a million units a year by the
end of the decade, with total annual
consumption above $2.5 billion, says
Inner tube. The CRT, with virtually unlimited capacity for display variation, is Zenith's bid to
International Resource Development
the auto makers for mid-1980. Color is achieved wdi filter overlays.
Inc. In anew report on this market,
the Norwalk, Conn., market reThe advantage of using the rasterments on the usual approaches such
search firm also predicts that Xerox as liquid-crystal, gas-discharge, and
scanning display, he goes on, is the
ability to change the displayed
Corp. will introduce a product this electroluminescence, two new techniques were proposed—a vehicular
image (see photograph) quickly and
spring.
-J. Robert Lineback
easily with software. With other discathode-ray-tube display from Zeplay techniques, the image is silkAutomotive
nith Radio Corp and an electrolytic
liquid display from Jaeger SA, a screened on, as with the liquid-crysFrench company.
tal display, or physically constructed
with conductive material such as the
The auto makers were clear, however, that, for now, vacuum fluoresvacuum fluorescent display, and it is
therefore permanent.
cence is the preferred—though not
The higher cost of the car CRT is
exclusive—choice. "Whatever comes
more than offset by the number of
in will have to replace vacuum fluoWith the market for automotive displays pegged at $493 million for
rescence, - comments Laurence A.
standard instruments it replaces,
1984, proponents of competing disLopez, Ford Motor Co.'s engineerincluding the gas gauge and speedplay technologies are vying for the
ing manager of electronic instrumenometer as well as the new trip disattention of the world's auto makers.
tation and features.
play appearing on higher-priced auAnd the automobile companies, alAnd, says Chrysler Corp.'s chief tos. In addition, the variable display
ready well along the road to replacavoids the distracting clutter of indiengineer for feature products Bering electromechanical gauges, are
cators, which Zenith claims can
nard F. Heinrich, "the general
watching them.
overwhelm the driver.
impression is that the vacuum fluoThis interest was evident from the rescent display is still the most viaContenders. It features a new
numerous papers presented at last ble" when its cost, visibility, ruggedhigh-intensity gun for a monomonth's 75th annual Society of ness, and appearance are weighed chrome display: anode voltage is 12
Automotive Engineers conference in against those of other techniques.
kilovolts. The 3-by-5-inch faceplate
Detroit. In fact, an array of papers
packs le lines of resolution. The
However, Zenith is taking a radiresult of over two years of developon the automotive applications of cal direction with its CRT display.
ment and talks with the auto makers,
electronic displays and information "What you basically have is acomsystems were presented in sessions puter display in the car," explains the tube is targeted for the mid-80s
spread over two and a half days. Leonard Dietch, vice president of generation of cars. According to
Engine controls, sensors, and actua- research and development for the
Lopez of Ford Motors, the CRT is
tors also were session topics.
Glenview, Ill., company's picture "very expensive but within the
Along with variations and refine- tube and components operation.
realm" of possibility. Observes

New displays

intrigue car makers
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A few of our customers say
Abbott MIL Spec power supplies
are 99% perfect.
The others say only 98%. For almost fifteen years
we have maintained a customer failure rate of
2% for our "C:' "S" and "W" MIL Spec power
supplies. That's tried and true proof of reliability...
in the field.
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supplies is a standard throughout the world for
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They're available with output voltages from 5to
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/
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/
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Abbott. For additional information, write or
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Chrysler's Heinrich, "they've got a
fascinating idea that's caught alot of
people's attention."
Another new entry besides Zenith
was made by France's Jaeger,
located in Levallois, which officially
introduced its electrolytic liquid display [Electronics, Jan 27, p. 82]. The
electrolytic display uses the dispersion of light caused when a thin silver film is deposited on aclear electrode under the influence of an electric current.
Reversing the current removes the
deposited film and erases the display, which otherwise retains its
image for several minutes without
power. It takes 100 to 200 milliseconds to write and 5% to 10% longer
than that to erase. The manufacturer
claims that the cell is easier and less
expensive to manufacture than liquid
crystal. In addition, it promises
10,000 hours of operating time at
—40°C to +80°C.
-Gil Bassak

Instruments

Josephson IC speeds
a-d conversion
Dual-slope and flash-conversion
techniques for precision digital instrumentation may well be supplanted by methods based on Josephson junction technology. Such supercooled circuitry can switch at
picosecond speeds, so it can measure
ultrahigh frequency directly.
Working toward that goal, researchers at the National Bureau of
Standards have constructed a Josephson-based 6-bit analog-to-digital
converter capable of taking 2billion
samples a second [Electronics, Jan.
27, p. 33]. "It is a major step in
demonstrating the feasibility of a
new generation of measurement
instruments based on supercooled
integrated circuits," an NBS spokesman says.
As the photograph shows, the NBS
chip has six conversion units, each
based on a two-junction Josephson
element. The conversion technique is
based on the ability of this element,
called a superconducting quantum
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Cool chip. In this NBS a-d converter, each superconducting quantum interference device
(circled), containing two Josephson junctions, produces abit at rates of up to 2GHz.

interference device, or Squid, to
switch states each time the magnetic
flux in the arca between the junctions reaches the critical level of half
aflux quantum. "There's nothing in
semiconductor technology like it,"
maintains Clark Hamilton, the project leader at the Boulder, Colo.,
facility.
The signal to be measured is
injected into the groundplane of the
ic. The output of each conversion
unit changes periodically with the
magnitude of the magnetic field,
going from 0 to 2 millivolts at one
field strength, 2mv to 0at the next,
and so on. Using Josephson conversion units with different fieldstrength sensitivities, the converter is
able to produce a binary result in
parallel, much like aflash converter.
But flash converters have not
reached the speed of the 2-gigahertz
NBS converter; Analog Devices
claims to make the fastest commercial 6-bit flash unit with a 100megahertz conversion rate. Moreover, flash converters typically use
2" conversion elements per N bits.
In contrast, the Josephson-based
converter needs only N elements,
and since each conversion unit is
only Isquare mil, the whole converter can fit in about 15,000 mil'. "In
volume, a chip with the converter

alone would cost about 10 cents,"
Hamilton surmises.
The converter's output has been
directly measured at up to 20 million
samples per second and found to produce a monotonic staircase. Above
that frequency, however, sampling
techniques were used because there
was no way to capture the converted
data in real time.
Memory. To store the data for
processing, Hamilton suggests that a
shift-register version of the Josephson junction memory that IBM Corp.
is building could be put on the chip
with the converter. "There's enough
space to put probably 500 to 1,000
samples on the same chip," he says.
At IBM's Yorktown Heights,
N. Y., research facility, Wilhelm
Anacker, head of the Josephson
project, points out that, though the
memory is fast enough to store the
signal, "there may be practical problems with trying to put memories we
develop on chips they have developed." Incompatible lithography
techniques and process tolerances
may prove to be stumbling blocks.
Then, too, the NBS is still working
to overcome difficulties in getting
the room-temperature signal to the
supercooled chip. "Because of a
problem with crosstalk in connections to the chip, it is not possible to
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No other
one-chip Microcomputer has
lower power dissipation!
SAA6000
No other 4-bit microcomputer drives an 8-digit LCD
plus 8symbols without any interface!

This unique CMOS microcomputer is
especially suitable for applications with
clock or other timer functions.
-Battery-operated universal DMM
-Telephone subset with comfort
features
-Environment protection
equipment
-Photo and film
equipment
-Multifunction timer
-Parking meter
-CB transceiver
-Medical equipment
-Trip computer
-Mobile phone
-Control equipment
-Entertainment electronics: Video
recorder, cassette recorder, tuner, etc....
-Personal paging systems

The SAA6000 is amaskprogrammable pC intended for
high-volume applications.
Program development can be
carried out by the users, by
consultants, or by
ITT Semiconductors. The
contents of the internal ROM and
PLAs must be programmed
during manufacturing for each
specific application.

Special characteristics:
supply voltage 3V, standby consumption 15 pA, operating
consumption 45 pA, ROM capacity 2.2 K Byte,
RAM capacity (expandable externally) 384 bits, instruction
set of 54 instructions, 1subroutine level, 6inputs,
4-bit bidirectional I/O port, 4 static outputs
(PLA dependant), 2or 3multiplexed outputs 32 kHz on-chip
clock oscillator, 15-stage resettable divider, low-voltage
detection on chip, super flat package 14 x 14 x 2mm,
up to 64 keys input

If you are developing a
high-volume application calling
out for these special features,
please immediately contact
ITT Semiconductors
500 Broadway
Lawrence, MA 01841
Tel. (617) 688-1881

semiconductors
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know what the signal is that is arriving at the chip at ultrahigh frequencies," Hamilton readily admits. He
believes that the transmission problem should be overcome in the nottoo-distant future.
However, keeping the chips cool in
a practical instrument would not be
a problem, owing to the work of
another NBS researcher, James Zimmerman. He has already constructed
a refrigerator that takes up only 1
cubic foot and can keep the chip at 4
K using only 100 watts.
"Anyone using the machine
doesn't have to know that there's
something inside working at 4 K,"
Hamilton says. "The operator just
turns it on and waits 5 minutes, as
with the old vacuum-tube instruments."
-Richard W. Comerford

Packaging

Ceramic surrounds
ICs on tape carriers
Hermetic sealing of integrated circuits mounted on tape carriers is on
the way. Working under aNavy contract, Dynacraft Inc. is developing a
production-line method of sealing
ceramic packages to the tape carrying the ICs.
The still experimental technique is
intended for chips used in microcircuit packages, but the Santa Clara,
Calif., company foresees commercial
applications, notably with very
large-scale ICs. The advantage there
is not so much the hermetic sealing,
but density—the resulting package
has leads on 20-mil centers, common
in military hybrids using chips on
tapes but much denser than the 40mil-and-up lead centers on packages
in commercial use today.
Naval view. "We'll wind up with a
very high-density microminiaturized
package, a tremendous reduction in
failures, and a hermetically sealed
package that can be automated
using commercially available gangbonding systems," says Richard
Gamble, program manager at the
Naval Ocean Systems Center in San
Diego. Gamble heads a group speci-
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alizing in the development of manufacturing technology for implementation by various naval operations
and was chairman of aNepcon West
session last month at which the technique was discussed.
The typical military hybrid is
sealed at the board level to ensure
reliability. Hermetic sealing at the
chip level will give another level of
protection, and it should also increase yield because the ceramic
package will protect the chip during
hybrid assembly.
In the Dynacraft technique, the
chips are conventionally gang-bonded to the tape, and then ceramic
packages are gang-bonded around
the ics. The prime inhibitor of the
development has been the bonding of
ceramic and film, says Carmen
Burns, general manager of the
Dynatape division of Dynacraft.
Solder is out because it would act
as a conductor between the copper
leads screened onto the tape. Direct
glass bonding is unsatisfactory because it will not adhere to copper.
Dynacraft's solution is to remove
that portion of each copper lead that
would intersect the package halves'
perimeters—the ceramic at those
points is metalized to restore the

conducting paths and the two ends of
each lead are bonded to the points
where they touch the perimeters.
Then, just as in many standard
bonding techniques, a low-temperature sealing glass is applied around
the perimeter of each half of the
package, including where the copper
would have run.
Burns reports that the chips will
likely be bonded to a three-layer
tape, which facilitates testing and
burning in before the ics are
removed. These dividends add to the
savings inherent in the use of tape
automated bonding—reduced labor
costs and fewer failures because
there is less handling.
For the VLSI era, tape automated
bonding is being eyed as a serious
packaging contender [Electronics,
Dec. 18, p. 100]. Burns points out
that agang-bonded ceramic or plastic encapsulation for an lc on a tape
carrier can replace a leadless chipcarrier or adual in-line package.
Since the tape's copper pattern is
on 20-mil lead centers, use with LSI
circuits can increase board densities
about five times over the present
generation of chip-carriers. Because
they have 50-mil centers, the chipcarriers arc receiving considerable

Military money can aid a rising technology
Booming in the 1960s and downplayed in the '70s, will military electronics
contracts regain their allure in the 1980s? One company that sought military
support is Dynacraft Inc., asking development aid for the technique of
hermetically sealing chips in tape carriers. The wholly owned subsidiary of
National Semiconductor Corp. went after naval backing for its project
because it felt the time is not ripe for commercial support.
Dynacraft sees the attention of chip makers focused on leadless chipcarriers as ameans of packaging the input/output-intensive parts likely to
dominate in the very large-scale integration arena. But it thinks its encapsulation technique can rival chip-carriers, and the Navy money gives the opportunity to get up to speed, says Dynatape's general manager Carmen Burns. A
viable commercial technology will derive from the military work—just as did
so many solid state developments in the 1960s, the company reasons.
Additionally, Dynacraft can maintain proprietary commercial information
even though all military aspects will be disclosed at the required endof-contract demonstration. But as electronics firms discovered two decades
ago, "it's tough dealing with the Government," Burns says. The mass of
paperwork and the uncertainty of year-at-a-time contracts with the military
compare unfavorably with the stability of the commercial market and the
potential for bigger sales. In fact, prime contractors for new military systems
are reporting difficulty in finding electronics manufacturers who want to bid
on subsystems—and the recent recession-inspired downturn in sales marks
no resurgence of interest in the military market, they say.
-Terry Costlow
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New, from the
makers of DMAX/16 "

The single-board,
16-line ABLE DH/DM
that enhances
any UNIBUS
system with
DH-performance
at DZ-prices.
Two years ago, we broke new ground with our
DMAX/16", the original alternative to the DEC
DH11. DMAX cut the space requirements from
nine slots to three and became an immediate
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with something even better. This time it's
ABLE DH/DM -,
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achieves the optimum cluster size —16
lines with modem control on asingle
board. You can compare price, or you can
compare throughput. Either way, ABLE DH/DM'
beats everything in its class. No one else comes close.
The ABLE DH/DM - is today's answer to VAX
system needs for DMA communications multiplexing and serves all standard UNIBUS systems
equally well. Each 16-line ABLE DH/DM' installs
in any standard hex-width slot at only one unit bus
load and is DH11 compatible to the diagnostic level.
Just plug it in and see it run —up to 19.2K baud
using only half the UNIBUS bandwidth of a
DEC DH11.
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diagnostics with LED display, modem control on
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proprietary OEM
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attention as replacements for Dips,
which have 100-mil centers.
Dynacraft is just starting work on
a one-year contract with the Navy,
in which it is to produce three chip
types in quantities of 200 each. Then
a still unselected military systems
contractor will use the chip in
hybrids for a working system, says
the Naval Ocean Systems Center's
Gamble.
-Terry Costlow

Test equipment

Stimulus test mimics
processor statically
What amounts to a freeze-frame
technique for recreating the different states of a microprocessor-based
system could speed system troubleshooting by allowing thorough pointby-point test of the circuitry outside
the central processing unit. By mimicking the microprocessor's behavior,
it permits hardware debugging independent of software activity.
Called static stimulus testing, the
new technique "makes hardware
testing easier by transforming many
complex dynamic problems into
simpler static ones," claims James
W. Coffron, developer of the concept
and a member of the technical staff
at Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Integrated
Circuit Processing Laboratory. Since
HP has no plans to market testers
using the technique, he has helped
form a manufacturer, Creative Microprocessor Systems Inc. of Los
Gatos, Calif., to offer test modules

for systems based on popular 8-bit
processors (see photograph).
The technique, Coffron says, is
based on the premise that a digital
system's hardware alternates between two essentially static states: I
s
and Os. A working system "is really
a collection of static events performed at a very rapid rate by the
microprocessor," he says.
Although device characteristics
and reactive circuit elements impose
an upper frequency limit, he continues, "they don't usually impose a
similar lower limit—unless dynamic
memories are involved." Thus it is
possible to represent a Iby acertain
voltage level on an address or data
line, leave it there, "and it will still
be there with its information intact
when called upon."
To accomplish this, the engineer
replaces the microprocessor in the
system under test with one of Creative Microprocessor's modules,
"putting the operator in command of
the logic level of each processor pin,"
Coffron says.
Now the operator can set addresses, data, and control bus logic
just as the processor does, "but at
one's own pace," he adds. As much
time as needed may be devoted to
voltage checks on buses and chip
pins all along a given logic path,
using such inexpensive instruments
as adc voltmeter or logic probe.
"In the past, we would have had to
use afairly complex system, such as
an in-circuit emulator or simulator
or built-in signature analysis, to find
these kinds of troubles," says John
Crane, aproject leader in the HP lab

Cousins. Two units reproduce microprocessor activity state-by-state for system tests: one
(left) requires manual setting of address and data lines; the other is automated.
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in Palo Alto, Calif. "You could pay
from $10,000 to $30,000 for an ICE
or simulator, and then you'd still
have to develop the software for it."
Robert Schuchard, an HP design
engineer, says the stimulus tester "is
really an important tool when the
system is down and the microprocessor in it isn't executing any instructions meaningfully. Other debug
tools can't be used if the processor
isn't functioning."
Checkouts. "All the system hardware can be systematically exercised
and checked, except the clocks and
microprocessor," Coffron notes. If
the system checks out in a static
stimulus test, "the probability is high
that its dynamic performance will be
satisfactory also," he says.
Creative Microprocessor Systems
will be selling astatic stimulus module for $195, with which the operator sets up each address and data
line. For $1,995, it will offer automated units, in which the operator
need only key in the instruction to be
run and the internal microprocessor
configures the lines. The testers will
work with the 8080 and 8085, the
6800, and the Z80.
-Bruce LeBoss

Fiber optics

Lightwave data links
may start booming
Growing product portfolios and
sweeping price slashes suggest that
fiber-optic data links are poised for a
long-awaited takeoff. What has been
holding them back, agree both suppliers and potential users, is the lack
of enough proven receivers and
transmitters for short-range systems,
along with prices too high for volume
customers to commit themselves fully to lightwave transmission.
At the same time, telecommunications equipment suppliers have been
busy developing their own parts,
mainly for long-line telephone links.
Now makers of equipment like computers and process-control gear are
looking to such suppliers as HewlettPackard, Motorola, Spectronics, and
TRW Optron to promote general-pur-
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LM335 hot new linear
temperature sensor.
THE LM335 IS BOTH LOW-COST AND EASY TO DESIGN IN.

COPSTM
Family adds
new RATTm Chip
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PALsTM cut costs

Taking the RAM
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Free
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Phase-Locked
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L111335 hot new linear
temperature sensor.
The LM335 is atwo-terminal I.C. that
looks like azener with a+10mV/°K temperature coefficient.The LM335 is rated
for operation over —55°C to
150°C, and has an overrange up to +200°C. Initial
accuracies are available
at 1°C, 3°C, 6°C, but a
third lead makes the
LM335 very easy to calibrate. Typically, 1°C accuracy
is achieved over the entire
range when it's calibrated at
only one temperature.
The low operating current
means low error even for
remote temperature measurement. Further, the LM335 eliminates the need for linearizing
circuits, thus making interfac-

ing to areadout or to control circuitry even
simpler still.
Whether you're designing measurement
control, protection circuitry, solar
heating, environmental control
or thermostats, National's
new series of temperature sensors have alot going
for them.
At only $.95
it's time to start sensing
temperature with
Check box number 018 in the
National Archives coupon for the
LM335 data sheet.

The plastic L1411
The light version of a
heavyweight idea.

25

50

TEMPERATURE :'ci

Introducing the new commercial
temp LM11CN and LM11CLN in 8-pin
mini-DIPs.
National's LM11 precision DC amplifier,
designed by Bob Widlar, represents the
most significant advance in bipolar op amp
design in adecade. And until now it's only
been available in metal cans.
But now the Practical Wizards are offering two commercial temperature models in
plastic 8-pin mini-DIPs.

As apin-compatible replacement, the
plastic LM11 op amp makes an ideal upgrade
for LM108A applications.
An order of magnitude better than
FETs.The LM11 reduces DC error terms significantly enough that the op amp is no longer
the limiting factor in most practical designs.
Further, its offset voltage, drift and longterm stability are an order of magnitude better than FETs.
And what's more, they're available offthe-shelf at all National distributors 7For a
sample, simply contact the nearest NSC
sales office.
Check box number 034 on this issue's
National Archives coupon for acomplete data
sheet and the following technical papers:
•Working with high impedance
op amps"
•"Applying anew precision op amp"
•"Reducing DC errors in op amps"
'a
'Currently available at SI 95 in 100 piece lots (U S price only)

Fieldprogrammable
PALs save space,
time and money.
National now offers ofamily of Programmable Array Logic devices designed
to replace standard TTL logic. Asingle PAL
can replace from 4to 10 SSI/MSI packages.
And PAL devices are fully field-programmable
to provide the utmost in design flexibility
and efficiency.
PAL's basic logic implementation is the
familiar AND-OR array, where the AND array
is programmable and the OR array is fixed.
PAL's standard AND-OR logic and flexible I/O programming provides hitherto
unknown design and production efficiency.
Because logic modifications can be made
more quickly and easily with PAL than with
discrete random logic.
National is producing UL-compatible
PALs with the same time-tested technology
used to manufacture PROMs. And with 15 different PAL devices to choose from (including
both mil and commercial temp), logic design
efficiency and reliability is truly maximized.
National's high volume production capability means adependable source of reliable
PALs at the lowest possible cost.
For acopy of the PAL brochure check box
number 025 in the National Archives coupon.
PAL is o trademark of and used under license with Monolithic
Memories Inc

The RAT Chip-CMOS power at NMOS cost.

COPS RAT Chip and MICROWIRE ore trademarks of Notional Semiconductor Corporation

The new low-cost COPSTM Family
RAM/Timer chip trims an NMOS
processor's power consumption down
to nearly CMOS levels.
National's COPS Family of microcontrollers welcomes apowerful new peripheral
member: the COP498 RAM/Timer.
In addition to its 64 x4RAM, the 14-pin

CMOS RAT Chip carries acrystal-based timer.
When used with any of the COPS microcontrollers (or any National PP), it allows the
processor to go to sleep (power off) and
wake up (power on) under software control.
As an extra measure of design versatility the engineer can choose between a
2.097152MHz or a32.768KHz timer. In operation, the processor can specify either a

6ms, 1Hz or 16Hz wake-up signal from the
RAT Chip. An external override capability
allows fo' immediate processor wake-up
whenever necessary.
The RAT Chip thereby reduces an NMOS
processor's overall power consumption to
nearly CMOS levels, yet it costs significantly
less than CMOS components.
The distribution of intelligence. The
COPS Family represents aunique approach
to microcontroller applications.
Every COPS device —processors and
peripherals alike —has enough intelligence
designed into it to execute its own instruction set. By distributing the processing workload to each device on the MICROWIRUm
every COPS system is optimized for efficiency.
The benefits of this family approach are
felt throughout the development phase as
well.The entire family is supported by asingle
development system (the COP400-PDS).
The high-efficiency COPS instruction set consists of simple task-oriented instructions
that not only take up less memory space,
they also accomplish each task in less time
than other single-chip microcontrollers.
So it's easy to see why the COPS Family
provides the lowest cost solution to application problems. For complete information
on the COP498 RAT Chip and the entire
COPS Family, enter number 044 on this issue's
National Archives coupon.

National takes the RAM market
head on.

Only National has the technical
expertise and manufacturing muscle
to produce the industry's most
popular high performance RAMs.

It takes agreat deal of manufacturing
and technical know-how to satisfy the everincreasing demand for static and dynamic
RAMs. And National Semiconductor has alot
of both.
In fact, National offers the most popular line of high performance MOS RAMs in
the business.
Having just stepped up their production
capacity even further, National is able to ship
more parts in one month than most suppliers
can ship in six. At volumes like these, you
can be sure that their prices are competitive.
Vastly superior test facilities. Between
the production and shipment of each
RAM order come National's high-caliber
test procedures.
In addition to their use of conventional
component level elec`fical testing from
wafers to tested packages, many dynamic
MST ond CMOS cre truder -,Yks r Nufionui Semconcluctor
Corporut,on

RAM customers request National's unique
MST"' (Memory Systems Test) program7
MST eliminates or greatly reduces your
own requirements for internal testing. So your
incoming test, board test, and system rework
costs are substantially reduced. Because
MST parts have already been debugged in
a9megabyte memory system.
The future looks even brighter. In the
months to come, National's MOS RAM product line will grow even broader. They will
soon add new low-power XMOSTm static
RAMs and new dynamic RAMs incorporating
their exclusive polysilicon capacitors.
The new dynamic RAMs will feature
(among other things) improved refresh characteristics and ahigh immunity to soft errors.
To find out just how competitive National
really is, contact your local distributor or
NSC sales rep or enter number 043 on this
issue's coupon.
Tut Pending

Between their technical expertise, their
high volume production capacity and their
high-quality RAMs, it's easy to see that the
Practical Wizards are taking the RAM market
head on.

RAM SUMMARY TABLE
Part Number
MM2114
MM5257
NMC2114At
NMC5257At
NMC2141
NMC2142t
NMC2147
NMC2147Ht
NMC2148
Part Number
MM5280
MM5298
MM5290
NMC5295t
NMC4164tt

STATIC RAMs
TM (ns)
150-450
250-450
120-250
120-250
120-250
120-250
45- 70
35
55- 70

Organization
1Kx 4
4Kx 1
1Kx 4
4Kx 1
4Kx 1
1Kx 4
4Kx 1
4Kx 1
1Kx 4

DYNAMIC RAMs
TM (ns)
Organization
200-270
4K x1
150-250
8K x1
120-250
16K x1
80-150
16K x1
120-250
64K x1

Wroduction in 2-4 months
ttProduction in 4-6 months

Free subscriptions
to NSC's
Data Update.
Periodically receive acomprehensive
synopsis of all new data sheets
and application notes from National
Semiconductor. Get on the list today.
Keep ahead of the game with the
most up-to-date information on National
Semiconductor's newest products.
The Data Update is ahandy reference
book that features the front page of every
data sheet and application note for all of
NSC's product introductions.
The Update includes abrief technical
overview of the products with the key
specs and features singled out for easy
reference. Just enough to find out which new
devices are right for your application.
It also includes alisting of all of the
current NSC Data Books and Handbooks:
the perfect way to fill out any reference
library. And as amatter of convenience, it contains several literature request cards so all
orders can be processed quickly and easily.
To get your free subscription to the
Data Update, just check box 052 on the
National Archives coupon below.

"

Universal PLLs
simplify AM/FM design.
By combining ECL and I
2L
technologies, National designed the
first single-chip AM/FM PhaseLocked Loops that did not require
external prescalers.
National's DS8906 and DS8907 universal Phase-Locked Loops were the first
to offer extremely low-noise operation with
single-chip versatility.
Thanks to their simple serial data interface, these highly sensitive PLLs operate
effectively with the COPS Family (or awide
range of other) microcontrollers.This universal approach makes the DS8906/07s ideal
for any digital AM/FM radio design.
No prescalers required. The DS8906
and DS8907 were the first PLL frequency
synthesizers to accept 120MHz directly. By
reducing these functions to asingle 20-pin
chip, National can offer the double advan-

tage of small size plus high performance
and versatility.
In addition to their AM and FM frequency
references (500Hz and 12.5kHz, respectively
for the DS8906; 101(Hz and 25kHz, respectively for the DS8907), both Plis feature
a50Hz "time of day" reference for digital
clock radio designs. All generated from an
on-board 4MHz crystal controlled oscillator.
High volume production. National
Semiconductor, along-time leader in bipolar
ECLJI 2Ltechnology, has their distributors
well-stocked with both the DS8906 and
DS8907 Phase-Locked Loops. And due to
their current high volume production, these
versatile PLLs are very competitively priced.
For complete information on National's
low-noise Phase-Locked Loops, check
box number 047 on this issue's National
Archives coupon.
COPS is atrademark of National Semiconductor Corporation

What's new from the National Archives?
006 LI Special Functions Data
Book (S6.00)
018 0 LM135/LM235/LM335/
Data Sheet
025 O PAL Brochure
034 Ell LM11 Dota Sheet and
Application Information

036 U 'Optoelectronics Handbook ($3.00)
037 O STARFtEX'm and 1SFTM
Information
043 O Memory Data Book
(S3 00)

044 D 1980 MOS Data Book
(S4 00)
047 0 DS9806/07 Data Sheets
052 0 Free Data Update
Subscription
053 Ill 1980 Linear Data
Book ($9.00)
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Electronics review
pose fiber-optic links.
Already, lip's Optoelectronics division reports fast acceptance of its
recently introduced $55 5-meter, 10megabit/second complete link [Electronics, Nov. 20, p. 153]. And Motorola Semiconductor Group's High
Frequency Optical Electronics division is expanding its line of receivers
and transmitters. What's more, both
firms have jumped onto the pricecutting bandwagon.
There is activity in other segments
of the fiber-optic data-link market as
well. For example, specialized components for special-purpose data
links are burgeoning [Electronics,
Jan. 27, p. 149].
New parts. In the general-purpose
area, Motorola will unveil five new
components at the early-April Electro show, the first of many set for
introduction this year. Prominent
among the five are two monolithic
receivers. One converts optical inputs into TTL-compatible 10-mb/s
outputs, into emitter-coupled-logic-compatible 20-mb/s outputs, or
into 10-megahertz outputs for any
analog system. The other, simpler
part provides data rates of up to 500
kilobits/s. Both will sell for less than
$10 each in volume.
On the pricing front, u1 has
dropped the price of its 100-m transmitter by 33% to $150 and of its
1-kilometer transmitter by 35% to
$225, with receiver prices dropping
accordingly. Further, the $55 datalink price should drop with bigger
volume, predicts Gary LaBelle, marketing manager for the Palo Alto,
Calif., division.
Motorola's cuts go even deeper,
between 30% and 60% on 36 components, taking effect April 8. The
parts are various transmitters, receivers, and integrated receiver preamplifiers in an array of packages.
The price reductions mean that
system designers can put together
fiber-optic networks at costs approaching those of hardwired versions, argues Jim Herman, fiber
optics marketing manager for the
Phoenix, Ariz., division. For example, combining a 900-nanometer
emitter and corresponding detector
capable of handling data rates as
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News briefs
Laser target simulator goes into production
First production units of a simulated laser target for use with the airborne
Pave Penny target identification system are off the production line at Martin
Marietta Aerospace's Orlando, Fla., division. Used in training, the 45-pound
target system is set up on a tripod and produces a laser signal that does not
pose the hazards to eyes and skin of the real Pave Penny system, which
acquires a target illuminated by a laser. The simulator relies on a 1.06micrometer, 50-millijoule (average) neodymium-yttrium-aluminum-garnet
laser whose pulsed output is diffused by a piece of sand-blasted acrylic.
Some 64 systems will go to the Aeronautical Systems division, WrightPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio, under a$4 million contract.
IC makers to get radiation-hardening expertise
Radiation-hardening technology developed by Sandia National Laboratories
in recent years for U. S. defense and space programs now will help commercial semiconductor manufacturers. Sandia has established a center for
radiation-hardened microelectronics that will transfer design and processing
capabilities to private industry. The major direction of the Albuquerque,
N. M., center will be in complementary-MOS and metal-nitride-oxidesemiconductor circuitry for nonvolatile memory. A lesser effort will go into
n-channel and bipolar work. Any production at the center will be for
emergency needs of defense, energy, and space programs. A 5,500-squarefoot laboratory houses processing for 4-inch wafers, 24 diffusion furnaces,
and other equipment under computer control.
Mainframe market to stay healthy for IBM and its followers
The market for IBM computers and their plug-compatible competitors will
continue to grow attractively, says Creative Strategies International. In a
just-published report, the San Jose, Calif., research firm predicts that the
total worldwide market for mainframes running IBM software and costing
$100,000 and up will be $46 billion for 1980-85, with the plug-compatible
makers expected to obtain $2.8 billion of that. In addition, the report
estimates, $30 billion worth of the peripherals will be bought.
Mostek's Prothro gains chairman title
United Technologies Corp. has completed the transferal of leadership at its
Mostek Corp. subsidiary to Charles V. Prothro. The 38-year-old Mostek
president has been named chairman of the Carrollton, Texas, firm. The
appointment comes two months after the sudden departure of L. J. Sevin,
Mostek's founder and only chairman until his resignation [Electronics, Jan.
27, p. 53]. Immediately after the move, Prothro was named chief executive
officer in addition to his duties as president and chief operating officer.
Fifth company plans to make 6800
Motorola is inking another second-source agreement for its MC68000 microprocessor. Signetics Corp., the Sunnyvale, Calif., affiliate of Philips, plans to
_produce the 16-bit processor, as wel: as designing and making datacommunications peripheral chips. Previous 6800 second-source agreements
include Rockwell in the U. S., Hitachi in Japan, and EFCIS, the MOS house
owned by Thomson-CSF and the French atomic energy agency.
TRW-Fujitsu's first computer bows
The multitasking, multiterminal market is the target of TRW-Fujitsu Co.'s first
computer product, a system that can be operated in configurations varying
from a stand-alone setup to 80-station networks. The TFC 8500 family
consists of Fujitsu's V-830, introduced in 1979, and the higher-performance
V-850 introduced last July: till now both were available only in Japan. The
recently formed Los Angeles joint venture of TRW Inc. and Fujitsu Ltd.
[Electronics, Sept. 25, 1980, p. 102] wrote programs and assembled operating software packages for the American versions.
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match up with Triad. We manufacture one of
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Leaders in Electronics
The only reference devoted solely
to biographies of the most
influential people in electronics
•corporate executives •technical
managers •designers and developers •government and military officials •academics •editors/publishers •securities analysts •
trade! professional group directors •
consultants ... plus an 80-page index
of biographees by affiliation.
Prepared by the staff of Electronics
magazine. 5,240 biographies. 651
pages, clothbound. $39.50
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high as 20 mb/s for distances up to 1
km costs about $22 for both components in under-25-unit quantities, he
claims.
Not to be outdone, Spectronics
says it is planning to announce "significant price reductions" during
Electro, but declines to give details.
In mid-1981, the Richardson, Texas,
division of Honeywell Inc. also plans
to introduce a new set of transmitter
and receiver circuits for 45-Mb/s. 2km networks.
Bucking the trend, TRW Optron is
not slating price reductions on its
present product line. Instead, the
Carrollton, Texas, division of TRW
Inc. is planning performance upgrades while holding prices level. It
will introduce two new monolithic
receivers, the first in May with
upper limits of 10-mb/s transmissions and 100-m distance.
Users. From the user's point of
view, such quickening product and
price-cut developments indicate that
fiber-optic data links have arrived.
"I have no doubt about it," says R.
Kirk Moulton, principal engineer in
the Technology Applications group
of Sperry Univac, Blue Bell, Pa.
A key problem has been the lack
of choice: systems houses want multiple sources, and only now are suppliers beginning to offer roughly
similar parts that can substitute for
each other. Compatibility continues
to be a problem, but a move toward
standardization on the part of the
two connector camps led by Amp
and Amphenol raises hope for asolution, Moulton thinks.
Ready. The next step is up to the
computer makers, "since components are still first-generation but at
the spot where they work," he holds.
In fact, many companies arc well
into the design stages, and some terminal-to-peripheral and terminal-toterminal links could emerge as early
as next year.
However, "customers still want
prices to come down more with more
performance," Moulton says. On the
supply side, tip's LaBelle is heartened by the pickup in interest: "For
a while, it seemed there were more
suppliers than users of fiber-optic
components."
-Larry Waller
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DIGITAL OR ANALOG,
ANRITSU OPTICAL POWER METERS
GIVE YOU A MADE-TO-MEASURE FIT.
Anritsu widens your range
With Anritsu you get a choice of optical power
sensors that cover awavelength range from 0.38
to 1.81.4m —four models that work beautifully with
our digital power meter, and two that team with
our analog meter.
Anritsu extends your flexibility
Interchangeability is a vital part of the Anritsu
story. Power meters can be connected to any

Anritsu optical pcwer sensor without readjustment. Optical power sensors can be changed
quickly, easily.
Anritsu heightens your sensitivity
Anritsu's optical power meters have excellent
detection sensitivity—from —90 to + 10dBm —
and remarkable stability, indispensable features
when making optical power measurements.

Optical Power Meter ML93A
Sensor

Overall

Model
Wavelength range
range
g
Power

measuring

Optical Power Meter ML94A

MA95A
0.38 to 1.15pm

MA96A

MA97A

MA98A

0.75 to 1.8pm

0.38 to 1.15pm

0.75 to 1.8pm

-90 to OdBm

-80 to OdBm

-65 to +IOdBm

-40 to -10dBm

AC or rechargeable Battery Pack MZ95A

MA97A
0.38 to 1.15pm
-60dBm
to +10dBm

MA98A
0.75 to 1.8µm
-40 dBm
to +10dBm

AC or internal
rechargeable battery

Anritsu

•U.S.A. Anritsu America. Inc Tel (201)337-1111 •West Germany Knott EieKtronik GmbH Tel (08178)4085
•U.K. Anritsu Europe Ltd Tel Luton (STD. 05821 418853 •France Tekelec Airtronic Tel (1) 946-96-48
•Italy Vianello SpA Tel (02) 54 40 4/ •Spain Unitron.cs. SA Tel 242 52 04 •Holland C N Rood BV
Tel. 070-99 63 60 •Belgium C N Rood SA Tel 02-35 21 35 •Sweden Teleinstrument AB Tel 08-38 03 70
•Singapore O'Connor's (Pie) Ltd Tel 637944 *Australia NEC Australia Ply Ltd Tel Melbourne 560-5233
•Malaysia O'Connor's (Malaysia)SDN BHD Tel 51563/5* Brazil Anritsu Eletróruca Comércio Ltda Tei:Raci 221.6086

ANRITSU ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
10-27. Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato.ku. Tokyo 106. Japan
Phone (C3) 446.1111/Telex 0-242-2353
Cable ANRITDENKI TOKYO
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edA blockbuster
in technology
and price.
Designing with op amps just
became much easier. Announcing
Intersil's ICL7650: A totally new
generation of low-level differential
operational amplifiers. With specs
that approach perfection. And all
for an unheard-of $2.75!

Yes, $2.75. In 100-piece quantities.
Our intention? Quite simply to
create anew industry-standard op
amp. With the best technology and
the best cost-effectiveness.
Anywhere.

The universal
op amp.
Now there's one monolithic op
amp that's asmart choice for

virtually any amplifier design you
can think of. The ICL7650 beats all
other precision op amps hands
down, both in ac and dc parameters.
It even gives general purpose op
amps arun for their money.
Especially when you consider that
it eliminates the need for potentiometers. And all the adjustments and
reliability worries that go along with
potentiometers.

01PANIR
1
111110E.
The ICL7650 streamlines design
because you don't have to worry
about error parameters. It streamlines manufacturing because you
just put it in asystem and forget it.
No assembly people tweaking
potentiometers. And no field service people recalibrating potentiometers later. The ICL7650 constantly
self-corrects— so the specs don't
change with time or temperature.

Incredible specs:
•Input Offset Voltage: ±--5µV, max.
•Offset Drift w/Temperature:
0.01 12V/°C
•Offset Drift w/Time:
1
00nV/Vmonth
•Large Signal Voltage Gain: 130dB
•Input Bias Current: 10pA, max.
•Common Mode Rejection Ratio:
120dB
•Power Supply Rejection Ratio:
120dB
•Unity Gain Bandwidth: 2MHz
•Slew Rate: 2.5V/µs

Goodbye bipolar
op amps.
Goodbye BIFET's.
The ICL7650 has lower offset and
lower drift than the best of the
bipolar op amps. As for BIFETs, the
CMOS ICL7650 beats their input
current, and totally outscores them
on offset and drift. Making it ideal
for amplifying very low-level signals
very accurately. With the speed to
handle just about any application.

From the data
acquisition
innovators.
Leading-edge op amp performance
with no compromises. At aprice
guaranteed to please your boss.
From Intersil — the data acquisition
innovators.
The ICL7650 is agood deal, pure
and simple. To get the complete
specs, just call us. Or send in
the coupon.

Intersil
Sales Offices:
CALIFORNIA: Sunnyvale
(408) 744-0618, Long Beach
(213) 436-9261 •COLORADO:
Aurora (303) 750-7004 •
FLORIDA: Hollywood
(305) 920-2442 •ILLINOIS:
Hinsdale (312) 986-5303 •
MASSACHUSETTS: Lexington
(617) 861-6220 •MINNESOTA:
Minneapolis (612) 925-1844 •
NEW JERSEY: Englewood Cliffs
(201) 567-5585 •OHIO:
Miamisburg (513) 866-7328 •
TEXAS: Dallas (214) 369-6916
•CANADA: Brampton,
Ontario (416) 457-1014

•Cardinal •CESCO •Component
Specialties •Components Plus •
Diplomat (FL, MD, NJ, UT) •Harvey
(upstate NY) •Kierulff •LCOMP •
Newark •Parrott •R.A.E. Ind. Elect.
Ltd. •RESCO/Raleigh •Schweber
•Summit •Western Microtechnology •Wyle •Zentronics

r
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INTERSIL

Analog Products—Data Acquisition
10710 N. Tantau Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel: (408) 996-5000 TWX: 910-338-0171

Dear Intersil,
The ICL7650 sounds like one
incredible op amp! Please send me
all the product data, fast.
Also, please send me aHenrik Ibsen
poster from your "famous
quotations" ad series.
Name
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone

Intersil
Franchised
Distributors:
Advent (IN, IA) •Alliance •Anthem
•Arrow •Bell Industries •Cadence
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2K X8
STATIC RAMS

ALABAMA. Glen White Assoc.. (205) 533-5272 ALASKA. Toshiba Amenca. Inc. (714) 955-1155 ARIZONA. Hecht. Henschen & Assoc .(602) 275-4411 ARKANSAS. Sundance Sales. Inc. (214)
699-0451 CALIFORNIA (NORTHERN). Elrepco. Inc (4(5) 941-4990 CALIFORNIA (SOUTHERN). Sager Electronics. Inc .(213) 433-1687. (714) 770-9159 COLORADO. Elrepco. Inc .(303) 443-6954
CONNECTICUT. Datcom. Inc (203) 288-7005 DELAWARE. Vantage Sales. Inc. (215) 667-0990 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. Glen White Assoc .(301) 252-6360 FLORIDA. Donato and Assoc .(305)
733-3450. (305) 773-8118. (813) 785-3327 GEORGIA. Glen White Assoc. (404) 434-1447 HAWAII. Toshiba America, Inc. (714) 955-1155 IDAHO. Components West. (206) 271-5252 ILLINOIS.
L-Tec. Inc. (312) 593-7200 INDIANA. Leslie M DeVoe Co. (317) 842-3245 IOWA. Electronic Sales Agency. (612) 884-8291 KANSAS. Toshiba America, Inc. (612) 831-2566 KENTUCKY. Leslie M
Dee Co. (317) 842-3245 LOUISIANA. Sundance Sales. Inc. (512) 250-0284 MAINE. Datcom. Inc (617) 891-4600 MARYLAND. Glen White Assoc.. (301) 252-6360 MASSACHUSETTS. Datcom.
Inc. (617) 891-4600 MICHIGAN. Greiner Assoc. (3(3) 499-0188 MINNESOTA. Electronic Sales Agency. (612) 884-8291 MISSISSIPPI. Glen White Assoc, (204) 533-5272 MISSOURI. Toshiba
Amenca, Inc. (612) 831-2566 MONTANA. Components West, (206) 271-5252 NEBRASKA. Toshiba America. Inc. (612) 831-2566 NEVADA (NORTHERN). Elrepco. Inc. (415) 941-4990 NEVADA

TOSHIBA 2K X 8STATIC RAMS
TMM2016P-1
TMM2016P-0
TMM2016P-2

100 nsec
150 nsec
250 nsec

TMM2016P 16K Static RAMs
20

16

12

8

4

2
1981

1982

1983

1984

Now you can get TOSHIBA quality in a
16K static RAM for only $9.951` And you
can look forward to even greater savings in
the future.
The TMM2016P is a16,384-bit fully static
NMOS RAM, organized as 2K words by
8bits. It operates from asingle 5V power
supply. Common 8-bit input/output, output
enable, and pin compatibility with 2716 type
EPROMs offer wide applicability in microprocessor peripheral memory.
Typical operating current of the
TMM2016P is 60 mA. In the low power
standby mode, operating current is reduced
to 7mA (Typ.).
In addition to the 250 nsec TMM2016P-2,
the TMM2016P-0 (150 nsec) and the
TMM2016P-1 (100 nsec) are also available
at similar cost savings.
All three devices are moulded in astandard
24-pin plastic DIP package, and are available
for immediate delivery. Contact Toshiba
America, Inc., or any of our authorized distributors for complete technical information
as well as price and delivery schedules.
'1000 unit price for TMM2016P-2

Cost Projection Curve

TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC.
Main Office: 2151 Michelson Drive. Suite 190, Irvine, CA 92715(714) 955-1155
Western Sales Office: 1200 Quail Street, Suite 105,
Newport Beach. CA 92660(714) 752-0373
Eastern Sales Office: Sixty State Street. Suite 405, Boston, MA 02109 (617)742-2040
Central Sales Office: One Corporate Center, 7505 Metro Blvd., Suite 370,

Edina, MN 55435(612) 831-2566

(SOUTHERN). Gager Electronics. Inc. (213) 433-1687 NEW HAMPSHIRE. Datcom. Inc. (617) 891-4600 NEW JERSEY. Necco I. (201) 461-2789 NEW MEXICO. Hecht, Henschen & Assn, (602)
275-4411 NEW YORK (NORTHERN). Pl-tronics, (3(5) 454-9346 NEW YORK (SOUTHERN). Necco I. (201) 821-6189 NORTH CAROLINA, Glen White Assoc, (919) 787-7016 NORTH DAKOTA.
Electronic Sales Agency. (612) 884-82910H10. Makin & Assoc .(513) 871-2424 OKLAHOMA. Engineering Sales Co., (918) 492-7820 OREGON. Components West. (503) 643-5588 PENNSYLVANIA,
Vantage Sales. (215) 667-0990 RHODE ISLAND. Datcom. I
nc (617) 891-4600 SOUTH CAROLINA, Glen White Assoc., (919) 787-7023 SOUTH DAKOTA. Electronic Sales Agency. (612) 884-8291
TENNESSEE. Glen White Assoc. (615) 477-8850 TEXAS (NORTHERN), Sundance Sales. Inc., (214) 699-0451 TEXAS (SOUTHERN). Sundance Sales. Inc (512) 250-0284 UTAH. Elrepco. Inc.
(303) 741-4847 VERMONT. Oatcom. Inc. (617) 891-4600 VIRGINIA. Glen White Assoc ,(804) 224-7764 WASHINGTON. Components West, (206) 271-5252 WEST VIRGINIA. Glen White Assoc..
(804) 384-6920 WiSCONSIN (WESTERN).Electronic Sales Agency. (612) 884-8291 WISCONSIN (EASTERN). L-Tec. Inc .(414) 774-1000 WYOMING. Elrepco.inc., (303) 741-4847 CANADA. Source
Electronics. Ltd .(416) 675-6235

Circle 59 on reader service card

There's a
powerful new source
in the electronic
fuse market.

We're Gould Shawmute, and we've been making
fuses exclusively for the electrical industry since 1893.
In fact, we manufactured the wire for the first
fuse invented by Thomas Edison. In more recent
history we introduced the first complete line of low
voltage current limiting fuses in America. The first
single element time delay fuse, the first miniature 1000
volt fuse for Nautilus class atomic submarine service
and much more. Our leadership in fuse technology is
recognized throughout the electrical industry.
Now we're extending our expertise into the electronics industry, so you have an alternative source:
A new line of miniature fuses for low voltage, overcurrent protection. In stock. Ready for immediate
Circle 60 on reader service card

delivery. And made by Gould Shawmut.
You'll be hearing alot from us in the future.
For more information about our glass and miniature
fuses write: Gould Inc., Electric Fuse Division,
Newburyport, MA 01950.
Tel: (617)462-6662, 462-3131/Telex: 94-7427.
In Canada: 406 Adelaide St., E.,
Toronto, Ontario M5A IN4.
Tel: (416) 366-1981/Telex:
06-219717.

An Electrical/Electronics Company

Washington newsletter
Benefits for missiles,

Missile and aircraft electronics suppliers stand to be the biggest beneficiaries of President Reagan's revisions proposed for military spending in fiscal
avionics seen in
1981 and 1982. Even though fiscal 1981 is already nearly half over,
Reagan budget ... Defense Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger has asked Congress for a 4%
increase to $178 billion in existing obligational authority —that is, money
that may be carried over to later years—plus 13% more for fiscal 1982
than was sought in the Carter budget [Electronics, Jan. 27, p. 93]. That
would raise spending authority to a peacetime record of $222 billion.
Included in the total sought in fiscal 1981 and 1982 are, respectively,
$48.2 billion and $68.5 billion for procurement, representing a42% rise in
the fiscal year to begin in October; $16.7 billion and $21.7 billion, for
research, development, testing, and engineering, up 31%.

..as five producers
get big boosts
for tactical missiles

Aircraft reflect
multiyear buys

AT&T asks court
to uphold FCC
on new business
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Outstanding increases are proposed for tactical missiles produced by such
companies as Raytheon, General Dynamics, Texas Instruments, Rockwell
International, and Hughes Aircraft. Fiscal 1982 missile procurement from
Raytheon Co., for example, would jump to 364 (from 130 under Carter)
on the Patriot and to 910 (319) for the infrared Sidewinder and would add
nearly $115 million to the $35 million previously requested to upgrade the
Improved Hawk. On the radar-guided Sparrow, which Raytheon and
General Dynamics Corp. both provide, 905 additional missiles have been
requested in 1981 and 1982, for atotal of 4,550. GD would also get orders
for 570 more Stinger missiles for fiscal 1982, raising that year's total to
2,544. A new Air Force buy of Vs HARM missile that homes in on radar
would more than double orders to 270, while Hughes's antitank Tow
missile would be increased in fiscal 1982 by 2,666 to 14,266.

The enormity of the Reagan military budget increases— and his commitment to multiyear procurements— is also reflected in helicopters and
tactical fighters. Also notable is the nearly $2.5 billion sought to begin
funding of the first five of a new class of bomber. Proposed increases in
helicopter buys include the Navy's SA-60B Lamps, on which IBM Corp. is
prime contractor. It would jump to 18 units from the 8 proposed by
Carter. Hughes Helicopter's AM-64 tank killer for the Army would rise to
14 from 8, while Sikorsky Aircraft's UH-60A utility chopper would
increase to 96 from 78. Purchases of Grumman Aerospace's EA-6B
electronic surveillance and attack plane would triple to 6 and its F-14A
fleet defense fighter would rise to 30 from 24. Orders for Lockheed's P-3C
antisubmarine warfare plane would double to 12, whereas those for the Air
Force's McDonnell Douglas F-15 fighter would rise to 42 from 30.
Similarly, purchases of the Air Force's General Dynamics F-16 multimission fighter would include 24 more planes, for atotal of 120.

The Newark, N. J., Federal district court has been asked by American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. to uphold last year's ruling by the Federal
Communications Commission in the Second Computer Inquiry that the
company, through a separate subsidiary, can manufacture and provide
enhanced customer-premises equipment and services on a deregulated
basis. The action by AT&T came as its latest Federal antitrust suit went to
trial in Washington Federal district court following failure of attempts to
reach an out-of-court settlement, although asettlement is still expected.
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Washington commentary
Mixed signals on technology
"Long-term exploitation of our technological
advantage," argues William J. Perry, "is.fundamentally dependent on maintaining the health
of the defense technology base." That truism
from the former under secretary of defense
applies as aptly to the nation's overall technological base as it does to the narrower segment
serving defense needs.
Congressional and industrial leaders with an
interest in technology should bear that in mind
as they start weighing the budget cuts that
affect engineering and science education and
instrumentation, just as they should when
reviewing the military budget increases sanctioned by President Reagan's Office of Management and Budget. For they and the President
must realize that the U. S. has to cope with
simultaneous technological challenges on two
fronts: the growing Soviet military capabilities
and the equally serious challenge in the nonmilitary marketplace from Japan and, to a lesser
extent, Europe. What these challenges have in
common is skilled manpower and technology,
particularly electronics.

Japan prefers to continue its survival under the
U. S. military umbrella while investing in industrial and commercial technology for export,
rather than for self-defense. Despite this—and
the absence of a Reagan policy to cope with
it — Federal support for America's technological
base in education will continue to erode under
the OMB's spending programs.
Dealing with Japan and NATO

Maintaining as small an armed force as possible is good for Japan's expanding commercial
trade with other nations, of course. They see no
military threat from Japan, now one of the
world's three leading economic powers. Japan is,
however, committed to a marginal increase in
defense spending following heavy pressure from
the Carter Administration.
As for the Reagan team, the only proposal
advanced thus far for trade concessions has been
the heavy-handed threat by Transportation Secretary Drew Lewis calling for import quotas on
Japanese cars. It produced cheers in Detroit but
little else. The reaction from most hard-pressed
American consumers was decidedly negative.
The view from the DOD
Similarly, a top-level Reagan delegation
Thus far, the Reagan Administration's efforts flopped at aprivate meeting of NATO leaders in
to formulate a technology policy recall the
Bonn last month. Led by Deputy Defense Secreobservations of generals throughout history, tary Frank Carlucci and Senate Armed Services
who said that they found it easier to fight awar Committee chairman John Tower (R., Texas),
with an enemy than to negotiate with an ally.
the group sought to persuade leaders from West
On the military side, Defense Secretary Caspar Germany and other NATO allies to follow the
W. Weinberger—who has retained Perry as a Reagan lead and increase their own defense
Pentagon consultant —believes that the expen- outlays. But, like Japan, Europe clearly has
sive Reagan program will be responsive to different economic priorities from the U. S., and
Soviet military growth. However, the White the proposals had no more success than those
House has not yet evolved a coordinated trade made earlier by the Carter Administration.
and military spending policy with Japan or with
Making "linkage" work
the member nations of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
If President Reagan and his U. S. Trade RepMilitary electronics contractors in the U. S.
resentative, William Brock, believe that there
are delighted, of course, with the Reagan plan
must be "linkage" between trade and foreign
to gain leverage against the Russian bear by relations issues, then the White House must do
spending over the next five years some $169.5 substantially more thinking on converting that
billion in 1982 dollars over and above the Carter view into an effective policy for dealing with
Administration's last budget of nearly $198 bilU. S. allies. More military electronics spending
lion. They also like the OMB proposals to adopt may be necessary; it also may be nice for busimultiyear contracting for longer production
ness. But it cannot be considered an effective
runs that purportedly will save up to 15% in a way of offsetting other domestic electronics
weapon's unit cost. Other savings over the longmarkets lost to trade with Japan or the corporaer term will come, the OMB says, "by encouragtions lost to acquisitive European companies. A
ing investment in bottleneck industries where good starting point would be to maintain and
capacity constraints now impose high costs." build on the nation's technological competence,
Microelectronics, notes DOD consultant Perry, is not to attempt to achieve a "new economic
just such abottleneck.
beginning" by cutting it further. That is aconOverseas, however, it is a different story.
tradiction in terms.
-Ray Connolly
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SCIENCE/SCOPE

Listeners of National Public Radio can now hear concerts live and in stereo,
thanks to Western Union's Westar communications satellites.
Before using the
satellite network, NPR broadcast programs throughout the continental United
States over telephone lines and land-based microwave links.
The system was
limited only to monaural signals, so programs that depended on good audio fidelity were duplicated on tape and distributed by mail to member stations.
With
the Hughes-built Westars, however, the radio network can broadcast with better
sound quality and also transmit programs to some 220 stations at once.
Digital modifications to the weapon control system of the U.S. Navy F-14 Tomcat
will enable the fighter to meet evolving threats through the 1990s.
Enhanced
tactical capabilities include electronic countermeasures, improved missile
launch zones, coherent air combat maneuvering modes, and a digital display
system.
The key changes to the Hughes AN/AWG-9 system are the addition of a
programmable signal processor and its companion radar data processor.
These
units can perform up to 7.2 million operations per second.
The modifications
will allow the F-14 to fully incorporate the improved AIM-54C Phoenix missile.
For the first time, a new battlefield data distribution system will provide an
integrated capability for data communications, position location reporting, and
identification for ground and air units.
The secure, jam-resistant system, being developed for the U.S. Army, is called PLRS/JTIDS Hybrid.
It combines and
expands the proven capabilities of two high-technology systems -- PLRS, the
Army/Marine Corps Position Location and Reporting System, and JTIDS, the Joint
Tactical Information Distribution System.
Hughes has entered the second phase
of a five-phase accelerated development plan designed to meet the Army's
critical need for reliable battlefield data communication by the mid-1980s.
Hughes Research Laboratories needs scientists for a whole spectrum of long-term
sophisticated programs.
Major areas of investigation include:
microwave
devices, submicron microelectronics, GaAs integrated circuits, ion propulsion,
lasers and electro -optical components, fiber and integrated optics, pattern
recognition, and new electronic materials.
For immediate consideration, please
send your resume to Professional Staffing, Dept. SE, Hughes Research Laboratories, 3011 Malibu Canyon Road, Malibu, CA 90265.
Equal opportunity employer.
Three communications satellites ordered by AT&T (American Telephone and Telegraph Company) will live longer and handle more long-distance calls than earlier
models.
The new Telstar 3 satellites will serve 10 years instead of seven and
have the capacity for 21,600 simultaneous calls instead of 18,000.
These improvements are due chiefly to such technical innovations as solid-state amplifiers, better batteries, and a greater capacity for fuel to keep the satellites on
station while in orbit.
The new satellites will be based on the model Hughes is
building for Indonesia, Telesat Canada, Western Union, and Satellite Business
Systems.
The first Telstar 3 is set for launch in 1983.
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1 HUGHES
:
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
CULVER CITY. CALIFORNIA 90230

What the world has been waiting for
in high performance micros.
Immediate delivery.

Digital is changing the way you get your
products to market.
We're making it faster.
Because right now our basic LSI-11product family is available with off-the-shelfdelivery. So you don't have to wait around to
get your product started.
And once you have our micros, you can
do more with them. Our unique buildingblock approach lets you design whatever
system you need.
Start with your choice of microcomputer terminals. Either the VT103-AA—a
specially configured V1-100 with an LSI backplane that accepts up to 8double-height
modules. Or the Vn03-BA, featuring abackplane and aTU58 dual-drive cartridge tape.
Then you add our KD11-HA LSI-11/2
CPU Board, alow-cost 16-bit processor with
the power to drive virtually any small to
medium-sized system.
Plus you can choose either one of these
powerful modules.
1. The MXVil LSI-11 Multifunction
Module. Featuring 8or 32Kb of RAM,
up to 8Kb of PROM (user supplied),
2asynchronous serial I/O ports and
real-time clock.
2. The MSV11-DD 64Kb RAM Board.
Complete with on-board refresh.
These boards, plus the VT103, are available immediately. To give you all the flexibility and performance you need to develop a
great micro product. Or agreat micro development system. Or both.
Of course, once you get started with an
LSI-11, there's no telling where you might
want to go. So we offer lots of other modules for you to plug into your VT103: 9different memory boards, 11 I/ID modules, 9communications options, even kits for designing
your own custom interfacing.
And if you need more, there are also 8
different peripherals, all running on Digital's
industry-standard LSI-11 Bus, the most
widely used bus structure in micros.
Great flexibility in software, too.
Our RT-11 development and applications software gives you awealth of high
level languages and development aids. Its
capabilities range from multitasking, multiterminal support for larger configurations,
to avery small kernel for single-task applications. There's also SIMRT, asubset of RT-11
designed for PROM applications that's an
integral part of FORTRAN IV.
And because your development software has the same RT-11 software as your
target system, you can debug your programs
with complete confidence.

The total approach to micros.
Helping you get your product to market
quickly is just one of the ways we make micros easier to work with.
We also back all our boards with over
14,000 service people worldwide, technical
consultation and training. Plus arange of
support agreements to meet your needs.
It's the total approach to micros, only
from Digital.
For more information call our toll-free
LSI-11 Hotline at 800-225-9220. (In MA, HI,
AK and Canada, call 617-467-7000.) Or send
the coupon.
Digital Equipment Corporation, MR2-2/
M65, One Iron Way, Marlboro, MA 01752. In
Europe: Digital Equipment Co. Limited,
AcreRd., Reading, RG2 OSU, England. In
Canada: Digital Equipment of Canada, Ltd.
Or contact your local Hamilton/Avnet
distributor.

I'd like to know
more about Digital's
approach to micros.
CI Please send more information on the VT103 micro
terminal and the LSI family modules.
0 Please have aSales Representative call.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Telephone
My application is

Send to: Digital Equipment Corporation, Microcomputer Products Group, MR2-2/M65, One Iron Way,
Marlboro, MA 01752.
DEC-C-160
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We change the way
the world thinks.
Circle 65 on reader service card

Lightweight. Low cost.
Minicartridge drive.
New 1.34 megabit tape transport is compact, economical and built by
Burroughs. Model TM 110 uses the popular computer grade DC 100A
tape cartridges. The simple TTL-Ievel interface uses serial data
streams. Read/write and motor control electronics are built in.
Mounts horizontally or vertically. Requires minimum support software. Get the full story. Call or write for the name
of your nearest representative.
Burroughs OEM Marketing, Burroughs Place,
Detroit, MI 48232. (313) 972-8031. In Europe,
Langwood House, High Street, Rickmansworth,
Hertfordshire, England. Telephone Rickmans worth (09237) 70545.
41S
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Burroughs
Circle 66 on reader service card

International newsletter
Siemens multiplexes
optical wavelengths

Quartz vibrates
at 525 MHz

NTT installs commercial
1.3-gm fiber-optic cable

Speech chip caters
to low-volume users
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Seeking to push the high-transmission capacity of glass fibers even higher,
researchers at Siemens AG in Munich, West Germany, are currently
experimenting with optical components that may lead to a wavelengthmultiplexing method for optical-communication switching systems. The
components allow the modulated near-infrared light from several sources
of different wavelengths to be transmitted simultaneously over a single
fiber —not only in one direction but also bidirectionally. No lenses are
employed. Instead, incoming light passes through a rnultilayer selective
interference filter deposited on the polished, sloping face of aglass fiber. In
two-channel unidirectional operation with awavelength spacing of 70 nm.,
the total insertion loss checked in at 4 dB and the far-end crosstalk
attenuation at 30 dB. In bidirectional transmission, the near-end crosstalk
attenuation worked out to 60 dB.

A technique for producing quartz crystals so thin that they vibrate at a
fundamental frequency of 525 MHz has been put into pilot production by
the Compagnie d'Electronique et de Piézo-Electricité (cEFE), aThomsonCSF subsidiary based in Sartrouville, near Versailles. The firm starts with
quartz slices lapped to athickness of some 33 gm, equivalent to a50-MHz
fundamental, and then thins them down by ion bombardment to about 3.2
im and a 525-MHz fundamental—the highest yet, says CEPE. Though
chips as thin as this are still experimental, the French firm expects to
produce industrial versions with fundamental frequencies of 400 MHz.

Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp. has decided to start installing
this spring 12 medium-capacity 32- and 100-mb/s fiber-optic cable routes
totaling 110 km and varying in length from 6 to 13 km. The Japanese
corporation believes it is making the world's first commercial use of cable
operating at the long wavelength of 1.3 gm, although some of its installations will operate at the shorter 0.8 irm. The 1.3-µm systems will use an
indium-gallium-arsenide-phosphide laser with a 60,000-h lifetime, the
0.8-gm systems a gallium-aluminum-arsenide laser with a 400,000-h
lifetime. NTT will also finish installation this spring of a high-capacity
400-mb/s field-test fiber-optic route between an existing laboratory and
one still being built.

Aiming at the manufacturers of security and other low-volume industrial
systems, one small British microprocessor consultancy, Triangle Digital
Services Ltd. of London, is launching a printed-circuit-board speech
synthesizer. The IDS 910, which incorporates a speech chip of the
company's own design, synthesizes sentences, phrases, and even phonemes
when triggered by any one of the three inputs: 1of 16 microswitch or reed
relay contacts, remotely over atwo-wire universal asynchronous receivertransmitter interface, or more conventionally through an 8-bit parallel
port. In the standard board, a 32-K programmable read-only memory
stores the spoken numbers 0 to 9as well as "point" and other key words.
There are also two sockets for ROMs for the user's own selection of up to
70 additional words—a total that can be further extended with extra ROM
boards. The $330 synthesizer will be available in the U. S. from Stynetic
Systems Inc. of New York.
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International newsletter
Toshiba uses C-MOS
for 64-K static RAM

Personal computers
gain ground
in the UK .

...and another
surfaces in Japan

Electronics employment
In W
est Germany
declines overall
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Toshiba Corp. may be the first chip maker to introduce acomplementaryMUS 64-K static random-access memory. Now in development is an
8-K-by-8-bit 28-pin device with cells that measure 15 by 19 gm on a
4.6-by-6.55-mm (46,700 mil') die. Power dissipation is 50 mw active and
just 100 µW on standby. Wafer steppers and 2-gm features have been used
for the first pass on the RAM, which has no redundant elements.
The 64-K static RAM is over ayear away, but this summer the Japanese
company will supply samples of the 8049 single-chip microcomputer, also
in c-mos. With 3-gm rules, that chip will measure 22.8 mm 2 (35,350
mil') and draw 50 mw for active operation and only 50 to 500 gw while
idling. Later this year, Toshiba will also be in production with a 64-K
erasable programmable read-only memory—in n-moS — with apinout that
matches Intel's.

Three recent developments will encourage sales of personal computers in
the UK. First, the British Broadcasting Corporation has ordered 12,000
from Acorn Computers Ltd. to sell to viewers of aseries it will launch in
January 1982 on programming by microcomputer. Then, Britain's
National Enterprise Board, through a joint enterprise with American
venture capitalist Jack Melchor [Electronics, Dec. 4, 1980, p. 69], is
investing over $500,000 in Positron Computers Ltd., which is marketing a
single-board computer aimed initially at the educational market. And
third, Sinclair Research Ltd., Cambridge, is launching a more highly
integrated version of its ZX80 [Electronics, Feb. 14, 1980, p. 80], which
by using an uncommitted logic array from Ferranti Electronics Ltd. cuts
the chip count from 17 to 4and the price from $214 to $174.

Best known for its calculators, Casio Computer Co. has finally caught up
with its name and entered the personal computer business in Japan. Its
FX-900P is claimed to be the first of its breed to feature complementarymos random-access memory with battery backup, which can be expanded
with optional kilobyte packages to a maximum of 32-K bytes. The
single-package computer includes a 51
/-in, cathode-ray tube that can
2
display 16 rows of 32 characters.
Casio also announced for introduction in June a 2,508-word JapaneseEnglish translator containing avoice synthesizer with 263 English phrases
for everyday conversation.

The slump in West Germany's electronics industry is hurting some sectors
more than predicted earlier this year [Electronics, Jan. 13, p. 134]. One of
the latest victims is Siemens AG, the country's No. 1 electronics and
electrical producer. By this month some 14,750 workers in the firm's
communications, components, and other groups will be on shorter work
weeks, out of atotal work force in West Germany of about 235,000.
For the country's electronic data-processing sector, however, the labor
situation is much different. According to the Frankfurt-based Central
Association for the Electrotechnical Industry, in 1980 the sector added
roughly 10,000 people to its work force, bringing the total to 56,000, and
is likely to continue its hiring spree this year.
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Only one
40 column printer
has NCR reliability.
NCR's 40 column printer is
immediately available in 3forms:
1) the mechanism by itself
2) housed in its own cabinet, or
3) in afinished case with its own
power supply. Each version is
available with optional NCR
electronics. And each is
field-proven in NCR products.
More benefits:
•Works as printer and/or
plotter because of unique single
wire design
• Multiple copy capability
• Prints up to 120 lines per minute
•Attractive quantity pricing
• Disposable ribbon cassette is
operator changeable
• No messy spools or tricky
threading
For delivery information, prices,
or literature, please contact us
at NCR Engineering and
Manufacturing OEM Marketing,
PO. Box 627, Ithaca, New York
14850. (607) 273-6066.

Engineering and Manufacturing

Nee

Take your pick.

Ithaca
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Exar's Semi-Custom program lets you create custom
integrated circuits for your products. At afraction of the cost
of full custom. In just afew short weeks.
Bipolar, I
2L and CMOS Master-Chips"'
Our partially-fabricated linear or digital Master-Chips have
the components you need already in place, but uncommitted.
You design the final interconnections to fit your requirements
We supply aDesign Kit, acomprehensive Design
Manual, layout worksheets for the interconnection mask,
and the people to show you how easy it is—even if you've
never designed an integrated circuit.

Working from your layout, we etch the Master-Chip's
final layers and fabricate your semi-custom ICs in any
volume you need.
Your ICs are produced in-house under our stringent
quality controls. Each one is 100% tested.
Cut your product costs.
Replacing discrete components with semi-custom ICs reduces
your board size, your component inventory. and your labor
costs. And you design aproprietary product your competitors
can't copy.
Go to full custom later.
As your product matures and volume increases, we can
convert your semi-custom chip to afull-custom IC, reducing
chip size, saving money. and often providing added
performance.
Add our design talent to yours.
Our IC expertise is yours for the asking. Let us help you get
to market faster with the most competitive product possible.
We have representatives in all major U.S. cities to assist you.
Call us today.
Learn more about
Semi-Custom.

D Please

send me your
40-page data book,
"Semi-Custom IC
Design Programe'

Name

Title

Company
Street
City/State/Zip
Phone
My application is.
Exar, 750 Palomar Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 732-7970
EL%

3/10/81

Master-Chip is atrademark of Exar Integrated Systems. Inc.

X-•EXAR
For semi-custom. t:titoin or
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t.tildart.1 integrated circuits ...

Exar has the answer.
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ISII VLSI testing.
Only one company guarantees
overall timing accuracy:
Iakeda Men.

21eMe '

on wtth N18.1" Musashtno Elecutcal CommuntcOon Lab
Developed

in cooPerah

with the development of ADVANTEST (ADVANced TEst STrategy) Takeda Riken tcok the technological lead
in LSIIVLSI testing overnight. The T3380 VLSI Test System raised Takeda Riken's data crunching speed to
100M
and timing resolution to 100ps. The number of pins was expanded to 192 tIO (384 pins) maximum,
real time 110 switching capability was realized and such advantages as a100 million vector per second logic
testing vector generation with major looplminor loop capabties are built-in. The T3370 Memory Test
System, an option for the T3380, adds another page to Takeda Riken's innovative technological history. It
delivers unique 9X, 9Y and 9Z address vectors that allow partitioned testing and drastically reduce test time.
Now Takeda Riken is out front again with the T3331 40MHz. Memory Test System. The T3331 takes memory
production testing to ahighly developed state with X, Y and Z address vectors and timing resolution of
100Ps. But perhaps the most significant advantage to be gained from ADVANTEST is guaranteed overall
timing accuracy including: Pin-to-pin skew. Format-to-format skew. Timing generator non linearity. Phase
shift caused by driver clocking and comparator strobing. Waveform symmetry (nse and fall). Pin-to-pin
waveform uniformity. And inherent ambiguity caused by comparator hysteresis or jitter of driver. In LSIIVLSI
Testing, there is anew and more efficient way to get the job done. ADVANTEST by Takeda Riken is it.

ADVANTEST uivi sion,_Nichimen Co

For more information,
1185 Ave.

ofthe

wr ite

or call our

•

distributor
«so:

Americas New York, NY

10036

•

•

Phone.. (212) 536-0571

•I

.

Inc

Telex.. 12017

*See us at SEMICON WEST M
Bay Meadows, San Mateo ,BooY
ths 224421— 2247
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Throughput
unleashed.
Introducing the Series 80 Analog lbst System.

Go ahead.
Design your most
complex analog
device. Be sure to include lots of different
waveforms, voltages,
currents and frequencies. And throw in
some digital circuitry
for good measure.
Then stand back.
Because the incredible new
Series 80 will test it six ways from
Sunday before you can say
Fairchild.
We're not just talking about
afew simple tests. We're talking
about every measurement you
could want for engineering
development, device characterization, production testing and
incoming inspection.
We're talking throughput.
Real simultaneous parametric
measurement of up to 14 characteristics. So you end up measuring ahundred parameters in the
time it used to take to test twenty.
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Now you can perform comprehensive testing of abroad
range of analog and mixedsignal devices with speed,
accuracy, economy and aminimum of hardware changes. All
in amodular system that lets you
add capabilities as you need
them.
What about test program
development?
What about it?
Series 80 offers aunique
hardware-oriented, high-level
language that makes programming simple. And when it comes
to debugging, you can use this
same easy-to-use language to

Circle 75 on reader service card

communicate directly
with the hardware.
(Now it won't take you
longer to develop a
test program than it
did to develop the device you want tested.)
On top of all that, you get the
kind of service and support only
Fairchild can provide.
Call or write today for more
information on the system that's
making throughput history in
analog testing.
Fairchild Test Systems
Group, 1725 Technology Drive,
San Jose, California 95110.
Telephone: (408) 998-0123.

FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company

The
First Family
of All.
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an do the job for you.
ere are nine standard
configurations of platen an
plugboard to choose from.
One version will be right for you.
Minimize measurement
errors with our low-impedance
pin. Unlike many multiple-piece
pins, our unique one-piece test pin
doesn't introduce additional contact
resistance. What's more, it's virtually
indestructible as well.
Save debug time with our
optional documentation package. Specify our report package,
and you'll get comprehensive charts Buy a"do-it-yourself"",
kit or order a completegy'.›
and tables showing all the critical
assembled
fixture. If yoià preconnections between components
and test pins. You'll also get ahead- fer to assemble youi own fixture,
we offer kits that are complete to the
start on production test.
last detail. And are normally available
from stock.
Or if you like the idea of receiving
a completely assembled fixture, that's
no problem. You can get delivery of
acustom-built unit within amonth.

Fill out the coupon
for more information.
r, if you're in ahurry, call Kris Moore
toll-free at (800) 854-4031, except in California. In California call (714) 998-1961.

/ Cab!es can

Mail to: T&B/Cablescan Inc,
A Subsidiary of Thomas and Betts Corporation,
145 E Emerson Avenue, Orange, CA 92665
Send me literature and prices on your test fixtures.
The swing-away head gives
you easy access to the wiring.
Adding anew test pin can taire
only minutes.
Circle 76 on reader service card
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City/State/Zip
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Japanese trio
pushes past
the 3081 challenge
by Charles Cohen. Tokyo bureau manager

Hitachi, Nippon Electric, and
Fujitsu each have single- or
dual-processor setups that
outdo IBM's largest machine
Japan's three major mainframe manufacturers have come up with three
different approaches to compete
with International Business Machines Corp.'s top-of-the-line 3081.
Hitachi Ltd., in a surprise move,
introduced its M-280H computer
with about 15% higher performance
than the 3081 [Electronics, Feb. 24,
p. 69]. But the M-280H performs
only about 50% better than the company's previous top-of-the-line M200H. In fact, together with the twosizes-smaller M-240H, it forms the
start of a new series, rather than
being an extension of the old.
Even more surprising, the two new
machines seem likely to force the
retirement not just of the older
M-170, -180, and -16011 (see
"Where Hitachi's other computer
fits in," p. 78) but also of the relatively recent M-160H and M-200H.
The former is only about two years
old and the latter is little more than
a year old. However, Hitachi has
done well with both of them domestically and has perhaps sold enough of
the export version of the M-200H
abroad to go on to newer technology.
At ease. Meanwhile, Nippon Electric Co. is standing pat with its Acos
system 1000, announced as a preemptive challenge to the 3081 [Electronics, Sept. 25, p. 64]. Configured
with asingle central processing unit,
it has four to five times the performance of the previous top-of-the-line
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Acos system 900. A two-CPU configalmost doubles this level of
performance.
Fujitsu Ltd. claimed to be No. 1
in computer sales in Japan last year
and says it will pull off the trick
again during the current fiscal year,
which ends on March 31. It will
compete with a dual-processor configuration of its existing Facom M200 until IBM announces a model
larger than the 3081.
In the works. When that happens,
Fujitsu will respond with a new S
series slightly larger than the new
IBM model. It says it has already
developed new large-scale integrated
circuits and new boards for an experimental single processor that will run
at 25 million instructions per second.
The ics are four times as dense as
those used in its present machines;
uration

and 121 are used on aboard measuring about 7.9 inches (20 centimeters) square; 13 boards comprise the
processor.
With the announcement of the
new Hitachi computers and Fujitsu's
expressed intention of coming out
with a new series, the fiction of the
joint development of Hitachi and
Fujitsu computers has become completely unglued. Still, the software of
the two companies' products will
remain similar because both will
remain essentially iBm-compatible,
albeit not IBM-plug--compatible in
Japan. NEC continues on its present
course, which builds on Honeywell's
architecture of the early 1970s, but
is no longer compatible with it.
Software, too. Along with its
introduction of the new computers,
Hitachi announced a list of 25 pro-
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Ahead. Hitachi's newest big computers (tinted) edge in front of their IBM rivals. Fujitsu's
dual-processor M-200 is farther in front, and NEC's 1000 leads them all.
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Where Hitachi's other computer fits in
Hitachi calls its M-240H the most compact large computer in the world. The
processor in its maximum configuration of 8megabytes of memory and eight
channels boasts athroughput of 16 megabytes per second—more than the
IBM 4341 group II—yet it fits in only 0.96 square meter of floor space. Its
main memory uses 64-K chips, while its logic circuits are predominantly
Hitachi's own 1,500-gate emitter-coupled-logic arrays, with some 550-gate
ECL arrays. There is also a 32-K-byte cache memory using high-speed
bipolar memory for improved performance. Monthly rental of the minimum
practical system is $48,750.
The M-240H has three to four times the performance of the present
M-160II, from which Hitachi expects users to migrate to the M-240H. This
places it between the present M-170 and M-180H [Electronics, March 27,
1980, p. 126]. Thus in the future the firm may want to add another computer
in the rather large gap between the M-240H and the M-280H, which is
skewed toward the high side.

gram products, including new virtual
operating systems for the M-280H
and M-240H. New software products for these two computers and
also for the firm's present M-16011,
M-170, M-180, and M-200H will
phased in from the end of this year
through early 1983.
In addition, Hitachi has decided

to unbundle a total of 30 software
products for the six computers.
Although the firm is providing some
enhancement for its present computers, the decision to make this big
investment in new software and the
new advanced ics were probably
strong factors in its decision to produce the new computer line.

Great Britain

British reorganize videotex marketing
and plan to propose standard to FCC
With the videotex market on the
brink of vast expansion, the British,
whose sales force was the first to
range the world spreading the word
about the television information service, are trying to recapture that initiative in the U. S. from the French
and Canadians. At the same time,
the basic videotex concept is widening from that of asingle central data
base on which all information providers may purchase space to one
that routes users to private host processors. This greatly enhances its
commercial appeal.
To pull their fragmented and disjointed marketing activities into a
single operation backed by the government, the British have formed
British Videotex and Teletext (BVT),
a joint venture of British Telecom,
the government's telecommunications entity, and Logica Ltd., acom-
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munications and software consultant. BVT's $3 million financing is
split three ways: $1 million to promote videotex, linking TV via telephone to remote computer, $1 million to promote the compatible teletext technology and hardware of the
British Broadcasting Corp. that
broadcasts information in the blanking interval of telecasts, and $1 million to promote British videotex and
act as a clearing house for inquiries
to other makers.
U. S. approach. One of BVT's first
tasks will be to submit a British
industry proposal to the U. S. Federal Communications Commission on
a videotex standard based on the
British system. It takes into account
the differing American and European line standards yet retains the
full 40-character-line, 24-line format. BVT has hired Gary Rosch, a

former senior FCC official who until
recently was a lobbyist for the rival
French Antiope videotex system.
British efforts in the U. S. have
been stymied up to now by amarketing agreement that, in effect, gave
General Telephone & Electronics
Corp. exclusive U. S. marketing
rights to the British system. But now
BVT and Aregon International, a
British software group, will be
directly competing for that business.
Meanwhile, even as new technological developments broaden the
scope of videotex to include private
systems, the West German post
office has been trying a gateway
facility in which a user might ask
for, say, a rail timetable on the public videotex service, then be automatically routed via a packet-switched
network to the railroad's own data
base for more information. The Bundespost has hired Aregon to provide
the software for such aservice.
Aregon is also stretching videotex
for the Common Market Commission by implementing a gateway to
Euronet, a trans-Europe packetswitched data-retrieval service. It
also has a contract from West Germany to develop a message-switching service based on videotex. And in
the U. S., where it will compete with
BVT, Aregon has opened an office in
Anaheim, Calif. In the belief that
videotex in the U. S. should play on
American hardware, the firm has
developed its own IVS-3 system to
run on Digital Equipment Corp. VAX
computers; BVT is staying with the
GEC 4080s that are used by British
Telecom.
-Kevin Smith

Briefcase computer
has plasma display
They began by designing a portable
data terminal but ended up producing a computer in a briefcase, complete with a plasma display, a full
ASCII keyboard, a 92-K magneticbubble memory, and a 300-bit-persecond acoustic coupler to link it by
telephone to aremote computer.
"As we talked to customers,"
explains Brian Lumb, managing
director of Microdata Computers
Ltd., "we began to realize that the
only way to meet all their require-
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Chemicals for
high technology
Epoxy Resins and Curing Agents
FREON® Cleaning Solvents
Flux Removers
Epoxy Stripper
Release Agents
Conformal Spray Coatings
Epoxy Diluents and Additives
Epoxy Kits

You know us for our high purity aerosol cleaners,
used to assure system reliability. We also offer awide
range of other chemicals for the changing needs of
the electronic industry. In fact, Miller-Stephenson
offers over 300 products in a variety of convenient
containers.
All of these specialty chemicals are produced
under careful quality control and many of them exceed military and government specifications. We
believe the purer our product, the better the performance of your product.
For specifications, write Miller-Stephenson Chemical, Danbury, Conn. 06810 or call (203) 743-4447.
25 years of keeping pace with technology

Aerosol Cleaners

Oki
‘7,

miller-stephenson
chemical co.,Inc.
TORONTO •LOS ANGELES •CHICAGO •DANBURY

Gi)
«gneees
_

--

FREON is Du Pont's registered trademark for Its fluorocarbon compounds.
EPON is aregistered trademark of Shell Chemical Company.
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ments was with a microprocessorbased system that could be dedicated
to specific tasks with the customer's
own firmware." Now the Hayes,
Middlesex—based start-up company
is about to test the customer's
response with a first sample production batch of the 17-pound briefcase
computer.
It has been hailed as the ultimate
executive toy, but at around $7,900
the Zilog Z80—based system has to
earn its keep, and first takers have
real jobs of work in mind. One newswire service, for example, is attracted by the computer's text-processing
package and the useful 40-character-by-12-line plasma display. Also,
a feedstock company wants it for its
consultants so that they can work
out feedstock supplements when visiting farmers.
Perhaps the unit's most distinctive
feature is the slim plasma display.
Its 480 five-by-seven-dot-matrix
characters are controlled by an F8
microprocessor, freeing the Z80 for
other tasks. The display also makes
line operation essential, so that the
computer has to include aswitchedmode supply that can be switched to
240- or 120-volt operation.
Essential. Though the most expensive item in the package, Lumb
believes the display is essential to
making the computer easy for the
unskilled user to operate. sit is the
only portable way of presenting the
menus of options used at every stage
to control the computer and aid the
user in working his way through an
application program.
The bubble memory, says Lumb,
is used in place of adisk store and is
organized in much the same manner.
To load it with data, such as text
that must be retained or the results
of a program, the user has only to
push the command button, select the
file store option, and then transfer
the named file. Also, the user can at
any time call up adisplay of the files
stored and the percentage of the
store they occupy. Then, if any overflow is likely, it can be stored on an
optional 1,200-bit-per-second cassette unit.
Apart from the bubble memory,
there are also 32-K bytes of read-
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only memory and the same amount
of random-access memory. About
I4-K bytes of the ROM is programmed at the factory with the
computer's operating system, aBasic
interpreter, and a text editor. The
remaining 18-K bytes of ROM stores
the customer's application programs
in 8-K-byte segments. These programs might be developed by asoftware house for the customer and
then written into ROM to dedicate
the computer to specific tasks. When
a program is called up it is transferred into the computer's RAM.
A miniature 40-column thermal
printer can be optionally fitted, but
more usefully there are an RS-232-C
and an 8-bit parallel interface for

coupling the unit to an external 80column bidirectional printer. Software options include a Pascal interpreter.
Microdata has set out to provide
all the facilities—though on a
reduced scale—that could be found
in apersonal computer. The question
now is how many people will be prepared to pay close to $8,000 for
them. Rival systems are already
available—programmable calculators equipped with sales application
software that sell for around $1,000.
That is tough competition. Even so,
Lumb is convinced that the richness
of the resources provided by his
machine will attract plenty of customers.
—Kevin Smith

West Germany

Telex plus phone plus data terminal
brings office of the future closer
West Germany's post office has
approved a combination telephone,
teletypewriter, and data terminal for
connection to the public telephone
network by way of a private branch
exchange. Manufacturer Nixdorf
Computer AG is pleased, since it is
expanding into the communications
area and the permission to send data
over the public phone lines is helping
to create abig demand for the Data tel system 8811.
According to the Paderborn -based
computer maker, its Office Communications division has already received many orders from government agencies and organizations.
The first units will be installed this
year, "and in 1982 we expect to sell
well over 1,000 systems," says
Harald Winkel, product marketing
manager for the 8811. Depending on
the number of peripherals involved,
the terminal will sell for anywhere
between $2,500 and $7,500.
Multifaceted. A compact 18 by 26
by 15 centimeters (roughly 7 by 10
by 6 inches), the 8811 brings the
office of the future a big step closer
(see p. 157). As a two-way device,
the system can be accessed by two
dial numbers, one for phone traffic

only and the other for phone or data
communications. In a typical application, the 8811 ties to aPBX system
within afirm so that it can carry on
adialog with a central computer at
the firm's headquarters. At the same
time, the user can call a party at
headquarters, maybe to discuss the
very data simultaneously being received by the computer. He (or she)
may also use the system as a teletypewriter to .send a telex from his
desk directly to another desk in
another office.
All lines from the PBX to the computer can be addressed by a collective number. When that number is
dialed, the PBX automatically
searches for afree line and establishes aconnection to the computer.
In control. The basic terminal can
have various input/output devices
connected to it. It is controlled by a
Rockwell PPS-8 microcomputer that
contains the operating software and
subprograms needed to monitor the
keyboard and display, generate the
call signals, keep tabs on data traffic, and control the peripheral
devices by means of a universal
channel program. Data communications with acomputer, carried out by
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MORE NEW STARS FOR THE
MULTIBUS* FROM CENTRAL DATA
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Z8000* Memory Management
Processor Board features
4MHz Z8000 running with unique
paged/segmented memory
management. Includes interrupt
controller, interval timers. Can also
support PROMs and 9511 APU.
Multi-User operatilg system
available. Standard Board $795
Monitor PROMs $90
9511 APU S265

Intelligent Octal I/O Board
provides 8: RS-232 ports controlled
by on-board 2650 microprocessor.
16K of dual-port RAM allows data
transfers with no bus overhead.
Includes standard terminal driver
program, can hold 4K custom driver
program in PROM. S700.

ANSI Winchester Controller fully
conforms to the proposed ANSI
standard for 8" winchester disk
drives. Custom microprogramming
available to interface with other disk
drive interfaces. Controls up to eight
drives. S550.
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32K-128K Dynamic
RAM Board features low
power consumption,
stardard parity checking,
and ultra-high reliability.
32K-S530
96K-S1080
64K-S800
128K-S1350

Static Ram Board adds
either 16K or 32K of static
memory to a Multibus
system. 16K— $620
32K— $1100

Octal Serial Interface
Board allows up to eight
EIA RS-232 interfaces.
$330

Quad Serial Interface
Board hooks up to four EIA
RS-232 interfaces to your
system. $280

Cartridge Disk Controller Board provides
DMA transfers to or from
cartridge disk drives with
capacities of 10 or 20
Mbytes $435

Mother Board can hold up
to 15 Multibus cards with
both P1 and P2 provided
for each card position.

Double Density Floppy
Disk Controller adds from
one to four double density
standard sized floppy disk
drives, either single or
double-sided. $315

PROM Board allows the
user to hook between 1K
and 128K of PROM to a
Multibus system. $140

$315

Central Data Corporation
Extender Board will raise
a board being tested up to
a height of 6.9 inches $60

Prototyping Board will
accommodate up to 95
16-pin sockets, allowing
the user to wire wrap a
prototype circuit. $55

P. 0. Box 2530 Station A
713 Edgebrook Drive Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 359-8010 TWX 910-245-0787
All prices are OEM quantity 25-99.
Complete price list available on request.

*Multibus is a trademark of Intel Corporation
Z8000 is a trademark of Zilog Corporation
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Selected
Applications
.0.41

.

Select Devices

Field Effect
Transistors
Aerospace
Mili
Medical
Crystalonics made FETs commercially
available in 1960 and is still the leader in
the field. We offer an array of excellent
special devices, including.
•Low frequency, silicon, N-Channel,
junction FETs (CM860/2N6550) with an
ultra low input noise figure of L4 nV/ VHz
typical at 1kHz, for low frequency
amplifier applications.
•RF FET for radio frequency amplifier applications (CP640/CP643), broad band, with
wide dynamic range, through 500 MHz.
•Aseries of switching FETs (2N4445/
2N5432) with under 15 ohms ON
resistance. Standard types with RON as
low as 2V2 ohms (2N6568), and specials as
low as 1ohm (CM856).
•FOTOFETS®, light-sensitive, junction
FETs in transistor cases with curved or
flat glass lenses. Ideal for optical coupling
applications demanding supersensitivity,
fast response, low dark current and
stability.
For further information send for our short
form catalog.

air TELEDYNE

CRYSTALONICS

147 Sherman Street
Cambridge, MA 02140
Tel: (617)491-1670* TWX 710-320-1196
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a built-in modem at 1,200 bits per
second, is monitored and controlled
by adata line controller.
The data input device is a 2I-key
numeric keyboard with a 16-digit
display for showing the keyed-in
data. The receiving station signals
whether the data has arrived with or
without errors, and transmission is
halted until the data has been transmitted without errors, so that the
central computer is relieved of the
chore of error correction.
Data output devices include printers and cathode-ray-tube displays.
To guard against unauthorized use,
an identification card reader can be
installed in the basic unit. Also, with
the aid of acomputer, aterminal can
store messages in amemory for later
transmission to other Datatel subscribers. In the automatic mode, it
can function with no operator present.
-John Gosch

France

Matra-Harris, Intel
negotiations stall
Because the French government is
setting such stringent conditions for
its approval of the deal, Matra-Harris Semiconducteurs SA may yet see
its plans for a joint venture design
center with Intel Corp. fall through.
MHS is itself ajoint venture between
France's Matra Group and Harris
Corp. of Melbourne, Fla.
One of the conditions unacceptable to the Santa Clara, Calif., company is a $40 million loan to the
venture. The design center would
produce masks for n-channel mos
integrated circuits for telecommunications, data-processing, and automobile applications, enlarging Intel's
market share in France.
As part of the arrangement, Intel
would transfer its n-mos technology
to Matra-Harris in Nantes, and
Matra-Harris would supply complementary-mos know-how to Intel.
Matra-Harris officials point out that
they are already developing c-mos
versions of several Intel products,
including the 8048 microcomputer

and the 8086 microprocessor.
While neither company will comment officially on the agreement
until it is finalized, Matra-Harris
general manager Marc Lassus does
not hide the fact that MHS has been
talking with anumber of U. S. mos
manufacturers over the past few
months. "It is not a question of
access to atechnology or aprocess —
using Harris's c-mos technology, we
can already do H-mos," Lassus
explains. "It is for access to architecture and software for microprocessors." Conversely, Intel, of course, is
already using c-mos in the form of
its high-performance, H-c-moS,
technology.
Too ambitious? Is the youthful
company trying to bite off more than
it can chew? The original 1979
agreement between Matra and Harris covered only c-mos technology.
A subsequent accord, signed last
December, added Harris's bipolar
know-how. Only in late February did
MHS start its first commercial production—of 4-K static c-mos RAMS.
"It could appear too ambitious,"
says Lassus. But he notes that the
c-mos and n-mos processes are very
similar.
On the question of ajoint venture
with ajoint venture, Lassus concedes
"ménages à trois" are difficult. But
he insists Intel and Harris could
cooperate, via Matra, because "their
product lines are complementary."
As that changes, Lassus says MHS
would negotiate rights to circuits
individually.
-Kenneth Dreyfack

Great Britain

Clay outdoes crystal
as display medium
One unlikely candidate for an electronic display medium—a suspension of mineral clays—is causing
quite astir in the electro-optics community. Its proponents and developers, the physics department of
Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, have tagged such a colloid
with the electrofluorescent dyes regularly used in colored liquid-crystal
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For 44995* you not only
get aword processor.
Automatic screen prompting
guides user through operations.

Communications options let you
transmit information electronically. Communicate with other
computer systems.
Flexible text editing features,
easy to learn, easy to use.

Familiar, typewriter-like keyboard. Powerful, versatile userdefined keys reduce many word
processing jobs to just hvo
keystrokes.

Boilerplate library of commonly
used text. Abbreviation (or
short-hand) library.

Dual 8" floppy disk drive.
Convenient storage with flexible diskettes.

Word Processing software is
only $500. Optional List
Processing software, with the
powerful conditional select feature, is only $400. Optional
Accounting software is available through Digital's Computer Stores.

Standard 30 cps draft printer.
(Select optional Letter Quality
Printer instead of draft printer
and system price becomes
$7295.*)

-•..... •

You also get the
Digital factor.
At $4,995, Digital's Word Processing has to be the best value in the industry.
Value which includes immediate delivery. Special discounts on 3-pack systems.
And the Digital Factor. What's that? Read on.
Since we're the world's largest maker of small computers, you get the benefits of our
considerable size and experience. Benefits such as a14,000-person customer service
organization, 111 Sales Offices, complete training at any one of the 25 Computer Stores
or 6regional training centers, and a30-day money-back guarantee.
That's the Digital Factor.
For apersonal demonstration, call 800-528-6050, ext. 1276. In Arizona, 800-352-0458.
For $4,995, you get a lot more than aword processor.
'Software and destination charges not included. Prices quoted apply in U.S. only.

II 804

d

We change the way

the world thinks.

In Canada, call Digital Equipment of Canada Ltd. Kanata, Ontario. Tel. 613-592-5111. In Europe. call Digital Equipment Co. Ltd., Reading England, Tel. (0734) 85131.
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Our
Alphanumeric
Ticket Printer

Electronics international

For total versatility use
our DMTP-9 programmable ticket printer to
print the full alphanumeric ASCII character set. Print
with ribbon on standard
tickets, cards or single-sheet
forms, or use impact-sensitive
paper for multiple copies. Even
program character pitch to
handle standard or enhanced
printing of up to 48 characters per
line on 39- to 59-line tickets. Stepper
motor advance for 6lines to the inch or .110" for graphics.
••••

Mountable on tabletop or wall, the DMTP-9 does it all with advanced stepper motor control electronics and along-life needle
matrix print head. For still more versatility, get it with the optional
controllers, power supplies and interconnect cables systems for
complete microprocessor/microcomputer compatibility, too.
But first, write or call to get more details. Ask for Bulletin 924.
PRACTICAL
AUTOMATION, INC.
Trap Falls Road, Shelton Conn 06484/Tel:(203)929-53811
Circle 84 on reader service card

Our new, slower, cheaper
array processor.

Our new MSP-3X is only
about half as fast as our
MSP-3. But at $4950 its price
is also less than half that of
any other array processor on
the market.
"Slower:' of course, is
relative: MSP-3X lets your
PDP-11 computer perform
arithmetic and signal analyses
20 to 50 times faster than it
can alone. A 1024-point real
Fast Fourier Transform in
14.3 milliseconds, for example.
That's plenty of speed for
MSP-3X array processor
most analyses of vibration, sonar, communications, radar, medical
image, and dozens of other kinds of data.
And you needn't sacrifice convenience, either. Operation is
simple and reliable, based on straightforward execution of an extensive library of functions, accessed through Fortran calls. And
MSP-3X's two hex boards simply plug into your PDP-11
All in all, MSP-3X is amost
intelligent trade-off. Write us
for detailed specifications.

Computer Design
&Applications, Inc.

377 Elliot Street
Newton, MA 02164 (617) 964-4320
84
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displays, subjected it to a low electric field, and observed a contrast
ratio between its on and off states 20
times better than that of comparable
LCDs.
Another view. Though no device
work has yet been carried out on this
high-contrast electrofluorescent• effect, its great potential as a display
has already attracted one offer of
research funds from one U. S. and
two UK companies. Sceptics argue,
however, that the colloid's stability
and freedom from electrical migration have yet to be proved.
Display operation relies on electrofluorescence, a phenomenon in
which light incident on afluorescent
molecule or chemical group is absorbed and re-emitted at an increased optical wavelength. Both
absorption and emission are highly
directional and can vary from zero to
a maximum that depends on the
angle of incident light. In principle, a
solution of fluorescent dye molecules
could be aligned in an electric field,
switching from zero to optimal
absorption and hence fluorescence.
Practical. In practice, however,
the molecules and their electrical
dipole moment are so small that
excessive electrical fields would be
needed. This problem can be obviated by binding the dye molecules to
clay particles, which disperse in
water and other media as rigid,
charged, needlelike particles about 1
micrometer long. These particles can
be aligned in arelatively low-amplitude field of Ikilovolt per centimeter. In the display surface there are
channels or gutters into which dyes
such as acridine orange can be
absorbed with their long axis parallel
to the gutter.
In preliminary experiments to test
the theory, the group applied electric
fields to the test cell and then illuminated it with vertically and horizontally polarized light. An extremely
high degree of dye order was demonstrated, some 20 times better than
that obtainable with comparable liquid crystals. However, Prof. Brian
R. Jennings believes the new effect is
not in conflict with LCDs but could
be used to create completely new
displays.
-Kevin Smith
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Channels.. with aBattery
Dolch Logic Instruments' third generation logic analyzer, the
LAM 3250, lets you meet your troubleshooting needs now,
and expand for the future. The LAM 3250 records up to 32
channels of information at sampling rates to 50 MHz, and with
optional Channel Expansion Probes, its capability can be
extended to 64 channels. And there's more.

you can recall complete test set-ups in amatter of seconds.
No more time wasted rewriting menus.

Powerful triggering.
Four-level sequential triggering, each level with an independent pass counter ranging from 1-255 counts, lets you
debug programs containing nested subroutines. There's even
aRestart function to guide you through data on the bus. All
of this is easily programmed in aseparate trigger menu.

Check these features and compare:
• 32 channels X 1000-bit memory
• Expandable to 64-channel X 500-bit memory (optional)
• Sampling rates to 50 MHz
• 5ns glitch capture
• Timing capability for 16 or 32 channels
• Hex, octal, binary and ASCII displays
• Powerful word search feature
• Window triggering
• Real-time trigger tracing
• Non-volatile menu memory
• GPIB and RS-232 interfaces standard
• Personality probes and disassemblers for many popular
uP's and bus systems (optional)

Battery back-up.
The LAM 3250's revolutionary new BATTERY-BACKED
MENU MEMORY feature allows you to store up to 6
separate files of display and menu parameters in CMOS
RAM for up to three months without power. This means that

This is only part of the story. For more details on this and
other dynamic troubleshooting tools, contact the logic
analyzer experts today. Dolch Logic Instruments,
230 Devcon Drive, San Jose, CA 95112.
Or call toll free (800) 538-7506. In California (408) 946-6044.

Sophisticated clocking.
Since it incorporates dual 16-channel X 1000-bit recording
blocks, the LAM 3250 can accept up to two independent
external clocks for sampling data, letting you independently
monitor both address and data on amultiplexed bus.

DO LCH

IMMIIIV LOGIC
REPRESENTATIVES: Anstaln 022161166.110. Behtiom
Holland 1140!13725. 1:trne10345:151. II.I

0241917410

C•116-0615141 336-0392. 11.•00000.00
,
'23 ,6110. Spa'. 052213199. Sarede• •• •
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storage with plug-in flexibilityanew 5000-Series Scope.
Tektronix 5223

If you're faced with trying to view elusive transient events, or slow reoetitive signals found in many transducer applications, Tektronix' new
5223 Oscilloscope can meet your
measurement needs. It combines
digital storage with the measurement
flexibility of awide range of interchangeable 5000-Series Plug -ins.
Just consider what these features
can do for you.

Digital Storage
At the touch of abutton, waveforms
are sampled at up to a1MHz rate
and stored with 10 bit vertical resolution in 1K of memory for each vertical
compartment in use.
Pre-trigger
With the continuously variable pretrigger of the 5B25N Time Base, it is
now easy to see what occurred prior
to your trigger event. And because
this part of the display is intensified,
you can identify it immediately and
simplify your documentation. In addition, if you are not sure of tne slope of
your single-shot signal, the bi-slope
trigger mode will alleviate the guess
work.
Equivalent Time Sampling
Repetitive signals to 10 MHz, including those at low repetition rates, can
be easily digitized and displayed for
flicker-free viewing. You can expand
and reposition these stored signals
for detailed analysis, or output them
for further processing.
X-Y Mode
With the simple push of abutton,
stored signals up to 10 MHz can be
displayed in the X-Y mode. For repetitive signals both X-Y and Y-T can
be displayed simultaneously.

The 5223 will interface with a GPIB controller, such as the Tektronix 4050 Series shown here.

GPIB Interface
Using the 5223's optional GPIB interface, you can integrate waveform
acquisition with an intelligent terminal. Once transferred by aGPIB
compatible controller, the digitized
waveforms can be both processed
and stored for later recall. Because
the 5223 is both a"talker" and a"listener," reference signals can easily
be input for comparison or review.
10 MHz Real Time
In addition to digital storage, the
5223 offers you complete conventional 10 MHz oscilloscope
capabilities, including signals
out...on alarge, high resolution CRT
that gives an exceptionally bright,
crisp display.
And more...
With the new 5223, both real time
and stored signals can be displayed
simultaneously...and. for your slowly
changing events, the roll mode provides acontinuously updated display similar to astrip chart recorder.
Furthermore, permanent documentation with your X-Y plotter is produced at the touch of abutton via the
analog memory output. Plus, an external clock input allows you to synchronize digitizing with other instruments.
The 5223 makes our 5000-Series a
digital proposition...with plug-in and
GPIB flexibility.

For more irformation, call your local
Tek Sales Engineer or fIl in the
coupon below and mail it to the appropriate address.
U.S.A.
Tektronix Inc
P.O Box 1700
Beaverton. CS 97075
Phone 800 54'-1512
Cregon only BC0'644-9051
531644-0161
Telex 910-4E7-8708
Cable TEKTRONIX

Africa, Europe,
Middle Eut
Tektronix International. Inc
European Marketing Centre
Postbox 827
1180 AV Arnstelyeen
The Netherlands
Telex 18312

Asia, Australia Canada, Central á
South America. Japan
Tektronix, Inc
Americas ,Pack
PO Box 1700
Beaverton. OF 97075
-elex 910-467-8708
Cabe TEKTRDNIX

1Wctronix

(:( HVIMETTED TO EXC:ELIENCE

Yes,

interested in the new 5223.

Name ___
Title
Company's name

__

Address
_
Phone (_

)

ext
E Please send me
additional information
n'Please have aSales
Engineer call me

copyright ci 1980 Tektronix, Inc All rights reserved 8'2

AGREAT TRADITION
IN SEMICONDUCTORS

This is the new trademark of the SGS-ATES Group of
Companies.
We have 7semiconductor production units and 10
subsidiary companies spread over several continents. We employ
more than 7000 people and have aglobal marketing network
serving all the world's semiconductor markets.
Our high level of technology is maintained by an annual
R & D expenditure that exceeds 15% of sales.
SGS-ATES -Semiconductor Corporation -Scottsdale, AZ 85251 -7070 East 3rd Avenue -Tel. (602) 990-9553.
88
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IS BEING R

EWED.

"It is our firm belief that the strength of acompany is
ded on
its tradition and on its continuing capacity for self innovati
in terms
of people, technologie and company structures and poli s. We are
convinced that our co11 pany bas these fundamental ele ents.
Behind our new trad
ion of semiconductor production at an international level, evident today not only
in our position of leadership in linear integrated circuit and power transistor technology but also in aremarkable presence in the CMOS and
N-channel MOS sectors. Our experience in semiconductor production,
along with other pioneers, dates back to 1957. We were the first with the
planar process in Europe and the second in the world.
By 1969 we were already delivering millions of high
power linear circuits. We patented the planar oxide process- Planox -in 1971 thus opening up the era of high
density MOS integrated circuits and in 1972 we were
already mass producing microprocessors.
1976 saw us delivering 20W linear integrated
circuits and by 1979 we were able to achieve over
100V of breakdown in our linear devices. We
were the first to introduce high voltage power
PNP transistors and among the first to produce
fast Darlingtons.
Behind our new trademark there are
also new investments in people, plant and
strtictures in order to improve even further
our levels of technology and, what we want
to be our major plus point —service.
To this end we are committing the
willingness, the culture, the dedication of
us all and the resources of our company
to meeting customers'
requirements in order
to give them the best
service in the industry.
Our challenge for
the future has begun.
We'll carry it through
with our customers."
Pasquale Pistorio
Chief Executive Officer

TECHNOLOGY AND SERVICE

).K

The Wizards of ALPS

Smooth action of the stem
results from two factors:
a) stem and case are made of two
dissimilar materials chosen for their
ability to slide easily against each other.

CONTACT ASSEMBLY:

b) the surfaces of both are extremely
smooth, as a result of our precision
high technology molding process.

r[
l

The unique action of this
dust-proof assembly is
another factor in the
reliability of the switch.
Movement of the stem
across the spring plate
forces it down with gentle
pressure that is always
precisely the same,
whether the key is pressed
lightly or heavily.

The point of
contact is avery
small sphere of
gold alloy clad
material caulked
on the contact
plate, to save gold
and lower costs.

et- -

4
This is gold alloy inlay clad
metal, made by a recently
developed skiving and rollbonding process. This process
makes the contact surface
smoother, finer, longer lived,
and more reliable than gold
plating would.
KCC SERIES

KCC Series mechanical contact (diaphragm) switches are available
with and without locking and LED indicators. Applications include
CRT terminals, personal, business, and scientific computers, electronic
cash registers, banking terminals, etc. They are currently being used
by two leading manufacturers of personal computers.

C
deeALPS

Additional Alps keyboard switch series are:
KGF & KGL (Reed switches)
KCF (Mechanical contact, diaphragm)
KEH & KED (Electrical conductive rubber contact)
KFF (Mechanical contact, cross bar contact) tactile feedback.

ELECTRIC (U.S.A.) INC., 100 Centre Ave. Rockville Centre, NY 11570/516/766-3636/T1Y (23) 014-4508.

make keyboard switches
with so much reliability
that you'll be glad
to pay alittle more
&wait alittle longer
How much reliability is that?
Well. KCC switches like the one our
Wizards are assembling on the
opposite page. are regularly tested in
our lab. And every one we've tested
so far has been operated well over 50
million times, without asign of wear.
How do we get this reliability?
Naturally. when you have wizards
working for you, anything is possible.
But more concretely, we start with the
basic raw materials, do our own
tooling, punching and molding. We
build automatic machines to make
every part, and to assemble the final
switches. Thus we exercise total inhouse control over the entire process.

In case you never heard of us,
Alps is now in its 33rd year of
manufacturing atremendous variety
of electro-mechanical and electronic
equipment and components, from
television tuners to variable capacitors
and variable resistors, from digital
impact printers to cassette
mechanisms. We have long been
known as one of Japan's most
innovative manufacturers, and have

You can read about some of the
other reasons for Alps reliability on the
opposite page.
The reason you'll have to wait a
little longer for our switches is that
they're made in Japan; and while we
can fill even the most exacting custom
order as fast as anybody else, it does
take alittle time to get it here.

Call me
• My

to discuss

ape
my application

parameters are:

• My project volume is:
Send literature on:
III Keyboard Switches
Push Switches
O Slide Switches
Ill Flex Switches
D Rotary Switches
Power Switches
E Lever Switches

Jo*

Alps can supply you with
individual switches, or
complete keyboards from
stock — or customized to your
specifications with assistance
by Alps (USA) factory'
trained engineers

You wil certainly want to know
mare about us, about our keyboard
switches, and about cur other
products. To make it easy for you to
do so, we've provided acoupon
which we invite you to fill out and mail
today.

Alps keytops — standard or customized — are double shot molded.
Which means that trie graphics are as deep as the keytop itself.
Thus the graphics cannot disappear, or
even fade, no matter how heavily or
how long the keyboard is used.

FIELD
ERASE

sia

been meeting the stringent demand of
OEM design engineers, worldwide,
from nine factories.

• Variable Resistors:
G Slide
D Rotary
Trimpots

My application is
D Now E 6 months

,,Future

Name
Co
Dept
Tel.
Address
City
State

\

Zip

ALPS ELECTRIC
(U.S.A.) INC.
100 N. Centre Avenue.
Rockville Centre, NY 11570
516-766-3636
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TERADYNE COMES TO
BARE BOARD TESTING,
WITH THE N221.
With the new N221 Bare Board
Test System, Teradyne introduces a
combination of performance and flexibility unheard of till now. And worldwide support and service only a
major testing company can provide.
Microprocessor-based, the N221
economically handles boards of any
size or density. With solid-state
switching for fast, accurate detection
of shorts, opens, and leakage paths
between lands caused by contamination or solder slivers.
Test electronics expand up to 64k
points. For testing at one station, or
multiplexing as many as four test stations to ashared system controller.
N221 software ensures versatility
in operation and programming. For
Circle 92 on reader service card
1•1

example, you can easily get diagnostics either in your own product
nomenclature, x-y coordinates, or
N221-assigned points.
Depending on your board types,
choose the N221 with integrated vacuum fixturing and interchangeable test
heads. Or opt for aflexible interface
to an in-house or commercial vacuum
or pneumatic bed-of-nails fixture.
The N221 Bare Board Test System
from Teradyne. The big new name in
bare board testing.
Teradyne manufactures acomplete
line of automatic test equipment for
electronic components and subassemblies. For information on the N221
or any other product, contact Teradyne,
183 Essex Street, Boston, MA 02111.

lieteetite
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Probing the news
Analysis of technology and busmess developments

Energy firms buying technology
Makers of C-MOS and D-MOS attract acquisition or investment
from GE, Westinghouse, CIT-Alcatel, and Exxon unit
by Bruce LeBoss, San Francisco regional bureau manager
On the surface, General Electric
Co.'s purchase last month of Intersil
Inc. appears similar to many other
acquisitions of independent semiconductor makers by major users grown
tired of facing short-supply situations. But on digging deeper, the
$235 million deal bears an even
stronger resemblance to recent technology-motivated acquisitions by
several major manufacturers of energy-related systems.
Although Intersil has gained a
reputation as a multitechnology
company, one making memories,
microprocessors, and other integrated circuits for a wide range of
analog and digital applications, the
Cupertino, Calif., firm has attracted
attention in recent years with its
strong programs in complementaryMOs and double-diffused mos power
field-effect transistor technologies.
Similarly, no less than three other
Silicon Valley semiconductor firms
have made noticeably loud rumblings in the c-mos and D-MOS power FET technologies.
For example, soon after GE's disclosure last fall of its proposed purchase of Intersil, traditional rival
Westinghouse Electric Corp. of
Pittsburgh acquired 14.6% of the
outstanding shares of Siliconix Inc.
and disclosed its intention to reach a
minimum 20% equity position in the
Santa Clara, Calif., firm. Westinghouse has since built up its interest
in Siliconix to 21.6%, at a total cost
of about $14 million. What's more,
in adocument filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission,
Westinghouse says it "reserves the
right to purchase a sufficient number of shares to control Siliconix
and/or propose some form of combi-
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nation by merger or otherwise."
Previously, Exxon Enterprises Inc.
of New York, the new business venture arm of Exxon Corp., quietly
purchased an estimated 17% to 18%
interest in Supertex Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif., for an undisclosed
amount of cash [Electronics, July 31,
1980, p. 34]. And more recently,
Cu-Alcatel, the telecommunications
subsidiary of Compagnie Générale
d'Electricité ("the GE of France," as
one industry observer puts it),
acquired 25% of Semi Processes Inc.

of Santa Clara [Electronics, Jan. 31,
p. 47]. The French firm paid $4.5
million as part of an accord that
included loans to Semi Processes and
other considerations.
Twin technologies. No mere coincidence, each of the four firms in
which an ownership position was
acquired manufactures both C-mOs
and D-MOS devices, a fact of no
small significance to their investors.
"Clearly, cu-Alcatel sees us as a
c-mOS and D-MOS company, and not
just as an investment opportunity or

Logic array. Semi Processes Inc., in which CIT-Alcatel of France has acquired a25% interest,
manufactures this mask-programmable Isoplanar C-MOS uncommitted logic array.
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Probing the news
an in-house supplier of their semiconductor needs," states Robert
Freund, president of Semi Processes.
Similarly, Francis T. Thompson, the
head of the Westinghouse Electronics Technology division and a newly
elected member of Siliconix' board
of directors, notes, "There is considerable synergism between the electronic component needs of Westinghouse and the products of Siliconix."
The C-mOs large-scale ICs that
Siliconix manufactures, Thompson
says, "are especially beneficial in
industrial control circuits, because of
their high noise immunity and
reduced power-supply requirements." Siliconix's D-MOS power
transistors, which it calls V-MOS FETs
because they use a vertical currentflow structure, will find increasing
application in commercial, industrial, and military power systems.
Similarly, "there is alot of synergism" between the c-mOS and
D-MOS activities of Supertex and the
products being developed by various
Exxon units, notes Supertex president Henry C. Pao. For example,
"rather than being on ahead-on collision course with Zilog, Exxon looks
at our peripherals as sort of a complement to Zilog's microprocessors."
Also, observers expect Supertex's
c-mos technology eventually to be
the kernel from which Zilog spawns
a family of c-mos processors and
peripherals of its own design.

Another option. In addition to its C-MOS
technology,

Semi

Processes has D-MOS

capability, as illustrated by this power chip
from the Santa Clara, Calif., firm.
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In the interim, the c- and D-MOS
Supertex technologies are expected
to play an important role in the
product offerings of other Exxon
units. One in particular, Reliance
Electric Co., manufactures telecommunications equipment, power supplies, and motor controls. For example, "D-MOS FETs are ideally suited
for energy-control systems because
they have very high switching
speeds," an order of magnitude faster than bipolar devices, Pao notes.
"Otherwise, agreat deal of power is
used up just in switching," he adds.
The energy-control systems built
by Exxon units employ many custom
circuits to protect their proprietary
position in the marketplace. "That's
where c-mos shines, because it is
much faster and easier to design circuits in c-mos than in bipolar or
n-channel mos technologies," states
Pao. And energy-management systems, typically, are in noisy environments. c-mOs is immune to noise, he
notes, and consumes less power.
Although its volume is estimated
to be about $4 million, Semi Processes is likely to play a key role in
future offerings from CGE, a $4 billion supplier of large power-generating systems, transformers, and telecommunications equipment. To illustrate, Semi Processes also has
long-term technology-assistance
agreements with cIT-Alcatel whereby the California firm would be
enabled to begin manufacturing a
number of advanced telecommunications circuits. It also will have a20%
ownership of a new ic-manufacturing subsidiary to be established by
the French firm.
The joint venture is being viewed
by industry observers as CIT-Alcatel's means of enhancing its position
in c-mOS so as to compete more
effectively in France and other
European telecommunications markets against rivals Matra SA and St.Gobain-Pont-à-Mousson. Both
French firms have access to c-mOS
technology via affiliations with U. S.
suppliers Harris Semiconductor
Corp. and National Semiconductor
Corp., respectively.
Unquestionably, the C-MOS/DMOS acquisition expected to have the
biggest impact on amanufacturer of
energy-related products is GE's purchase of Intersil. That relationship

ENERGY COMPANIES VERTICALLY
INTEGRATE

Intersil
(General Electric)
Semi Processes
(CIT Alcatel)
Siliconix
Westin house)
Su rtex (Exxon)

Amount
(in Smillion)

%
interest

$235

100

4.5

25

14
(NA)

21.6
17-18

Source Electronics

was initiated on two fronts, recalls
David J. Fullagar, vice president for
research and development engineering at Intersil. "GE was looking for a
power FET technology for its lifetime
light bulbs" —GE expects to build 10
million or more annually.
Secondly, GE's Motor Business
group was interested in power FET
technology to achieve energy savings, Fullagar notes. "Previously,
motors that ran in process control
and other applications, for example,
weren't controlled." Rather, they
ran at full speed, and processes such
as fluid flow were controlled by
mechanical valves. Until recently, it
was cheaper to run the motors at full
speed than it was to build motor
controls. "But with the cost of energy today," he continues, "that's no
longer true."
Many uses. "Every division of GE
could benefit from C-mos IC technology," states Fullagar. With the
exception of producing dynamic random-access memories, "C-MOs is
potentially no more expensive than
other processes. Additionally, we are
more and more seeing amarriage of
analog and digital functions on the
same chip, and c-moS is excellent
for analog technology, whereas nand p-channel mOs are not," he
maintains.
Commenting on these acquisitions
and other steps by systems companies to integrate backwards into
semiconductors, Erich Bloch, vice
president and assistant group executive for technology at IBM Corp.,
recently told members of the Semiconductor Industry Association that
"vertically integrated manufacturers
that produce for their own use and
sell as well are the newest and most
aggressive competition to the industry. The vertically integrated semiconductor manufacturer is no longer
an exception. In the future it could
be the rule."
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NOW Available From
Solid State Scientific.
rfiéSCM5114 Family.

The fast, non-clocked
RAM. The fully static
SCM5114 4K CMOS memory
from Solid State Scientific is the
industry's popular replacement
for the NMOS 2:14 RAM due to
its high density and low power
requirements. The SCM5114 has
true Tif compatability and has
equal access and cycle times.
Advancing performance. Cutting
costs. Solid S-ate Scientifit has achieved
higher density and improved performance
through its high-density CA,IOS (HCMOS)
process. This new process produces a family of
memories with four times the density in the same
space. The advantages are less power, high reliability, fast access times, low warranty costs, reduction
in labor, less expensive power supplies and fewer
sockets. With this capapility as much as a 75% savings
can be achieved in parts and other related expenses.
SCM5114 Operating Characteristics
)
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Type
SCM5114-1
SCM5114-3
SCM5114-5
SCM5114-8

('%s

ne

t
A (Maxi

Standby Current

Data Retention

'm ole 5V(max.)

Voltage

200 ns
300 ns

500A
50pA

2.0V
2.0V

300ns
450 ns

4000A
800PA

2OV
45V

Need more information? Call your local Solid State Scientific
representative for further information on the SCM5114 family. You
can contact us for your local representative at (215) 855-8400 or write
Solid State Scientific, Inc., Montgomeryville, PA 18936.

e
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another industry first ...

MOS and bipolar memories.
Now in leadless chip carrier packages.
Available from Texas Instruments.
From EPROMs to PROMs, DRAMs to
SRAMs, now systems designers can
specify MOS or bipolar memories from
TI in leadless ceramic chip carrier
packages. Bipolar PROMs and RAMs
and MOS EPROMs and DRAMs and
SRAMs are available right now. But,
there's more to the TI chip carrier
story than just availability. There's reliability. Versatility. Ease of use. And
even more.

The inside story
TI's chip carriers offer one layer of
printed circuit board inside the package. This ingenious design feature enables all board address lines to run in
parallel paths on one side of asimple
two-sided board. So, there's no tedious
designing around board to package
pins and connections. But that's not all:
Board space is minimized, packing density improved and metallization routings optimized. This unique feature

also cuts cost and critical design time.
And, because the dimensions of TI
memory chip carriers are compatible
with JEDEC leadless type 'C' logic
packages, you can keep your tooling
cost low.

Upward compatibility
'lb larger and higher density memory
products. Packages and pinouts have
been designed to allow you maximum
system upgradability options — without changing design or board layout.

Sizes and availability
mos devices are offered in anewly de-

signed rectangular package measuring
350 X 550 mils for the 28-pin version,
450 X 550 mils for the 32-pin. Some bipolar devices are in rectangular packages, while some are offered in square
packages. And, they're all available
right now at your nearest TI field sales
office or authorized distributor. Digital

chip functions available too, many offthe-shel£
All devices can be processed to MILSTD-883B, fully tested, guaranteed
and AC/DC characterized.

Designing for the future
— now.
Since chip carriers reduce overall system costs they can be cost-effectively
designed in now. Forward-looking designers are looking at chip carriers for
future designs as well as for projects in
the early design stages.
For more information about linear
functions in chip carrier packages,
watch for our next ad. For details,
availability and pricing for MOS and
bipolar memories in chip carriers,
write to Texas Instruio
ments Incorporated,
P.O. Box 225012, M/S
308, Dallas, Texas
75265.

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
1981 Texas instruments Incorporated

Circle 96 on reader service card
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Solid state

Are U. S. C-MOS makers falling behind?
Japanese manufacturers at ISSCC talk of 2-gm processes
while Americans are just getting down to 3 gm

by John G. Posa, Solid State Editor

The 1981 International Solid State
Circuits Conference, just held last
month in New York, crystalized two
issues. One is that complementarymos is destined to become the dominant semiconductor technology, perhaps before the next decade. The
second fact is that some Japanese
companies are further along than
their U. S. rivals with c-mos processing, and this is a major reason
why some U. S. chip makers seem to
be losing their edge.
The isscc provided ample evidence for c-mos's pending popularity. At one of the evening panel sessions—on n-channel moS versus cmos for very large-scale integration—even the most skeptical panelists agreed that the need for both
technologies is apparent; most, however, argued that soon the majority
of mos chips will be designed in
c-mos. This belief was echoed by
panel member Richard Pashley of
Intel Corp. in Santa Clara, Calif.,
one of this country's foremost nchannel memory designers.
But while Toshiba, Hitachi, Oki,

Sharp, and other Japanese companies are bolting ahead with advanced, second-generation 2-micrometer c-mos processes, traditional suppliers of c-mos in the U. S. are
just now scaling down from 5gm to
3. Indeed, some U. S. c-mos houses
have yet to make the switch from
metal to polysilicon gates—a must
for any appreciable density level.
Lateness in adopting silicon gates
is just a symptom of a larger problem: U. S. companies have, in general, failed to take advantage of the
density and speed tricks figured out
by n-channel chip designers. The
reason is that companies here have
tended to concentrate on one or the
other technology; and even at those
companies where both have been
pursued, the efforts have, all too
often, been kept separate.
National Semiconductor Corp. is
one exception. At its all-4-inch facility in Salt Lake City, Utah, doublelevel polysilicon (Foc-mos) processing of devices as small as 2 gm
achieves ac-mos capability rivaling
n-mOs in speed and density. "We

can transport our n-mos designs —
native devices—to c-mos with
little effort," claims Andrew G.
Varadi, vice president of mos ICs at
National in Santa Clara, Calif.
National currently has 4-K randomaccess memories in production but
plans 16-K announcements before
year-end— for both microprocessor
and fast-RAM markets.
The Harris Semiconductor group,
the largest U. S. supplier of 4-K cmos static RAMS, is a competitor
without n-mos capability that is
fighting hard as well. The Melbourne, Fla., company has been
using silicon-gate c-mos exclusively
for more than three years. (For that
matter, American Microsystems has
always used silicon-gate c-mos.)
Though not yet in production of a
16-K static RAM, Harris "will have a
major commitment to a full line of
16- and 64-K parts," declares James
F. Townsend, advanced product
planner for memories, and they will
arrive in 8-, 4-, and 1-bit widths.
Some failures. As for specific
products, attempts in the U. S. to

even

Second generation. Hitachi's Hi-C-MOS process (left) produced a 28-by-40-µm cell and a 4-K static random-access memory back in 1978.
Though U. S. companies seemed more interested in C-MOS's low power. Hitachi scaled down to Hi-C-MOS II for a 14-by-28-µm cell.
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Collins, Colo., delivered a paper at
the isscc on an extremely impressive 32-bit microprocessor, executed
produce c-mos versions of single- in n-mos —probably because of a
recent decision to shelve developchip microcomputers like the popular 8048 have, for example, been
ment of advanced c-mos on sapphire
stalled. In the meantime, Nippon
[Electronics, Sept. 11, 1980, p. 106].
Electric Co. has announced such a Though not printed in the proceedpart, Toshiba Corp. will provide ings, it was brought out at the sessamples of one this year, and Oki sion that the chip consumes 7 watts.
Electric Industry Co. says it is not
In contrast, a c-mos 32-bit microfar behind. The Japanese also are processor built by Bell Laboratories
the only ones currently producing in Murray Hill, N. J., dissipates only
16-K static RAms organized both by
500 milliwatts. Granted, the 100,000
1bit and into bytes in c-mos [Electransistors in Bell's ic amount to less
tronics, Dec. 18, 1980, p. 118].
than one quarter of those in HP's, but
Bell also says its chip embodies more
The very first isscc session, on
static RA Ms, contained five papers, of a true central processing unit's
functions.
four from the Far East. Moreover,
the first two papers, from Toshiba
In the telecommunications area,
and Hitachi Ltd.'s Central Research
the panel members alleged that
Laboratory, described two 4-K cc-mos will without question be the
mos memories with blinding, 18technology of choice, and nobody in
nanosecond typical access times.
the room took issue with that. "The
U. S. companies arc hard pressed to reason," says Donald Wollesen,
match that performance with scaledc-mos research and development
manager at American Microsystems
down n-mos, and n-mOs is supposedly faster than c-mos.
Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif., "is techThat first session kicked off the
nical but simple. With n-mos, you
conference on a gloomy note. Said
simply can't construct acurrent mirone technologist from Rockwell Inror off the plus rail [positive supternational Corp. of Anaheim,
ply]." Without this circuit, differenCalif., "I have never seen more
tial amplifiers are not as practical,
depressed people in one place. The
and these are the basis for operationJapanese are taking it all away."
al amplifiers and for linear circuits
The low power consumption of in general.
c-mos is most often cited as the
To say that the U. S. possesses no
reason why it will be a must for
c-mos expertise is, of course, abVLSI. Hewlett-Packard Co. of Fort
surd. But "U. S. c-mos companies
have spent too much time on standard c-mos," says amemory designer from Mostek Corp. of Carrollton,
Texas. "Some of them still think
that every time you use an n-channel
transistor, it must have a p-channel
load. That is simply not true. Not
only does it waste area, it actually
reduces speed."
Picking parts. In particular, when
it comes to memories the Japanese
discovered early on that only the
peripheral circuits need be c-mos;
the array is best left as n-channel for
the highest density, particularly if a
second level of polysilicon is used for
the load devices. Meanwhile, U. S.
manufacturers—more overwhelmed
by c-mos's potential for super-low
power drain—stuck with full sixU. S. C-MOS. A 32-bit C-MOS microprocestransistor static RAM cells. They got
sor from Bell Labs indicates that some U. S.
the low power, but at the cost of
firms are ready to battle the Japanese.
large chips with mediocre access
Probing the news
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times. And as it turned out, the Japanese were able to get the lower
power anyway.
Thus, agree two Intel c-mos process engineers, "U. S. manufacturers
have viewed the p-type devices in
c-mos as anecessity rather than as a
tool." The Mostek memory designer
explains that, used cleverly, p-mos
devices will eliminate the need to
bootstrap.and allow sense amplifiers
to be built with gains of 10,000.
Using these design twists, "c-mos
can be made faster regardless of any
speed differences inherent in the
technologies themselves," he Says.
Just starting. The Intel process
engineers agree that "only now are
U. S. companies exploiting the
p-channel transistors in c-mos."
And, ironically, it is taking the nmos chip vendors to figure out how
to do it. At the isscc, there were no
high-performance memories from
Harris, Intersil, Hughes, National,
Motorola, RCA Corp., or AMI —the
manufacturers known for their cmOs products. Instead, Intel Corp.
unleashed a 25-ns (typical), 4-K
c-mos static RAM that uses n-type
wells so that it can be gently eased
into ahigh-performance n-mos production lines.
Elsewhere, that plan is already in
action: "Every new c-mos memory
will be built with n wells," declares
National Semiconductor's Varadi.
Bell Labs' 32-bit microprocessor is
built with its so-called twin-tubdomino c-mos technique. The twintub idea refers to the diffusion of
separate n- and p-type wells to
simultaneously optimize the performance of both p- and n-channel
transistors, respectively. The dominoes refer to an innovative way of
clocking several n-channel switching
transistors connected to a single ptype load. After precharging, pulses
ripple through the gates—like dominoes—for high speed with low power. That is the way to use c-mos; but
is Bell Labs really known for its cmos developments?
Other U. S. companies seemingly
furthest along with advanced c-mos
processes are also not yet really
known as c-mos suppliers, either.
Motorola, having licensed Hitachi's
Hi-c-mos process, is also gearing up
to make fast, high-density devices
like 16-K static RAMs.
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Two-on-the-aisle.
New
Clipper aass style.

No more middle seat in our brand new business section.
We've redesigned Clipper Class
completely.
So you'll never get stuck in the middle
seat. Or by an elbow.
You'll never be more than one seat
from an aisle, either. Even if there's afull
house.
What's more, our Clipper
Class seats are wider and more
comfortable than ever before. In
fact, they're the same seats
selected for first class on the
next generation of jets.

The ones due for delivery around 1985.
You see, Pan Am's new Clipper Class
isn't just an upgraded economy section. It's
atotally separate part of the plane
especially for business travelers.
With all the extras you'd expect and
alot you wouldn't.
New Clipper Class is now offered on
selected Pan Am 747 routes. And by mid-year,
we'll have it on our entire 747 fleet worldwide.
Ask your Travel Agent, Corporate Travel
Department or us about Pan Am's new
Clipper Class.
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Three can live better than one
Trio of components makers, two in U. S. and one in West Germany,
will pool marketing and manufacturing skills to compete worldwide

reed relays, mercury switches, merElectronics markets are no longer our own in Europe, the U. S., and
local, regional, or national, and to Third World countries. We'll be cury-wetted reed relays, solid-state
compete effectively on an interna- going after some of the domestic relays, and thick-film hybrid products, Gordos expects to have about
tional level, companies must have market in Japan, too," he says.
far-reaching marketing and techniMarchev, 58, has been with Gor- $20 million in sales this year.
At present, the company also supcal skills. This would seem to dos since its founding 34 years ago
exclude the smaller companies that and has helped direct the company plies input and output interfaces and
operate in one segment of the indus- through technological and business data-acquisition boards for microtry from expanding into the interna- developments. In December 1978, processor-based systems, and it extional marketplace. But, according Gordos was acquired by Flint Indus- pects to expand this business rapidly
to two American firms and one from tries Inc., a privately held company with the technical savvy from StanWest Germany that are joining based in Tulsa, Okla., with interests dard Grigsby and manufacturing
forces to compete aggressively in the in energy services, construction, and expertise from Gunther.
Standard Grigsby and Gunther
U. S., Europe, and eventually the electronics. Flint will own 80% of the
have been owned separately by Roy
new Gordos International combinaFar East, that is just not so.
H. Slavin since 1973 and 1976,
Gordos Corp. of Bloomfield, N. J., tion.
Standard Grigsby Inc. of Aurora,
As a supplier of reed switches, respectively. Slavin, 35, who has a
background in law and
Ill., and W. Gunther
economics, will become
GmbH of Nuremberg,
executive vice president
West Germany, will soon
of marketing for Gordos
become Gordos InternaInternational.
tional Corp. with headWith sales of about
quarters in New Jersey.
$8.5 million, Standard
All three companies
Grigsby manufactures
manufacture different
rotary and automotive
types of switches and
switches. At the top of
relays, and though all
the company's product
hold leading positions in
line are programmable
particular market sectors
rotary-encoded logic dein their own countries,
vices (P/REis) used exeach lacks the technical
tensively in home comand marketing expertise
puter-game controls.
to vault into a dominant
"Standard Grigsby needs
position on the internathe thick-film hybrid cational scene.
pability Gordos has," ob"I think we're going to
serves Slavin. "With that
be able to give the Japahigher-level technologinese arun for their moncal capability, we'll be
ey in our home markets,"
able to decrease prices
observes George B. Marand realize a30% compochev, president of Gordos
nents savings for the
and soon-to-be president
P/REL products."
of Gordos International.
The P/REL line at
"We'll be looking at Relays are his business. George B. Marchev will head Gordos Internaniches they don't fill, and tional. which will combine Standard Grigsby Inc. and Gordos Corp. of the Standard Grigsby is
somewhat automated,
we believe we can hold U. S. with W. Gunther GmbH of West Germany.
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but it is Gunther that will be supplying the automation know-how
from Germany for all Gordos International operations.
Gunther, whose sales were about
$13 million in 1980, is a manufacturer of reed switches, reed relays,
and mercury-wetted devices. Slavin
notes that the reed-switch line is
completely automated and that both
the reed relay and the mercurywetted lines are 80% automated.
What's more, Gunther designs and
manufactures its own automated
equipment and will provide this
hardware for the Stateside divisions
of Gordos International.
Automation a key. "Up until now
we've been able to successfully manufacture in Third World countries,"
says Slavin. "But labor-intensive
manufacturing is becoming increasingly expensive, and with automation, we won't have to deal with
those cost increases. We'll be reaching new markets and that will
increase volume." He explains that
these multinational marketplaces
were inaccessible to a Gordos, a
Standard Grigsby, or a Gunther as
individual companies, but that the
combined muscle of the three together "will even give us the manufacturing and marketing strength to be
able to go into the Orient to get
additional business."
The capital infusion for this automation venture is coming from Flint
Industries, which is acquiring both
Standard Grigsby and Gunther for
an undisclosed amount of cash and
stock. "I think everybody in the electronics business competes on a
worldwide basis—or should," says P.
Kenneth Lackey, vice president for
finance at Flint. "This is particularly
difficult with the rising desire to buy
from local interests that is displayed
in many countries. You've got to get
a foothold in a country to compete
there. We think we're going to be
able to do that with Gordos International," he says.
Not only will there be an interchange of technology and manufacturing knowledge among the three
companies, but also an exchange of
marketing capabilities in the home
countries.
Closer to home. Marchev, whose
company has been shipping 20% of
its product overseas-10% to Europe
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Are your filtering problems "a real crime"? Do the culprits
attack your:
• Modems
• Speech Processors
• Sonobuoys

• Anti-Aliasing Circuits
• Array Processors
• Spectrum Analyzers

Will the following switched capacitor filter features solve
your problem?
• Small Size
• Low Frequency Operation
• Exceflent Temperature Stability

• Low Cost
• Simple Implementation
• Multiple Filters in One Package

Use Reticon switched capacitor filters for your "crime"
prevention program.
• Lowpass
• Highoass
• Bandpass

• Notch
• Digitally Programmable
• Customs • Any Active
Configuration
• Multiple Channels

For information leading to the "arrest" and solution of your filter
problems contact the world's leader in switched capacitor filters ...

en*EGRG

RETICON

345 Potrero Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
(408) 738-4266

For assistance call: Boston (617) 745-7400, Chicago 1312) 640-7713:
San Francisco 1408) 738-4266. Tokyo. Japan 03-343-4411.
Wokingham. Berks. England (0734) 790772.
Munich. Germany (089) 918061
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Pick aCard...
Any Card
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You'll Win the

STD BUS
Game with
the

BOSS

(EUS Onented System _qupport)

The chips will be stacked in
your corner with the BOSS
(BUS Oriented System Support) line of microprocessor
system support cards. The capabilities of your system can
be expanded as easily as inserting anew card .. .and the
BOSS line makes many functions available so you won't be
caught with a short deck.

BOSS card is easy to understand . .geared to technicians. engineers and manufacturers. So. let the BOSS line
take the gamble out of linking
the microprocessor and the
real world.
For the selection of cards in
our deck, please call or write
today!

The BOSS family of cards meaMICRO LINK CORPORATION
sures 4' ,2" x6"2 with standa. d 624 S. Range Line Road
56 pin connectors designed es- Carmel. Indiana 46032
pecially for the STD SUS. The
(317) 846-1721
material that comes with every TWX 810-260-2634
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Number 11 in aseries of 22 listings.

THE 60-SECOND
PLANT TOUR.
BUILDING *1614-294
50.200sq. ft., 10 acres, 17 additional acres available.
Metal and block construction.
Formerly used for manufacturer of transformers. Ceiling
height 14 .-20:5 -concrete
floor. Rail borders property.
Community size: 14,950.
Eastern Region.
BUILDING *1614-286
53.250 sq. ft. Brick and insulated metal building, constructed in 1976. Ceiling
height 12 .-16' with dimensions of 110x 240: 100%
sprinklered and air conditioned. Natural gas. municipal water/sewer available.

Excellent access to interstate
and twenty minutes to major
airport. Community size:
65,730. Piedmont Region.
BUILDING *1614-309
I
30,000 sq. ft., 32 acres. Brick
and block building. Former
fabrics plant. 14'-25' ceiling
height, column spacing 30'x
30: 100`.% sprinklered, plant
partially air conditioned.
Natural gasavailable.Twentyfive minutes to major airport.
Community size: 1,450.
Western Region.
BUILDING *1614-308
334,444 sq ft .178 acres.
Metal/masonry construction.
multi-story. Former filament

polyester production facility.
Various ceiling heights. Constructed in 1971. Access for
rail siding. One hour to interstate. Community size:
16.150. Eastern Region.
BUILDINGg1614-307
48,642 sq. ft.. 17.31 acres, 41
additional acres available,
under construction. Ceiling
height 20' clear. bay spacing
40x40: Four overhead doors
for dock levelers, two for rail
cars. Natural gas and rail
service available. Thirty-five
miles to deep water port.
Minutes to two municipal airports. Community size:
16.150. Eastern Region.

North Carolina has plant facilities in all sizes and shapes that are available for
immediate occupancy. Here, you see just asample. For more facts on these or other
buildings or sites, write to: North Carolina Department of Commerce, Industrial
Development Division.430 Salis bury St..Raleigh. NC 276/1.0r AI (919)733-4151.

NORTH CAROLINA
102
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Economic strategist. Roy H. Slavin, whose
background is in economics and law, will be
Gordos' vice president of marketing.

and 10% to Japan—notes, "Gunther
has been supplying switches to
Hughes. But Gordos's marketing
people are closer geographically and
culturally to a Hughes than a German company could be, so we'll market Gunther's products in the U. S.
We expect they'll do the same in
Europe for us with companies like
Siemens," he adds.
Marchev sees Gordos International continuing to supply sensors,
relays, keyboard components, and
P/REL devices. He wants to broaden
the thick-film technology used
throughout the company and possibly expand the solid-state relay technology.
He also envisions developing much
of the test equipment Gordos has
been building for internal use for the
relay and switch industry as a whole
and notes that companies like IBM
Corp. have already expressed interest in such gear.
Standard Grigsby and Gunther
have been growing at a rate of 30%
to 40% per year and Gordos at about
20%. Marchev would like to sustain
that 20% rate for Gordos International, noting that such a growth
rate would be excellent in view of the
fact that the relay and switch business "is not an immature business."
Gordos International expects to have
earnings in excess of $40 million in
1981.
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NOW,
HALF-WAVELENGTH
RECORDING FOR
EATER PAC
NSITY

Half-wavelength recording to 120 ips—it's a
new option for the Model Ninety-Six that lets
you pack your digital data well above 33 kbpi.
And you achieve these densities with no significant increase in error rate. Frequency
response is 4 MHz at 120 ips. The payoff is
impressive savings in system utilization, tape
logistics and tape consumption.
If your applications are primarily analog,
you'll also appreciate the new extended
bandwidth capability of the Model Ninety-Six,
4 MHz at 240 ips. This frequency response lets
you produce Wideband Group II compatib e
recordings.
Quite frankly, few users of the Model
Ninety-Six really need the full 4MHz bandwidth

'I 11111111 .11111
111111111111i_

at 120 or 240 ips. They buy the system because
it gives them good solid data at any record or
reproduce speed, standard or half-wavelength.
Because every system comes with highperformance solid-ferrite heacs; acapstan
servosystem that holds flutter and TBE to
extremely low levels; and an adjustment-free
tape path for gentle, consistert tape handling
and minimum skew.
For complete information; on the
Model Ninety-Six, just call Ed Haines at
(303) 771-4700. Or write for afree illustrated
brochure that describes all our magnetic tape
systems and other instrumentation products.
Honeywell Test Instruments Division, Dept. AF,
Box 5227 Denver, Colorado 80217

WE'LL SHOW YOU ABETTER WAY.

Honeywell
Circle 103 on reader service card
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Budget cuts split industry, academia
Reagan proposals please manufacturers, but slashes in funds
for education and instruments upset R&D community
by Ray Connolly, Washington bureau manager
Most electronics manufacturers say
they are happy with President Reagan's spending and tax cut plans;
most academic and other research
institutions are not. And in the Congress, ultimate arbiter of spending
and taxes, the tide seems at the
moment to be running in Reagan's
favor despite some predictably deep
divisions.
"Existing odds on big defense
increases are way up," says one Senate technology staff member. "So
are the odds on big cuts in education,
space, and taxes. But social program
cuts represent the biggest unknown,
and reaction against these could
affect everything else. The structure
and moods of the Congress has definitely changed, of course, but human
nature hasn't. Every member is still
looking out for the interests of his
jurisdiction."

Looking out for No. I also gets
top priority within the electronics
industries and academia, where divisions run deep. Strong support for
the Reagan program has emerged in
an Electronic Industries Association
letter to the President that calls his
effort "skilfully stripped for action
and tailored for impact" and urges
Congress "to expedite its passage
intact." Nevertheless, the EIA would
like to see "a specific tax incentive
for R&D and specific tax relief for
Americans working abroad" included in the "second phase."
The reaction of the American
Electronics Association also is favorable to the Reagan economic plan, if
not quite as sublime as that of EIA.
The AEA wants a bit more incorporated, and sooner, including astrong
25% R&D tax credit for corporate
investments above the average of the

Why top jobs go begging
With severe reductions already proposed by the Reagan Administration for
nearly every segment of science except the military, who wants the job of
science adviser to the President? That is the question being asked by some
members of the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, who
note that the Reagan program is alienating much of the scientific and
engineering community. Nevertheless, there is a statute requiring an OSTP
headed by ascience adviser.
President Reagan could abolish the job with aWhite House reorganization
that would become effective only if congress did not take contrary action
within 60 days of the plan's submission. Some OSTP sources believe that
may happen now that the appointment of leading candidate Simon Ramo is
reportedly mired in Federal ethics and disclosure regulations that preclude an
appointee's retention of acorporate interest. (Ramos TRW pension is said
to be tied to future company profits.)
Ramo and others reportedly in line for top science and engineering jobs
outside the Department of Defense may not want them now, suspect OSTP
sources, who add that they are not even certain about their own futures.
Unable to affect the proposed budget changes, "what person worth his salt
could go up on Capitol Hill and testify in support of them? Ican't think of
anyone who could do it honestly," says one OSTP staff member.
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last three years; restoration of
restricted stock options to aid retention of key employees; and a capital
gains tax cut to spur investment,
such as the one provided in Senate
bill S. 75 already introduced by California Democrat Alan Cranston.
Iron is hot. Though both the EIA
and the AEA believe the need for
speed is essential to the success of
the Reagan program —"while he is
still riding the crest," as one member
put it —some are troubled by the
many vacancies at senior cabinet levels throughout the executive branch,
as well as by the dual-track legislative approach being taken by the
Administration on taxation: one bill
for individual tax cuts and a second
for all others. "A two-track tax bill
has never passed," says one association source. "It is evident that the
package that goes in will not be the
package that comes out," despite the
EIA's pleading.
The nation's engineering and
science teachers, however, are in far
more trouble than any segment of
the electronics industries, to judge
by the drastic funding cuts proposed
for the National Science Foundation
and its programs to upgrade engineering education and the outdated,
deteriorating instrumentation in the
country's academic laboratories.
Leading educators in these fields
were distressed initially by the Reagan plan to chop NSF outlays by $26
million in fiscal 1981 and by $16
million more in 1982 before reductions ballooned in the four following
years—it adds up to asix-year cut of
$527 million out of a budget that
does not total $1 billion ayear [Electronics, Feb. 24, p. 63]. Now they are
altogether dismayed by reports that
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SETTING NEW STANDARDS

ISO-CMOS OCTAL INTERFACE
THE LS REPLACEMENTS

Remember when microprocessor designs
were an either-or proposition —

either high

speed but power hungry bipolar TTL or low
power but painfully slow CMOS?
Mitel Semiconductor has come up with a
solution that gives you your highs with your lows
-- HIGH SPEED and LOW POWER ISO -CMOS
technology. Established pin-outs and logic
layouts of a range of 20 standard Octal circuits
have been incorporated with a proven production
process that does justice to today's LSI.
ISO -CMOS achieves fast propagation by use
of a recessed oxide silicon -gate process that
minimizes the inherent long time constants of
traditional metal -gate CMOS. All the advantages
of noise immunity and practically no quiescent
power dissipation have been retained.

POWER DISSIPATION
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Our family of latches offer transparent or
clocked operation and include inverted or non inverted 3-state outputs. The decoder family
has single one of eight, latched or unlatched, or
dual one of four configurations. Bus buffering
is catered for with high-current drivers having
assorted configurations of chip selects for single
or bi -directional connection.
A comprehensive range of circuits allows
improvement of design,

by direct pin for pin

compatibility with their 74LS series counterparts.
For redesign to maximize ISO-CMOS advantages,
a simplification of layout is achieved by the
preferred bus-oriented 74SC5XX selections.
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD

74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74

SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC

137
138
139
237
238
239
240
241
244
245
373
374
533
534
540
541
563
564
573
574

1of 8Inverting Decoder with input latches
1of 8Inverting Decoder
Dual 1of 4Inverting Decoder
1of 8Decoder with input latches
1of 8Decoder
Dual 1of 4Decoder
Octal Inverting Buffer
Octal Buffer
Octal Buffer
Octal Transceiver
Octal Transparent Latch
Octal D-Type Flip•Flop
Octal Inverted Output, Transparent Latch
Octal Inverted Output. D-Type FliP-FlOP
Octal Buffer
Octal Buffer
Octal Inverted Output, Transparent Latch
Octal Inverted Output. D-Type Flip-Flop
Octal Transparent Latch
Octal D-Type Flip-Flop

MITEL SEMICONDUCTOR
United States

2321 Morena Blvd., Suite M, San Diego, California, u S.A. 92110. Telephone 17141276-3421, TWX: 910-335-1242.
1223 Westchester Pike, Havertown, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 19083. Telephone 12151449-5556, TWX: 510-662-6653.

Canada

P.O. Box 13089, Kanata, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2K 1X3. Telephone 16131 592-2122, Telex: 053-4596,
TWX: 610-562-8529.

Europe

Hamilton Road, Slough, Berkshire, England SL1 401'. Telephone 0753-36137, 0753-36138, Telex: 847730.
Fredericiagade 16, Suite 309, 1310 Copenhagen K. Denmark. Telephone 1011119302, Telex: 22321.

Asia
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TST P.O. Box 98577, Kowloon, Hong Kong. Telephone 3-318256, Telex: 64235.
TM-Tralemark of Mitel Corporation
Copyright 1980 Mild lCo,poration

/Ws ERT.
STA MG POWER
IN AIRFRAMES

NOW BOSCHERT BRINGS
MAINFRAMES THE
RELIABILITY OF SWITCHING
POWER SUPPLIES.

System designers now have
an efficient 1500-watt switching power supply that fits neatly
in astandard 5x8-inch slot:
Boschert's HL 1500. For systems
limited by the current output of
existing supplies, the HL 1500 lets
you expand without changing the
system housing. Systems presently
using multiple supplies to reach
1500 watts can use the HL 1500 to
gain an extra slot. Most importantly,
you'll reduce your cost per watt about
15% compared with standard 750- and
000-watt designs.
Boschert's new HL 1500 gives you
'+5-volt, 300-amp performance that's
• ideal for mainframe computers, test
systems, industrial controls and other
large digital equipment. It's the first of a
whole new series of high-current Boschert
power supplies designed to increase
efficiency, improve reliability and transient
response, and reduce power costs in large
systems. You can get all these advantages
today with the HL 1500—and it's available in
quantities to meet any production requirement.
If you're looking to stay ahead in mainframelevel power supplies, stay with Boschert. Get
detailed information on our new HL 1500, any of
our open frame switching power supplies, or our
submodules now by writing: Boschert Inc.,
384 Santa Trinita Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
Or call (408) 732-2440.

'eee
*Mete

-BoschertSWITCHING POWER
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Probing the news
another $40 million may be cut from
the foundation's 1982 education
funds, bringing them down to one
third of the Carter Administration's
proposals.
Also set for elimination is the
entire $98 million in so-called crossdirectorate programs overseen by the
NSF for new university instruments
and programs for women and members of minorities in science. In the
classic tradition of looking out for
No. 1, no electronics trade group has
yet spoken out against these cuts,
even though these areas are crucial
to the development of future professional talent.
Speaking out. One Republican
who has expressed concern is Sen.
Harrison "Jack" Schmitt of New
Mexico, the former astronaut who
now heads the Commerce subcommittee on science, technology, and
space. His concern is the "increasing
uncertainty in the direction of
national science and technology policy," he said late last month. He
mentioned in particular "the absence
of ascience adviser to the President"
and the fact that only three of the
eight top science and technology
posts in the Administration have
been filled.
Names of likely nominees abound
in Washington, of course. One is
Simon Ramo, TRW Inc.'s vice chairman and cofounder, for science
adviser. Others are Richard De
Lauer, TRW's executive vice president, for under secretary of defense
for research and engineering, and
Hugh P. Donaghue, Control Data
Corp.'s assistant to the chief executive, for head of the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration in the Commerce
Department. Yet even if nominations are made, they still require
Senate confirmation.
Thus Schmitt noted accurately
that "there is no administrator of the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, no administrator of
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, no under secretary of defense for research and
engineering, and no assistant secretary of commerce for productivity,
technology, and innovation."
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Next Time You Travel On Business,
Don't Let Important Things Wan.

INTRODUCING THE ONLY OVERNIGHT DELIVERY
SERVICE RIGHT FROM YOUR HOTEL.

FEDERAL EXPRESS HOTEL PAK'
You're away on business for afew days. You
come back with a pile of crucial stuff. Work
you took with you, or picked up out of town.
Now it has to be finished—fast. Your secre tary goes crazy, or goes elsewhere. And you
wonder why it has to be this way. It doesn't.
Now when you're away from the office,
you're really not. You can send important
items back from your hotel, overnight.* Or on
to another office, overnight. Or to any of
13.000* U.S. places, overnight.
Think of what that means. You'll never
have to put off an important trip Or come
back before you should. Because any work
needed back at the office gets oack
overnight, in aHotel Pak.

There's never been aconvenience like
Hotel Pak, ever. You can send anything from
contracts to computer part3, briefs to
blueprints, samples to securities. It's
inexpensive. You can charge it to your room
or credit card. And it's as easy as sending out
your laundry. Once you use Hotel Pak,
business travel will never be the same again.
Thank goodness.
How Hotel Pak works and where to find it
is all in akit that's yours for the asking. Mail
the coupon now. Or call 800 238-5355. In
Tennessee, 800 542-5171.

FEDERAL EXPRESS
When dabsolutely positively has to be there overnight

'Monday throu•gh Friday Saturday delivery b,r special request only and at an additional service charge Areas served, delivery times and
lab.hty sutert to rwmaterrs e the Federal F,:press Scrvee Grade. 1981 Federal Express Corocralen .

Free Travel Alarm Clock Offer.
Here S how Sure WC are

that Hotel Pak will make
a productive, profitable
difference in your
business trips Try Hotel
Pak lust once and well
send you, absolutely
free, this beautiful quartz
travel alarm It setts for
820. To get it. send your
copy of avalidated Hotel Pak receipt and your

Free Hotel Pak Travel Kit.

EL

FEDERAL EXPRESS Free Hotel Pak Travel Klt
Box 727, Dept. 250-022. Memphis, TN 38194
It's about time, Federal. Please rush your Hotel
Pak Travel Kit containing aHotel Pak brochure.
envelope, airbill, and directory of
participating hotels.

NAME

business card to
FEDERAL EXPRESS Clock Offer
Box 727. Dept 250-02a Memphis, TN 38194
Ofter limited lo one clock per customer Offer exp res
June 1 1981 Allow 610 8weeks for delivery Supplies
are limited. Void where taxed, prohibited or otherwise
restricted =ederal Express reserves the right to
substitute equal value clocks depending

TITLE

AU:MESS

COMPANY

upon availlbil,ty
Hotel Pak is available at participating locations of
Hilton Hyatt. Marriott. Radisson. Sheraton. Westin
Hotels as wall as at Americana Brock Doubletree G E
Springer. Helmsley. Host International. Howard
Johnson s and Stouffer Hotels

CITY __

STATE

ZIP
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Reject bad devices before they
get into your production line.
Everytime afaulty microprocessor or
peripheral chip slips into one of your
products it costs you profit in
troubleshooting and replacement.
With the new Data I/O Model
1500A, you can set up alow-cost
incoming inspection program to detect
faulty 6800 family devices before they
get loaded into boards.
Comprehensive testing detects
problems in 6800, 68A00,
68E100, 6802, 6808, 6810, 6821
and 6850 devices. The Data I/O
6800 family tester performs afullfunctional test on devices under worst
case load and supply voltages at real
time speed in less than one second.
The test may reveal, for example, that the clock is inactive, or
aline on the address bus is not
working, or the internal RAM
is defective.

Easy set-up and
operation. Simply plug
the correct test adapter into
the tester and you're ready to
begin. No need to hire skilled personnel
to write test programs, specify test
vectors or parameters. It's all contained
in apre-written test sequence.
To operate, simply place the
device in the socket and press the
button. A green light identifies a
functional part. A bad part triggers a
three-digit code, which identifies the
specific problem.
Reduce parts shortages and
ease device returns. You don't
have to reject an entire lot because
of afew bad components.

With the 6800 family
tester you can quickly
and efficiently screen all
devices to make the best use of the
components you have.
Most device vendors require
proof of failure before they will accept
rejects. The failure code provided by the
6800 family tester identifies the problem
and will speed up the process of
returning faulty parts.
Backed by Data I/0's
commitment to quality and
performance. We've put the same
care and engineering skill into the
Model 1500A that we put into our entire
range of PROM and logic device
programmer products. The Model
1500A has been evaluated by
device manufacturers and
recognized as aviable test
method. Each unit is backed by
Data I/0's worldwide network of
sales and service personnel.
Find out more about this
remarkable new approach to
testing by circling the reader
service number or contacting
Data I/O, PO. Box 308, Issaquah,
WA 98027. Phone 206/455-3990
or FOLL FREE 800/426-9016.

DATA I/0
Circle 108 on reader service card
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The software industry is
teeming with activity, trying to
keep up with an ever-increasing
hardware sophistication.
Semiconductor technologies are
putting over 100,000 devices on
each silicon device, enabling
machines that qualified as the
best mainframe computer only a
few years ago to be realized on a
single chip. The low cost and
ready availability of smaller,
more-powerful computers permit
their use in settings that were

Application Software

High-Level Languages

unheard of ten years ago. Inhouse computers are now being
found in all segments of industry,
business, and even the home.
Correspondingly, mainframe
computer manufacturers are
packing more bang per buck into
their machines, enabling more
users to be served faster and
more efficiently.

The task of software
However, without software, a
computer is but an empty brain.
(See "What is soft about

Operating Systems

software?", below.) And with
each new computer that is
introduced, the software task is
multiplied, since instruction sets
are usually unique.
To solve the problem,
manufacturers usually try to
maintain some degree of
compatibility with older models.
Ironically, however, the greater
the improvement in performance,
the more incompatible the new
model is likely to be. This is
because architectural
improvements are a major source
of both improved performance

Programmer Shortage

and unique new instruction sets.
(Continued)

FROM GEARING UP r
i
Sanders computer graphics peripheral
equipment and systems are
bringing state-of-the-art technology
to CAD/CAM,flight simulation,
and real-time computer applications
worldwide.
Let's start with two names: Sanders and CalComp.
For years, Sanders has been #1 in interactive graphic displays and systems for high performance, real-time applications such
as flight training, simulation, command and control and other military applications.
CalComp has been aleader in computer
graphics input and output devices and systems which
both lower costs and increase throughput and accuracy
in industrial design and drafting.
Recently, Sanders acquired CalComp. The result—
for you —is immediate access to unmatched resources in
computer graphics. Experience, capabilities, worldwide
service and support, and the broadest range
of hardware and software— from one
organization.
For example:
Sanders graphic displays
Sanders is the world's leading producer of stroke refresh graphic displays.
The Sanders Graphic 7display family is
available with color and 3D options. A
compatible raster display, the Sanders
Graphic 8, offers acombination of high-resolution,
dynamic display
updating

and 256 simultaneous colors. Both systems include built-in test,
FORTRAN support, remote or local operation and
other user-oriented features.
Sanders displays are used in realtime applications ranging from
flight simulation and training
•
to air traffic •-"
control systems for
FAA research,
development and
training, radar integrated display systems used
by the U.S. Customs Service,
crew planning systems for NASA's space
shuttle, and displays for Canada's joint
enroute terminal air traffic control system.

3TOUCHING DOWN.
PILOT'S FLT

INST PANEL

KC LI ,

rv-mr
EN6.0ED

Sanders military displaY
system capabilities
Among many fully
militarized versions of Sanders grapItIc
displays are radar graphic indicators tl tat
can display raw radar and graphic information separately or
simultaneously, supplied to the Federal Republic of Germany fcr
its Navy; and the new shipboard Situation Information Displays used
by the Canadian Maritime Forces to replace manually operated
plotting tables.
Sanders also integrates its displays and provides real-time
software, as in the four-color air traffic control display systems for
the U.S. Navy's Fleet Area Control Surveillance Facilities and
for the Air Force activity at Vandenberg.

Sanders and improved productivity
Our newest interactive graphic system, from CalComp, lets
your design engineers erase images, zoom and pan in real time.
Complex drawings can be retrieved and revised in seconds, and new
drawings can be produced in minutes— instead of hours.
Thus the full range of Sanders computer graphics hardware
and software, graphic displays, plotters, printers, controllers,
digitizers— whether in turnkey systems or as individual units—
provides the tools for improved productivity
Plus, of course, we have systems expertise
to solve your problems, and aworldwide service organization.
We'd like to tell you
more about our graphic
systems. About how
they're boosting productivity and contributing to growth.

Call us. You'll find ameeting very productive.
Sanders Associates, Inc., Information Products DiviSiori7'
Daniel Webster Highway, South, Nashua, N.H. 03061,
Tel. (603) 885-3522. The Graphics People

N[D
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the ones we have to be more

like Cobol. There are very few of

instructions sets among different

efficient. The greatest testimonial

these as yet, but they are surely

computers is compounded by the

to the need for improved

on the way.

fact that the amount of useful

programmer efficiency is the way

The problem of incompatible

An effective way to multiply

software that can be written for

structured programming

your programming efforts is to

any given computer is virtually

techniques have caught on,

write them in a language that

limiffess. And with each new

especially in university courses. A

runs on a standard operating

speed or capability landmark that

great many such courses are now

system. Such a system allows

the latest computer passes, there

taught using them. With good

programs to be developed on

is a corresponding new range of

structured techniques, an entire

one machine and then be

applications that need software

programming problem can be

transported to other machines

solved without writing a single

that use the same operating

line of actual code. This

system. The section entitled

structured solution, in the form of

"Operating Systems: The

written for them.

Programmers needed
The great need for software

graphs and English-like

Backbone of Software"examines

statements, can then be

several standard operating

number of programmers required

translated into whatever

systems.

by 1984 will be ten times the

computer language is available

amount available. (See

and well suited to the task.

has led to estimates that the

"Programmer Shortage"). Most
of these programmers will be

To aid that process all the new

Program storage advances
Advances in mass storage

computer languages pay

technology are paralleling the

writing application software—

particular attention to including

demand for more software and

programs written in a high-level

convenient ways to implement

larger programs and data bases.

language and designed to solve

the structured techniques so as

A few years ago the large storage

some real-world problem. As

to produce programs that are

capacities of a hard disk were

computers become faster, more

reliable and well documented.

available only to mainframe

problems are lending themselves

Ada, the newest "structured"

users. But the new 5.25-inch

to solution in high-level

language, joins Pascal and others

models will bring the luxury of

languages. And since application

that are discussed in the high-

on-line megabyte capacities even

software has traditionally been

level language section ("High-

to microsystem users. Those and

written for each type of computer

Level Languages: Toward the

similar advances in floppy disk

separately, a large investment in

Universal").

programmer man-hours has been

Yet another approach to the

and magnetic tape technologies
are opening doors to new

made by all the major computer

programming crunch attempts to

manufacturers. As proof of the

raise the level of the languages

houses and original-equipment

vastness of this task, refer to the

that the programmers use so that

manufacturers. In fact the new

application areas for software

section on application software

each instruction they write does

3.5 inch microfloppy disk driver

("Application Software: The

as much as several standard

can be used even in portable

Infinite Task"). It discusses

computer language statements.

equipment. Again, mainframe

software that is available for the

The most exotic form of that

mass storage devices are

solution of problems in business,

approach is automatic program

becoming correspondingly faster,

manufacturing, and the office.

generators. These languages

smaller, and less expensive. The

accept very-high-level statements

section entitled "Media: The

Structured programming

as input and generate an output

Place Where Software Is Kept",

that consists of high-level

explores this ever-advancing

statements in a popular language

frontier.

Another aproach to the
programmer shortage is to train
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Now CMOS cuts your
design time.
Now there's another good
reason to switch to CMOS.
COSMAC System IV: The
Introducing System Ri
complete 1802 hardware, softwith
ware Microprocessor DevelopFULL- SCREEM EDIT
ment System.
From the people who
Full-screen editing. The
brought you CMOS.
COSMAC System IV features
an integral CRT display screen
with built-in "true" full-screen
editing.
Program entries and corrections appear instantly on
the screen for fast, easy program editing.
The 12-inch integral CRT
displays 80 characters per line and up
60K bytes of user accessible CMOS
RAM. Dual drive floppy disk. A built-in
to 24 lines. With attractive green phosphor for reduced eye fatigue.
PROM programmer and line printer
interface. And the RCA exclusive
New, high performance macroassembler. Our new ASM8, level Il
CDOS file-management operating
macroassembler provides much faster
system.
assembly time. We've added crossGo anywhere Micromonitor. Also
reference listings and "verbal" error
included in the package is our widely
messages. Plus numerous other
acclaimed Micromonitor, the portable.
enhancements for fast, easy operation.
in-circuit emulator. A complete diagASCII keyboard. A fully-encoded
nostic and design tool, capable of realASCII keyboard contains 72 ASCII
time, in-circuit hardware and software
keys. Plus 14 dedicated full-screen edit
debugging. Plus our MOPS (Microkeys to save you the trouble of typing
monitor OPerating System) software
control words or memorizing
which allows complete software intermnemonics.
rogation of the system under test.
Other on-board hardware includes:

Optional aids. For hard
copy, add our 340 characterper-second, 132 column
matrix printer, complete with
built-in self test and diagnostics display.
Choose from three highlevel languages: BASIC 1,
BASIC 2, or PLM-1800.
If you already own our
005 or 007 system, move up
to full-screen editing with our
smart CRT terminal upgrade
(CDP18S040).
"Total design support"
from the CMOS people.
The $12,000* total System IV price
also includes total design support from
the people who brought you the 1802.
Plus acopy of "Welcome to the
World of RCA COSMAC," ademonstration diskette to introduce you to
your new COSMAC System IV. And a
free one-year subscription to the RCA
software update service.
For more information or aSystem IV
(CDP18S008) demonstration, contact
your local RCA Solid State sales office
or distributor. Or contact RCA Solid
State Headquarters in Somerville, New
Jersey. Brussels, Belgium. Hong Kong.
Sao Paulo, Brazil. Or call Microsystems
Marketing toll-free (800) 526-3862.

*optional resale price

Total
hardware,
software
development
system
$12,000.*

Another reason to switch to CMOS.
Electronics/March 10, 1981
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APPLICATION SOFTWARE:
THE INFINITE TASK
Constant demand for software to meet ever-widening range of applications
ale

As computer systems become

manipulative "arms" were

faster and more flexible, more

designed. At this center a circuit

application areas continue to open

schematic specification could be

up to them. And with each new

entered into a program running on

application, there is software that

the local minicomputer and the

must be written to deal with it. An

output would be a printed-circuit

increasing number of these

layout for a double-sided board.

application areas can be dealt with

Industry has now developed even

by the use of a high-level language.

better software packages to assist

Such languages enable programs

in multilayer printed-circuit board

to be developed much more

layout as well as in Multwire and

quickly and with much greater

similar techniques.

reliability. High-level language

Certainly the most dramatic use

programs are also easier to

of computer-aided design is in the

document and are just plain more

layout of the interconnection

readable.

patterns for the various mask levels

More and more real-time

in a very-large-scale integrated

situations that require fast

circuit. High-resolution color

response are becoming computer-

telephone via hookups with

controlled, since the hardware itself

expanding telecommunication

helpful in multilayer layouts, with

is become faster. Areas like digital

networks. Other office software like

each level represented by a

graphics terminals can be very

signal processing are a great

word processors and financial

different color. There are as many

challenge to programmers. Real-

packages can sharpen a business's

rival algorithms to approach that

time programming solutions,

approach.

problem as there are

Computer-aided design

Several special-purpose software

however, are usually written in
assembly language, at least in the

manufacturers offering equipment.

most critical situations. But that is

The computer has proven to be

changing somewhat, since several

a great help in several areas other

design tools have been invented
just to help lay out the metal and

of the newer operating systems are

than pure number crunching.

polysilicon interconnection mask

written in specialized high-level

Computer-aided design (CAD) is

levels of a gate array. One towering

languages designed to handle

one such area. Many segments of

achievement this year was IBM's

input/output tasks.

the design process are treated by

announcement that it had

Even the pizza parlor or the
corner grocery store can afford to

CAD, including applications ranging

successfully utilized a 5,000-logic-

from component modeling to

cell gate array (each cell a three-

own a small-business computer

circuit layouts for integrated

input NAND gate) to build an

nowadays, and business software

circuits.

experimental 360. Several software

is definitely proliferating among
such users of low-cost computer

For some time now, several

design tools were invented for this

universities have had automated

project and one hopes that they

systems. Accounting packages to

printed-circuit layout facilities,

will eventually find themselves

handle all the various booking

notably the Stanford Research

being incorporated into

tasks are also available over the

Center, where the Mars robot's

commercially available software

114
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packages.
As the very-large-scale
integrated circuit age comes out
with chips that are increasingly
dense, the skillful packing of the
circuitry and its interconnections
will become increasingly subject to
computer aids. Computers can
investigate numerous possible
solutions to a given problem,
evaluating the practicality of each.
Thus optimal solutions are much
more likely to be found.
Computer-aided drafting
machines have been in existence
for some time. Gerber Scientific
began as a firm that manufactured
automated textile-cutting
machinery and grew to become
one of the finest CAD
manufacturers in the area of
automated drafting for the design
of mechanical parts, as well as for
circuit layouts and other userdefined applications. Many other
systems are also available,
including several that use ordinary
plotters rather than specialized
computer-controlled drafting
machines. The software to run all
this hardware has been a long time
coming, but now it's finally arriving
and in gale force.

Computer-aided
manufacturing
Manufacturing processes are

a change in the process is easily

a rapidly growing area, ranging

accomplished in the software.

from numerical controllers to the

Production schedules can be more

special production-scheduling

easily met when a changeover is as

programs that assist the manager

simple as loading a new program

in his chore of deciding which lines

into the computer controller.

should run what when.

Almost every manufacturing
process entails several steps that

Business software

peculiarly susceptable to

can be monitored and controlled

automation, called computer-aided

with the help of a computer or a

bot] minicomputers and

manufacturing, or CAM. The most

network of computers. The Lltimate

m crocomputers, an increasing

direct control that a computer can

manufacturing aid is the robot.

number of businesses are finding

provide is at the electromechanical

More robots are finding their way

tha -.an in-house computer system
is an effective way to handle

With the great proliferation of

level itself. At this level numerical

into manufacturing situations,

controllers can guide the every

especially ones that are either

business records, as well as day-

movement of a metal lathe or the

hazardous to humans or extremely

to-day activities. A general ledger

intricate actions of a textile fabric

tedious. Also, of course, robots can

program can help the basic

handler. Manufacturing situations

be built to be much stronger thar

records, while an accounts payable

where chemical fluid flow must be

humans—or King Kongs for that

prcgram can handle the records of

controlled is another good example

matter. The software to control a

accounts for which there is a

of a process very amenable to

robot's movement, however, is a

balance due to the business itself.

computer control. An intricate

formidable problem. Most robots

An accounts receivable program

network of valves, along with fluid-

are highly specialized for this very

manages the accounts that are

level, temperature, and other

reason—the more specialized, the

maintained by the company for

sensors, can easily be put under

less sophisticated is the controllirg

suppliers and other services that

program control. The advantage of

program.

computer control, of course, is that

Electronics/March 10, 1981

Computer-aided manufacturing is

are purchased by the company
itself.
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An easier way to use computers... from
apioneer in computing technology.
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The compeer printout in the picture above contains the
instructions and input needed for the UNIX system to
format and produce the text on the opposite page.
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Our widely accepted UNIXTM
operating system is simplifying the
use of computers. Designed to handle
avariety of applications, it is being
used to manage and maintain the
telecommunications network, control
experiments, develop software,
process text, prepare documents,
and teach computer science.
The UNIX system allows users
to take small programs and assemble
them like building blocks to perform
complex tasks. In text processing, for
example, the command "Spell Bell Labs
Ad" tells acomputer to proofread this
ad against adictionary filed in its
memory. The program that performs
the task was created by simply combining several smaller UNIX programs.
Another useful feature of our UNIX
operating system is its ease in typesetting mathematical expressions.
To typeset an equation like
CO

1
-

= TT

= 1

someone need only type: "Sum from
i= 1to infinity 1over xsub i=pi."
The computer does everything else.
Since 1969 the Bell System has
installed more than 1100 UNIX
systems. Along with other Bell Labs
innovations in computing technology,
these systems are enhancing the way
the nation's telecommunications
network is planned, designed, built,
and operated. Through licensing
agreements with Western Electric,
universities have installed over 800
UNIX systems, and government and

industrial facilities are using over 400.
The UNIX operating system can
be used with computers of different
manufacturers because it is small,
cleanly designed, and written in
ageneral-purpose programming
language. Such portability in a
computer operating system saves
time and money.

manipulating, and presenting
information
• Development of Fast Fourier
Transform
• Design of central processors for
switching systems having virtually
no downtime
Looking ahead

Building on the past
The UNIX system is just one of
many Bell Labs advances in computing science and technology over the
years. Among our innovations:
• Application of telephone switching
concepts and technology to
early computers
• First demonstration of remote
computer terminal and data link
•Conception of electronic
analog computer
• First design of AND and OR gates
for diode circuitry
• Formulation of Information Theory
• Invention of error-detecting and
error-correcting codes
• Demonstration of first
general-purpose transistorized
digital computer

Computing technology is having
amajor impact on the telecommunications business. It's increasing the
Bell System's ability to provide new
services and handle existing ones
more efficiently. Today, for example,
the nationwide telecommunications
network links thousands of softwarecontrolled electronic systems, making
it by far the world's largest distributed processing network. We and
our partners—Western Electric and
the telephone companies of the
Bell System—are putting technology
to work so that the network will
continue to evolve and expand its
information-handling capabilities.
The object, of course, is to meet the
fast-growing and changing needs of
Bell System customers.

• Development of computer
operating systems

For information about
employment, write:

• Design of computer languages,
including ALTRAN, SNOBOL,
L6, and C

Bell Laboratories, Room 3C-303,
600 Mountain Avenue,
Murray Hill, N.J. 07974

• Creation of computer graphics
techniques for storing,

An equal opportunity employer.

Please include aresume.

Bell Laboratories
From Science: Service
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Of course there are many tasks
other than bookkeeping that can

pieces of data.
The need for several different

access mainframe computers and
the extensive software base that

be automated in a place of

programs having access to the

most mainframes support). Data-

business—for instance, the
calculations involved in the payroll

same information, or data base,

base management systems, or

has given rise to numerous

for all company employees. This

software packages that share a

DBMs as they are called, give
access to a common data base
that is shared by different

software must access a data base

data base and that run on

that maintains the records

everything from mainframes to

application programs, possibly

containing the pay rate, the hours

microcomputers, as well as some

written in several different

worked or salary, the latest social

specialized minicomputers.

languages; they also permit the

security and income tax rate

(Telecommunications permits any

interactive computer terminal

scales, and several other vital

business that can afford it to

operator to inspect records and

What is soft about software?
In 1842 Charles Babbage

fast about a computer is its basic

this program is said to be self-

proposed the idea of using a

capabilities. Those hardware

modifing. Self-modifying code can

punched card to program the

functions are fixed at the time of

never be programmed ito a read-

actions of a machine designed to

manufacture and include primarily

only memory and therefore can

make arithmetic calculations. Until

its instruction set. The program, or

never become firmware. To make

that time the punched card's most

software, merely specifies some

a program firmware-eligible it

exalted position lay in its ability to

group of these basic instructions to

must put all modifiable addresses

program the motions of a Jacquard

be performed in sequence. Since

in writable memory and therefore

loom. That program was one of the

those specifications can be

not in the read-only memory

first pieces of software, though only

changed, the computer is said to

where the program itself resides.

in the twentieth century would it be

be programmable and all the

This is quite easy to do at the

called such.

programs that may be run on the

time the program is written, but it

machine are its software.

is often very difficult to alter a

What the punched card did was

self-modifying program to move

to allow a general-purpose machine
to perform a very specific set of
tasks. The electronic machines of
today are not so very different.

Firmware is semi-soft
Firmware is simply software

its write-memory references out
of the code area.

that has been programmed into a

Self-modifying code

Those that are termed "numerically

read-only memory, or ROM. Or to

controlled" often accept a program

put it another way, it is hardware

Nowadays self-modifying code is

in the form of paper tape, which is

(ROM) that has been

considered a bad programming

similar to an indefinitely long

programmed to contain a piece of

practice and is usually avoided.

punched card. But the term

software—hence firmware.

"software" is most often

Programs are usually loaded

However, much proven software
was written before the advent of
cheap, reliable read-only

associated with general-purpose

into a computer's voltile, or

computational machines—

random-access, memory. In this

memories and hence of firmware

computers. Its purpose, however, is

way programs and data may use

itself. A compromise solution

exactly the same—that is, to

the same area of memory for

taken by manufacturers who want

program a specific set of actions to

executing different programs at

to use read-only memories for

be performed in sequence for the

different times. Often programs

their already field-proven, but self-

accomplishment of a computational

will modify a set of data during

modifying, code is to use the

task.

execution. If any of the locations

ROM only for storage. When the

But why soft?

that are changed reside within the

program is to be executed, it is

body of the program itself, then

simply moved into (RAM). LI

"Soft" because what is hard and
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C or Pascal
EfftciencyeePortability
Flexibilityletrong Typing
Now you don't have to compromis
Whitesmiths Ltd. now offers portable language development systems for four
families of computers. Approximately one thousand installations use our
software.
We support complete versions of both C and Pascal, as compilers and crosscompilers. You get C automatically when you license Pascal, and you get
native support with each cross-compiler. Test the software on your VAX
before burning PROMs for your 68000 or 8080.
Whitesmiths Ltd. offers avariety of licensing arrangements, the simplest
being abinary license for use on asingle CPU. The full source code is available with internal documentation. Maintenance, training and sublicensing
rights may also be obtained.
Call or write for more information.
Target Machines

Source
IJIJG11.111111,1

Systems

8080/Z80

LSI-11/PDP-11

VAX-11

M68000

8080/Z80
CP/M

C: $630
Pascal: $880

*

*

*

LSI-11/ PDP-11:
Idris, Unix, RT11,
RSX-11/M,
RSTS /E, IAS

C: $1130
Pascal: $1380

C: S630
Pascal: $880

*

C: S1130
Pascal: $1380

VAX-11
Unix/V32
VMS

C: S1130
Pascal: $1380

*

C: $630
Pascal: $880

C: S1130
Pasco :$1380

M68000
VERSAdos

*

*

*

C. S630
Pascal: $880

1.

Idris IS atrademark of Whitesmiths, Ltd. al Unix is atrad mark of Bell Laboratories III CP/Misa trademark of Digital Resea-rh Company U VMS.
RSX•I I M, RSTS/E, LS1.1 I. VAX, are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation U VERSAdos is atrademark of Motorola Corporation

*Special Order

resmiths, Ltd.

Protect .your soft ware
Hvestment. .

PO. Box 1132 Ansonia Station New York, N.Y. 10023
Circle
(212) 799-1200

119 on reader service card
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update the data base.
One such specialized
minicomputer, from Tandem Corp.,
uses total redundancy in both the
processor hardware and the mass
storage of data. Write operations
to disk go to both disks of a
redundant pair, but read
operations are performed from the
disk whose head is closest to the
desired track of information.
Redundant hardware greatly
decreases the possibility of a
catastrophic loss of records that

of

the original text. Other

dumped onto a printer that may

could very well break a small

lines

company.

advanced features include the

use form-feed labels for later

automatic generation of letters

attachment to envelopes, bough

of the most extensive available,

with the proper format and return

occassionally envelopes can be

with custom installations a

address, plus a variable sender's

printed on directly, or special

common practice. On the other

address and several options for

window envelopes can allow the

hand, one of the newer offerings is

the letter body itself. Some are

addresses to show

Hewlett-Packard's data-base

also set up to allow easy filling in

through.

management system for its

of forms by prompting the users

minicomputers, which interfaces

for information entry, after which

IBM's business software is one

A newly arising area of software
is in packages that are aimed at

with its popular languages. Even

the completed form is generated.

helping the businessman himself

microsystems are getting data-

Yet others will store records,

to make better decisions in the

base managers, like MDBS from

perform statistical operations, and

management of the

Micro Data Based Systems, which

produce reports that summarize

responsibilities entrusted to him.

sports interfaces for five popular

and expand upon their internal

Financial planning packages can

microcomputer CP/M-compatible

data base. There is even one that

organize and maintain

languages.

supplies special keytops with its

relationships among many

software that depict the editing

variable economic conditions

functions it

simultaneously, allowing the

Office software
Many other tasks around the
office can be streamlined by

provides.
After editing, text is dumped

financial planner to manipulate
certain variables to see the effect

introducing computerized aids.

onto a system printer. Better

Word processing is a prime

systems work with the printer to

have on the others. These

example, and it benefits especially

perform right and left justification

software aids can help predict

from systems based on television

of the text, as well as

future economic consequences of

monitors. Most permit the user to

automatically hyphenating and

actions today, thus extending the

insert, delete, and perform global

renumbering pages.

manager's field of vision. Other

search and replacement

Another office task that

that a change in one or more will

assistance can be found in

operations on text displayed on

welcomes automation is in the

information networks that give

its screen, as well as on several

mail room, for which there are

their users access to stock

pages held in memory. Some,

programs that alphabetize all the

market and other financial data.

however, go further and add the

names and addresses on the

Some software packages allow

ability to "cut and paste." That

various company mailing lists.

not just access to current

capability permits blocks of text

They also allow easy insertions,

information but also transaction

to be moved about and

deletions, and updating of those

record keeping and limited

positioned between two former

records. The lists are usually

forecasting capabilities.
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The largest selection
of software from the
world's largest
software publisher.

uct
Fi) NO.1 9/
12

Write for our catalog with
full program descriptions
and specifications.

DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS
CP/M CONFIGURED FOR .
APPLE II
DIGITAL MICROSYSTEMS FDC3
DURANGO F-85
HEATH H8 AND H89
ICOM MICRO DISK
ICOM 3712
ICOM 3812
ICOM 4511/PERTEC D3000
INTEL MDS
MICROPOLIS FLOPPY DISK
MITS/ALTAIR
MOSTEK MDX
NORTH STAR
OSI C3
PRO-TECH HELIOS
TRS-80 MODEL I
TRS-80 MODEL II
TRS-80 MODEL III
ZENITH Z89
MP/M FOR INTEL MDS
HARD DISK INTEGRATION MODULES
CORVUS WITH APPLE II SOFTCARD
CORVUS WITH S100 AND TRS-80
MODEL II
ICOM 4511/PERTEC D3000
KONAN PLUS CDC PHOENIX
XCOMP SM/S PLUS CDC PHOENIX
XCOMP DFC10 FOR PERTEC 03000
SYSTEMS TOOLS
Ii171G AND uBUG TRS-80 MODEL II
DESPOOL
CP/M
DISILOG
CUSTOMIZATION
DISK
DISTEL
UNLOCK
EDIT
WORD-MASTER
EDIT-80
XASM-18
FILETRAN
XASM-48
IBM/CPM
XASM-65
MAC
XASM-68
MACRO-80
XMACRO-86
PASM
PLINK
ZDT
RAID
Z80 DEVELOPMENT
PACKAGE
RECLAIM
ZSID
SID

LANGUAGES
ALGOL-60
APL/V80
BASIC-80
(COMPILER)
BASIC-80
(INTERPRETER)
BDS CCOMPILER
CBASIC-2
CIS COBOL
COBOL-80
FORTRAN-80
KBASIC
muLISP

muSIMP
NEVADA COBOL
PASCAL/M
PASCAL/MT
PASCAL/MT PASCAL/Z
PL/I-80
SMAL/80
S-BASIC
TINY C
W•SMITHS C
COMPILER
XYBASIC

LANGUAGE AND APPLICATIONS
TOOLS
BASIC UTILITY
MOBS RTL
DISK
M/SORT FOR
DATASTAR
COBOL-80
FABS
PEARL
FORMS 2FOR
()SORT
CIS COBOL
STRING BIT
MAGSAM III
STRING/80
MAGSAM IV
SUPER-SORT
MDBS ORS
ULTRASORT II
WORD PROCESSING SYSTEMS
AND AIDS
MAGIC WAND
TEX
LETTERIGHT
TEXT WRITER III
MICROSPELL
WORD-STAR
SPELLGUARD
WORDINDEX
DATA MANAGEMENT PACKAGES
CONDOR
MDBS ORS
HDBS
WHATSIT 9
MDBS

02
03
01
02
02
TI
Al
R6
Al
RO

1~%Mil

111/1~11111«111MMMIII
IIIMMUMEMINIANW
11111~1à11\1111\111116WW

NDEX

Designed to assist users of WordStar maintain large
documents,

WORDINDEX

is a list-making, tabulating and

indexing champion.
Generate a table of contents, a list of figures and a list of tables, a sorted index, with index words on two levels: master
and sub-references. In addition, you can re-number section
numbers and page references, whenever the document has
been changed. All automatically.

WORDINDEX

has the added

attraction of user-selectable print control for all headings.

WORDINDEX

is also useful for indexing publications not in

machine-readable form.

WORDINDEX $195.

Program With Full Documentation

MICROSPELL SELLING CORRECTION PROGRAM AVAILABLE FOR $295

CBS
SELECTOR III-C2
SELECTOR IV

NUMERICAL PROBLEM-SOLYING
TOOLS

MAIL LIST APPLICATIONS
MAILING ADDRESS (PTREE)
MAIL-MERGE FOR WORD-STAR
NAD
POSTMASTER
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE (PTREE)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE (SSG)
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE (PTREE)
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE (SSG)
GENERAL LEDGER II (CPAIDS)
GENERAL LEDGER (PTREE)
GENERAL LEDGER (SSG)
GLECTOR FOR SELECTOR III-C2
INVENTORY (PTREE)
INVENTORY (SSG)
PAYROLL (PTREE)
PAYROLL (SSG)

Ordering Information
RI
RB
B1
Al
RD
RR
RD

I

GENERAL PURPOSE
APPLICATIONS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
BSTAM
BSTMS

ADDS Muitivisw^
AVL Eagle
Altair 8800
Altos
Apple CP/M 13 Sector
Apple CP/M 16 Sector
BASF System 7100
Blackhawk Micropolis
Mod II
Blackhawk Single Density
CDS Versatile 36
CDS Versatile 4
COMPAL-80
CSSN Backup
Cromemco System 3
Cromemco120
Delta Systems
Dich-Log Microterm II

WordStar users unite ...with

Digital Microsystems
Durango F-85
Dynabyte 088/2
Dynabyte DB8/4
(lady Sorcerer •Lifeboat
CP/M
Heath Hg •H17/H27 disk
Heath 489 •Lifeboat CP/M
Heath 489 •Magnolia
CP/PA
Helios II
ICON 2411 Micro Floppy
ICON 3712
ICON 3812
ICON 4511 5440 Cartridge
CP/M
ICON 4511 5440 Cartridge
CPU

Al
AL
R1
Al
02
P4
P4
P7
82
R3
Al
At
01
02

ANALYST
FPL
mu MATH

OTHER SPECIALIZED
APPLICATIONS
DATE BOOK
ESCI-1
MASTER TAX
PAS-3 DENTAL
PAS-3 MEDICAL
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT (PTREE)
STANDARD TAX
BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
APL—AN INTERACTIVE APPROACH
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 8. ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE-CBASIC
8080/Z80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
THE CP/M HANDBOOK
THE CPROGRAMMING LANGUASE
FIFTY BASIC EXERCISES
GENERAL LEDGER-CBASIC

Micropolis Mod II
02
Morrow Discus
Al
Mostek
Al
North Star Single Density
PI
North Star Double Density
P2
North Star Quad Density
P3
Nylac Micropolis Mod II
02
Nylac Single Density
03
Oho Scientific C3
A3
Onyx C8001
12
Pertec PCC 2000
Al
Processor Technology
Helios II
82
Quay 500
RO
Quay 520
RP
RAIR Single Density
R9
RAIR Double Density
RE
Research Machines 525 in AH

Lifeboat Associates, 1651 Third Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10028
Circle 121 on reader service card

ACCESSORIES
DC 300 DATA CARTRIDGE
HEAD CLEANING DISKETTE
FLIPPY DISK KIT
FLOPPY SAVER
Program names and computer names are
generally trademarks or service marks of the
author or manufacturing company
All software products have specific requirements for hardware and additional associated software (e g operating system or
language)
All products are subject to terms and conditions of sale
Copyright c 1981 Lifeboat Associates No
portion of this advertisement may be reproduced without prior permission

COMPUTERS SUPPORTED WITH MEDIA FORMAT ORDERING CODES

MS 5000
RA
MS 8000
At
MSAI VDP-40
R4
MSAI VDP-42
Ad
USAI VDP-44
R5
USAI VDP-80
Al
SC Intecolor
8863/8360/8963
Al
ntertec Superbram DOS 01Al
ntertec Superbram DOS 05RJ
ntertec Superbram DOS 3o RK
ntertec Superbrain OD
RS
Contrer PSI-80
RF
MITS 3200-3202
81
MSD 525 in
RC
Meca Delta-1 525 in
P6
Moromation
Al
Micropolis Mod I
01

(212) 860-0300 Telex: 640693

STAT PAK
T/MAKER

LIFELINES
PASCAL USER MANUAL AND REPORT
PAYROLL WITH COST
ACCOUNTING-CBASIC
STRUCTURED MICROPROCESSOR
PROGRAMMING
USING CP/M —A SELF-TEACHING
GUIDE

Research Machines 8in
Rex
SD Systems 525 in
SD Systems 8in
Sanyo 7000 525 in
Spacebyte
TEI5 25in
¡El 8in
¡AS-88 Model I
STANDARD
¡AS-80 Model I•FEC
Freedom
¡AS-80 Model I•
Moromation
TAS-80 Model I•Omikron
525in

A'
03
R3
Al
RO
Al
R3
Al
R2
RN
A1
AM

IRS-80 Model I•Ornkron
8m
¡AS-80 Model I.
Shuffleboard
TAS -80 Model II
TAS -83 Model Ill
Vector MI
Vector System B
Vista V-80 525 in Single
Dens
Vista V200 525 in Double
Dens
Zenith 289 •Heath CP/M
Zenith A89 •Lifeboai CP/N
Zenith 289 •Magnolia
CP/M

Al
At
Al
RU
02
02
R8
pe
P7
Pd -

boat Associate

ARE
SUPERmARKET

P7

In Germany,
lntersoft GmbH. Schlossgartenweg 5.
D-8045 Ismaning Telephone 089/966-444 Telex: 5213643 isof
In Switzerland,
Lifeboat Associates GmbH, Aegenstr 35. CH6340 Baar,
Telefon: 042/31 2931, Telex: 865265 MICO CH

g
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HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGES:
TOWARD THE UNIVERSAL
Languages featuring program structures can treat more application areas

In the beginning there was

and mainframes. It features a

Fortran. Then came mighty Cobol,

structure that not only is more

but always there was Fortran. Now

readable but also is an effective

perhaps we are seeing a real

mechanism for isolating modules

challenge to the power inherent in

for debugging simplicity. Modular

the mammoth amount of software

isolation ensures that any

available in Fortran. A challenge

programming errors are local to

from languages that answer the

the routine they reside in and

needs that only became apparent

therefore affect only those

after years of programming

segments of the program that use
the offending routine.

experience—like those that
led to structured programming.

The requirement of declaring all

Of course good structured

variables, along with the classic

programming techniques can also

structured programming

be applied by Fortran

statements, leads to a

programmers, but the newer

programming language in which

languages allow structured

more reliable code can be written.

programs to be coded much more
conveniently. In the end, however,

that all variables and subroutines

it may be the wider applicability of
so-called structured languages that

time. That practice inhibits modular

One problem with Pascal has been
must be declared at compilation

causes them to replace the more

programming by prohibiting

specialized languages like Fortran
and Cobol. The Department of

separate compilation of modules,
greatly complicating the software

Defense has settled on a

design process.

handful of languages for its

Some of the newer Pascal

applications and is taking

compilers, however, do allow

pioneering steps toward

exotic but increasingly useful

consolidating the features

languages like Lisp.

needed for all its

All in all, it looks as if Fortran,

separate compilation. Texas
Instruments' microprocessor Pascal
does support separate compilation

applications into a single

which is on offer from virtually

language.

every disk-based system, had

including extensive real-time

better watch out—though right

facilities for synchronizing

now it still wins hands down.

processes with external events. TI

Pascal

tools to support the spectrum of

Many of the available structured
languages like Pascal also increase
programmer productivity, because
of the increased likelihood of
correct program design when using

The most popular of the

and adds several other extensions,

has created a gamut of software
programming environments ranging

them, as well as easier debugging

structured languages is Pascal,

from its full-blown minicomputers

and greater readibility. There are at

which is becoming available on an

to inexpensive, ROM-based

least four structured versions of

ever-increasing number of

systems.

Basic available too, as well as more

microcomputers, minicomputers,

122
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Software Professionals

At General Electric we're
using computers in ways
no one thought of before.
If you are looking for exciting technical challenges coupled with excellent growth opportunities join General Electric's Space Systems Division. Help us develop large scale,
distributed, information processing systems
requiring innovative design approaches. You

will be working in the following Data Processing Environments:
• 3033
•JES 2
• 3081
• ACF/NCP
• VAX 11/780
• ADA BAS
• MVS

Entry level and Sr. positions available for:

MVS Systems Programmers
Perform SY SGENs, maintain and tune
MVS. Select and install program products.
Develop MVS enhancements, H/W—S/W
interfaces, and 3705 telecommunications applications.

Math Analysts
Perform modeling for simulation of complex
command and control systems. Solve operational research problems and develop algorithms in systems and vehicle flight dynamics
and orbit mechanics. Develop computer programs to generate study data to aid analysis
and trade-offs.

Computer Systems Architects
Responsible for requirements analysis in the
design of large scale Computer Systems to
support on-line information management applications. Duties include selection and specifications of:
• Computer Hardware
•Operating Systems
• Data Management Systems
•Telecommunications Systems

Data Base Designers/
Administrators
Perform data base design-administration and
implementation tasks for large scale data
systems using state-of-the-art data base management tools. Analyze data base requirements. Design and select file structures, access
methods, and data management techniques.
Install, maintain and tune vendor supplied
Data Base Management packages. Provide
Data Base support and technical interface
for Data Base definition, design, query and
update utilities.

Data Base Analysts
Responsible for data requirements analysis
and subsequent selection of appropriate data
management approaches including Data Base
Management Systems evaluations.

Programmer/Analysts
Develop design approaches and implement
state-of-the-art, high technology programs.
Knowledge of structured implementation environment with related documentations and
design reviews a plus.

For immediate consideration, please forward your resume
indicating position of interest to: Mr. William E. Sarno,
Dept. VF 78-K, General Electric Space Systems Division,
Valley Forge Space Center, Goddard Blvd., King of Prussia,
PA 19406.

Applying computers to make our most important product: Progress

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

GE takes pride in being an equal opportunity employer, m/f
Circle 123 on reader service card
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contenders in the business are

write operating systems for his

introducing Pascal too. Hewlett-

products in Pascal, offered by

Equipment Corporation

Packard did for its minicomputers,

Enertek Inc.

minicomputers, in, say, Fortran.

as did Tektronix for its popular
universal development systems.
Just this year Intel introduced

may be performed on large Digital

Weather systems control may

Ada: language of the future
The United States Department of

utilize special-purpose array
processors in a specialized macro-

Pascal/86, a significant addition to

Defense made what may turn out

language. Real-time process

its stable of high-level languages.

to be a landmark decision when it

control situations are often handled

In the smaller microcomputer

decided to fund the programs that

by dedicated microcomputers that

arena we find a morass of Pascals

led to the creation of the new

are programmed in assembly
language. To top it off, each

being offered, all with slightly

computer language called Ada. Its

different features. Outstanding

need was to come up with a

military installation might choose

among those is the UCSD Software

language that could be used in all

many different manufacturers to

System, which sports none other

of the tremendously various

provide the hardware and software

than a Fortran compiler, written in

programming situations that the

to perform the very same job. As a

Pascal, for the programmer who

armed forces have. Now business

result a tremendous amount of

just can't quit. There is also a

tasks are performed on machines

duplicated effort occurs.

version aimed at allowing the

that run Cobol, many of which are

original-equipment manufacturer to

from IBM. Scientific investigations

The Defense Department should
be commended for having the
foresight not only to apprehend this
problem but also to be flexible
enough to invest the dollars
necessary to analyze it and come

MAINSAIL``'

up with a workable solution. Its
immediate actions involved

Did you know that Intel Corporation
writes its CAD software in MAINSAIL'"?

choosing just a select few relatively
standardized languages for all
processing problems. The
department, however, also

That's right, of all the programming languages available,
Intel chose MAINSAIL as the best language to use for this
vitally important application.

to determine if it was possible to

Here's why:

create a single programming

TRUE PORTABILITY - MAINSAIL programs
PLETELY portable across processors and
systems.

are COMoperating

MORE POWER -MAINSAIL provides features programmers
need to write sophisticated applications.
COMPLETE SYSTEM •XIDAK provides the tools for acomplete development environment.
To find out why you should be using MAINSAIL for your technical AND business applications, write or call XIDAK today.

undertook a multiphased program

language that could conveniently
solve all its problems.
After almost seven years of
research and development, Ada
has emerged. The method used to
decide just how Ada was to be
written started with contracts with
many differect respected software
houses to write specifications for
their solution to the language
proble n presented by the DOD.
These specifications were then
submitted to the knowledgeable
public—respected software
consumers, writers, and teachers.

XIDAK, INC. 885 N. San Antonio, Los Altos, CA 94022 (415) 948-4387

They also returned a report that
detailed their evaluation of the
language specification. Many such

Circle 124 on reader service card
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THE LEADING
MICROPROCESSOR OPERATING SYSTEMS
FOR THE 1980s

MTOS-80
Real-time operating
system for the 8080.
In service since 1976

MTOS-68
Real-time operating
system for the 6800
In service since 1976

MTOS-86MP
MTOS-80MP

Multi-Processor
versions of
MTOS-86 & MTOS-80.

THE MULTI-TASKING.
OPERATING SYSTEM
FOR THE 8086

ewe eel'
MTOS-68K
FOR THE MOTOROLA

68000

Unlike some operating
systems, the MTOS family
is written in assembly
language.
The result: compact,
efficient programs.
MTOS is sold in source
form ; the user can
specialize MTOS for his
own applications.

Ask for a free copy
of the MTOS-68K
User's Guide.
These MULTI-TASKING
OPERATING SYSTEMS are sold
under aliberal licensing policy
which allows resale of the object
program, when embedded within
aproduct, without further charge.

In Israel:
CONTATIAL. LTD
83 Gordon Street. Tel Aviv
Telephone 22 41 15

In Scandinavia:
AB TELLPLAN
Tritonvigen 25. Solna. Sweden
Phone 08-98 10 00 Tx 17587

In Belgium:
BMA S.A.
Chaussee de Louvain 175
B-1140. Brussels
Telephone (02) 736 80 50

In Japan:
TOKYO ELECTRON LIMITED
Shinjuku Nomura Bldg. 1-26-2 Nishi-Shinjuku
Shinjuku-Ku. Tokyo 160
Telephone 03-344-5893
In The Netherlands:
N ROOD BV
Cori vd. Lindenstraat 11-13. Postbus 42
2280 AA Rijswijk. Nederland
Telephone: 070-996360. Tx. 31238

In West Germany:
ALFRED NEYE-LNATTCHNIK
Schillerstrasse 14
2085 Quickborn (Hamburg)
Telephone: 041 06 ,612-240

In Australia:
INDUSTRIAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS P L
269 Auburn Rd. East Hawthorn. VIC 3123
Telephone (03)821-389

Call or write for our FREE book
"ON OPERATING SYSTEMS"

Industrial
Programming Inc.
Software specialists since 1963

100 Jericho Quadrangle, Jericho. N.Y. 11753 • (516) 938-6600 • Telex 429808
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reports were reviewed during the

specialized functions for everything

is declare it as he would a

lifetime of the specification process,

from statistical operators to real-

subroutine.

which terminated in July 1980

time process control.

when the specification was

In order to achieve this

Currently there are several
different types of Ada projects

published. Several iterations were

extensibility, a new program

gone through, in which the

module was invented, called the

package clearinghouses. Both the

information gleaned from the

package. The package makes

Army and the Air Force have active
compiler contracts out that will

going on, such as compilers, and

reports was resubmitted as needed

possible a programming

features to those writing the

environment that includes a

likely bear fruit in 1982. There are

specification. The final specification

subroutine package plus a set of

also numerous minicomputer and

contract was awarded to a

data types and access rights to

microcomputer compilers in the
works.

The C language
The computer language C was
designed and constructed at Bell
Laboratories. It is a highly
structured language that retains
many of the features of assembly
language as well. It is becoming
available for a wide number of
computer systems, since it is a
requirement for any system wishing
to run the increasingly popular
operating system Unix. The reason
is that Unix is written in C and
therefore requires a C compiler for
proper operations. Unix is now
available for several mainframes,
Digital Equipment Corporation's
minicomputers, and Z80-based
microcomputers that run the CP/M
programming team at

other packages. There are many

CII Honeywell Bull in Paris.

additions to the subroutines that

To Pascal programmers Ada will

are needed to define an entire

operating system.

Lisp

be familiar in many respects. It

program environment, including

shares with Pascal most of the

private data types, procedures, and

called Lisp, has become the

control statements and the data-

access to machine-level structures.

hallmark of artificial intelligence

typing facilities, as well as the

All of the components can be

studies. It features the ability to

ordinary operators like +,

hidden from the user of a package

process lists of related information

*, /. It

A relatively little used language,

is also block-structured like Algol

so that they become transparent to

in a highly efficient manner. This

and offers the exception-handling

the programmer. In addition, every

allows conceptual categories to be

capabilities of PL/1. The key to its

Ada compiler will be able to be so

mirrored in a computer program in

universality, however, lies in its

extended simply by specifying the

a way that encourages ambitious

ability to be extended in a manner

package's name within any user's

projects. This language is also

that does not yield a non-portable

program. The specified package

finding application in computeraided design projects that use

result. In this way special

must of course be resident on the

extensions can be attached to a

computer, but if it is there, all the

high-level methods for analyzing

program to allow it to access

programmer has to do to access it

and solving a complicated
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"WITH THE UCSD p-SYSTEM
WE CAN WRITE ONE APPLICATION
THAT GOES FROM APPLE TO ZENITH:'
HARRY BLAKESLEE, President, Denver Software

0

ur business is bigger and
better than ever.
A lot of the credit for that
goes to the UCSD p-System software
from SofTech Microsystems. It's
given us ten times the market we
used to have.
We can write asingle,
sophisticated applications program
with the UCSD p-System—like our
financial management package—and
it just keeps on running. On Apple,
Commodore, Ohio Scientific, Texas
Instruments, Zenith, and more.
That's the real beauty of the UCSD
p-System. Any program you write for
one microcomputer runs on others,
both today and tomorrow. You protect
your software investment, without
restricting your hardware options.
And with the UCSD
p-System,you can use the language
of your choice—UCSD Pascal,'
FORTRAN-77, BASIC, or assembly
language. All are backed by SofTech
Microsystems, aleading system
software company who's been around
for over adecade, who knows how
to develop professional quality
software, and who's committed to
delivering it.
Get ahead start on tomorrow. With the microcomputer
software that goes from "A" to "Z:'
Distribution licensing and single
copies available. Write or call for
details, so you can start going
places, too.

mcJIMT(—)==n

micRosios-rems

R SLJOSSOIRRY OF SOFTECH

For the software that's going places.
('CS!)

pSystem and UCSD Pascal are trademarks of th( Regents of the Univérsity of California.
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9494 Black Mountain Road, San Diego,
CA 92126. (714) 578-6105
TWX: 910-335-1594
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Better network performance
at lower cost with the
IDM 500 Intelligent
Database Machine.

On -line
DBMS
in abox

Increase network capability. Make up to
thirty inquiries per second. Broaden
access to one or more relational
databases. And do it all at onethird the cost of DBMS software.
The secret is our Intelligent
Database Machinelm, the
IDM 500.
The host-independent
IDM links to your network giving heterogeneous hosts
simultaneous access to a
common database. While
the IDM quickly searches
through the database,
your host computers or
terminals can do other
work. The IDM rapidly
processes complex transactions that can span an
entire database of up to 32 billion bytes.
With the IDM you get standard DBMS features
such as transaction management, concurrency
control, protection, backup and recovery. In
addition you get all the advantages of IDMs
relational database model: impromptu data

searches/ non-procedural data access/
independence of application software from database
changes/stored inquiries and custom views of the
database.. all with high-level language interface
support and less programming effort.

Local network — shared database

MARKETING
Wu. Slegoe, ,

You have a local network: workstations that share
acommon database. Replacing an expensive host,
the IDM serves as the database node on your network. Users can retrieve the information they
need for CAD/CAM, MRP, general office support
or other integrated multi-department systems.

OPERATIONS
Woe', S1.111,w,

MANUFACTURING
Wong Suwon L
.2

Distributed network — multiple databases
You have anetwork with geographically
distributed databases. Users throughout the
network need fast access to all databases and
local updating for MIS, decision support,
knowledge-based applications, etc.
The IDM organizes and manages the databases
for faster response to queries. Users throughout
the network can ask for information on an ad hoc
basis without knowing the data formats at each
location. The IDM allows you to have your own
custom view of each database. You can update
your local database. You can change computers
or application programs without affecting
database management.

INTELLEGENT
TERMINALS

Quasi-centralized environment
You have acombination of intelligent terminals,
micros and minis that require access to
one or more databases. The IDM can
serve them all via standard RS-232 serial and
IEEE-488 parallel interfaces. With parallel processing techniques and an optional pipelined
processor that operates at ten million instructions
per second, the IDM offers high-speed response to
your impromptu inquiries. You gain the benefits of
cost-efficient, high capacity data storage without
costly overhead or inflexible hardware
requirements.
No matter what type of network you decide
upon, the Britton-Lee Intelligent Database
Machine will give you the benefits of low price,
high performance and increased productivity. So
get the IDM-500 story. Call or write Britton-Lee for
more information.
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Britton
Lee, Inc.
90 Albright Way
Los Gatos, CA 95030
14081 378-7000

/First in eight-inch Winchester disk
storage
/First in database machines

IPalmer Square. Suite 320
Princeton, NJ 08540
16091 921-3113

60 days. ARO. beginning at S50.000
TMIntelligent Database Machine. IDM.
Intelligent Database Language and IDL
are trademarks of Britton-Lee. Inc
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integrated-circuit layout problem. It
is available for many mainframes,
several minicomputers, and CP/Mbased microcomputers.
Good old Basic is now available
for practically every computer
system. It is available in either an
interpreted or a compiled version.
If a program is interpreted, each
Basic statement is executed
sequentially, whereas compiled
versions first convert the entire
program into machine language
statements and then execute that
program sequentially.

Structured Basic
Structured versions of Basic are
also available. These translators
include the classic control
structures characteristic of
structured programs, as well as
providing explicit declaration
segments that list the variables

was developed by Clark Wilcox

segments that are joined together

used in any one program and what

and Greg .Jirak, both of whom

to form an executable program

their types are.
An increasingly popular way of

have had a significant amount of

but lot all of which need to be

software experience. They

resident in the computer's main

providing Basic capability is to put

recognized a need and

semiconductor memory at any

the language in a read-only

masterminded both a new

one time. As a result very large

memory. Basic in ROM allows a

language, Mainsail, and a new

programs can be run using

turnkey system to come up in

company, Xidak, to fill it. The

Mainsail. There is also a separate

Basic whenever the machine is

language offers a number of

interface and body portion to

turned on. It also enables single-

features that make it particularily

each Mainsail module, which

board computers to be

useful for specialized applications;

greatly increases the effectiveness

programmed in Basic rather than

for instance, Intel is using Mainsail

of its modularity. The separate

assembly language, thereby

in its ever-widening projects to

inte -face portion specifies the

increasing the productivity of the

employ cc mputer-aided

variables and services that the

product development department.

design.

module offers 10 users. The body

National Semiconductor

Mainsai offers a full range of

por 'ion contains the actual code

Corporation has in fact written a

data types, including floating-

that performs the functions

version of Basic for its NS800

point for high-precision scientific

specified in the interface portion.

microcomputer. This version can

investigations, bit vectors and

In addition, a working set of

be purchased with the Basic

specific bit manipulation, and

general-purpose modules are

interpreter on chip, thus creating a

variable length strings that are

kept in memory for all

one-chip Basic computer capability.

descriptor-based, plus full data-

users.

type secu'ity and enforced error

Mainsail
One example of a new

Mainsail also features a very

checking at both compilation and

sophisticated mass memory

operating time. Mainsail is also an

storage allocation mechanism that

language is Mainsail from Xidak

extremely modular language

includes dynamic allocation of

Inc. in Los Altos, Calif. Mainsial

consistinc of separately compiled

records and arrays under user
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build up more complicated
versions.
A kind of high-level assembly
language, Forth offers many
interesting features not generally
available in other interpretive
languages. It is not as fast as
assembly language, but it is much
faster than interpreted Basic, and
further, it allows the user to
customize the language to a
specific application area. By
defining new special-purpose
commands and adding them to
the library, Forth can be made
into a language that conveniently
fits the user's needs.
For instance, if a statistical
language is required, those
needed functions can be added
to the library and subsequently
utilized as new commands.
Similarly the language might be
control. It can also dynamically—
that is, during program

system on many different types of
hardware; thus Mainsail is highly

execution—alter the range and

portable. It has a source-level

perform complex financial

therefore the size of arrays. There

calculations.

is also an extensive number of

debugger that has both cathoderay-tube and hard-copy terminal

compilation-time features,

output formats, as well as an

can always be further modified

including interactive control of

extensive number of other

and updated. No other language

macro-instruction definitions and
evaluation of constant

facilities, including single-step

offers such an extensive ability to

execution, examination and

tinker and fine-tune it to the

expressions from the system

alteration of selected variables,

user's needs.

console terminal. Mainsail

conditional breakpoints, and a

automatically searches procedure
libraries for specified modules

standard-error diagnostic facility.
Also, a full-screen text editor and

are available for virtually all

that are called in by a user's

program management system will

sophisticated computer systems.

program. Also, generic

become available soon.

need not be specified until

electronic filing system or to

The beauty of Forth is that it

Fortran and Cobol remain the
most widely used languages and

They continue to serve the
scientific and business

procedures may be constructed in
which the data types to be used

customized to serve as an

Forth
Forth, in vented by Forth Inc.,

communities well, but in the end
they will not be able to complete

compilation time. The compiler's

Manhattan Beach, Calif., is one

symbol table can also be saved

language that allows the user to

with the increased programmer
productivity and program

and restored.

add his own commands. It

reliability that the newer

maintains a system library of

structured languages can provide.

either—it is an entire

command calls that is actually a

They will, however, continue to be

development system. The front

list of addresses of the routines

used for a long time, since there

end of the language translator

that execute the commands. The

is a tremendous number of man-

generates an intermediate code

user may employ any of the

years that will not and should not

that makes it very easy to run the

existing library commands to

be cast aside carelessly.

Mainsail is not just a compiler
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Goldmine

for growth -minded software specialists.
-L

When you become a
software developer at
TRW, you work with
computer scientists,
engineers, software
designers, and other
problem-solving
types who relish
complex and
challenging tasks.
They're developing
ways to make maxi,
mini, and microcomputers work better
in distributed data
processing environments;
ways to design large,
dynamic data bases that
are also highly reliable; ways
to sort, correlate, and
display sensor data of all
kinds so that military and
other decision makers can
direct action in real time.
In short, we're aleader in
C3I, digital communications,
sensor data processing,
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111Ment.EICIMM

UMW

weapon system software
and related disciplines,
such as office automation
for government
applications.
To reduce the cost and
risk invo ved in this stateof-the-art work, TRW has
developed alarge library
of labor-saving
software tools.
In fact, designing new tools is
another activity
that may whet
your appetite. You
may want to help
develop architectures, protocols, and operating
and applications
systems for very

large-scale processing networks... or
horizontal microcode
for special processors.
TRW's work-study fellowship in Computer
Architecture and Soft\ ware Engineering combines half-time salary with
agenerous stipend for a
Master's at UCLA—
contact Lori Brown. For
full-time opportunities,
call Bob Chambers (213)
536-3081. Or write them
at One Space Park, Redondo Beach, CA 90278.

ADVANCED SOFTWARE
TECHNOLOGY
from
A COMPANY CALLED

TRW

DEFENSE AM, SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP

An equal opportunity employer
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OPERATING SYSTEMS:
THE BACKBONE OF SOFTWARE
Microsystems are getting more-sophisticated operating systems that emulate mainframes

System-level software—the

This plus the liberalization of

operating system plus its

Bell's licensing policies with

utilities—is the most basic

regard to it will make it a major

program in any computer system.

force in computer operating

It knows the whereabouts and

systems well into the 1980s.

protocols of all the input and

CP/M

output devices, the mass storage
devices, the special-purpose

At the other end of the

hardware like real-time clocks,

spectrum is CP/M, which has

and every other machine-level

become a de facto standard for

component that requires ibrogram

8080-based microcomputer

control. It also harbors the all-

systems. Although CP/M does

important interface between the

not offer the complicated

computer system and the human

structures found in larger

user; this includes everything from

operating systems, it does supply

disk file access to character

the user with full floppy disk

echoing while in a full-duplex
mode.
The user interface has been the
subject of a great deal of

access, as well as all the utilities
objective in mind: to create a

needed for an 8-bit memory-

programming environment that

bound (64-K bytes or less)

would be friendly to the user while

system. CP/M is the brainchild of

research, with several operating

allowing maximum flexibility. This

Digital Research, a company

systems being written with the

charter resulted in an operating

started by Gary KildaII because of

optimization of this interface as

system that is unusually simple to

his frustration with the lack of a

one of the primary driving forces

learn and yet that can provide a

disk-based operating system for

behind their creation. Other

very effective tool for program

microsystems. It has grown in

considerations include the switch

cevelopment.

popularity until today it has more

from assembly language to high-

The user interface for the Unix

languages and application

level languages for system

system is called the "shell" and it

implementations. Yet another

functions as the command line

practically any other operating

important issue is software

interpreter. It accepts commands

system. Though Unix offers more

programs available for it than for

portability, since this capability

from the user for file maintaince

sophisticated program control like

ordinarily requires that the same

and program execution. It also

the services of pipes and forks,
CP/M is all that is needed for

operating system be resident on

contains extensive facilities for

every machine that wants to use

passing data between

many 8-bit applications such as

the portable programs.

programs—which is one of its

word processing. It also fits very

strongest attributes.

nicely into a microcomputer's

The Unix operating system
Unix is a trademark for a family

From the beginning Unix was a

limited address space, since it

multiuser operating system, and it

typically occupies only about 12-K

of operating systems that were

continues to be so even as it is

bytes.

developed by Bell Laboratories.

being trimmed down for

Unix was designed with one key

microcomputer environments.
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There is also a multiuser
version of CP/M available called
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MP/M. This version extends the
facilities of CP/M to more than
one user simultaneously and also
gives access to very large disk
files such as those found on harddisk -based systems. Both MP/M
and CP/M will shortly become
available for the 8086
microprocessor, though of course
the applications packages that
run on 8080s will need to be
translated into 8086 code before
being used on this new system.
CP/NET is the latest addition to
the Digital Research stall of
operating systems. It allows many
users to share expensive
resources, such as hard disks and

word processor, and the

open-reel tape drives. It can be

application program Script is, in

alterations, and the printer

implemented in many different

fact, one. Script provides an easy

spooler.

for file management. device driver

configurations, like ring and star

means of producing manuals,

loops, but in each case an MP/M

documentation, letters, and so on.

development system has several

system is the master and CP/M

Included in the Script package is

utilities available that assist in

systems are satellites serving the

a more powerful general-purpose

many users. In this way each user

text editor with such features as

program development, among
them an assembler debugger and

has his own processing unit to

The assembly language

global changes, line wrapping,

a linkage editor. The linkage

execute his programs but also

text finding, macro-instructions,

editor supports multiple object

has access to common files and

text moves to external file copies,

program linkage, displays the load

the large files kept on the

and access to other Oasis system

map, and allows the creation of

infrequently used mass storage

commands. It also provides many

an absolute program from a

devices. This capability should

printing and formatting

relocatable one.

serve well in many environments

capabilities—text justification,

There is also a great deal of

such as office information centers,

page alignment onto an odd- or

application software available for

inventory control, and word

even-numbered page, gap

use on the Oasis system.

processing.

numbering, headings and
footings, centered chapter and

Oasis
An example of a new multiuser

appendix headings, automatic

Business packages for general
ledger, accounts payable and
receivable, mail list, order entry,

table of contents, and many more

inventory control, and word
processing are but a few. Others

microsystems is Oasis. The Oasis

like boldface characters, global
variables, access to current

operating system is marketed by

system date and time, and name

for medical billing, dental office

operating system that runs off

include special-purpose packages

Phase One Systems Inc. of

and address file merging

management, architects' and

Oakland, Calif., and is designed

functions. Up to sixteen users can

designers' timekeeping, and job

to enhance Z80-based

utilize these memory-resident

cost analysis. Many

microcomputer systems. Oasis

reentrant routines at any one

communications programs are

has many of the commands found

time.

on much larger systems. It can

Oasis supports program

available too, such as those to
emulate IBM's bisynchronous

handle multitasking, floppy and

development in assembly

hard disks and real-time inputs

language, Basic, and Cobol. Its

reports, and perform network

via interrupts, and it has an

Cobol conforms to the ANSI 3.23

data-base management, and

integral printer spooler. It includes

standard, which embraces most
level 1and 2 features, including

general-purpose billing.

their extensions. Its Basic

same market segment as Digital

"help" functions for all of its
commands so that users may
learn the system as they go.

communication protocol, generate

Oasis will be competing for the

provides a program development

Research's MP/M and Microsoft's
Xenix. Only time will tell which will

for disk file manipulation and text

system with an editor, interpreter,
and debugger. It also features

come out on top, though the

editing. The text editor is almost a

access to the operating system

leaders are well perceived today. El

Extensive utilities are provided
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MEDIA: THE PLACE
WHERE SOFTWARE IS KEPT
Software is finding that bigger and faster mass storage devices speed program development

packs. Removable packs are

Even though software is not as
concrete as hardware, it still needs

admittedly relatively expensive

a place to be. Most of the time any

when compared with floppy

given piece of software, or

diskettes, but their near-

program, spends its time in a mass

hundredfold greater storage

storage device—that is, either on

capacity make them a valid system

magnetic disk or on tape.

solution in many cases. The

Whenever it is to be run, it is

Shugart SA4000, for example,

transferred into random-access

combines 60 megabytes of storage

memory for execution.

with a 7-megabit/second transfer
rate. Of course the mainframe and

Mass storage devices are getting
smaller and faster, just like every

minicomputer manufacturers

other electronic offspring. They are

market their own versions that

also being offered in packages that

boast similar features. For instance,

are scaled down from mainframe

Burroughs has several models, like

implementations. For instance, the

the FD211 with a 20-megabyte

hard disk, traditionally a mainframe

capacity and the FD214 with 80
megabytes. These drives employ

storage device that was very
expensive and complicated, is now

Tape drives too are getting smarter

available in a tiny, 5.25-inch version

and more cost-effective. Streaming

that is affordable by even the

tape drives permit easy transfer

microcomputer system developer.

from disk to tape, and
sophisticated cartridge and open-

an interface that is similar to that
of the company's floppy-disk
drives—in fact, they use the same
controller electronics.
The pioneer in thin-film head

reel models allow virtually unlimited
amounts of information to be
conveniently stored on a medium
that is both inexpensive and
reliable.

Fixed-disk drives
The leader in fixed- or hard-disk
drives is the 14-inch version, which
offers the greatest amount of
storage per dollar. Fourteen-inch
drives like the Century Marksman
store from 80 to 160 megabytes,
and the Trident over 300
megabytes. Another advantage of
drives of this type is that they are
available with removable disk
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"
Discal-1
helps our customers
meet complex, if
needs:
Don Cutler, Chief Systems Engineer,
Electro Scientific Industries, Inc. (ES!), Portland, Oregon

More than 100,000
microcircuit
resistors can be
adjusted in one
hour by ESI's computer-controlled
laser trimming
systems. The
iiittembar
Oregon Software
Pascal-1 compiler
helps provide fast,
precise operation.
ESI's Don Cutler
says, "Pascal-1
offers two big
advantages—
real-time performance and real
problem-solving
power."

Left: Pascal-1 controls
ESI's laser trimming
system. The laser repairs semiconductor
memory chips, replacing faulty cells with
alternates.

Le-

Below: ESI dominates
the industry in the
computer-controlled
laser adjustment of
microcircuits. Pascal-1
programming flexibility
gives ESI access to
many different
markets.

Precise control in
milliseconds.

and heart pacers, with
the language.
the microcircuit activated
ESI enControlling alaser beam 4 to simulate operation.
gineers
to 8microns in diameter, Pascal-1 handles these
save dethe ESI system moves the processes with speed and sign and deprecision.
laser beam positioner at
bugging time by
accelerations up to 3.5
Easy-to-follow
writing control software
G's, directs atrim cut,
programming.
in Pascal-1. ESI's customand decides where to go Writing correct code is
ers also apply Pascal-1 to
next, fast enough to trim easy because of the logi- their own specialized
35 resistors per second.
cal structure and clarity of production processes.
The Pascal-1 programs directly control all aspects
of the trimming system.
Some ESI customers use
the laser trimmer to adjust the circuits of such
devices as air flow transducers, audio filters,
2340 Southwest Canyon Road

Oregon
Software

Free case study.
Read why ESI, one of
Oregon Software's 1700
customers, chose
Pascal-1. Order your free
copy of this eight-page
case study by calling
Oregon Software collect
at (503) 226-7760 or by
using the reader service
card.

Portland, Oregon 97201
(503) 226-7760 •TWX 910-454-4779
DISTRIBUTORS: Australia: Network Computer Services, Sydney/Tel: 290-3677 England: Real lime Products, London/Tel:
01-588-0667 Holland: N.H.C.S., B.V., Haarlem Tel: 023-234951 Japan: Rikei Corporation, Tokyo!Tel: 345-1411
West Germany:
AC Copy, Aachen/Tel: 0241-506096 West Germany: Periphere Computer Systems GmbH, Munchen 'Tel: 089-681021
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tape, and several manufacturers
are beginning to offer an integral
cartridge tape drive within the
same cabinet as their disk drive.
This can greatly simplify the
backup problem, but at a
significant cost, especially in
comparison with the low base price
of the 8- and 5.25-inch drives.
the $500 mark this year and are
already priced below the samesized floppy-disk drive of not so
many years ago. We should see
more and more original-equipment
manufacturers burying these drives
inside equipment to provide reliable
and relatively maintainance-free
mass storage at remote sites. In
fact, before very long the new,
inexpensive fixed-disk technology
will probably become standard
equipment in all computer systems
right down to the microcomputer.
We will probably see even smaller
fixed disk drives in the near future,
perhaps in the 3.5 inch size.

The backup problem
One major problem with the new
sealed-enclosure fixed-disk drives
is that of duplicating, or backing
technology, IBM, has led the way

starting to offer 8-inch models,

up, the data stored there. Because

to 14-inch drives with much greater

such as Shugart's SA1000, which

of the vastly greater storage

recording densities than can be

stores 5 to 10 megabytes, and

capacity of the hard-platter drives,

handled by conventional ferrite

Priam's 34-megabyte model. Other

there is no cheap method to
duplicate them up that does not

read/write heads. With thin-film

disk technology leaders like

heads a 14-inch drive can achieve

Kennedy, Micropolis, and Pertec

involve a large amount of backup

densities resulting in over 300

are also offering 8-inch versions, as

media. For instance, a 10-

megabytes of storage.

well as such Japanese concerns as
Hitachi, Nippon Electric, and

megabyte drive can be backed up
by standard single-density IBM 8-

The advantages of thin-film

Fujitsu. Moreover, when thin-film

inch floppies, but it will require

heads come to 8-inch drives, they

forty of them to do the job.

the contenders use conventional

should give the larger models a run

Although the new double-sided,

ferrite heads to achieve storage

for their cost/performance ratio.

double-density versions reduce that

heads, however, has not yet come
to 8-inch fixed-disk technology. All

capacities in the 5-to-50-megabyte

However, the most cost-effective

number to ten, that is still a lot of
disks (and would cost about $50).

range. These drives are coming in

fixed-media drive is the 5.25-inch

at less that $1,000 and have

versions that are appearing that

The removable-disk packs are an

become so popular as to be almost

can store up to 5 megabytes in the

answer, but both the media and

commonplace. Practically all the

same space as a normal 5.25-inch

the drives cost even more.

major disk manufacturers are

floppy. These drives will dip below
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From small business
computers to CRT-based word
processors and medium-to-large
interactive computer systems,
Wang develops all its products
with leading-edge technology.

As asystems software
developer at Wang, you'll get a
chance to put your best new
ideas to work. Our whole
company is structured to al ow
plenty of personal freedom and

individual responsibility. In
addition to working on some of
the most exciting technology
around, you'll see your own plans
turn into reality.

No matter which group you're
in, no matter what project you're
working on, we always
encourage interaction. Because
that's how great ideas happen.

Wang's next software
breakthrough
already be in yl
o
i
L
a
ritead.

Making the world more productive.
©1980 Wang Laboratones Inc

Lowell, MA 01851

We are an atlarna:nre achon employer

Systems Software Development.
VS/OPERATING SYSTEMS

VS FIRMWARE

If you are an experienced systems programmer or software
engineer, we'd like to talk with you about opportunities in the areas
of architectural specifications, virtual memory management,
process structuring, index file systems, and user and operator
interfaces.
We are developing integrated office systems that combine woid
processing, interactive data processing, and acomplete and
highly visible spooling system. Intelligent clustered device support
and advanced job stream control systems are being planned.

You enjoy the challenge of working with state-of-the-art
microprocessors and advanced computer peripherals. You want
to use advanced systems programming techniques. And you are
capable of planning and implementing new systems by working
with hardware engineers and other systems programmers. We'd
like to talk with you about opportunities in the research and
development of intelligent I/O subsystems, data base machines,
graphic displays, voice/speech processing, image printing and
data communication such as broadband coaxial links and fibre
optics.

We also offer development opportunities in office automation,
data base management, compiler development, performance
analysis, telecommunications, and networking.

For more information, send aletter and/or resume to Susan Morse,
Wang Laboratories,Inc., Dept. E-310, One Industrial Avenue,
Lowell, MA 01851.
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tape, and several manufacturers
are beginning to offer an integral
cartridge tape drive within the
same cabinet as their disk drive.
This can greatly simplify the
backup problem, but at a
significant cost, especially in
comparison with the low base
price of the 8- and 5.25-inch
drives.
If an open-reel tape drive is
already resident in the system,
there is no backup problem, since
it can be used for that purpose.
But for a microsystem the cost of
such a tape drive could be more
than that of the hard-disk system
itself. Other, less-expensive
removable cartridge tape drives
can be purchased, several of which
are optimized for backup
applications. These are called
streaming tape drives, as they
possess the ability to accept data
from the disk in a relatively
continuous stream; still, these
drives can require several minutes
to copy a large disk.
The backup problem has not
been unambiguously solved yet,
but much work is being done on it
and a standard way of handling it
is sure to emerge soon.

Floppy-disk technology
One elegant solution to the mass
storage problem in small computer
systems is to pair up a 5-megabyte
fixed-disk drive with a 1-megabyte
floppy-disk drive, thus achieving
backup while using only five
floppies. These 1-megabyte 8-inch
drives are possible because of their
double-sided (and thus dual head
assemblies) and double-density
recording format, giving them an
effective fourfold advantage over
the standard 256-K-byte 8-inch
floppy. A lot of development time
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WE
SPENTA LOT
OF HOURS
WRITING
SOFTWARE
SO YOU
WON'T
HAVE TO.
Better tools. Re-inventing systems
software is a costly, time-consuming and none-too-productive business. Particularly when Microsoft
can provide proven and surprisingly
inexpensive software tools. Timetested software that has been
honed to afine edge through regular use and maintenance. Software
you don't have to invent.
Easy to OEM. If you're an OEM, or
thinking about becoming an OEM,
you ought to know about our new
royalty structure. You license Microsoft software products, sell them
with your system.. and pay us a
royalty on the sale. With avery low
initial outlay.
The Micro Revolution. When the
8-bit microprocessor arrived, everyone recognized the potential. The
problem was software. That's
where Microsoft came in. First,

with BASIC for microcomputers.
Then, with COBOL, FORTRAN and
Pascal for CP/M "and other operating systems. Now, you're entering
the 16-bit world. And again, reliable, proven software is the problem. And again, Microsoft is leading
the way with the XENIX" operating
system. Version 7 UNIX Tm for 16-bit
microcomputers, fully supported
by Microsoft
State-of-the-art languages.
Microsoft's BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN and MS-Pascal are fully
tested, enhanced and supported
languages for 8-bit microcomputers. Now, we have 16-bit languages that are upward compatible

with our 8-bit versions. Which
means there will be alot more software you don't have to write.
The hire/buy equation. There are
better uses of a software engineer's time than re-inventing software tools...when the very best
systems software is available from
Microsoft. Off-the-shelf and ready
to run. Languages. Operating systems. Utilities. The choice is yours:
You can hire more software engineers. Or, you can make better use
of the engineers you already have.
With better tools from Microsoft.
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research. Inc.
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. Inc.
XENIX is a trademark of Microsoft

o orer

10800 N.E. 8th St., Suite 819
Bellevue, Washington 98004
(206) 455-8080 •TLX 328945
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and engineering effort were
required to make the dual-sided

resolved, practically all major
manufacturers are offering the

format reliable, but now that the
problem has been satisfactorily

quadruple storage capacities of
these drives or will soon do so.

Unfortunately there is no
standard recording format for 5.25inch floppies, the resulting
incompatibility making them slightly
less convenient than 8-inchers.

LIAIL

However, their extremely low cost
(approaching $100 in large
A multi-purpose high-level programming language.

quantities for consumer-grade
equipment) makes them ideal in

Be in at the beginning of
the new software age!

cost-sensitive situations. The
quadruple-capacity double-sided,
double-density formats found on
the 5.25-inch versions can yield as

JASPOL, a combination word of the abbreviation
of problem oriented language. Compared
with COBOL, the time required between the
program planning stage and completion is
reduced by anything from 2I3rds to 9110ths!
• Mechanizes and automates programming.

• Does away with old-fashioned flowcharts and paperwork.
• Easily and smoothly incorporated
into an established system.
•Just two days of training required
for those with basic COBOL
knowldge.
•Ideal for 95% of business activity: really
makes a difference!
•Standard interfaces provided for
various data bases such as
ADABAS and IMS.
Performance in Japan'? We currently
supply over 50 usersand can boast of over 10
years of experience as a top supplier of software packages. We are the first supplier to
meet MITI (Ministry of International Trade and
Industry) qualifications.
Suitable for use with...All IBM OSs
The UNIVAC 1100 series
Burroughs medium-sized
and large machines.
Main users: Dainippon
Printing Co., Ltd.
Toray Industries, Inc.
Nihon Cement Co., Ltd.
Sekisui Chemical
Industry Corp.

much as 512-K bytes of storage
capacity. That makes the 5.25-inch
models effective solutions for
problems that required 8-inchers
several years ago, especially
considering that their small size
matches nicely with the trend to
microminaturization. Perhaps it's
too late, but if a standard recording
format were adopted for the 5.25-

Distributor
wanted!

inchers, they could become the
solution of choice even in future
medium-sized computer systems.
And what's more, now there is
even a 3.5-inch version from Sony.

JAPAN SYSTEM SCIENCE CO., INC.
Uchiyamashinwa Bldg.. 3-5. Kojimachi 3-chome. Chiyoda-ku.

JASS
140

Tokyo 102, Japan
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Telephone Number: (03) 263-5801

This micro-floppy holds 128-K
bytes and is used in Sony's new
word processor.
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For those who want to
test the water before
jumpjIg in.

picoFORTH
Step into picoFORTH", your introduction
to FORTH programming through hands-onexperience.
picoFORTH is a disk-based operating
system and interactive high-level language,
complete with compiler, editor, and assembler.
And to help you take your first steps into
FORTH, each picoFORTH system includes
two tutorials: Stepping FORTH, a computeraided self-teaching course programmed in
FORTH, and Using FORTH, the best FORTH
manual anywhere.
picoFORTH is powerful enough to run
simple applications. And if you need more

FORTH, Inc.

power, picoFORTH is upgradeable to full
polyFORTH", the time-tested choice of professional FORTH users.
At FORTH, Inc., we believe that FORTH
can make you amore productive programmer
Now we're taking steps to prove it. picoFORTH
for only $195.
The next step is yours.

For information, call:

213/372-8493
2309 Pacific Coast Highway
Hermosa Beach, California 90254
(213) 372-8493
TWX 910-344-6408 (FORTH INC HMBH)
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PROGRAMMER SHORTAGE
More programmers than ever are needed to meet the growing demands of industry

The structured solution also serves

It has been predicted that by
1984 the programmer shortage will

as excellent documentation that is

be so acute that there will be ten

both accurate and easy to

job openings for every

understand.
However, no matter how good

programmer. The proliferation of
small, cost-effective computers has

the methods become, we will still

opened the door to a host of new

need programmers to use them.
Because of the proliferation and

applications, all of which require

growing capability of computers,

software. To meet this challenge
industry leaders are coming up

programmers are in increasingly

with several strategies, including:

shorter supply. They are

inventing better programming

demanding continually higher

techniques so as to increase the
productivity of the existing

salaries and are being organized
into more and more complex team
efforts in an attempt to glean as

programmers; making the
programs that are written count for

much productivity as possible from

more by making them

this scarce resource.
We are also finding that

transportable to other hardware

programmers are not only being

configurations; and most ambitious
of all, creating very-high-level

written. The problem is solved by

trained by computer science

languages that produce as output

using a combination of graphical

departments. Since software is

several lines of a popular high-level

representation and English

becoming so important, most

language from a single line of very-

sentences. Once a solution is

high-level language (often called

found, it can be coded in any

regular engineering departments
are requiring that their graduates

automatic program
generation).

job. It can also, usually, be found

have a fundamental ability to do
both high-level and assembly

using a pencil-and-paper

language programming.

More efficient programming
methods

emulation, enabling the
programmer to verify its

total number of lines of code

correctness before coding.

written, the majority are handled by

It all began with the introduction
of top-down program development

language that is adequate for the

When the actual program is

It is still true, however, that of the

personnel that have had no formal

by teams within IBM; now it's

coded, only three control structures

training in programming. With

called "structured programming"

are allowed. That permits other

microprocessors finding their way

and is taught in virtually every

programmers to easily understand

into practically every new product

introductory college-level

the program, as well as making the

that involves electronic control

programming course. The term

code more reliable. It also makes

circuitry, the design engineer has

refers to a programming method

the programs much easier to

had no choice but to train at least

that allows the development of a

maintain, since changes in a top-

some of the existing staff in the

complete solution to a problem

down design affect only portions of

art—fast approaching a science—

before a single line of code is

the program further down the tree.

of computer programming.
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In'01111
GTE SYSTEMS

was the first choice of over 600 engineers.

GTE Systems boasts the
largest group of engineering professionals dedicated
to C' (command, control
and communications) in
this part of the country. Our
proven expertise has been
dramatically illustrated in
such programs as the
Minuteman and MX. Right
now, we're continuing our
successful mode as we actively pursue new and more
advanced programs in the
C' industry.
Perhaps another consideration
that
gives
GTE
Systems such an edge is
our advantageous location.
Here, in an impressive
suburban community just
20 minutes from downtown
Boston, GTE professionals
enjoy the cultural and
educational riches of this
prized New England city,
the intellectual stimulation
of our famed Route 128
electronics belt and the
recreational advantages of
our distinctive seasons so
enhanced by easy access
to
winters
in
New
Hampshire and Vermont
and spectacular summers
on the sandy beaches of
Cape Cod. All this in an
area that claims the extraordinary benefits of easily affordable homes, both in
suburban and rural areas.

Hardware
Engineering
UDC-

Software
Engineering

Distributed Processing
Modems
Data and Voice
Multiplexing
Switcl-ing
Microprocessor
Hardwa-e and
Firmware Design
Power Supply Design
(High-Efficiency,
Switching)
Analog Design
Frequency Synthesizers
Digital Radio
Digital Signal
Processing
Fiber Optics Interfaces
Electronic Surge
Arrestors
Display and Control
Telephone Switching
E 110 Controller Design
Antenn 3 Design:
VLF-SHF
Equipment Integration
COMSEC Interface
Servo Design
C' SimLlator Design

Li

O

Pr!

O
Li
T.

•

rn nnnn

They came from major hightechnology centers all over
the country. Engineering
professionals at all levels
of experience. Over 600 of
them chose to make their
move to GTE Systems
Strategic Systems Division
last year.

Real-Time Command
and Control
Telecommunications/
Computer Networking
Real-Time Simulation
Diagnostics/ATE
Operating Systems and
Compilers
Microprocessor
Development
Data Base Management

Systems
Engineering
J Communications
Systems
Li EMC/Tempest Design
Li COMSEC Systems
L7 Systems Software
Operability
• Maintenance Systems

We will contact yo U.
Simply check off the area(s) of interest, complete the
following information and forward this page to Don E.
Almeida, GTE's Sylvania Systems Group, Strategic
Systems Division, 189 "B" Street, Needham, MA 02194.
Name
Phone
Address
State

Zip

Degree

Yrs. of Exp.

an equal opportunity employer M/F

In 1981 ,
The Choice IsYours!
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NEW PRODUCTS
Meeting the challenge of new application areas

needs of the system's users can be

As software science matures, a
slew of marketable products is

met by purchasing compatible

being brought forth to meet the

packages that have already been

challenge of new application areas.

integrated into the host

Not only are we witnessing the

environment.
In the 8080 microcomputing area

advent of new computer languages,
but in addition new kinds of

that goal is being served by a

software are appearing. These

third-party software house called

include everything from

Lifeboat Associates. The firm is

sophisticated program

responsible for adapting a large

development tools, like full-screen

number of programs to the popular

text editors, to "check-box"

CP/M operating system from

canned programs that allow

Digital Research. One can choose

nonprogrammers to generate

from practically all the popular
computer languages—Fortran,

executable code.

Cobol, APL, PL/1, C, Algol, Lisp,

A unique event this week will
allow those unfamiliar with specific

Forth, and a host of others. Also

software tools to see them

many utility programs, like data-

demonstrated first hand. That

base managers, are being offered

event is the Fifth International

as accessories for the language of

Conference on Software

packages that can be integrated

Engineering to be held in San

into their host computer

Diego on March 9 12. It is called a

environment. Many of those

the user's choice.
Third-party software houses do
not actually write the programs

Tool Fair, and it will feature a whole

packages can be bought on a

themselves, but instead adapt them

range of tutorial demonstrations

custom basis with the manufacturer

to an already existing operating

showing how to increase

supplying support personnel to

system environment so that all the

programmer productivity by using

help integrate the package into the

user has to do is plug the supplied

more helpful tools. These

user's system. The alternative is to

disk into the system to be up and
running.

presentations will expose

have internal programmers patch

participants to time-saving

the program into the system

techniques involving programs like

themselves, an option that can be

We shall see more and more of
the third-party software house

financial planners, program

risky for smaller users who do not

approach as the need for software

development aids, and many

have the necessary expertice

continues to grow. They offer an

others. The conference will also

and/or the proper system

opportunity not only to the

feature several important speakers

documentation.

like Niklaus Wirth, author of

The answer to this dilemma is to

software house itself, but also to
the independent programmer who

use a "standard" software

may have his work published and

configuration that already supports

distributed by the third-party

vendors have been supplying their

a wide range of applications. In this

concern in return for a monthly

users with application software

way most of the present and future

royalty check.

Pascal.
For years now, mainframe
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STR® technology for high
data integrity. Three major tape formats
for design flexibility.

We don't forget the OEM's needs.
The STR-810 digital recorder is designed for data logging, data acquisition
and as asystem loader. Using either the
3M DC-300A or DC-300XL cartridges,
packing density is 1600 bpi, for respective data capacities of 2.3M bytes
and 3.4M bytes per cartridge, using four
tracks. Features include microprocessorcontrolled tape movement and read/
write electronics. For maximum versatility,
interfaces include RS-232 and IEEE-488.
Or, using control and status lines available, you can interface to specific microcomputers such as LSI-11 and 8080.
EPI's optional ANSI X3.56 formatter,
with NRZI or phase-encoded personality
cards, turns the 810 into aplug-in
component for industrial instrumentation
and mini/microcomputer-interfaced
peripheral markets. Price: $756 in quantities of 100. STR-STREAM is ahighspeed, high-capacity version of the 810
designed for Winchester disc backup.
Density is 6400 bpi for 17M bytes capacity per cartridge. Features include
advanced head design, MFM formatting
and compatibility wifh 8" or 14" discs.

EPI's STR-610 is acompact, low cost
digital recorder that's ideal for use with
POS terminals, smart CRT terminals
and as ageneral peripheral for mini/microcomputer-based systems. The 610's
recording density is 800 bpi for acapacity of 168K bytes/track, using atwo-track
3M DC-100 mini-cartridge. Formatting is ANSI Standard and interfacing is
parallel, with avariety of options. Price:
$280 in quantities of 1,000. The SIRLINK III is ahigh-speed (9600 baud),
portable program loader that uses the
STR-610's drive system and shares the
same specifications. It is used as afield
service tool for diagnostic work or as a
peripheral in amini/microcomputer
system. SIR-LINK Ill uses aserial RS-232
interface for data communications or
data terminal applications, and it can be
controlled through RS-232, ASCII control codes, or manually. Price: $1,615 in
single quantity.

SIR-LINK II is EPI's proven mediumspeed (1200 baud) universal portable
program loader for programmable controllers and process control systems. Using
astandard cassette, it features switchselectable transmission modes for
maximum flexibility. Price: $1,889 in
single quantity.
For maximum design freedom,
proven reliability and high data integrity
through Speed Tolerant Recording technology, remember EP1—the company
that doesn't forget the OEM's needs.
For more information, contact
Electronic Processors Inc., P.O. Box 569,
Englewood, Colorado 80110. Phone
(303) 761-8540.
Circle 258 on reader service card
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Let EPI remember for you.
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New multiprocessing computers use data flow
flow architecture originating from

these statements simultaneously.

current computers stores programs

MIT and now under study at nearly

Statement 3 must wait for 2

and data in a general-purpose

all major computer science

because B should not be replaced

memory. That common storage

research facilities. A data-flow

until after 2 has used it, and

The architecture used by all

area is the primary defining

machine preprocesses the

statement 5 must wait for 3 and 4,

characteristic of von Neumann

instructions in a program to

since it uses these updated values.

architectures. Its limitation is that

determine when each may be

After 2 and 4 finish, 3 is executed

each instruction and datum must

executed so that some may be

next and then 5.

be fetched from this commom

processed simultaneously by

memory sequentially. That makes

separate execution units. For

flow of data, but it is an especially

the bandwidth of the memory bus

example:

difficult software problem to

All programs have such a

the limiting factor on the maximum

1. A=0 B=1 C=2 D=3

speed at which programs may be

2. C=A+B

properly. Multiprocessors—

executed. The program counter

3. B= B2

computers with several execution

steps through the program one

4. D = D + 1

units—require some sort of data-

instruction at a time, continuously

5. A = D + B

flow management. This

discern the flow and to utilize it

alternating between fetching and

No statement can be executed

management can be done either at

executing. That is the essence of a

before No. 1, which initializes all

compilation time with special time-

von Neumann architecture, and its

the variables. Next, statement 2

to-execute tags attached to

biggest disadvantage is the

may be run, but so can statement

instructions or at operating time

bottleneck presented by the

4, since it does not depend on any

with some sort of look-ahead

memory bus.

other statement but No. 1. If this

mechanism to determine the

data-flow machine has at least two

appropriate time to execute each

Neumann approach is the data-

execution units, it can execute

instruction.

Choose Your RCA CMOS
1802 High-Level Language

PASCAL •Code your total 1802 or

Broadway Avenue, Vancouver, B.C.

Microboard application including

Canada V6J1Y5 Tele. (604) 734-

An alternative to the von

BASIC 1Compiler/Interpreter

special I/O functions in HLL's.

BASIC 2 & 3 Interpreters add

RCA, RCA/Solid State Div., Route

floating point •PLM-1800

202, Somerville, NJ 08876. [190]

Structured Compiler •Powerful
MACROASSEMBLER
And soon—Micro Concurrent

A Real-Time Multitasking
Executive

2796. [191]
ik
IF KADAK Products Ltd

A

NiI x

tor 8080 and 7.80 systems

AMX is a proven $800 hardwareindependent alternative to Intel's
RMX/80 executive. AMX is small,
fast, and ROMable for control

*Mons non ...loom osonns nnsong

Features:
1
,1Al Iqn...^

•
A 4.,,s

Ass•mto...

.reexey.rvl,

o

applications. Microsoft Fortran,
PL/M, and Pascal interfaces are
available. AMX includes source
code and a liberal license
agreement. AMX has seen over ten
years of industrial usage in process
control, business and education.
Kodak Products Ltd., 206-1847 W.
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The Transterm 1
Alphanumeric Terminal
COMPUTERWISE, INC. is
offering a new compact
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Members of this exclusive circle of PRIAM
Winchester disc drives have several uncommon things
in common. With database capacities from 10.8 to 158
megabytes, they all have the same interface. And they all
connect quickly and easily to the typical microprocessor
I/0 bus through PRIAM's SMART Interface.
A simple adapter, added to the SMART Interface, is all you
need to provide your system with the remarkable reliability cf
Winchester disc drives. And PRIAM's DISKOS drives have the
broadest available capacity range, with the lowest cost-per-megabtye,
for microprocessor-based systems.
How Smart Is SMART?
With its own sophisticated preprogrammed microprocessor, PRIAM's
optional SMART Interface gives you these disc subsystem functions:
Controls any combination of one to four PRIAM Winchester disc
drives.
Serializes and deserializes data and formats disc with selectable sector
sizes of 128, 256, 512 or 1024 bytes.
Full sector buffering permits data transfers at any rate up to
2megabytes per second, with programmed I/O or DMA.
Automatic alternate sector assignment makes disc defects transparent
to the host processor.
Overlapped-command and implied-operations capability improves
system throughput in multiple-drive systems.
The single 8" x14" SMART Interface printed circuit board mounts on
the PRIAM disc drive and draws power from the drive; or i: can be
mounted separately to maintain the basic drive size envelope.
Meet The Elite! PRIAM's High-Capacity,
Cost-Effective 14-Inch Disc Drives
PRIAM's high-technology 14-inch Winchester disc drives are available
with capacities of 34 and 68 megabytes, with a158-megabyre version on
the way. And they all fit in the same 7" x17" x20" package, including
optional power supply. Fully servoed linear-voice-coil head positioning
provides fast, precise and reliable data retrieval. Average positioning
time is only 45 milliseconds, and track-to-track is afast 8m:lliseconds for
high throughput.
Use of abrushless DC spindle motor assures mechanical simplicity,
positive disc speed control, and operation of PRIAM drives with
power sources anywhere in the world without change. No relays, no
mechanical brakes, no brushes, belts, or pulleys. Pure, reliable
electronic control. Elegantly simple!

The Talk of the Town:
PRIAM Eight-Inch Disc Drives
When you want to debut aWinchester disc drive where you now have an
8-inch floppy disc, PRIAM's DISKOS 2050 and 3450 fit right in. And
they give race-horse performance to your system by expanding your
database to 21 or 35 megabytes, with head-positioning times of only
45 milliseconds average and 8milliseconds track-to-track.
From the same technical family tree as their bigger brothers, PRIAM
8-inch drives use linear-voice-coil positioning and brushless DC motors.
In the next generation, they will permit database expansion to
70 megabytes, in the same small, interface-compatible package.
If asimpler, even lower-cost drive will serve your purpose, the
DISKOS 1070 gives you 10.8 megabytes of capacity, with stepper-motor
positioning for seek times of 73 milliseconds average and 23 milliseconds
track-to-track. Not as fast as other PRIAM family members, but still
just as SMART when used with PRIAM's SMART Interface.
Other Interface Options!
Is SMART too smart? PRIAM also offers alower-cost serial-bit NRZ data
interface for the OEM who wishes to design the complete controller or
to purchase one. This interface, similar to the evolving ANSI standard,
has an 8-bit bidirectional microprocessor interface for all spindle
motor and head positioning controls.
And if you have an existing storage module controller, PRIAM offers
an SMD interface to extend the life of your controller and software and
put Winchester disc drive benefits into your system quickly and easily.
For complete information about the SMART Interface and the
members of the SMART SET of PRIAM Winchester disc drives, RSVP
by telephone or mail to:

Visit us at NCC.
Booth *4704 & *4705,
Concourse Level,
McCormick Place.

3096 Orchard Drive San Jose, CA 95134
Telephone (408) 946-4600 TVVX 910338-0293
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We are an

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

unequal
opportunity
employer

We want your hardware to
get ajob anywhere. And that
means working with asuperior
word processor. That's where
WordStarTm comes in It simply has
no equal on the market today.
Make all those future customers of yours instant screen stars
by including WordStar in your
total package. It lets them erase.
insert, delete and move whole
blocks of copy about. Page breaks
are displayed and automatically
revised on screen. In fact, your
users will always have atrue
screen image of what the printout
will look like before it's printed!
Take advantage of this
unequal opportunity. Include
WordStar on your team so
everyone can shine on the job.
'Runs on most Z80/8080/8085 microcomputers with
CP/M (TM 01Dsigilal Research) 48K and terminal with
addressable cursor

Multiprocessor Operating
Systems for the
8080 and 8085

keyboard/display terminal unit for
the CRT/teletype replacement
market.

MTOS-86MP and MTOS-85MP

The TransTerm 1utilizes a 64character 5x 7 dot matrix liquid-

are the first general-purpose,

crystal display organized in two 32-

multiprocessor, multitasking

character lines with an underscore

operating systems for

cursor. The displayable character

microprocessors. The two are

set is the standard 96-character

equivalent at the user level. Each
one allows up to 16 CPU boards

ASCII complement.

(all 8086 or 8080/8085) to be

The TransTerm 1keyboard

placed on a common bus. The

contains 53 membrane keys in a

operating system assigns tasks to
a CPU as required: if a task wants
a CPU and one is available, that

I

1

task will run on the available CPU.
1Ve ,T

)

'

3Sum umil
iiammammumum .
L

111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111MMIIMMIBBIll
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relationship among the processors:
the same copy of MTOS runs on all
processors equally.
For information contact Bernard
Mushinsky, Industrial Programming
Inc., (515) 938-6600. [193]

typewriter-style layout.
The unit communicates in fullduplex RS-232 serial asynchronous
ASCII with 20 mA current loop or

JASPOL—a problemoriented language
JASPOL, an acronym formed
from the abbreviation of Problem

RS-422 available as options.

Oriented Language developed by

Switch-selectable baud rates of

Japan System Science Co. (JASS),

300, 1,200, 2,400, and 9,600 are

is defined as a precompiler that

included.

generates Cobol statements from

Three operating modes are
switch-selectable to allow a

source programs written in
JASPOL grammar. JASPOL is

teletypewriter-compatible mode,

basically a language for EDP

block send mode, or polled

(electronic data processing

multidropping operation (up to

applications).

sixteen units).
The unit measures 11.7" wide

JASPOL grammar is based on
Cobol and includes a pattern (main

by 6.9" deep by 1.75" high and

logic) for data processing that

consumes 10 watts of power via a

allows a user to generate programs

WordStar by

115 Vac wall plug-in transformer.

without being concerned about

rffiktoPte

only $449.00 in single quantities.

the main program controls. A

Production shipments will begin in

complete blocking of local

sil WerlOPlAt

t

AICYN

The Star Maker
MicroPro International Corporation 1299 4th Street
San Ralael CA 94901 (415) 457 8990 TEL EX 340388

Sold in English and avariety of other
languages. Available only through authorized
U.S. and international dealers and distributors.
OEM inquiries invited.
148
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The TransTerm 1is available for

February 1981.
For more information, contact

wide-band logic—a logic directs

processing such as a control level
gap ensures greater readability by

Computerwise, Inc., 4006 E. 137th

several times in these programs

Terrace, Grandview, MO 64030;

than in comparable Cobol

(816) 765-3330. [192]

programs.
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Programmers & Engineers

• fire uour
corms-options
teriminal
if you're looking for increased job satisfaction, skill-testing challenges
and extended growth potentialmVitro can de-bug your career program!
Our tradition of innovative technological advances has created an
atmosphere conducive to personal expression, ideally complemented by
our teamwork approach. We are currently seeking qualified data
processing professionals with experience in one or more of the following:
• REAL TIME PROGRAMMING
• AN/UYK-19 & 20
• CM-2/ULTRA-16
• IBM 3033
• FORTRAN/FORTRAN 77
• IBM 370/145
• PL/1
• MVS OPERATING SYSTEMS
• ALC
• TSO/WYLBUR
• COBOL
• JES 2SYSTEM
• OS JCL
• TCAM, DATACOM (DB/DC/DQ)
• SIMSCRIPT
• MINICOMPUTERS
• ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
• MILITARY SYSTEMS
• OPERATION OF COMPUTER LABS/HARDWARE

mgmfe--ab04"
—e
'e
•dmiip

!is Ale An

VITRO HAS THE KEY!
For over thirty years, Vitro has applied advanced
systems engineering technology to the design,
analysis and integration of components into
unified and effective systems on programs vital to
the Nation's defense posture. We are continually
working on state-of-the-art systems that offer
excellent opportunities for growth and
professional recognition.
We are seeking qualified programmers and
engineers for career-oriented positions that exist
due to continuing expansion. In order to qualify,
you should possess a degree in Computer
Science, or adegree in Mathematics, Engineering
or Physics with a minor in Computer Science.
Vitro offers an excellent benefits package, abroad
spectrum of advancement possibiii:ies and longterm project stability. We welcome the
opportunity to discuss with you the many

advantages of a career with Vitro and talk about
tomorrow - yours and ours. Contact Diana V.
Ramirez, Staffing Representative. TOLL FREE at
(800) 638-2901, Ext. 2104; or submit your
statement of qualifications and salary
requirements to:

•

III

AUTOMATION INDUSTRIES, INC.
Vitro Laboratories Division
Department EM-2230
14000 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H
U.S. Citizensh;p Required
Circle 149 on reader s J
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CCS
CORPORATE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC
675 Line Road, Aberdeen, New Jersey 07717 Telephone 201.583-4422
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In addition, JASPOL has such

THE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

functions as automatic transfer the

HEWLETT PACKARD 1000 USERS

VERB (including in-core sort,

HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR.

generation of wide-band logic and
sequence check, double check,
table search, and decision table)
which allows one to create the

• Interfaces to the complete HP1000 softwarn base

same processing program that

• Machine control found previously only in assembly language

occupies

1/2

to 1
/,0 the space of the

same program in Cobol. A user's

• Easily supports Structured Programming
• Includes the portable 110 Library with Printf and Scant
• Macro-prepass

own coding, which permits one to
write Cobol code directly, is also
available. If user's own coding is

• Compiles on the HP RTE-IV

increased too much, the merits of

• Allows embedded assembler

JASPOL and the program size
savings will be reduced compared
with Cobol. This is an exception,

Circle

150 on reader service card

though. On an average, JASPOL
programs are one third the size of
comparable ones written in.

Fngtnecr

Any combination of logics (such

SANTA BARBARA
Santa Barbara Research Center, an independently operated subsidiary of Hughes Aircraft Company, is located in Goleta. CA
just minutes from the University of California Santa Barbara
and convenient to the Santa Barbara Municipal Airport. SBRC
is arecognized leader in the production of infrared components,
special infrared systems, and electro-optical space instrumentation. More recently, SBRC has established a manufacturing
capability to produce intricate infrared devices on ahigh-volume
production line basis. This unique total capability makes SBRC a
valuable resource for these high-technology devices.

PROJECT ENGINEER
B.S. or M.S. in Physics, E.E. or M.E. with IR imaging and
mechanical design background. Will be responsible for taking
prototype IR imaging detectory/dewars and transitioning them
to high rate production. Experience in project/program management, line management and technical marketing support desirable.

as matching, summarizing, and
listing) are available.
Japan System Science Co., Inc.
Uchiyamashinwa Bldg., 3-5,
Kojimachi 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 102, Japan Telephone
Number: (03)263-5801 [194]

Z-80 Microcomputer
Diagnostics
Laboratory Microsystems, 4147
Beethoven Street, Los Angeles,
California 90066, announces a
complete set of diagnostic
programs for Z80 microcomputers
running under Digital Research

SBRC offers an attractive salary and benefit package, including
company paid medical, dental and vision care plans as well as a
liberal vacation package. These benefits plus agenerous relocation package should make your move to SBRC a pleasant and
challenging experience.
Send resume with salary history to: EMPLOYMENT, SANTA
BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER, 75 COROMAR DRIVE,
GOLETA, CA. 93117.

CP/M. Test configuration is
controlled from the keyboard, and
errors may be audited on the
terminal or list device. Exhaustive
tests for flexible disk drives,
memory. CPU, and serial printers
are ready for immediate shipment.
Further information and price list
are available from the address

Proof of U.S. citizenship Required
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

150
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$380.TER IAL
100's

$449.

SINGLES

The Biggest Little Deal in Terminals!

TransTerml FEATURES
The TransTerm 1 is a compact. low cost alphanumeric keyboard/display terminal designed for
efficient man-computer communications. The
TransTerm 1 consists of a two line 64 character
liquid crystal display and a 53 key TTY style keyboard packaged in a2" high by 12" wide by 7' deep
case. The terminal communicates in full duplex
RS-232 serial asynchronous ASCII with 20 ma
current loop or RS-422 available as options.
The TransTerm 1 is ideal for applications where
low cost and minimum size or portability are desirable. The TransTerm 1can be used on a horizontal
desk-top surface or mounted on a vertical plane.
Typical applications include:
Dial-up data entry/retrieval
Factory floor data collection
Portable console terminal
Microprocessor support device

Rugged Attractive Case
Compact Size (11.7" W x 6.9" D x 1.75" H)
64 Character LCD Display (5x7-0.11" w
Displays 96 ASCII Characters

x 0.18" H)

53 Key Alphanumeric Keyboard (Membrane
Audible Key-click for tactile feedback

switches)

RS-232 Serial Asynchronous ASCII Interface
Selectable baud rates (300, 1200, 2400, 9600)
Data Format -7 Data Bits, Odd Parity
Three switch selectable operating modes:
• Teletypewriter Emulation
• Block Send
• Multidrop Polled
20 ma Current Loop Interface (optional)
RS-422 Compatible Party Line (optional)
Powered by Wall Plug-in Transformer
Low Power Consumption (less than 10 watts 115VAC)
25 pin RS-232 Type Female I/O Connector
Custom Configurations Available

C0/11 UTEP117156 ;
4006 East 137th Terrace •Grandview MO 64030 • 816 765-3330
Circle
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HP/1000 USERS
ARE YOUR PROJECTS LATE BECAUSE
OF PROBLEMS MAINTAINING AND
ORGANIZING SOURCE FILES?
The Source Control System1SCONS/1000) provides the necessary tools for efficient
management of a dynamic collection of source files. SCONS/ 1000 minimizes the
problems of organizing and maintaining source files during the entire project life cycle.
FEATURES
-Allows organization of files on aper project basis.
-All revisions and releases of any number of files are
maintained simultaneously.

o

SPECIAL
ADVERTISING
SECTION

C for 68000 and VAX
C compilers for the Motorola
68000 and DEC VAX-11 are now

•Forces controlled access to "released" software for changes.

available from Whitesmiths, Ltd.

-Each user may have arestricted set of possible commands.

The compilers are supported for

-Only the differences between the old and the new files are stored.

use under Motorola's VERSA-dos

-Disc storage requirements are greatly reduced.

operating system for the 68000,

-Project may share common files. File owners can restrict access
of projects which share the files.
-Optional automatic revision level updating.
-Optional automatic insertion of current date, time, and comments
into the file.
-Batch and interactive operating modes.
-Listing. compilation or user defined operations may be performed
•on all files or subsets of all files in aproject.
•Easy to operate even by infrequent users.
For more information. call Chuck Nickerson 1201-583-4422) or write to CCS.

and for use under the DEC VMS
operating system and Western
Electric's UNIX V32 for the VAX.
This brings to four the number of
machines supported by
Whitesmiths, Ltd. portable
software, the others being the
PDP-11 family and the Intel 8080
and Zilog Z80 families.

CCS

All facilities of the complete C

CORPORATE COMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC
675 Line Road, Aberdeen, New Jersey 07747 Telephone 201.513-4422
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language are supported, including
bit fields and defined types, as
described in B. Kernighan and D.
Ritchie, The C Programming
Language, Englewood Cliffs, N. J.,

Software
Engineers
RCA Astro -Electronics has multiple openings in the
Software Engineering Department requiring 5to 15
years experience in the following areas

Spacecraft Processors
On board, real time control of spacecraft. Design and develop
software systems for spacecraft guidance, orbit maintenance.
attitude control, on board redundancy management of spacecraft
systems and on board data processing.

Aerospace Ground Equipment
Software Systems for factory and launch site spacecraft checkout.
Participate in the development of software for real time spacecraft
stimulation and monitoring and for test data reduction and display in
multi-tasking, multiple processor environments.

Mission Analysis
Develop software for orbit determination. station contact times.
trajectory optimization, mission timelines etc in support of mission
planning and spacecraft operations.

Aerospace Support Equipment
STS equipment for final checkout of spacecraft before deployment
from the Shuttle.
Qualified individuals are invited to submit their resumes to. M.A
DePaula, Dept. E. RCA As
P0 Box 800. Princeton, N.J.
08540
Equal Opportunity Employer

Prentice-Hall, 1978, the accepted
reference for C. In addition, the
compilers come with the
Whitesmiths, Ltd. Portable C
Library, which provides
approximately eighty functions
useful for string manipulation,
formatted data input/output, and
controlled storage allocation, all in
a machine-independent fashion.
Since the code produced by the
compiler is symbolic assembly
language, C programs may be
freely intermixed with assembler
code or even other languages, with
the use of suitable interface
protocols.
These products complement the
existing line of C compilers from
Whitesmiths, Ltd., including
resident compilers for the 8080
under CP/M and for the PDP-11
family under RT-11, RSX-11M,
RSTS/"E, IAS, and UNIX. Cross
compilers for the 8080 are also
available for any of the DEC

ATradition On The Move!
152
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BYTE...for the Serious
Microcomputer User.

E Two years $34

D Three years $49

Check enclosed entitles me to 13 issues for price of 12 (North America only)
[2 Bill Visa D Bill Master Charge D Bill me (North America only)
Card Number

Expiration

Signature

Naine (please print)

Address
City

State/Province/Country

Foreign Rates (To expedite service, please remit in U.S. Funds)

luni
BYTE Publications, Inc 1981
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O Canada or Mexico

One year $21 (12 issues)

O Two years $38

thu ,init11

, ystenis

journal

moll? asvaid

C One year $19 (12 issues)

8-9

800-258-5485

Fill in and mail the coupon
today Read your first copy of
BYTE. If it à everything
you expected, honor our invoice.
If disn't, just write -Cancel on the invoice and mail it
back. You won't be billed and
the first issue is yours at no
charge.

BYTE Subscription Dept. P.O. Box 590 Martinsvilie, NJ 08836
Please enter my subscription for:

.10j Sliaa.%

Mail coupon or
call us toll-free

bases, word processing, speech synthesis,
new integrated circuits, new software for
engineering, business and fun, plus do-ityourself projects of all kinds.
And if you are in the market for hardware or software, our new expanded product review section gives you the unbiased
facts.
So, if you are serious about microcomputing, get serious about BYTE.

Code

emsaawd

Do you use a personal computer for
business or pleasure? If so, join the over
one-quarter million professionals, beginners, engineers, and business people who
get the latest microcomputer information
in BYTE.
With a circulation of 170,000 and a
total readership of 320,000, BYTE is the
world's largest computer magazine. Each
month's issue brings you the latest about
graphics, mass storage, personal data

CI Three years $58

E Europe. one year (air delivered) $43
O All other countnes. one year (suriace delivered) $35. Air delivery available on request.

7F31j
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Now there's an $800
alternative to the RMX/80
Real-Time Multi-Tasking Executive
for 8080 and Z80 systems.

SPECIAL
ADVERTISING
SECTION

It's A PI X
•Faultless operation proven in world wide use
•Truly hardware independent
•Optimized for fast interrupt response
•Minimal memory requirements
•ROMable for control applications
•Terminal Handler is CP/M BDOS compatible
•Console Driver supports Intel iSBC boards
•SYSCEN speeds user system configuring
•Supports PL/M, Microsoft Fortran
and Assembler
•Source code included
•Unlimited use licence agreement
•Complete documentation

package for the 68000, including
assembler, loader, librarian, and Srecord utility, will soon be released.
Over 800 installations have been
licensed in the past two years.
Whitesmiths, Ltd. offers a variety
of licensing arrangements for the C
compilers, the simplest being a
binary license for use on a single
CPU, which costs $630 ($1,130 for
a cross plus native compiler),
including a media charge for

PASCAL interface available separately.

IL

1F

delivery on diskettes. The full
source code is available, with

KADAK Products Ltd.

internal documentation, for as little

206-1847 West Broadway Avenue,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V61 1Y5
Telephone (604) 734-2796

and sublicensing rights may also

t

CP ,M is atradenhlrk of Digital Research Corp.; RMX
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as $6,050. Maintenance, training,

itiliC arc trademark. of Imel Corp

appropriate media. [196]

f

Z-80 FORTH
$50.00

be obtained. All licenses include
user documentation and the

NEED SERVICE
ON YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION

Mainsail:
A Portable Programming
Language
XIDAK, Inc. announces the
commercial availability of the
portable programming language,
MAINSAIL. MAINSAIL facilitates

Fast, interactive, extensible,
and totally flexible. Full figFORTH and FORTH-79 vocabularies, plus extensions for access to all CP/M functions.
Uses standard CP/M compatible random access disk files for
screen storage. Distributed on
8 inch, soft sectored, single
density diskette including: interpreter/compiler, line editor,
screen editor, Z-80 Assembler,
decompiler, utilities, and demonstration programs. Sixty
page user manual. Requires
Digital Research CP/M 2.x or
MP/M 1.x. $50.00

the development of sophisticated

Electronics

4147 Beethoven Street
Los Angeles, CA 90066

operating systems. Extensive
programming language features
(i.e., dynamic data structures,

Do you want to change
your address?
Have you missed an
issue?
Was your copy damaged?

extensive string handling,
conditional compilation) are
provided that simplify the
development of large, modular
programs. Also announced are the
MAINSAIL debugger and text
editor (text editor available 3Q81),
which provide a complete
programming environment for the

CALL

Laboratory Microsystems

programs that are truly portable
across a range of processors and

(609) 448-8110*
FOR IMMEDIATE
HELP

ve

development of portable software.
Xidak Inc., 885 North San
Antonio Road, Suite 0, Los Altos,
CA. 94022; tel: (415) 948-4387
[197]

a m -4 p.m. EST
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THE ONE
YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING FOR.

The PRIME Engineering Team,
ahighly innovative group which
relies on the contributions of bright
new talent and experienced
technical staff alike.
Prime Computer designs,
manufactures and sells medium to
large scale interactive minicomputers in the end user market. In an
incredibly competitive market, our
people and our products have made
Prime one of the fastest growing
computer companies in the world.
Now more than ever, Prime
Computer is the company to join for
technical challenge and
professional advancement. We provide the
tools necessary to support and enhance your
special talents and
skills.
To learn more about
engineering opportunities at PRIME,
please forward your
resume to the appropriate recruiter
listed below.

HUN 1E
Gmiputer

Martha PolachiHardware

Glenn TinesSoftware

Charles CohenResearch and
Advanced Development

Prime Computer, Inc.
Dept. EA
500 Old Connecticut Path,
Framingham, MA 01701
Prime is an Affirmative Action Employer,
seeking outstanding individuals.

Electronics/March 10, 1981
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Reminder.
Electronics April 21
Special Advertising Section
on Personal Computers
closes March 23.
TT nlock the door to your

V company's growth and
productivity during the 80's.
Advertise in Electronics April 21
Special Advertising Section on
personal computers and enjoy
these exclusive benefits:

The Electronics audience:
•90% of Electronics readers
report that their companies currently, buy, own, rent or lease
computers, peripherals or computer services. •Over 88% of the
Electronics readers in these companies are personally involved
with computers and peripherals.
•59.3% buy microcomputers
•76.3% buy minicomputers
•79.1% buy printers •86.2%
buy terminals
New product section: each
advertiser in this Special Advertising Section can submit one new
product release, including photograph. These releases appear
under NEW PRODUCTS in this
Section according to the following
specification: the caption must
be no longer than 7lines of 46
characters per line.
Free advertisement readership study: all full-page advertising in this Special Advertising
Section will be studied for reader-

ship as part of Electronics Postcorn Study. Each advertiser in this
section will receive afree copy of
the Postcom Study.
Bonus circulation: reprints of
the Personal Computer Special
Advertising Section will be distributed to attendees at the
National Computer Conference
(NCC) in Chicago from our booth
in the personal computer area.
Exclusive reader service:
each advertisement will be coded
on the Reader Service Cards
contained for quick and easy
response.
Two, three and four color
will be offered free to all
Special Advertising Section
Advertisers. Also, there will be no
charge for bleed.

by one of the foremost
WV authors in the field Robert L.
Perry (Owning Your Own Home
Computer); this Special Advertising Section will cover all of the
dominant issues regarding personal computers since their
meteoric evolution in the 70's—
including:
What is apersonal
computer?
The short history of
personal computers.
Software growth and
development.
Personal computers in
engineering.
Personal computers in
engineering management.
Personal uses for personal
computers.

Closing date
for advertising in
this Special
Advertising Section
is March 23.

The critical business
issues.
Market trends
and growth.
The future of personal
computers.

Whether you are in software or hardware—you need to be in Electronics April 21 Special
Advertising Section on Personal Computers. After all, where does one end and the other begin?
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SPECIAL REPORT
Automating offices from top to bottom
Software architectures that integrate many new jobs are making
computer systems at home with top management and clerical workers alike
by Tom Manuel,

Computers & Peripherals Editor

D The crest of the new wave in office automation, which
is reaching into areas beyond mere word processing, is
seen in systems that comprise more than single standalone or clustered terminals. The work stations of these
new systems are tied together by local networks and
otTer avariety of capabilities such as electronic message
services, access to data bases, personal computing, and
printing. Moreover, expensive hardware resources such
as disk memories and laser printers may be shared by
Electronics/March 10, 1981

many work stations, and information may be exchanged
among them.
At the forefront in bringing the computer into the
office is the application of software architectures and the
techniques of modern computer science. Virtual memory, large addresses, partitioning, multitasking and intertask communication protocols, bit-map displays, new
data-access methods, content-addressable or associative
indexing, and a productive modular programming envi157

rience and technology in local networking, distributed
data processing, and integrated electronic office systems
is Datapoint Corp., San Antonio, Texas. Datapoint, over
several years, has gradually assembled astate-of-the-art
integrated electronic office system with local networking
used by many customers.
Keeping the improvements coming, Datapoint has
recently announced anew, very powerful, top-of-the-line
processor, the model 8800, for the Attached Resource
Computing (ARc) network (Figs. 2a and 2b). The 8800
handles 1 million instructions per second, and systems
can be created using as many processors as required-50
of them, for instance, interconnected with ARC and using
the company's new Resource Management System
(Rms) operating system, would make a computing system able to handle 50 million instructions per second,
according to Victor D. Poor, executive vice president for
research and development.
Taking aslightly different approach is Prime Computer Inc. of Natick, Mass., which added software for office
automation to its large 32-bit minicomputer systems.
Many terminals can be connected to these minicomputers and the minicomputers can be interconnected by the
1. Electronic printing press. The Xerox 8000 Network Systems
Primenet network. To the broad spectrum of dataPrint Server station delivers 12 pages per minute of high-quality
processing and business-analysis software available on
electronic laser printing for users of an Ethernet-based office system.
these systems, Prime added software for word processing
The printer is shown in the box on the right.
and for what it calls management communication and
support, which includes electronic mail, electronic filing,
ronment, for example, have been developed primarily at
and activity management. The system, like Xerox's and
universities for large computer systems. Now these techDatapoint's, is based on well-developed software.
niques have been married to the cost-effective distribThe Electronic Office Systems group of Northern
uted systems made possible by local networking and by
Telecom Inc. (formerly Northern Telecom Systems
the availability of low-cost, powerful microcomputers
Corp.), Minneapolis, Minn., was a pioneer with Dataand large but affordable quantities of memory, with the
point in distributed data processing. It has introduced
result that modular and flexible office systems are beginword-processing software (called Omniword), high-qualning to appear in the marketplace. No longer is the work
ity printers, and a powerful processor work station, the
station geared only to the secretary or clerk. The new
systems do so much that they are being perceived as a model 585. The 585 will put a new top on the line of
processors that can be interconnected with the Omnilink
necessity by top-level managers and professionals.
local network.
Who's doing what
Startup companies are also aiming at this new field.
Apollo Computer Inc. in Billerica, Mass., and ConverSome of the recent office automation product
gent Technologies, Santa Clara, Calif., have developed
announcements have come from companies with long
low-cost 16- and 32-bit microcomputer systems using
experience in office systems or distributed data processsome of the newest hardware and software architectures.
ing, who have clear commitments to supplying systems
The 32-bit Apollo Domain and the 16-bit Convergent
for the integrated office systems.
Family, like the Xerox and Datapoint systems, spring
Xerox Corp.'s Office Products division in Dallas late
from a software-based technology and a new concept in
last year introduced several office automation products
computer architecture. The architecture is basically a
with functions that can be integrated into atotal system
network of powerful personal computer work stations
through Ethernet. This is the company's well-known
with advanced software and video display techniques.
local network, which it continues to develop jointly with
Both the Apollo and Convergent systems are being marDigital Equipment Corp. in Maynard, Mass., and Intel
keted to original-equipment manufacturers as foundaCorp., Santa Clara, Calif., and is licensing at a very
tions for integrated office systems and both systems have
modest fee. The initial 8000 series contains acentralized,
agood software development environment.
sharable file storage system called a file server, a laser
printing station called a print server (Fig. 1), and comOthers get involved
munications servers. The communication servers can
Many other companies have products that automate
connect products to the net that have no built-in
parts of the office or single functions like stand-alone
Ethernet interface or they can connect individual Etherword processing. Some of the larger, more significant
nets together or to long-distance networks. Xerox's syscompanies, like IBM, DEC, Exxon, Burroughs, Honeytem is built upon asolid foundation of software technolowell, Hewlett-Packard, and Wang, offer all, or most, of
gy that it has been quietly working on for several years.
the pieces for totally integrated systems. The pieces can
Perhaps the leading company today in combined expe-
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2. Outside/inside. The powerful, 1-million-instruction-per-second Datapoint 8800 computer is shown in (a) in an office with a keyboard/dis-

play work station The interior of the compact 8800 appears in (b). The 8800 can serve other systems in the ARC network.

usually be interconnected, but these companies have not
yet taken atotal system integration approach. Undoubtedly they are working in this direction.
Wang Laboratories Inc., Lowell, Mass., long a recognized leader in clustered and stand-alone word processors as well as distributed data processing, appears to be
well on the way to a fully integrated system and is
working on local networking. International Business
Machines Corp. has issued statements of direction indicating future moves to integrate products from its three
major computer system divisions. Exxon Corp., with a
$200 million collection of businesses operating in the
information-processing field as Exxon Enterprises, New
York, has recently consolidated three of its systems
companies (Qyx electronic typewriters, Vydec word processors, and Qwip facsimile systems) into the Exxon
Office Systems Co. Initially it looks like an integration
of marketing, and probably purchasing. Integrated manufacturing will likely come later. There is no indication
how soon Exxon will be able to start integrating the
products of this new company. Exxon's Zilog Inc. in
Cupertino, Calif., offers its MCZ-2 microcomputer systems, Z-Net, and software for building office systems.
DEC, the minicomputer leader, so far is only testing
the waters in integrated office systems. The shared-logic,
word-processing systems on the PDP-11 have access to
the standard data-processing and -communications functions currently available on these systems. DEC also has
its WS200 Series of clustered word-processing systems
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and the WS78 stand-alone word-processing system,
which is price-performance—competitive with the IBM
Displaywriter and the Wangwriter.
Though no company in Western Europe is yet offering
a completely integrated office automation system tied
together with a local network, several companies clearly
have most of the pieces. West Germany's Siemens AG
offers small-business computers and word-processing
systems that communicate with each other. According to
Ian A. Galbraith, director, Communications and Information Systems division of Mackintosh International
Co., a research and consulting firm in Luton, Beds.,
England, and San Jose, Calif., the strategies of companies like Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken of the Netherlands, Nixdorf of West Germany, and Olivetti of Italy
indicate they are likely to offer integrated systems soon.
Mackintosh has recently published a report entitled
"Electronic Office Equipment—European Market
Trends to 1983."
Nexos Office Systems Ltd., Bristol, England, a company with word processing and facsimile systems, is
working on software to provide ahigher level of integration in office systems beyond text and data handling. It
is writing application software —"a mountain of software," says Chris Ellis, director of strategy at Nexos — to
add image and voice along with text and data to supply
the next level of integrated computer-based office information systems. This software is being written for the
Delta 2 computer from Delphi Communications, Los
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S. Office work. Most of the
workers in offices are not secretarial and typing personnel
and most of the work done by
the secretarial staff is not typing,

which

represents

only

1.2% of office labor costs. New
office systems must help with
numerous other functions.

Angeles (an Exxon Enterprises Co.). The architecture of
the Delta 2 computer combines the best features of a
large computer and the bandwidth and switching flexibility of a private automatic branch exchange (PAsx).
The Delta, which could be called a locally distributed
multiple computer, has avariable number (up to 32) of
six different types of processors, some of which can be
redundant, closely coupled into a single system. The
processors cannot stand alone. The computer is driven by
ahierarchical distribution of operating system functions.
Nexos has a joint development effort with Delphi
Communications for integrated office systems. No products have been announced. Nexos has also acquired the
European manufacturing and marketing rights for the
Delta 2computer.
For non-typists
The approach being taken by Nexos is particularly
important in Europe. "While it may be acceptable to put
CRT terminals with keyboards on the desks of middle
managers in the U. S.," Ellis says, "it won't work for the
average European middle manager. In the U. S. you
already have acritical mass of those managers who have
been exposed to terminals and can type, at least minimally, but not in Europe. It would probably be exaggerating to say that 5% of middle managers in Europe can
type." If the manager cannot or does not want to type,
then how can he add his comments to a computerized
message displayed on his screen? He will add what Ellis
calls a"voice note," which gets digitized and distributed
with the text message (and perhaps also an image message) within the network.
Governments in several Western European countries
are sponsoring and investing in programs for office automation. For example, the French government is investing
at least the equivalent of $250 million to develop an
electronic office equipment industry. The Swedish government, through Televerket, the country's telephone
company, has apolicy of encouraging office automation
and has been conducting an experiment for several years,
called Office 85, that is unique in Europe. Some of the
participating companies have been Philips, Telefon
AB L NI Ericsson, Stockholm, and Xerox.
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Fujitsu America Inc.'s Word Machine terminal for
and IBM-compatible systems and the companion
application software from Fujitsu running on the mainframe deliver acombination of office services. The package includes word processing, electronic filing, message
and document distribution, and data processing.
The term office automation is somewhat misleading.
The integrated electronic office systems do not replace
office workers. Rather they perform functions that can
increase the productivity of all in the office— from clerks
and secretaries to top management —by assisting with
mundane tasks that must be done every day. Much of
this work involves handling information in large quantities, in forms such as the written word, numerical data,
and voice messages. The goal of electronic office systems
is to manage this information quickly and efficiently
freeing the office worker for more thinking and decision
making.
IBM

Delegating the details
The machines can gather, file, store, process, retrieve,
and move information. They can perform most of the
details of information sharing and delivering messages—
getting the right information to the right place at the
right time. This is the most time-consuming office activity, so automating these functions will improve productivity the most.
In so-called word processing, the actual typing of
letters and documents is a small part of the picture.
Estimates have put the cost of typing at only alittle over
1% of the total white-collar labor costs (see Fig. 3).
Looking for information, sending or receiving messages,
getting signatures and approvals, mailing, and playing
telephone tag takes up most of the time. Systems to aid
in these areas also offer great potential for saving and
productivity.
The telephone, the typewriter, and the copy machine
have improved office productivity in the past, but new
tools are needed. Computers—ubiquitous in data processing and factory automation—must address mundane
office tasks like the following: electronic message service;
electronic filing and retrieval; printing and copying; and
integrating information from analysis, modeling, person-
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al computing, and data processing into formal reports
and informal messages.
Advanced operating software such as Xerox's Pilot
operating system, the Mesa language, and the rest of the
tools in this powerful programming environment make
highly integrated electronic office systems possible. This
programming environment and the operating features of
Pilot enable Xerox to offer products in an integrated
office system like the one it announced in December and
will permit it to offer quick and cost-effective enhancements as well.
Xerox spent about four years developing its software
base for office systems. Its goal was to apply computer
science to office automation. "Computing, in the strict
data-processing sense, has been almost unaffected by
computer science. But that study's techniques are the
fundamental principles needed for office automation,"
according to David Liddel, vice president and general
manager of Xerox's Office Systems business unit.
What is different about the Xerox approach? "Well,
we took networking, a 10-year-old notion, and applied
the concept to powerful personal computers at each
terminal," says Liddel. Then, more significantly, the
firm looked at software from a different perspective.

202 -MEGABYTE
DISK

WORK
STATIONS

"We took the idea that software has a long life—it
transcends hardware life—and developed some to provide a system software development environment for
production of modular, long-lived application software
that would be hardware-independent. With its rapid
development cycles, the hardware for these applications
could be redone every few years and we would use
memory instead of logic wherever possible."
The projects at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
and their Office Systems Business Unit development
group, also in Palo Alto, involved development of the
Ethernet local networking scheme, the Alto personal
computer, the Pilot operating system, and the Mesa
programming language—though the Alto is purely an
experimental computer. All these projects have been
thoroughly tested within Xerox by the groups that developed them, using what they had already done to bootstrap further development—a method that helped make
them more productive in pushing the system further. The
work has also been tested at over 1,500 other Xerox
offices (all interconnected with Ethernets) and in several
large test installations outside of Xerox, including the
Boeing Co. in Seattle, Wash., the U. S. Congress, the
Office of the White House, and Sweden's Office 85
project, which included AB Volvo. Pilot and Mesa are
used in the new 8000 series products and undoubtedly
will be the basis of future products, such as work stations
and new servers.
Pilot has important features for apersonal computing
environment. It is a virtual-memory, single-language
system containing a simple but powerful file system,
data streams, network communication, and concurrent
programming support. It is closely coupled with Mesa,

—MODEM
4. Growing up gracefully. With several new office automation systems, like those offered by Datapoint, users can start with a small
configuration like the single 8800 processor system in (a) and grow

DATAPOINT 8800
PROCESSOR
(256 K BYTES)

incrementally into one like the multiprocessor system in (b).
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jai)»
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PROCESSOR
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ARC NETWORK

\
\
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(1,024-K BYTES)

- •
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DATAPOINT 3800
PROCESSOR
1128 -K BYTES)
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PROCESSOR
1128 -K BYTES)
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5. Task force. Prime's Office Automation System software has many functions to help with the large variety of office tasks. It automates
much of the information management for an office far beyond word processing and is oriented toward managers and professionals.

the system's only programming language. Now that it is
economically feasible to dedicate a powerful personal
computer to each user, Xerox decided to design a complete software system to optimize service to that user and
also function as the user's representative in a large
community of autonomous personal computers and other
information resources.
The hierarchical virtual memory of up to 2" 16-bit
words is mapped into a large, essentially unbounded file
space. At the Pilot level, the file system is a simple
primitive for accessing large amounts of information in
large files that have no recognized relationships. File
structuring is left to applications programs. Mesa is a
modular high-level systems programming language
designed to work with Pilot. It has full data typing like
Pascal; interfaces and communications features that support the separate development and subsequent system
integration of modules; and asource language debugger.

Like Xerox, Datapoint has invested many years and
much money in developing and testing the software
needed to evolve the integrated electronic office. But
unlike Xerox, Datapoint has asubstantial customer base
using fully commercial products functioning as integrated electronic office systems that it has introduced
over several years. These products, interconnected
through its four-year-old local network ARC , represent
several stages in the evolution of integrated office systems. The latest additions to the Datapoint systems came
last fall. They include the flexible, multitasking,
resource-sharing RMS operating system; a contentaddressable data-access method, Associative Index
Method (AIM ); and a new processor handling 1million
instructions per second, the model 8800.
Also taking the approach that software is long-lived
whereas hardware tends to be the opposite, Datapoint
engineers designed RMS for a 10-to-20-year life. It is an
advanced operating system with flexibility at the user
Laying the foundation
program side that isolates the processor-dependent part
This kind of software development and operating enviin as small a module as possible. The nucleus, which
ronment, coupled with powerful microcomputers and a allocates resources and performs controlling, monitoring,
high bandwidth network, lets Xerox offer a series of scheduling, and dispatching tasks and activities, is a
relocatable library file. For RMS to run on a new Datacompatible products that can serve as building blocks for
auser beginning an office automation system on asmall
point processor, only the nucleus library needs to be
scale and building it incrementally, up to large completechanged—the rest of RMS and all application programs
remain untouched.
ly integrated systems.
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Bringing data-base management up to date
Like many other software solutions of computer science
origin, data-base management systems were developed
for large mainframe systems and tend to be elegant but
inefficient. But with larger and larger amounts of data
being kept in office systems, much more efficient datamanagement techniques will be needed. Enter a new
concept: the data-base machine, which implements a
proven software solution in specialized hardware and
microcode. The machine offloads the data-management
function from the central processing unit and puts it in a
special processor between the CPU and the disks, much
as the communications processors, or front-ends, took the
communications load from the CPU.
This hardware implementation of a software solution
from computer science, in the form of a relational database management system, may be applied to distributed,
integrated electronic office systems. A new company,
Britton-Lee Inc. of Los Gatos, Calif., is now delivering the
first test units of the IDM 500 data-base machine—an

ideal component for addition to medium-sized and large
integrated office systems as a central file system and
central store for an electronic message service.
The IDM 500 is a Z8000-based data-base processor
capable of processing .3 million instructions per second. It
interfaces easily with the processor in an office system
network through astandard IEEE 488 bus on one side and
with any standard storage module disk drive on the other.
The key to its effectiveness is its ability to do the datamanagement processing on the disk byte stream in real
time at the disk speed. For larger and faster disks, a
data-base accelerator option —a hardwired emitter-coupled-logic-based microcoded processor with a 100-nanosecond bus—is available for an additional $10,000. Optimized for data-base processing, it can perform at an
incredible 10 million instructions per second. The basic
IDM 500 costs $50,000. Britton-Lee is working on asecond model, ascaled-down version that will be priced in the
$15,000-to-$20,000 range.

The system is somewhat like a super traffic cop. One
Most importantly, effective office systems must mainof its key functions is organizing independent processes
tain flexibility in reorganizing network resources to
define atask only at the time it is to be done. Datapoint's
and all the traffic among them. RMS breaks the computer apart at the transaction level so users and user
Associative Index Method system for information
programs can define the system environment at the time
retrieval creates the index when the request is made. No
the task is defined. For applications such as office autofixed indexing structures have to be created when the
mation, it is not possible to plan the system environment
information is stored. When data is stored, the criteria or
in advance and build a fixed system to perform the
combination of key words the future recovery of that
predefined job because no one knows in advance what
information will require is unknown. The person or the
the tasks are going to be.
program who will request recovery is usually also
One of the major challenges in the development of unknown. Aim provides a flexible information retrieval
resource for an integrated office system.
RMS was managing the traffic among tasks. The system
had to be designed so that the traffic could move
Starting small
smoothly, quickly, with no bottlenecks or locks among a
great many processes requiring resources that can be
The compatibility and integration of Datapoint prodlocated anywhere in the network. This took several years
ucts—two of Datapoint's specialties (two others, also
of work, point out company officials.
important, are good access methods and good local disThe multitasking and partitioning is general. Interprotribution systems) — let customers start their office system very small, add to it in small increments, and build it
cess communication is made through the network protocol. Two programs can communiCate with each other on
into as large and complex asystem as they need (Fig. 4).
the same processor or on different processors; they can
Prime Computer has taken adifferent tack. It built its
also be on the same processor one day and on different
complete, highly integrated Office Automation System
processors the next without changing any software. Mulon its Prime 50 Series multifunctional 32-bit supertitasking and interprocess communication is done
minicomputer systems. Using the extensive software
through Unix-like pipes; but the RMS pipes are more
base and the Primenet networking of these systems,
general and flexible. RMS removes task interconnection
Prime developed office system software for managers
and partitioning from processor dependence—there is no
and professionals in large companies, as well as for the
longer adirect processor-to-partition correspondence.
secretaries and clerks. For the managers, the system goes
The capabilities of RMS combine with those of the
well beyond word processing, combining electronic mail,
2.5-megabit-per-second Advarlotd Resource Computing
correspondence management with filing and retrieval
network and processors and terminals of varying capabilcapabilities, an electronic in-tray, calendar management,
ities (including the powerful new 8800) so that every
appointment scheduling, and a tickler file. It also conterminal, intelligent or not, has access to every function
tains an advanced text management system with multiin the net or any service connected to the net. For
ple dictionaries for proofreading (Fig. 5).
example, a black box supplying a new service like an
Each user has access to two modes of operation — the
office automation mode and the data-processing mode.
ARC Communications and Emulation software package
The file structure and data-access methods are common
that emulates an IBM 3270 communications display
terminal can be installed in an ARC network processor,
and there is a function to move files back and forth
and immediately every terminal can look like a 3270 to
between the two modes. In the data-processing mode, the
user can access all Prime data-processing languages,
an IBM computer system.
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display screen, and apull-out alphanumeric keyboard. It
is connected to aPABX such as Northern Telecom's SL-1
just as if it were a telephone—which it is, and much
more. It accesses systems for message sending, meeting
scheduling, word processing, filing, business system
modeling, timesharing, and data-base management.
The use of PABXS and existing two-wire telephone
cabling to carry and switch data as well as voice is an
example of another beginning trend. The NTI experimental terminal, which the company declines to photograph
for publication, is atelephone with astandard handset as
well as a full-function terminal connected to the world
through one two-wire cable. This trend, however, will not
make high-bandwidth local area computer networks
obsolete. These will still be used where the terminals are
powerful personal computers in an integrated resourcesharing system requiring much broader bandwidth than
the two-wire cable can muster.
Also for OEMs

Apollo Computer and Convergent Technologies are
also offering distributed systems with many advanced
architectural software and hardware concepts that could
be used by OEM companies as a base for automated
integrated office system for the 1980s. These systems
have distributed functionality, modular expansion, and a
good software development environment, like the complete office systems of Xerox and Datapoint but without
apollo computer
the office automation application software.
The basic features of the Apollo Domain system are a
6. Many faces. The screen of the Apollo Computer bit-map display
dedicated central processing unit with ahigh-speed bitis divided into as many subscreens as needed to display the operamap display for each user; an integral high-performance
tion of all the concurrent processes. The screen shown has six areas:
local network; aprocessor-independent high-level design
one across the top, one along the bottom. and four in the middle.
of virtual memory, global network address space, operatapplications, and communications functions, including ing system and languages, network protocol, and stanfinancial modeling and data-base management systems. dard multibus I/O; and use of advanced hardware techThese give akind of personal computing facility to help nologies such as VLSI CPUs and Winchester disks.
The bit-map display of the Domain system, as in the
management and workers use their time better. Prime's
concept of effective office automation is similar to that other systems that have it, is afldible, effective interacof other leading companies, including person-to-person tive user interface. Different windows on the screen keep
messages, better management communication, personal the user aware of what is going on in the various concurcomputing and information retrieval, and access to the rent processes in the system. The display system has a
company's data-processing functions, with word process- bit-map memory in asquare array of 1,024 bits on each
side. Of these, 800 by 1,024 bits are constantly refreshed
ing taking adiminished, but still important, role.
on a bit-map cathode-ray-tube display. The remaining
Easy for executives
224 by 1,024 bits store avariety of character fonts and
The company's manager of office automation prod- symbols. A hardware bit mover within the CPU can move
ucts, Peter J. Schlegel, says that "management and a rectangular area of any size from any place on the
professional people will accept and welcome terminals at screen to any other place on the screen at a rate of 32
their desks once they see what they will do for them as megabits per second —"fast enough so that displays can
part of an integrated system, especially in electronic mail be switched as fast as TV programs can switch cameras,"
and personal computing capabilities." Prime's manage- says David L. Nelson, vice president for systems development, all the way to the top—including Kenneth G. ment at Apollo.
The display memory and program memory are on
Fisher, president and chief executive officer—makes
separate buses. But they share the same address space,
effective use of the in-house office automation system.
Most companies will automate offices incrementally, so the CPU can instantaneously access display memory
and aterminal on every desk is along way off. However, and alter its contents. The bit mover can move rectangles
the trend is evident, and the coming desktop terminals from display memory to program memory, where the
may very well resemble the experimental terminal being CPU efficiently performs operations on displayed infordeveloped and tested at the Electronic Office Systems mation such as an exclusive OR on two or more graphic
group of Northern Telecom. This terminal looks like a representations. Then the information moves quickly
call-director telephone but has more buttons, a small back to the display to show the resulting graph. The CPU
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can access program memory, the display memory can
refresh the CRT display, and the bit mover can be moving
rectangles around the screen or into or out of program
memory, all in parallel and without interference.
Because of this parallelism and the Domain operating
system, many concurrent programs can be executing for
each user and each program activity can be displayed in
an independent rectangular window on the screen —a
facility that could be called virtual terminals—as seen in
Fig. 6. Apollo calls the windows pads, because they are
like pads of paper with one page visible at a time. The
multitasking, multidisplay Domain system allows several
pads to be "on the desk" at one time. The user environment at the screen is a three-dimensional volume: 800
bits across, 1,024 bits vertically, and as many bits deep
as needed.
Convergent's computer architecture is also based on
the concept of transferring intelligence from the customary CPU to highly intelligent distributed work stations.
The Convergent system has a desktop minicomputer
for single users networked with other work stations and
servers and powered by an advanced "premier" 16-bit
operating system. The real-time, multitasking CTOS
operating system is a set of processes communicating
through a precisely specified message-passing protocol.
"Because it is message-based, the operating system can
be distributed over the network," says Ben Wegbreit,
vice president of sales and marketing and designer of the
operating system.
Making the connections
CTOS was planned from the beginning to be distributed over local and, eventually, long-distance networks.
The distributed operating system is like aspinal cord to
the collection of single-user minicomputers that make up
the system. "We have really distributed the operating
system," says Wegbreit.
Though the hardware technologies used by Convergent Technologies will change, the operating system
architecture will remain stable. Software supported by
the operating system will remain compatible across the
product line and across time. The software base can
evolve and grow while old software that is useful continues to serve unchanged.
The Convergent family of systems will offer anetwork
consisting of work stations with one minicomputer, one
CRT display, and one keyboard for one user; the CTOS
operating system; high-level languages (Cobol, Fortran,
Pascal, and Basic); adata-base management system; and
adata-communication foundation. OEM companies and
large end users will supply application software.
When asked why they developed this type of system,
Allen Michels, Convergent's president and cofounder,
indicated that it was to satisfy the public's voracious
appetite for computational and informational power.
"Look, for example, at the big demand for Apple computers and the IBM Displaywriter." The Displaywriter,
an entry-level, stand-alone word-processor system
announced by IBM in June of last year, is now, according
to industry sources, in anine-month order backlog. More
and more users are demanding that higher rates of
valuable information be made available in various forms,
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7. A boon in the office. The complete personal minicomputer for
office use from Convergent Technologies is a three-piece desktop
arrangement of keyboard, screen, and computer with lectern face.
Disk drives are in floor-standing cabinets that fit neatly beside adesk.

such as business graphics in almost real time.
"A second trend, complementary to this computational voracity, is the plummeting price of computation,"
says Michels. Convergent's logical conclusion was to put
big computational power right on the desk.
Its desktop minicomputer is packaged in an ergonomically designed three-piece system. It has a rotating and
tilting CRT display, adetached keyboard, and a lectern
enclosure, with clips for holding documents, that houses
the processor electronics (Fig. 7). It uses asmall amount
of desk space and creates a logical triangular relationship between the operator's eye, the display, and the
lectern, Wegbreit points out. For a minimum of desk
space, one model comprises simply the display and keyboard for the desk, with a floor-standing enclosure for
the electronics.
The market outlook
Most analysts agree that the market potential for
office automation is very large. It is difficult, however, to
find any two observers who agree on the definition of the
market. Strategic Inc., the San Jose, Calif., market
research firm, in a report released last November on
local area networks, has based its definition upon what it
considers the dominant long-term technical solution to
office automation—the distributed-control local networks with intelligent devices attached.
The report projects that this market, including that for
the attached intelligent equipment, will reach $200 million by 1985 and $1 billion in 1990. It goes on to say that
less than 2% of the potential market will be penetrated
by 1985 and 3% will be tapped by the end of the decade.
According to other sources, the word processing market will be close to $1.5 billion and the small-business
computer market may be about $3 billion in 1981, but
these two markets overlap considerably.
D
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Don't keep buying expensive nitrogen when you can generate
it from air with anew Kemp 595! Just plug it in and it's ready to
work for you. A feedstock of clean, compressed air is all it
takes to produce pure gaseous bk. Absolutely no heat.., no
fuel consumption ...no refrigeration needed.
The new 595 is the most modern approach to

N2

generation.

Kemp's unique engineering expertise has combined the technology of the world leaders in sieve separation with the latest
advances in adsorption/catalysis. The result? New Kemp 595
for nitrogen from air, with BF- nitrogen enrichment. You can
count on it!
Get all the facts about generating nitrogen from air. Write
The C. M. Kemp Manufacturing Co., Glen Burnie, MD 21061.
Or phone 301-761-5100.
Kemp's complete line of Inert and nitrogen gas generators Includes
DCV generators, PH generators, and Molecular Sieve Adsorption and
MEA Nitrogen Generators.

Portable software for electronic mail
makes it hardware-independent
Word processing and data-base management
add to the message system's usefulness
by John M. McQuillan and David C. Walden,
III Advances in digital equipment design, large-scale
integration, distributed processing, and programming
languages are providing local and nationwide, private
and public data networks with communication capabilities unavailable only afew years ago. The latest of these
developments is the first computer-based message system (cems) capable of running on virtually any computer or terminal. Called InfoMail, it is an application
software package from BBN Information Management
Corp. designed to work on already installed computer
bases, ranging from the single host with single or multiple applications to the multiple host and all types of
coaxial cable and fiber-optic local networks.
A CBMS is essentially an electronic mail system that
also incorporates word-processing capabilities and database management for storage and retrieval of information. This integration of electronic mail with the word
and data processing so necessary for the industrial
research and development laboratory, factory, or office

BBN Information Management Corp., Cambridge, Mass.

of the future can save hours of time for its user. It is also
of interest to original-equipment manufacturers who are
involved in the various forms of local networks, in
distributed-processing work stations, terminals and computers, and in word-processing gear and software. These
suppliers need to know how a hardware-independent
message- and data-handling system functions so that
they may incorporate it, or similar software packages of
their own design, in their equipment. Alternatively, they
may wish to make their gear as compatible with InfoMail as possible.
InfoMail may be thought of as a kind of electronic
mail, although it is more than that. Electronic mail is a
catch-all term for many different kinds of messagesending technology, ranging from facsimile to communicating word processors to telex systems and now to
computer-based message systems (see "A long time coming"). Even with this broad range of technologies, it is
possible to define electronic mail as simply any electron-

A long time in coming
The computer-based message system, or CBMS, owes its
existence to the store-and-forward message-switching
systems that were introduced in the early 1960s and form
the basis for telex and TWX technology. These systems
computerize the store-and-forward process but offer relatively poor user services. For example, users must manually check the reliability of the messages as they come in,
number them, and log them. The systems have a limited
editing capability, and a complicated approach to
addressing other users—factors that today's computerbased message systems handle automatically.
InfoMail, BBN Information Management Corp.'s portable software product for sophisticated electronic mail, was
developed as a result of parent company Bolt Beranek
& Newman Inc.'s experience on the first packet-switching network, Arpanet, where programming is dependent
on a specific central processing unit. Then in 1971, the
first network-oriented CBMS was installed on several Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-10 computers in the network.
This message system, though primitive by today's standards, was successful. It led to a second and finally third
generation of CPU-dependent software dubbed Hermes.
This is running at 15 Arpanet installations, supporting
several thousand people.
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How much does It cost?
If the InfoMail computer-based message system (cBms)
software package is installed on an in-house computer
system, the one-time license fee is in the range of $20,000
to $75,000. The exact amount depends on the computer
and the capabilities needed. An adequate level of computer power and enough terminals so that the user population
has ready access is assumed to be in place.
A rule of thumb is that a medium-sized mainframe
computer can support several hundred CBMS users. With
such an installation, senior-level users will have their own

ic system for transmitting information from asender to a
receiver in the form of a message. Like many such
systems, therefore, InfoMail uses computer networking
to assist in message delivery. But unlike them, it is also a
computer-based message system (c8ms) —one that helps
compose and store messages in electronic mailboxes
assigned to each end user.
It therefore adds word processing to assist in message
composition and data base management for storing and
retrieving information in the electronic mailboxes. InfoMail provides these services plus the networking at acost
estimated to be 50 cents a message (see "How much
does it cost?" above).
Documents, files, and forms
To assist in message composition, the InfoMail software has features dubbed documents, files, and forms
after the actual inputs with which each is concerned.
In InfoMail, any document can be referred to electronically as an ordered set of named fields of information. For example, it may have fields of information
labeled "date," "to," "from," and "subject," whereas
other documents such as customer orders might have
fields like "part number," "order number," and "quantity." Sometime in the future, aCBMS will be able to send
and receive documents in which some fields contain
information that is not even in text form. For example,
document fields might include voice messages, facsimile
pages, or even computer programs to be executed when
the message is received.
Documents are stored in a data base to which InfoMail gains access by a hash key. A hash key resembles
an address and consists of a unique document identifier
or the combination of the identifier and a field name.
Thus, even a randomly chosen document may be
accessed quickly.
Documents are stored in the computer with data structures that permit other fields of the same document to be
found quickly once any field is found. Thus, the system
can access a random list of documents or all the documents within that random list having acommon field.
A single systemwide data base of permanent documents is shared by all users of InfoMail. In such asetup,
the space needed for document storage is kept to a
minimum, documents are transferred rapidly from one
user to another, and communications overhead is
reduced. Moreover, asingle user may easily store copies
of agiven document in several of his files.
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terminals. More junior CBMS users will share terminals with
one or two others.
The overall cost (not counting labor) of asystem of this
type is estimated by sources independent of BBN to be in
the range of $0.50 per message. This is a low permessage cost and compares favorably with the cost of
alternatives such as memorandums, telephone calls, and
telex messages. However, the real advantage of CBMS lies
not in the cost but in the time saved and the increased
capabilities for meaningful and accurate communication.

A CBMS like InfoMail must also support files for all of
the different types of information that can be sent in a
document. In InfoMail, these files consist of ordered lists
of document identifiers, plus the documents, or identifiers of other files, plus the files. Data-base storage by
the CBMS means that the files may efficiently be created,
retrieved, modified, and deleted. Documents and files
may also be inserted and deleted at any position within a
file that contains them. Because files may contain other
files, InfoMail supports a hierarchical file structure,
which models conventional paper-handling systems.
Copies of the same document may be in several files
since this, too, models the conventional approach.
The final building block to go along with documents
and files is a forms capability. Software forms are the
electronic equivalent of the fill-in-the-blank form that is
common for many applications such as engineering
change orders and requisitions. InfoMail provides a
forms capability as easy to use and as general as making
up aform on paper. In the future a"smart" form will be
developed by BBN. It will have the intelligence for handling the information it contains— for example, by asking different questions depending on the answers it has
obtained to earlier ones.
Forms are ageneral mechanism for entering data into
documents or creating data (for example, by collecting
statistics) or for displaying the contents or partial contents of documents. For instance, when a user creates
and sends a memorandum by specifying the "to," "subject," "date," and "from" fields and the body of the
memorandum, he or she is filling in aform.
In addition, the forms capability makes it possible to
vary the display of documents. As a result, it is easy for
the user to reformat documents—for example, by printing only afew of the fields in each of aset of documents.
The same capability also transforms documents into
other documents. For example, with it a user can add
new fields to aset of existing document.
User to user
Besides assisting the user in message composition, the
CBMS must be able to help in message delivery by
optimizing communication between users. For a user to
communicate with another person, any document to be
sent must have some address fields ("to," "forwarded
to:" or "cc:"). Specific addresses in address fields may
be the name (or alias) of an individual user or of an
address list or of a file user (a file tag). Though this last
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1. Multiple modules. There are seven software modules in the InfoMail computer-based message system. These are written in Ratfor and are
designed with appropriate interfaces for operation independently of the type of computer or terminals used in the communication network.

feature is not yet available on InfoMail, ultimately InfoMail will be able to send documents to individuals,
address lists, files, and combinations of these.
There will be no distinctions apparent to the user
between addresses for individual users, user aliases,
address list names, and file tags. Thus they may be
mingled at will in the address fields. However, interuser
communications does make a distinction between the
physical address (the computer in which the user's mailbox is stored, plus his account name or number there)
and the user name. This later label may be the person's
name and/or other identifying information like adepartment number. The software simply looks up user names
in its directory to convert them into physical addresses.
As a result, two users may exchange messages without
knowing where each other's mailbox is located.
The process interface
In some instances an InfoMail user may find it desirable to interface other software to the CBMS directly. For
example, he may have aprogram that prepares amonthly summary of alarge body of (say) production data that
is sent to a number of other persons. In one approach,
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the user's program creates a computer file, turns it into
an InfoMail document, and then sends that document to
the distribution list. However, if the user's program
automatically produced the summary, the program could
instruct InfoMail to send the document automatically to
the distribution list. In this case, what is known as a
process interface gives external programs access to InfoMail. With this interface, a program can call up as
subroutines the various commands the user normally
types in.
Networking arrangements
While handling documents, files, forms, communications between users, and other program interfaces, the
CBMS must, as mentioned earlier, operate in many different computer architectures. Of all these possibilities,
the most common in major corporations is one that has a
number of different long-distance and local networks
provided by different vendors. In some cases these overlap and interconnect.
The installation of the CBMS on a number of separate
computers linked by communications lines raises the
question of computer communication. The InfoMail pro-
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cedure is based on what is called an application protocol
for exchanging messages—a protocol that is independent
of the physical path that connects the two computers,
which may be adirect line.
The layered approach to computer communications, in
which application software is independent of the physical
mode of communications, is by now universally accepted
as anecessary design principle in this area. Well-known
examples of such layered communications protocols
include the International Standards Organization's Reference Model, the X.25 of the International Consultative
Committee on Telegraphy and Telephony, and International Business Machines Corp.'s System Network
Architecture (sNA).
Internal modules
InfoMail's application software system comprises aset
of modules that provide all the software paths between a
terminal and a controlling computer. For example, the
terminal module (Fig. 1) is an operating system for data
or message entry. It controls the user terminal and
interacts with the human operator through what is called
the stream uo interface. Through a virtual terminal
interface, the terminal module communicates with the
user interaction module.
The user interaction module accepts user commands
and parses them (breaks them into computer-usable
components) while supplying default arguments (ambiguity decisions) where possible. In addition, it assists
the user in anumber of ways—it permits him or her to

edit and repeat incorrectly typed commands, provides
lists of command options, and gives examples and
descriptions of commands.
The user interaction module interfaces with the user
terminal and the user semantics modules. It also handles
astandard set of terminal routines that isolate the rest of
the InfoMail system from the idiosyncrasies of the host
computer's 1/0 systems. This is one key to the CBMS's
portability from computer to computer. Between the
user interaction module and the semantics module, an
interface passes commands that are independent of terminal type, syntactically correct, and in a highly structured format.
For its part, the semantics module takes care of user
manipulation of the documents and files discussed earlier. It executes the commands the user gives and enforces
the rules about what a user can and cannot do with
documents and files. Furthermore, the semantics module
handles certain defaults that are beyond the capability of
the user interaction module.
The semantics module is coupled by the execution
interface to the execution module. This module provides
a number of important subroutines that can be called
either by the semantics module or by the periodic process
module. It includes subroutines for sending and receiving
documents, editing documents and files, interpreting
forms, and establishing compatibility with host computer
operating system files. Many of the future CBMS enhancements that were mentioned earlier will be handled
by this module.

What is Ratfor?
The high-level language Ratfor (for Rational Fortran) is
one of the best known of a number of available Fortran
preprocessors. A preprocessor shields the user from many
of Fortran's deficiencies while keeping its chief advantages. Fortran is in widespread use, and high-quality compilers are available for it. Ratfor permits the Fortran programmer to use structured programming (commands such
as while, for, if/else, switch) and long mnemonic variable
and routine names. These facilities enable programs to be
written rapidly.
The programmer's code, written in the Ratfor language,
is translated into conventional Fortran code by a Ratfor
preprocessor. From there, the code is compiled into an
executable program by the available Fortran compiler.
Although this makes program compilation a two-step process, experience has shown it is more than worth the extra
cost in terms of shorter development times, easier program maintenance, and better programmer morale.
Portable software. The chief advantage of Ratfor software for computer-based message systems is program
portability. There are substantial differences in different
Fortran compilers and in the underlying machine characteristics. Worse yet, Fortran programs may take advantage of special machine characteristics like floating word
or character size that may not be easily transferable.
Users of Ratfor have aimed at software portability from
the outset. They have chosen standard versions of the
language and avoided features that cannot be accommodated uniformly by the different Ratfor-to-Fortran preprocessors. Furthermore, since Ratfor can be used as a
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system programming language, Ratfor preprocessors are
written in Ratfor itself, easing the bootstrapping process to
new computers. And finally, some Ratfor preprocessors
produce output in other languages such as Bliss or PL-1,
which of course signifies even greater possibilities for
Ratfor portability.
Features. One of Ratfor's major features is that it paccz
many lines of the source program (assignment statements
and subroutine call statements) directly through to Fortran
without translation. Thus, if the user wants to maximize
portability, he must avoid using the most machine-dependent Fortran statements (input/output, character handling). They must be handled with calls to appropriate
subroutines and functions.
To date, Ratfor has not dealt cleanly with Fortran's
deficiencies in string handling and pointer manipulation.
The user expecting to write high-performance portable
systems programs in Ratfor will have to adopt appropriate
data structures and programming conventions to work
around these problems.
Fortunately, it is easy to learn about Ratfor. Major
system programs have been written in Ratfor (and other
Fortran preprocessors) by a number of groups over the
last several years. Ratfor and its use in creating portable
software is discussed in "Software Tools," edited by Brian
Kernighan and P. J. Plauger and published by AddisonWesley Publishing Co. in 1976. Also concerned with Ratfor
is the advanced systems group in the computer science
and applied mathematics department of the University of
California at Berkeley.
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Why does electronic mail fail?
Some trials of computer-based message systems, or
CBMSs, have failed. There are several reasons for this. If
the computer is too slow, people will not want to use it. If
the computer has too much downtime, people become
discouraged. Certainly, if it destroys messages or loses
files, they stop using it.
But the most common reason people give for not using
aCBMS is that they are "too busy to use it." Yet aCBMS
is designed to cut, not increase the communications burden. In fact, Bolt Beranek & Newman Inc. has determined

The information management module provides adatabase management system suited for a CBMS. In asense,
the information management module is the memory
system for ahypothetical computer designed to manipulate documents and files. In turn, the programs that call
this module can be thought of as the equivalent of the
instruction set for the hypothetical computer. The information management module provides a highly structured capability for creating, retrieving, modifying, and
deleting documents and files.
The information management module may be called
by the semantics, the execution, or the periodic process
module. It provides astandard interface that isolates the
InfoMail system from the idiosyncrasies of the host
computer file system, just as the user interaction module
isolates InfoMail from the host system's terminals. This
isolation from the host hardware is key to InfoMail's
portability.
Two more
The periodic process module handles those InfoMail
functions that are executed periodically rather than at
the user's command. These functions are either short- or
long-term. The short-term periodic processes include the
transfer of documents between users and the polling of
the interfaces in order to transmit messages between
computers by InfoMail; these processes are attempted at
some appropriate frequency. The long-term periodic processes include housekeeping of the InfoMail systemwide
document data base and document retrieval from computer archives.
The last of the software modules, the maintenance
module, runs manually as needed. It adds users to the
system, changes the user directory, compiles new forms,
and carries out other functions that must be provided by
a system operator. Almost all the software in these
modules is written in Ratfor, astructured programming
language that a preprocessor translates into a standard
version of Fortran (see "What is Ratfor?", p. 170).
Applications beyond just mail
Today it is highly feasible to organize a research and
development facility, laboratory or office around aCBMS
like InfoMail. Yet many companies have still to adopt
the CBMS technology, and some have tried and failed
(see "Why does it fail?" above). In a typical working
installation, members of the technical and engineering
staff use the CBMS for daily communication on their
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that failure usually relates to some unhappy experience in
using the system.
For example, engineers may have used the system and
had a hardware problem, or they have made a mistake
and have not been able to correct it. Moreover, they may
not have had adequate training and introduction to the
system, or rriay simply be afraid to try it. An equipment
manufacturer planning to install aCBMS or an engineeruser who wants one in his office must remember to give
beginning users enough help.

projects, for exchanging drafts of reports, and even for
transmitting modules of software. Management uses it
for project control, for work assignments, and for staying
in touch with activities of the staff. Moreover, many
professional staff members have terminals both in the
office and at home, so the home can be used as a work
place when necessary.
Manufacturers of original equipment can install a
CBMS capability in their computers, distributed processing stations or networks, to create systems they then can
sell to a wide base of customers. For example, in sales
management a CBMS builds and maintains records of
customer names and the dates of contact and follow-up
by phone or mail. Sales personnel can construct these
documents with the aid of a special form that asks for
the customer's name, address, and telephone number and
that can be updated to include the date and type of
further activity. These files can then be used as the basis
for future direct mailings. Local networks sold to business users may wish to incorporate such features.
Keeping track
Document management is another example of aCBMS
application. For example, libraries keep track of the
periodicals they acquire and other publications by means
of documents kept on line in the CBMS. Likewise, legal
departments can have litigation support systems based
on CBMS documents.
Records management is ideal for a CBMS. BBN, for
one, maintains its company telephone book in the CBMS.
Many of the business records of the different operating
divisions arc also kept in this form so that they can
readily be compiled and combined into reports and summaries of previous activities and current status. One
group keeps track of its computer terminal inventory this
way, according to purchase date, user, model of terminal, and account number. In short, there arc many
common business problems that can be solved by the
CBMS approach.
In the future, a CBMS will make it possible to automate complex structured procedures such as the budgeting and forecasting process or the purchase requisition
system. These are all activities that can be conducted
semiautomatically by means of asophisticated electronic
mail system that distributes questions, gathers replies,
and then organizes the collected information. Still other
uses will develop as engineers become familiar with the
advantages of a hardware-independent CBMS.
E
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Designer's casebook

Voltage-detector chip
simplifies V-f converter
by Lloyd Powell
David Taylor Naval ship Research and Development Center, Annapolis, Md.

One-chip voltage detectors such as Intersil's ICL8212
contain all the necessary reference, discharge, and hysteresis circuitry needed to build a simple voltage-tofrequency converter. Providing a0-to- 1
-kilohertz output
for a 0-to-2-volt input in its basic range, the low-cost
circuit requires only a few additional passive components, including an operational amplifier.
As shown, Al integrates incoming signals until its
output voltage, and hence also the voltage across capacitor CI, becomes V'rcr = Vrer(R2+ R4)/R 2,where Vre ris
the internal reference voltage of the ICL8212. At that
instant, A 2's comparator goes high and switches its out-

put transistor. While transistor Q1 provides a positivegoing output pulse, C2 holds Az's comparator high, so
that CI is discharged quickly, in just 5 microseconds.
Thus the process of integration and discharge occurs at a
rate given by output frequency f= V'
in /V re rR I
CI.
Linearity and offset are better than 0.2% over the
0-to-1 kHz voltage-to-frequency range, assuming the
operational amplifier used has low offset voltage and
bias current. Suggested capacitance values for other
frequency segments are given in the box in the figure.
The input-voltage range can also be selected by means of
RI.For greatest accuracy, capacitors having the highest
stability should be selected, and thus those of the silvermica and polycarbonate type should be used where practical. For less stringent applications, those of the ceramic
and disk type will suffice.
Supply voltages may range from ±2to ± 18 V without loss of circuit linearity.
D
Designer's casebook is a regular feature h Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $75 for each itern published.

Cost-effective conversion. Micropower voltage detector chip and op amp form integrating V-f converter. Simple, low-cost circuit has 0.2%
linearly over 0-to-2-volt input range. Frequency range, nominally 0to 1kilohertz, is chosen by appropriate selection of C, and

C2

(see box).
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of 15. Consequently, its terminal-count output will
always remain low.
If only zeros should appear in the shift register after
power-up or during the course of operation, however, A3
will eventually reach a count of 15, and its terminalcount
output will go high. This action forces the threeby Wayne Sward
state outputs of AI to become inactive, or an open
Sperry Univac Division. Salt Lake City, Utah
circuit, and alogic 1will be introduced (through resistor
RI)into the data stream, at the D input of A2. This bit is
The inexpensive pseudorandom—bit-sequence generator detected by A3 on the following clock cycle and normal
shown here requires only four integrated circuits and will operation is restored. Note that the circuit configuration
serve well in testing digital data links. Joined through a eliminates the nine-input gate that is usually required at
minimum of interconnections, it will furnish arecurring the input of the counter in order to detect the existence
511-bit string suitable for avariety of other applications of an all-zero state.
as well.
The test code generated by this circuit is shown in the
The octal D-type latches in AI,along with flip-flop table, its format being compatible with the popular
A2, form a 9-bit serial shift register that drives binary
HP3780 bit-checking data unit. Of course, if the format
counter A3,which detects the register's illegal all-zero of the test code must be altered, it may be changed
state; exclusive-OR gate GIprovides the required feed- simply by connecting the load input of A3 to the approback connection. On power-up, the outputs of A i assume priate stage of the shift register.
arbitrary logic values, and the 11-megahertz system
If the low-power Schottky chips used in this generator
clock steps the bits to the load input of A3. When the are all replaced by their standard Schottky equivalents,
first logic-1 bit cycles through to A3, the counter presets the bit rate can be extended to 26 MHZ, though with a
to 6. As long as at least 1 bit in the shift register slight penalty in power dissipation. No additional wiring
thereafter contains alogic 1, A3 can never reach acount changes will be required.

Four chips generate
pseudorandom test data

Self-correcting code. Simple generator provides a serial string of 511 pseudorandom bits suitable for testing digital data links at up to 11
MHz. The code, in a format compatible with the popular HP3780 test generator or data-bit checker, is easily changed by connecting the
counter to the appropriate stage of shift register A, -A2.Bit rates to 26 MHz are achieved by replacing ICs with their Schottky counterparts.
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HUNTRON TRACKER Model HTR 1005B-1S

TESTS SOLID STATE DEVICES—IN CIRCUIT—WITH NO
CIRCUIT POWER REQUIRED' This amazing instrument will
help you reduce troubleshooting costs and speed up repairs to a
degree that will surprise you. Simple and easy to operate, HUNTRON TRACKER, locates defective devices FAST. NOT A
LOGIC TESTER! The TRACKER finds shorts, opens and leaky components of all kinds. Diodes, LED's, Bipolars, FET's, J FET's, MOS
FET's, electrolytics, MUS and C MUS IC's, memories of all types,
and special purpose devices like Diac triggers and integrated voltage regulators.
FAST, low-cost repairs with HUNTRON TRACKER

[Mgr 7iAMIIFTVes
OXC///,Sit)Chi b/y HUNTRON SALES
15123 Highway99 North,Lynnwood,Washington 98036

(800) 426-9265
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verter's reference voltage) are converted into fixed-width
pulses of corresponding frequencies. The ICL7611
micropower op amp integrates these pulses, and consequently the smoothed signal introduced to the a-d converter is a direct function of the input frequency. Thus,
the signal will have an amplitude of

Low-power f-V converter
turns portable tachometer
by Dan Watson
intersit Inc.. Cupertino, Calif.

V,„ = (RPM/60)(4)(V,)(E)(R 4/R 3)
where

Placing afrequency-to-voltage converter in the form of a
complementary-MOs timer and operational amplifier at
the front end of an analog-to-digital converter reduces
the power, wiring complexity, and costs associated with
designing an efficient digital tachometer or anemometer
for field use. When combined with the multifunctional
capability of such a-d converters as Intersil's ICL7106, a
direct or scaled reading of the input parameter expressed
in revolutions per minute can be readily determined with
few additional parts.
The ICL7106 contains not only all of the required
clock and display-driving circuitry, but also a reference,
so that the external reference voltage normally required
in circuits of this type can be omitted.
Signals applied by a magnetic or optical transducer to
the input of the ICM7555 timer (powered by the con-

= pulse width of timer = 1.1 R2C2
V, = reference voltage of ICL7106 = 2.8 volts
E = number of events per revolution from the magnetic or optical sensor, the number of fan or propeller
blades, or the number of point closures per revolution
in an automotive application.
The converter's full-scale output is 200 millivolts.
Note that the V- timer port is powered by the internal
low-reference voltage of the converter, precluding the
need for a second reference because of the rail-to-rail
output swing of the ICM7555.
The output of the converter is given by n = (V,„/Vr)
(R 7+ R8)/R 8 .The a-d converter contains on-chip display circuitry for driving a liquid-crystal display. If a
light-emitting-diode display is desired, the a-d converter
can be replaced with its sister unit, the ICL7107.
El

Restless wind. Complementary-MOS chips combine to make a simple, cost-effective flea-powered digital tachometer or anemometer for field
use. Input signals of corresponding frequency from magnetic or optical transducers are converted into voltages by A, and
the equivalent digital output by
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64K byte mass storage data memory
The CF-500 is an all new FFTanalyzer with dual
channels, multi-functions, high accuracy and
low cost! It incorporates a64K byte large
capacity mass storage data memory and
improved real time FFT. Digital oscilloscope
displays an amazing twenty-eight thousand
12 bit words... running to three-dimensional
recording of power spectra, and coherenceand-transfer functions with CX-445 X-Y
recorder. Plus ahost of ober quality features
that make apowerful, very accurate, easy-touse analyzer. Please write for literature and
specification or call toll-free: 800/323-0315.
In Illinois, 312/640-8640.

Send for FREE brochure

Exclusive Agents

SHIGIVIA

INC

80 Martin Lane •Elk Grove, IL 60007

Western Headquarters
2471 East Bayshore, Suite 501
Palo Alto, CA 94303
415/328-3351

Distributors and sales representatives wanted.
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The UNIQUE approach to Signal Analysis
Bruel &Kjaer X-axis Scan
10240 point sample memory
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Type 2033
From a single time record, the Bruel & Kjaer High Resolution Signal
Analyzer Type 2033 will generate a 4000 line spectrum and can scroll
it forth and back across the display screen, 400 lines at a time, ad
infinitum.
With its enormous 10240 point sample memory, non-destructive zoom
function, slow-motion or fast scan facility, more than 70 dB dynamic
range and incredible triggering flexibility, the 2033 brings versatility,
speed and economy to the field of signal analysis.

Bruel t& Kjaer Instruments, Inc.
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Speech chip timeshares
a2-pole section
to create a12-pole filter
Linear predictive coding derives filter coefficients
for the words spoken by atoy called Milton
by Paul Ahrens, Klaus Skoge, and David Vetter, Milton Bradley Co.,
and John Stork, Speech Technology Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.
D The novelty and declining cost of speech-generating
integrated circuits is capturing the imagination of toymakers everywhere. But there were no low-cost speech
ICs around when aphrase-matching game called Milton
was being planned for its 1980 introduction.
To build Milton, one of the first toys to use synthetic
speech, Milton Bradley collaborated with Speech Technology Corp. on the design of its own chip, which was
then fabricated in n-channel mos technology by General
Instrument Corp. The device is in some ways similar to
the one Texas Instruments Inc. developed for its exclusive use in its Speak & Spell learning aid [Electronics,
Aug. 31, 1978, p. 109].
In both speech synthesizers, the passage of voiced or
unvoiced sound through the vocal tract is modeled by
using periodic or random excitation to drive amultistage
digital filter (Fig. 1). In both, linear predictive coding
determines the filter coefficients needed to model the
different states of the vocal cavity.
Both designs also shrink the filter
drastically to fit it on a small chip.
But where the Speak & Spell chip
uses a pipeline multiplier to reduce
its filter's size, the Milton chip uses
one two-stage- filter section, multiplexing it up to six times in order to
create the equivalent of a 12-stage
digital filter.
This approach also proves to be
highly flexible in terms of the different levels of speech quality obtainable from the same chip for different
applications. Data rates of 1,800 to
2,200 bits per second yield highquality speech; 1,000 to 1,200 b/s is
often more than adequate for many
applications; and with formant coded vocabularies 400 to 600 b/s is
sufficient.
Talk to me. One of the first toy makers to
use electronic speech synthesis,

Milton

Bradley devised Milton, a game that cheers,
prompts, and razzes its players.
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Sponglield. Mass.,

The digital filter techniques used are standard ones.
Being well developed and easily simulated in computer
programs, they can be relied upon to speed chip development. Also, as they can realize complex filters out of a
very few timeshared serial logic elements, chip area is
kept small, yields high, and cost low.
Linear prediction
The inputs to the synthesizer are derived from a
spectral analysis of arecorded human voice speaking the
passages to be synthesized (see "Squeezing Milton's
voice into memory," p. 179). For Milton the passages
consist of partial phrases like "kick the ...", "brush
your ...", and "drink your ...," which are matched
by the players to words like "habit," "teeth," and
"milk." Prompts, encouraging phrases, and razzes bring
the total to about 60 seconds of speech.
There are many techniques for spectral analysis of a

1. Milton's mouthpiece. The block diagram of Milton's speech-generating circuits, consisting of an input device (in this case a keyboard), a
microcomputer, aread-only memory, and aspeech-synthesis IC driving aspeaker, is quickly becoming aclassic configuration.

sampled voice signal. Among these, the covariance, autocorrelation, and lattice, or partial autocorrelation (parcor), methods of linear prediction are readily implemented on computers and execute rapidly on machines
that have floating-point hardware.
Linear predictive coding (1,Pc) assumes that an allpole filter—that is, one with no zeros in its transfer
function—can model the vocal-tract transfer function,
while periodic excitation or pseudorandom noise can
model the driving sources—the glottis in the first, voiced
case or a turbulence-generating constriction in the second, unvoiced case.
As the vocal tract changes constantly, the filter coefficients must change periodically, typically every 10 milliseconds for adult male speech. Once the pitch and voicing information is known, the coefficients may be
extracted by linear predictive analysis. The magnitude of
the source signal is then scaled in order to compensate
for the filter gain, thereby providing the correct amplitude at the output.
An LPC program and subsequent data-compression
programs were written in house in Fortran to run on an
IBM 370/158. The LPC program analyzes the sampled
speech data in segments called frames. Each frame
coincides with apitch period in voiced segments and with
adefault frame-length in unvoiced segments. The result
is a set of linear predictive coefficients for each frame.
These are the coefficients of the linear predictive polynomial characterizing the filter when it models that
frame. The cascade form of the filter dictates that each
such polynomial be factored into its quadratic terms, one
for each filter stage.
In memory
Figure 2is ablock diagram of the speech synthesizer,
identifying major functional blocks and showing major
data paths. It needs the following parameters to generate
abasic frame of speech:
a The voiced/unvoiced distinction.
• A set of 12 filter coefficients.
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• Pitch period information.
• Amplitude information.
• A repeat count.
These speech parameters are accessed from an external
read-only memory (shown in Fig. 1), which stores
addresses for the filter coefficients rather than the coefficients themselves. These addresses point to memory locations in a ROM on the synthesizer chip that stores the
filter coefficients. The filter's output drives a digitalto-analog converter whose output is externally filtered
before driving aspeaker.
The cascade form of the filter is shown in the dashed
area of Fig. 2. As in any digital filter, the multipliers are
the most critical part, in terms both of their timing and
of the chip area required for their implementation.
Several schemes for serial pipeline multipliers were
considered and turned down. Although apipeline multiplier could achieve higher throughput at a given clock
rate, the increase in chip area over aconventional design
could not be justified. The best compromise between
chip area and clock rate was found to be two simple,
serial/parallel multipliers implementing one secondorder filter section.
Figure 4is adiagram of the second-order section used.
It has two poles and no zeros. The main data path is
serial, and the coefficients are presented in parallel in
signed magnitude form. But the multipliers can handle
only unsigned coefficients, so the magnitude goes to the
multipliers and the sign controls the functions of the
adder/subtractors receiving the multiplier outputs.
To implement a 12-pole filter with this one secondorder filter section, the interval between input signal
samples—typically 100 microseconds—is divided into
six multiplication cycles of 16.7 gs each. During the first
multiplication cycle, the input to the filter comes from
the excitation function block. During the five remaining
cycles, the input to the filter during each cycle is that
output from the filter that was generated during the
previous cycle and that has been delayed till needed in
shift registers SR Iand SR 4.The output of the sixth (and
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Squeezing Milton's voice into memory
To encode the speech in the Milton game, the waveforms
were sampled and the samples digitized. Then to minimize
the problem of synthesizing fluent speech, segments of
speech that would occur in the game in only one context —as in a question, for example—were sampled in
that context. Those occurring in more than one context
were sampled in isolation. Great care was taken to
arrange the rhythm and intonation of the game's vocabulary, so that segments of speech occurring in different
contexts would sound natural in every instance. Proper
intonation and rhythm are critical for making synthesized
speech sound natural and not mechanical.
In theory, the chip should require 15 bytes of input to
synthesize a segment, or frame, of speech. But if all 15
bytes were used to full precision for each frame, the bit
rate for an average rate of 100 frames/second would be a
prohibitive 12,000 bits/second, requiring an impractical
720 K to store the speech parameters required for Milton.
A variety of techniques was needed to reduce the parameter storage to an economically manageable level. First, it
was found that five filter sections, instead of the six for
which it was originally designed, produced adequate

speech. Thus, the game multiplexes the single filter only 5
times, saving 2 bytes.
Second, one of the parameter bytes contains a 6-bit
field indicating how many frames are to be synthesized
using the current parameters. In principle, this repeat
count field makes it possible to reduce the storage
requirements by grouping successive pitch periods that
are sufficiently alike. Each group is then represented with
an average parameter set and a repeat count equal to the
number of pitch periods in the group.
Finally, the filter coefficients are not all of equal importance. The coefficients going to certain of the filter sections require less precision than those going to others.
With appropriate sorting of the coefficient pairs to ensure
adequate precision in those pairs requiring it, significant
savings are possible with little perceptible loss in quality.
The overall result is a reduction to an average of about
76 bits/frame. With an average repeat count of five, the
actual number of stored bits required per frame of speech
is about 15. For Milton, this corresponds to a storage
requirement of about 1,500 b/s of speech—little enough
to fit Milton's vocabulary in his external 96-K ROM.

last) cycle is equivalent to the output of a 12-pole filter.
Seven significant bits from it are latched into the d-a
converter during the following cycle, while the filter is
processing the next sample from the excitation block.
The excitation of the filter comes from two sources—a
periodic signal with a single impulse per period for

voiced segments and pseudorandom noise for unvoiced
segments. The amplitude of the excitation is specified as
a 5-bit mantissa with a 3-bit exponent and yields an
approximation of the logarithmic scale.
For unvoiced segments, the term "pitch" obviously
does not apply. However, the pitch and repeat informa-
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tion is used to specify the duration of the segment.
The filter coefficients are only indirectly specified
from the byte-wide ROM outside. What is actually specified externally is a sign bit and a 7-bit address of a
particular coefficient residing in an internal ROM. The
reason for this is that in certain ranges the coefficient
magnitudes are needed with 9 bits of precision, which
the synthesizer ROM is designed specifically to handle,
but the standard outside ROM is not.
Addressing the coefficients
The seven address lines of the internal ROM are fed by
seven lines of the internal data bus. The timing of the
bus is such that for each multiplication cycle, the second
coefficient is transferred ahead of time and stored in a
latch while the first coefficient is latched directly into
the multiplier at the start of the cycle. Thig is shown in
Fig. 2. Not shown is the fact that when each coefficient
address is on the bus, the corresponding sign bit is also
there on the eighth line and must be latched to be
presented to the adder/subtractor at the proper time.
The coefficients and other parameters reside in the
coefficient buffer, which is adynamic shift register 8bits
wide and 15 bits long. They are constantly recirculated
in such a way that each parameter appears on the
internal bus at a particular time during each sampling
period. Actually, only the filter coefficients need appear
every sampling period, but it is simplest to allow the
other parameters to appear as well.

4. Cascaded. A second-order filter section is timeshared over a
sample interval of about 100 microseconds; intermediate data is
stored in the delays z-'and z-2 and fed back to the start of the
section in time for the next of five or six sampling intervals.

fer cycle, which lasts for one 100-eLs sample period, the
input buffer is clocked synchronously with the coefficient buffer. The new set of parameters will then appear
on the internal bus and be loaded into the coefficient
buffer. When the transfer cycle ends, the ready line is
asserted to signal to the outside that the chip is ready to
receive the next set of parameters, to be implemented
when the current set expires.
The pitch and repeat timing block consists of two
cascaded-down counters—both loaded initially during
Letting in the parameters
the transfer cycle. The low-order one is the pitch counter
There is also an input shift register of the same size as and it is decremented every 100-p.s sample period. Upon
the coefficient buffer, but static. Its inputs connect to reaching zero, it signals the start of anew pitch period
eight data-input pins; it is normally clocked from the and causes the excitation block to present anew impulse
data strobe, which is also an input to the chip. The input to the filter. It also decrements the second, or repeat,
buffer can therefore be loaded asynchronously from the counter and is then reloaded.
When the repeat counter reaches zero, the input conexternal ROM. When it is full and the synthesizer needs
another set of data, as signaled by the repeat count being trol block is signaled to initiate atransfer cycle if anew
exhausted, atransfer cycle takes place. During the trans- set of data is available in the input buffer; otherwise,
another pitch period is initiated with
the existing data set. This will continue until new data becomes available.
A pulse-width-modulation scheme
was adopted for the digital-to-analog
converter. The binary output of the
filter is loaded into acounter, which
is then counted down at the system
clock rate. The d-a converter output
is kept high while the counter is
counting down and otherwise is low.
As a result, the width of the output
pulse is afunction of the binary output of the filter.
The counter is reloaded at a constant rate, using new filter output
values as they become available.
Consequently, the d-a output is a
square wave with constant frequency
and a modulated duty cycle. Demo3. Brother Sam. Milton's successor in speech synthesizing toys is agame called Say It Again
dulation is achieved with a low-pass
Sam. Other toy manufacturers have recently introduced entertaining and educational prodfilter for driving the speaker.
12
ucts using the low-cost ICs that have become available since Milton was first planned.
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With digital controls, text display, and firmware options,
scope makes calibration and signal measurement asnap
by Paul Austgen, William Watry, and Michael Karin,
D Software designers are making their presence felt in
areas once dominated by push-button switches, wafer
switches, and potentiometers. Hewlett-Packard's model
1980 oscilloscope measurement system relies far more
heavily on software in its design than does any previous
waveform measurement system. As a result, significant
contributions have been made to the calibration, operation, and measurement capabilities of the system.
The software-based design of the 1980A/B (the cabinet style 1980A and rack-mountable style 1980B) revolutionizes the man-oscilloscope interface (Fig. 1). One
rotary control now services all variable functions—
deflection factors, sweep, and so forth. The functions are
grouped logically and can be selected by depressing
touch panels that light and internally produce an audible
click.
This improved panel arrangement is possible because
all of the 1980's functions, with the exception of some
minor CRT controls, are controlled digitally through the
system software. The instrument can operate with much
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Hewlett-Packard Co, Colorado Springs Division, Colo

greater flexibility, not only internally but through HP's
interface bus (HP-1B).
The system's software-based design required a computer architecture. In this architecture, shown in Fig. 2,
all front panel and remote interfaces are digital. Further,
all analog measurement and display functions are digitally controlled, either through the scope's custom, 14bit, 16-channel digital-to-analog converter or by means
of digital latches.
But what makes the 1980 truly unique is that its
operation can be automated, with its Intel 8085 microprocessor interactively controlling its functions. This is
possible because a feedback line included in the design
can flag the digital processor when an input signal is
detected.
The advantages that microprocessor control provides
1. A new face. The 1980's front panel is unlike any other oscilloscope's due to software-based design. One rotary knob controls all
functions selected by touch panels; text appears on The screen.
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2. Broadened scope. The 1980 scope performs in ways no previous scope has because all analog functions (right) are controlled by the
digital system (left) through aspecial d-a converter. Further, feedback from the analog side tells the processor when asignal is present.

can be seen by examining the system's calibration and
setup procedures. Understanding these operations will
help clarify the central role the feedback line plays in
automating operation.
Scope calibration, for example, has traditionally been
a tedious process requiring a trained technician. With
the scope on and acalibration signal applied, the technician opened up the scope and mechanically adjusted
numerous components to obtain the desired response at
various internal nodes. During this process the maintenance manual had to be frequently consulted.
Simple calibration
Because of its computer architecture, however, the
1980 can be calibrated with an entirely different procedure. Except for manufacturing or repair adjustments,
calibration is accomplished entirely from the front panel.
Internal software computes the calibration factors and
stores them in the system's memory. The scope stores not
only the routines for calculating those factors, but calibration instructions as well. With the 1980's internal
character generator, these instructions can be presented
to the operator step by step on the scope's cathode-ray
tube.
The calibration procedure remains manual, but to a
much lesser degree than ever before. Following the
instructions displayed, the operator slews the front-panel
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rotary control until the internally or externally supplied
calibration signal occupies the designated location on the
1980's screen. A key is touched, the software is
informed, and the scope records adata point.
When asufficient number of points have been entered,
the system's 8085 processor calculates the calibration
factors for a particular calibration sequence and stores
them in nonvolatile random-access memory. After calibration, the RAM can be write-protected by throwing a
switch on the rear panel.
An entire calibration procedure usually takes only 25
minutes. Also, as the unit need not be moved physically,
it can be calibrated in its working environment and, in
systems, left in the rack. In fact, several calibrations can
be made for several different operating parameters and
stored in acontroller for later recall.
Soft effort
Calibrations can be performed as simply as this
because the major 1980 subsystems are controlled by
digital data placed in latches and analog voltages provided by the 16-channel digital-to-analog converter. Figure
3 shows this arrangement for the channel 1 control
section.
Each front panel function, including rotary control, is
associated with a set of variables occupying a dedicated
location in nonvolatile memory. The values placed in
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these locations determine the latch and the d-a converter
inputs that control operation of the input circuits.
The calibration procedure establishes a direct correspondence, assumed to be linear, between the three-digit
number appearing on the light-emitting-diode display
and the actual binary-coded decimal number presented
to the converter. The d-a converter requires BCD inputs
between 0 and 2,999; the actual voltage output by a
converter channel for a particular number depends on
the design of the circuit it feeds.
The relationship between the front panel setting and
the number presented to the converter, the d-a conversion number, can be expressed as:

As indicated, the calibration factors establish a linear
relationship between the front panel setting and the
number used to program the d-a converter. Based on a
stored algorithm, the processor uses these factors to
calculate the DAC number that produces the desired
sensitivity for the chosen range. Thus calibration is continuous, applying to any desired sensitivity for any range.
Once all the DAC numbers have been calculated, they
are sent to a memory area from which they can be
accessed by the d-a converter's refresh controller. This
controller will then transfer them serially to the hybrid
converter, freeing the processor for other tasks. The
converter generates the analog voltages needed to set the
vertical preamplifier and gain amplifiers.
DAC = (
Front panel setting X A) + B
The processor also takes the channel 1state informawhere A is a slope and B is the zero intercept of a tion, reformats it for decoding, and places it in the
straight line. If a number of data points equal to the
formatted data buffer. The refresh controller accesses
number of unknowns is taken, the equation can be solved
this information as well and sends it to the LED decoder,
explicitly for A and B. This is exactly what the scope's
which is part of the hybrid converter. From there, the
processor does.
data is sent to the display LEDs, allowing the operator to
In addition to the previously mentioned advantages,
turn off the CRT character generator. The user can also
this method calibrates the analog functions continuously
view such settings as intensity or position, which are not
over their entire range. This results in greater measuredisplayed on the CRT.
ment accuracy and resolution than with scopes caliThis entire process is performed automatically after a
brated only for individual 1-2-5—sequence settings. With
single recall command is issued, since the conditions
the 1980 for example, deflection factors can be changed
have been previously defined and stored. If an unstored
from 2 millivolts to 10 volts or sweep speeds from 5 state is desired, the operator can select a range and
nanoseconds to 1second per division, and each point will
sensitivity using the function key and rotary control, or a
still provide acalibrated measurement.
controller could simply transmit the desired setting
The way in which this is accomplished is illustrated by
through the bus. Information would be entered in the
the process for setting the sensitivity of channel 1 state-information memory location and the processor
(Fig. 3). The process for setting the sweep is quite
would treat it as stored information.
similar. As shown in the figure, the attenuator, coupling,
Softly tuned
and again switch (for highest sensitivity) are controlled
through latches; d-a converter channels control amplifier
The variable parameter of a function is adjusted mangain, position, and balance.
ually with the rotary control, which drives arotary pulse
generator. Tying a single rotary control to whatever
Continuous calibration
function is currently under software control minimizes
Assuming that the desired channel setting is part of a the confusion created by an array of controls.
1980 state previously stored in memory, the channel 1
The state of a variable parameter, such as sweep or
setup can be accomplished almost automatically. The
sensitivity, may be changed by the operator to accomoperator merely presses the recall key, or a recall complish one of two things—set aspecific value without any
mand can be sent by an HP-IB controller. The scope's
regard for trace position or set trace position regardless
processor then takes over, recalling the state information
of value. In the 1980, this is accomplished by using the
stored for channel 1.
rotary control in either of two modes: coarse or fine. In
Channel 1state information is stored as a three-digit
the coarse mode, emphasis is placed on number setting,
sensitivity number that represents a particular variablewhile in the fine mode the primary objective is smooth
parameter setting. Associated with that number is an
and responsive control of the viewed display. The scope
exponent called the range number. This information,
is normally in coarse mode, and the user selects the fine
stored in binary form, is displayed in engineering format
mode by pressing the touch key above the rotary control.
on the LED above the rotary control.
The system processor services the rotary control inputs
In setting up channel 1, the processor first takes the
similarly in both modes. First, it performs a complete
setup based on state information for the particular funcrange number (— 3 in this instance) and, by automatically noting the division ratio of the probe, determines
tion range. (If no sensitivity conditions have been estabwhich of the four possible ranges to set up. It does so by
lished for the range, a default sensitivity number is
setting the gain and attenuator latches.
used.) This procedure ensures that the hardware is in a
Next, the processor uses the range number to select
known state and also lets the processor select the calibrathe channel 1 balance DAC number, generated by a tion factors appropriate to the range.
separate, self-calibration routine that is fully automatic.
During setup, the rotary control hardware samples the
The range number is also used to call up the calibration
control knob rotation for aperiod of 70 ms. After initial
factors for the range established during calibration. For
setup, the processor checks whether rotary control has
the vertical channels, these relate to gain and offset.
been set to a range limit. If it has, and if the knob
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3. Memory connection. Nonvolatile memory (top) plays akey role in the 1980, storing setups and calibration factors (here, for channel 1) for
processor use. The processor returns to memory digital values with which the d-a converter sets the vertical preamp and amplifier.

position exceeds that limit, the LED display will blink
and the state remain at the limit point.
If the control is not at the limit, the processor calls an
increment/decrement routine that changes the variable
parameter in a manner that depends upon whether the
fine or coarse mode has been selected and upon the
direction and velocity of the control knob rotation during
the routine. The rotary control is sampled again, and if a
change is sensed the routine is looped.
If the coarse mode is engaged, the routine uses the
impulses generated by turning the rotary control knob to
successively step through the coarse-number sequences:
100, 150, 200, 300, and so on by hundreds to 900. A new
DAC number is calculated only when rotation is ended.
In the fine mode, the routine bases the successive
sweep or sensitivity setting on the preceding setting and
the angular velocity of the rotary control.
For slow rotation the step is 1, permitting any number
between 100 and 999 to be directly set. For fast rotation,
the routine multiplies 10% of the last setting by avelocity factor and adds the result to the last setting.
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Thus, if the rotary control accumulates acount of six
on afast rotation, this is equivalent to avelocity factor of
0.2. If the last setting were 100, then the new one would
be 102; if it were 900, the new one would be 918. The
proportionality helps maintain smooth control of the
trace as viewed on the screen.
Auto-Scope
The most significant aspect of these calibration and
setup routines is that control of the scope is not accomplished mechanically but through software. This, along
with the inclusion of afeedback line, is what enables the
1980 to be the first oscilloscope capable of autoranging —a feature referred to as Auto-Scope.
When the Auto-Scope key is pressed, the scope's processor assumes control of the feedback process—in particular, the determination of the parameter for the trigger flag—to examine the input waveform. Using an
internal algorithm, it then attempts to adjust the various
range and sensitivity numbers so that the CRT displays a
waveform three divisions high by two cycles wide. Nomi-
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nal, or default, settings are used if the signal exceeds
certain capabilities of the 1980. (For example, the fastest
sweep searched in Auto-Scope mode is 10 nanoseconds
per division, which means that for signals greater than
20 megahertz, more than two cycles are displayed.)
To understand how the 1980 applies the Auto-Scope
algorithm, two basic concepts must first be considered:
trigger flag operation and maximum wait times.
Trigger flag operation is illustrated in Fig. 4. When
set for a given trigger level and slope, the 1980's main
trigger circuit will produce the shaped trigger waveform
for the input signal shown. The first main-trigger pulse
starts the main ramp generator, and the programmable
delay-time generator.
The 1980 has two ramp generators, the main-ramp
generator and the delayed ramp generator. After the
delay-time generator counts down the programmed
delay, it starts the delayed ramp generator, which drives
the delayed sweep gate high. The gate stays high, or
open, for a period of time equal to 11 times the sweep
setting.
If a second trigger occurs while the delayed sweep
gate is open, the trigger flag is set high. This event is
relayed via the feedback path to the processor, which is
thus informed of the signal's presence.
For the trigger flag to be set, therefore, the input
waveform must generate a trigger twice within a given
period. If the process is initiated just after a possible
trigger, and not just before, as shown in Fig. 4, it will
take almost two full cycles of the input before atrigger
flag is set. The time it takes to determine whether aflag
will be set with agiven set of trigger conditions is equal
to the maximum wait period.
Based on this process, Auto-Scope works by performing four major sets of events: preset, vertical search,
horizontal search, and postconditioning.

TRIGGER LEVEL
(POSITIVE SLOPE)

T,

12

INPUT

r,

2

SHAPED MAIN
TRIGGER

MAIN SWEEP RAMP

DELAYED SWEEP RAMP
DELAY
TIME
DELAYED SWEEP GATE

TRIGGER FLAG

4. Flagging the processor. To send a trigger flag to the 1980's
8085, an input signal must first trigger the main sweep ramp, as well
as the delayed-sweep ramp after a variable delay time. When this
opens the delayed sweep gate, asecond trigger can set the flag.

trigger event to cause atrigger flag.
The vertical search is conducted next so that asignal
of known amplitude may be be used later, in the horizontal search. This sequencing prevents vertical overload
During preset
and decreases the effects of noise on the primary signal.
During preset, the 1980's function and mode values
As previously shown in Fig. 3, vertical sensitivity is
are initialized to aknown state, serving three purposes:
broken into four ranges with continuous vernier control.
• If the operator has inadvertently placed the scope in a A vertical search is performed from range to range
state in which viewing the trace would be difficult or beginning with the least-sensitive range in case largeimpossible, then areasonable state is restored. For exam- amplitude signals are present.
ple, avery long delay time might result in a trace not
Vernier control
being visible.
• Modes more likely to result in a viewable trace are
The vernier is first set to 1: I, which corresponds to
selected. For example, ac coupling and a nominal trig1.00 volt per division on the 1-to-10-v range. The 1980's
ger-level value are selected for the main-trigger circuit.
automatic probe detection system identifies the presence
• Certain modes are temporarily selected to define the of a 1:1 or 10:1 probe, adjusts the Auto-Scope range,
state of the hardware during Auto-Scope operation. searches, and reads out accordingly.
These relate specifically to hardware definition.
The main-trigger source is set to the channel being
1
nthe Auto-Scope mode, the delay time is set to zero searched. Ac coupling is used as the vertical coupling as
and the delayed sweep time is set so that the delayed- well as the trigger-path coupling to maximize the probasweep gate is on for at least 42 ms —the maximum wait bility of finding a trigger at a fixed trigger level. The
time required to detect a 50-hertz signal. The entire trigger level is first set to + 1.50 divisions. If a signal
sweep cycle may be reset under program control if a large enough to cause a trigger is present, then the
trigger flag is detected, or if 42 ms has elapsed. In effect, search continues on this range.
this setting permits the main-trigger signal to latch the
For sine waves and other 50%—duty-cycle signals,
trigger flag. The hardware is designed such that the
+ 1.50 divisions would be asufficient criterion. With ac
trigger event that started the main sweep and the delay- coupling, however, waveforms with aduty cycle greater
time generator will not latch the trigger flag, even than 50%, such as that shown in Fig. 5, would not be
though the delay time is set to zero. It takes a second detected using this criterion. Here, the largest peaks
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+1.5 DIVISION
TRIGGER LEVEL
0V
-1.5 DIVISION
TRIGGER LEVEL

5. Setting the trigger. In the Auto-Scope mode, setting the trigger
level to

+ 1.5 divisions during vertical search will find the right

sensitivity for 50%-duty-cycle signals but not for under-50% signals
like the one above. So a second search is done at - 1.5 divisions.

occur at anegative rather than apositive trigger level; so
the trigger-level sign is changed, and the test is repeated
on each range searched.
When asignal is located on aparticular range, then a
new portion of the algorithm will begin on that range.
The input attenuator is now fixed, and the d-a converter
slews the amplifier from its highest gain, 1:1, toward its
lowest, 1:10. The converter slew can be broken into
much finer increments than the range slew can because
the settling time of the variable amplifier is very short
compared with the input attenuator's.
If the trigger flag is lost, then the displayed amplitude
of the signal peak corresponding to the trigger-level
polarity is 1.5 divisions. For sine and other 50%—dutycycle signals, the display is three divisions peak to peak;
for signals that approach 0% or 100% duty cycles, it may
be as small as 1.5 divisions peak to peak.
All vertical searching is conducted with await time of
42 ms as well, to detect asignal as low as 50 Hz. Since,
the trigger flag driver routine returns as soon as aflag is
detected, searches proceed rapidly at higher frequencies.
When a signal is detected on a channel, a flag is set in
memory for later use by the postconditioning algorithm.
Also, the sign of the trigger level at which the peak was
found is stored for later reference.
Horizontal search
With the vertical search completed on all channels,
the algorithm begins setting the sweep speed, based on a
channel's input signal. The trigger source is set to the
first channel on which asignal was detected, and its level
is set at one third of the peak value, with the sign
determined by the value previously stored.
Programmable-sweep speed is controlled using the
circuit shown in Fig. 6. The sweep is hardware-switched
through latch patterns into nine ranges from 5.00 to 9.99
ns/division up to 1.00 to 9.99 seconds per division. A
variable—sweep-rate generator controlled by the d-a converter gives vernier capability within each range.
Although the vertical search guarantees capture as
low as 50 Hz, signals of much higher frequency could
have been successfully detected, since the occurrence of
a trigger flag is asynchronous with the search request.
Therefore, the horizontal search begins on the fastest
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6. Digital sweep. After a horizontal search, the scope's processor
looks for the right vertical sweep rate, first setting the range to its
fastest time with the latches and capacitor-switching logic (left). All
possible range settings are checked by slewing the converter (right).

sweep range and progresses downward in sweep time
until atotal elapsed time of 42 ms on the sweep has been
searched. In this way, higher-frequency signals are
detected rapidly, and the scope will already be on the
correct final range for that frequency.
By using the faster sweeps first, there is no need to
wait for atrigger flag any longer than twice the interval
of the delayed sweep gate for the particular range being
searched. As an example, consider the sine wave in
Fig. 7. If a search is conducted on the 10.0-to-99.9.
ns/div range, the gate is about 110 ns in length. The
software automatically passes the maximum necessary
wait time to the trigger flag driver so that the search
does not wait any longer than 220 ns.
To set the trigger flag, trigger event 2 must occur
within the delayed-sweep gate. In this case, it does not,
and the search is advanced to the next, 100-to-999ns/div, range. For this range, the gate would be about
1.1 microseconds in length, once again corresponding to
11 divisions of sweep, and atrigger flag is detected.
The desired sweep speed is therefore between 10.0
and 100 ns/div, so the range is reset to the 10-ns/div
range and left there. The DAC is now slewed from 10.0
ns/div toward 99.9 ns/div until a flag is detected again.
This slew is rapid, because no capacitor or current
switching is involved.
Postconditioning
Using all the information determined from the vertical
and horizontal searches, the scope is set up in accordance
with the postconditioning phase. The main sweep setting
is multiplied by two so that two cycles are displayed. The
delayed-sweep speed is set to 10 times main sweep, the
delay time is set to zero. The horizontal mode is set to
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7. Right rate. To find the right horizontal sweep rate in Auto-Scope
mode, the processor first uses the highest sweep range (10 ns/div)
to open the delayed sweep gate. If the trigger flag is not set on this
range, the next highest is tried.
MAIN.

Vertical channels with detected signals are turned on,
others are shut off, and the vertical positions are set
according to the channels with signals; if no signals are
found, nominal settings are used.
Software links are set up so that expansion modules
may also participate when the Auto-Scope key is activated. The function also supplies an alternative AutoScope algorithm that preserves important signal-conditioning paths and only sets up the vertical channels
engaged. Also, vertical-coupling, trigger-source, and
external-trigger levels are preserved. For HP-IB users,
several commands allow the programming of custom
Auto-Scope algorithms for particular situations.
Expandability
The 1980 accepts two separate hardware options plus
seven firmware features. Hardware options add extra
measurement hardware while firmware features consist
only of read-only memory and use the available hardware to implement features or measurement sets.
As shown in Fig. 8, memory space is allocated for each
of these expansion capabilities. Hardware options now
include a front panel expansion module, the 1950A
two-channel module; a repetitive-waveform storage card
will be available in the near future.
Firmware features adapt the 1980 for tailored applications. For example, the 19810A sequence ROM, used in
conjunction with the probe, lets the user remotely program asequence of up to 25 keystrokes associated with
each front panel input. The sequence may then be
executed by pressing a probe button. Other Roms might
include preprogrammed test sequences that also display
step-by-step operator instructions on the CRT.
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All hardware options are accessed in a general manner; that is, resident firmware does not refer to an option
by name or number. Instead, identification is always
contained in the option's ROM. When the option menu
key is pressed, the mainframe firmware checks for the
existence of each option by checking a key word in
memory location. If the option exists, then the option
menu is written according to the ASCII string that resides
in the option ROM and displayed on the CRT. In addition,
during the main program all options and features
respond to any rotary control motion.
The feature Roms are accessed through soft keys. A
bank of keys to the left of the CRT, they may be defined
through software. Soft-key functions change with operations being performed, and their function is identified on
the CRT. These soft keys can also be controlled through
the bus.
Because the system directly or indirectly polls all
enhancements, and because the enhancements may also
contain ROM, the possibilities for future hardware or
software expansion are extensive. In addition, because
the 1980's architecture is partitioned, there is flexibility
for design changes in the system itself if future needs
dictate such changes.
Even though the system's software has alarge number
of built-in features, the imaginative programmer can still
tailor the instrument to particular measurement needs
through computer control and the HP-IB. In fact, all the
1980's features can be programmed through the HP-IB.
Even the front panel settings are directly programmable,
adirect result of the software-based design.
The bus in the 1980
The hardware implementation of the HB-IB in the
1980 is delightfully simple. It employs an Intel 8291 to
control handshaking and protocol, two Motorola
MC3447 octal bus transceivers for interfacing with the
bus itself, a4K-by-8-bit ROM containing the HP-IB firmware, and a 74LSO5 that buffers the interrupt and
trigger signals from the 8291. No other Ks are used.
In addition to permitting programming of all front
panel settings, this simple interface also makes it possible to:
• Convey all front panel state and setup information to
a controller, including deflection factors, sweep speeds,
and so on.
• Write text on the CRT in normal or reverse video, with
blinking and underline.
• Lock out the front panel execution, informing the
controller if afront panel key has been pressed.
• Give the user access to the Auto-Scope software and
its signal search capabilities.
With these features, the 1980 can bring agreat deal of
power to automatic and semiautomatic test systems. For
example, a controller program can initialize a test console and then ask the test operator what test is desired by
writing amenu on the 1980 CRT. The operator can then
choose a test by pressing the appropriate soft key, and
the controller will load the appropriate test program.
Most testing might be done automatically, but at some
point, the test program might need to know the rise time
of a particular signal. By displaying instructions on the
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8. ROM for growth. A variety of ROM-based hardware and software options (top) can be added to the 1980. A key word in the first memory
location of each ROM identifies the option, whose name is displayed on the scope's screen next to the soft key that lets the operator select it.
('RT, the controller can direct the operator to probe a
certain point. Knowing what the waveform should look
like, the controller is able to set the 1980 so that the
rising edge of interest is displayed.
By assigning the rotary control to delay time and
instructing the operator to place the
and then the
90%, point of the rising edge on the center graticula as
it reads the delay values from the 1980, the controller
can make asemiautomatic rise-time measurement. If the
waveform storage option is installed, the controller can
instruct the 1980 to store the waveform, transfer the
data to its own memory, and subsequently transfer this
information to the controller.
A microcomputer-controlled oscilloscope with a 16-
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channel d-a converter and trigger feedback to the processor offers abundant possibilities for improved measurement features. Some of the routines already developed
include automatic balance self-calibration, which on
command automatically determines the DAC number
required to furnish the offset resulting in zero-trace shift
with gain change. To the operator it means elimination
of trace shift as sensitivity is varied and front panel
interlocks to turn off lamps and lock out keys that have
no effect on the trace being viewed, thus reducing operator confusion.
The list includes not only the delta-time and deltavoltage measurements but also measurement capability
and user convenience never before available.
LI
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Engineer's notebook
Adapting ahome computer
for data acquisition
by Peter Bradshaw
Intersil Inc., Cupertino, Calif.

A personal computer, of the kind made by Apple and
Atari, can be easily interfaced with an instrumentation
module if a machine interrupt is used to overcome their
inherent incompatibility—a condition attributable to the
different clock speeds at which module and machine run.
The interrupt scheme shown here facilitates the transfer
of data by exploiting the data-ready signal available on
most modules that generate a multiplexed binary-coded
decimal output. Thus, the computer can be freed for
other tasks, as in any timeshared system.
As an example, consider the arrangement in the figure

whereby the Intersil 7226 multipurpose counter is interfaced with the popular MC6800 or MCS6502 microprocessors, which are at the heart of many personal computing systems. After the counter measures a designated
interval, its store output moves low, signaling the
MC6820 peripheral interface adapter with an interrupt
request. This interrupt should be serviced within 100
milliseconds and control register CRA and the ports
PA 0—PA, set to the required bits (see table).
Thereafter, an interrupt is generated through the PIA'S
CA ? port and the 74LSO2 open-collector NAND gates
each time the multiplexed display-digit outputs of the
counter match that of the bits on the PA 0—PA, lines. The
BCD output data corresponding to each display digit
D1—D 8 is thus successively applied to the P13 0—P13 3 inputs
(at a4-kilohertz rate) and then to the processor.
The second through ninth interrupts should each be
typically serviced in less than 244 microseconds. This
task can be easily accomplished if proper priority is
assigned to the interrupts. Thus the data will be read in
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X10
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Prompt servicing. Using an interrupt scheme, instrumentation modules and other data-gathering processors with BCD multiplexed outputs
can be readily interfaced with home computers such as the Apple and the Atari. Interrupts for reading the data corresponding to each display
digit of counter in succession are generated by the microprocessor system itself, which produces a pulse at CA 2 each time the contents of its
updated PA0 -PA7output register equal that of the scanned display digit outputs D, -D8.
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less than 4 ms, so there will be no problem with data
overruns (200 ms between measurements).
Ideally, the first interrupt should either include a
check to ensure that digit Dg is not high and the input is
correct or else be followed by astatement that creates an
interrupt when line DI is high. In addition, the computer
bus will usually require some form of bidirectional buff-

Parametric equalizer improves
Baxandall tone control
by Henrique Sarmento Malvar
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Brazilia, Brazil

Simple active filters are used here to build acontinuously adjustable parametric equalizer having the same general response as the popular Baxandall circuit, which
utilizes a switch-selectable scheme for bass and treble
equalization. Center frequencies for both upper and lower bands, as well as their individual roll-off characteristics, may be independently controlled, and the depth of
the equalization is also adjustable.

ering to the peripheral interface adapter.
The same system can be used with any processor in
the MC6800 series; with other processors, a more complex interrupt-handling scheme is required.
El
Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts. calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $75 for each item published.

The circuit (see Fig. 1), an adaptation of an idea
proposed by Thomas, utilizes positive feedback and/or
feed-forward principles to achieve the type and amount
of equalization required. Five potentiometers set the
aforementioned parameters, with the circuit operating
on all simultaneously.
The center of the low-frequency passband is set by RI.
If the wiper of the bass control is moved towards the
input operational amplifier, A I,more of the low-frequency components of the input signal will pass through
low-pass filter CIR3Rx and appear at V„, with potentiometer R3 determining the roll-off. Because op amp A2
inverts the signal, partial cancelation of the low-frequency components occurs and the total bass content is
reduced at the output. As RI is moved in the opposite
direction, a positive feedback loop around op amps A2
and A3 is formed, and the bass gain increases. In similar

1. Trimming timbre. One-chip equalizer provides continuously variable control of bass and treble center frequencies, as well as individual
roll-oil characteristics. Depth of audio-band equalization is also adjustable. Unit costs little more than standard switch-selectable devices.
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FOR CONSTANT SETTINGS
OF ROLL-OFF AND DEPTH

R1/2

FOR CONSTANT
ROLL-OFF SETTINGS

R212

20
FREQUENCY (Hz)

50

100

200

500

1k

2k

5k

10k

20k

FREQUENCY (Hz)

2. Changing the response. Equalizer's response may be tailored to
FOR CONSTANT DEPTH
SETTINGS, TREBLE AT
MIDPOINT

specific requirements by adjusting center frequencies of base and
treble (a). Range of depth is shown in (b) for lift and cut positions of
base and center controls. Effect of bass roll-off adjustments is shown
in (c). Folded response of curve depicts equalizer's response for
variations in the amount of roll-off occurring at mid-range.

fashion, the center of the high-frequency passband may
be set by R2,buffer amp A4, and filter C2R4
R9. In either
case, trimming potentiometer R5 controls the amount of
negative feedback to op amp A2, thereby setting the
depth of response.
The performance of the circuit can be seen from
measured curves taken by an X-Y plotter over the

Processor's refresh facilities
double as interval timer
by Steven Dines
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.

In the typical microprocessor-based system, circuitry
needed to generate interrupts and the refresh signals
required to hold the contents of dynamic memories are
implemented with extensive logic external to the central
processing unit. Microprocessors such as the AmZ8000,
however, have on-chip facilities to satisfy the dynamic
memory refresh requirements. With little software and
minimal hardware (a line decoder and two gates), these
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0-to-20-kHz audio band (Fig. 2). The response as seen in
the family of curves of (a) is for various settings of the
bass and treble controls, holding roll-off and depth,
which is adjustable from 16 to 28 decibels, constant. The
flat portion of the curves corresponds to the midpoint
settings of RI and R2.In (b), the depth is varied, with
both the bass and treble controls either in their maximum lift or maximum cut positions. In (c), the bass
roll-off is varied for both the lift and cut positions of the
bass control, with the treble control at its midpoint and
the depth control held constant. These curves, if folded
back on themselves, would depict the equalizer's
response for avariable mid-range roll-off, for various lift
and cut settings of the treble control, with the bass
control at its midpoint and the depth held constant.
111
References
1M Thomas. "Tunable audio equalizer," Wireless World. September 1978. pp. 58-63.

facilities can also serve as an interval timer.
As seen, the processor's refresh function is controlled
by a hardware refresh register. The register has three
fields: a refresh-enable bit (RE), a rate counter, and a
row counter. Under program control, refresh is enabled
by writing alogic 1into the RE position and disabled by
writing in alogic O. The rate counter is initialized to set
the desired refresh cycle time between 1and 64 microseconds. When the cycle is exhausted, the central processing unit inserts a new refresh cycle into its program
sequence, refreshing the row of memory determined by
its stepping row counter value. The row counter is then
incremented by two, and the CPU begins the next timing
interval.
The refresh cycle is functionally similar to amemoryread cycle, so to ensure that the circuit can differentiate
between them, the status output lines of the processor,
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STATEMENT

lialle11111111

COMMENTS

LOM REGSAV, RO, 16

;SAVE CPU REGISTERS

CLR RO

;SET Ro TO ZERO

LDCTL REFRESH, RO

;DISABLE REFRESH

CALL SCHED

;PERFORM ANY HOUSEKEEPING

made possible by such versatile processors

LO RO, INTPAR

;LOAD INTERVAL PARAMETERS INTO 13 0

as the AmZ8000,

LDCTL REFRESH, RO

;REINITIALIZE REFRESH REGISTER

LDM RO, REGSAV, 16

;RELOAD USER REGISTERS

IRET

;RETURN TO USER

Internal interrupts. Software-based interval
timer

for

refreshing

dynamic

memories,

has adjustable refresh-

cycle and interval times. Only minimal hardware—a three-to-eight-line decoder and two
gates for counting the number of refresh
cycles per interval—is required.

ST0—ST 3,are set to ILLII during refresh. This output is
decoded using the 74LS138 three-to-eight line decoder.
Lines ST,—ST 3 drive the decoder's select lines, A—C, and
ST o drives the active-high enable input. The two activelow enable inputs are driven from the system clock and
the address strobe,
which goes low during each
refresh cycle. When the rate counter times out, the
address strobe moves low and the address of the row
counter is placed on the address lines.
Thus, during a refresh cycle, the decoder's Vo output
will be driven low, synchronous with the X and the
system clock. This output is then fed to an active-low
AND gate, along with the inverted AD 8 line, which only
moves low when the row counter reaches acount of 128.
Therefore the AND gate's output will go high only after
the rate counter has timed out 128 times, assuming the
refresh counter is initialized to zero.
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Because the counter can be initialized to virtually any
value, the refresh-interval time (which is the time
between refresh cycles) is adjustable from 1microsecond
to 8.194 milliseconds. The refresh-interval time is given
by To(128 —C o), where To is the time-out interval of the
rate counter and Co is the initial value of the refresh
counter.
The output from the AND gate, which indicates the
end of the timing interval, is then introduced to the
nonmaskable interrupt 0\--in
-TO of the CPU. The CPU then
enters the service routine, writing a 0 into bit 15 of the
refresh register to disable the refresh operation so that it
itself cannot be interrupted. Before returning control to
the CPU, it reinitializes the refresh-row counter to the
desired value and reenables refresh. This starts the timing of the next interval, at the end of which the CPU will
be again interrupted.
LI
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Engineer's newsletter
Digital calculator
can have analog uses

Where to find ideas
for improving
computer manuals

Applying Zilog chips
in networks

IEC standardizes n-port
network terminology
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To retrofit calculators with an analog capability, Ben Johnson of Kaltek
Calculator Technology has built a $14.62 module that works with both
fixed and programmable machines. The RC-111 module requires only a
few additional parts to make four connections to the calculator— two for
the power supply (which can be anything from 3 to 15 volts) and two
across the constant-add key. The engineer who wants to use the module for
measuring resistance, capacitance, light intensity, and the like even gets
an application note for his money. Johnson has applied his invention to
such diverse applications as photocurrent and thermistor measurements.
Write to him at Box 7462, Rochester, N. Y. 14615, for further information on the RC-111.

The inadequacies of software and other computer documentation is a
common complaint. Not only is there too little of it, but what is available
is also often poor in quality. To improve matters, the Society for Technical
Communication has devoted one issue (Vol. 27, No. 1) of its journal,
"Technical Communication," to the writing and presentation of computer
manuals. Short, magazine-style articles discuss how to plan software
manuals and prepare graphics for them, how to write and edit computer
manuals, and how to make both more useful, as well as many other topics.
Write to the society at 815 15th St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 20005, or
call (202) 737-0035.

In the microprocessor-dominated world of distributed processing, the Zilog
family of chip processors and associated components has carved out a
distinctive niche for itself. To encourage still wider use of its products, the
company is offering designers through July of this year 10 technical
courses covering component families, development and general systems,
and data communications. Some of the courses will be held in Cupertino,
Calif., but others will be conducted by correspondence.
For instance, there is afive-part home-study seminar for the advanced
engineer that deals with the Z8000 architecture and instruction set,
memory management, and peripheral interfacing. Other course topics
include the Z80, Z8, PLZ programming (Zilog's own Pascal-like language), and the components of Zilog's Z-Net local network. For more
details, call Kathy Trappen at (408) 446-4666, ext. 5586, or write to her
at 10340 Bubb Rd., Cupertino, Calif. 95014.

"Letter symbols for telecommunications and electronics," the latest International Electrotechnical Commission standard, is of fundamental importance to the international telecommunications community because despite
its very general title it applies specifically to linear n-port networks—the
basic building blocks of all telecommunications systems. The document,
the second supplement to IEC publication 27-2, discusses impedance
matrixes; transfer and open-circuit impedances; admittance, transfer, and
scattering matrixes; and reflection factors at network ports.
Approved by 43 countries, Publication 27-2B is available for 10 Swiss
francs from the Information Officer, IEC, 1 Rue de Varembé, 1211
Geneva 20, Switzerland.
-Harvey J. Hindin
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We've Always Offered More Graphics Solutions.

Now CalComp adds the full line of
Talos digitizing tablets to what is
already the most extensive line of
computer graphics solutions available
from any manufacturer.
Talos gives you awide choice of
digitizers in sizes from 11" x11" to 44"
x60", with the option to back-light and
rear-project images. And that's the
kind of selection you need for your
varied applications, including pipeline
layouts, printed circuit boards and
data reduction. Plus, they can
accommodate conductive materials for
digitizing seismographic and wellhead logs.
Our newest products, the 800 Series
and the Wedge, both feature
electromagnetic technology to allow you
to digitize from conductive materials,
and to give more precise data input and
greater data stability.
The flexible 800 Series with
MULTIBUS* module lets you use dual
tablets, dual cursors, and multiple
interfacing for greatly expanded system
capabilities.
The Wedge, designed especially for
applications using small systems, offers
end users and OEMs an affordable yet
highly dependable alternative to
traditional CRT control devices. And to
aid operation ease and efficiency, the
Wedge offers aunique five-degree
sloped surface.
The 600 Series, using electrostatic
technology and incorporating the
"active inch" principle, is also
available in awide range of sizes and
surface options.

With
Talos Digitizers,
We Offer Them
All.

To further expand accuracy and high
speed performance, we offer SMART
software packages for the 600 and 800
Series. SMART provides local
processing of digitized data to let you
combine functions and calculations,
and much more depending on your
working requirements.
CalComp for all the alternatives
in computer graphics.
CalComp offers full lines of drum,
flatbed and beltbed plotters;
controllers; computer output microfilm
(COM) units, and electrostatic plotter/
printers. And, new from CalComp, the
Graphic 7display system.
Plus CalComp support. All CalComp
products—including Talos digitizers —
are backed by the largest professional
team of sales, systems and service
people in the industry —direct from
CalComp. And our worldwide service
organization means we can give you fast
assistance wherever you're located.
We have all the solutions to your
graphics needs. Call today to see how
we can find the right one for you.

CALCOMP
ASanders (Iraphes Camper's

!SANDERS
California Computer Products. Inc.
2411 West La Palma Avenue
Anaheim, California 92801
Telephone (714) 821-2011
TWX 910-591-1154

Graphics Sales Ogle.: Tempe. AZ: (602) 894-9468: ()range. CA: (714) 978-7111; Santa Clara. CA: (4W) 727-09 36, Englewood, CO: (303) 770-1950: Norcross. GA: (404) 448-4522: Sehaumherg.
IL: (312) 884-0300; Shawnee Mission. KS: (913) 362-0707; Metairie. IA: (504) 833-3155: Waltham. MA: (617) 890-0834; Southfield. MI: (313) 569-3123. Bloomington. MN: (612) 854-3448: Si. 1146.),..
MO: (314) 863-2711: Woodbridge. NJ: (201) 636-6500; Fairport. NY: (716) 223-3820. Cleveland. OH: (2.16) 362-7280; Dayton. OH: (513) 276-5247: Tulsa. OK: 19181 663-7392; Portland. OR:
(503) 241-0974: Pittsburgh. PA: (412) 922-3430; Wayne. PA:12151 688-3405; Dallas. TX: (214) 661-2326; Houston. TX: (713) 776-3276: McLean. VA: (703) 442-8404: Bellevue. WA: (206)641-1925
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the duty of •
•all seven tower ,
the middle tower. You may leave the tower by either doorway and return through the other. If you visit
all seven towers only once, never using the same path twice, what is the only course you can take?

WE'D LIKE TO TEST
YOUR CIRCUITS.
We devised afiendish little labyrinth to test your mental circuits. If it points out a
better way to test your printed circuits, so much the better.
It occurred to us that choosing an
automatic test system is alot like working your way through alabyrinth.
One system looks pretty much like
any other, in the same way one path
looks just like another. And, unless you
know the difference between products,
you don't know which way to go.
Some major differences
between aGenRad system
and all others.
At GenRad we genuinely believe
our systems can test your printed circuit boards more efficiently than any
other system. The reason? A GenRad
system is significantly different from
other systems.
Take software, for example. We
made sure ours was well defined and
well integrated with the hardware from
day one. And we continue to update it.
(Nine major enhancements in as many
years, actually). The result? Systems
we sold nine years ago are still testing
today's board designs. Can anybody
else say that?
Another key difference is programming support. We have 8Regional
System Centers worldwide, where you'll
find as many as 10 complete GenPad
test systems in operation—with
20 or more of our people ready
to develop test programs for you.
No one else can provide you with
programming support like that.
And consider our credentials.
GenRad has been aleader in
testing for 65 years. And our sales
are now over $150 million. But
perhaps the best testimony to our
commitment to our customers is
the fact that we have more board
testers in use worldwide than
anybody elsé.
Some specific product
differences to get you moving
in the right direction.
GenRad makes both functional and
in-circuit testers. A lot of our customers
use both advantageously. No matter
which you choose, what's important
is how long it takes to do atest program.
And how much help the system gives
you automatically.
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The advantages of aGenRad
functional system.
When it comes to functional
testers our systems give you plenty of
help. A good-sized library of functionally
modelled IC's, for example, can save a
lot of time in developing atest program.
We just happen to have the largest library
in the business. Over 2000 SSI and MSI
devices and over 100 LSI devices.
Also an accurate simulator can
keep you from going down alot of blind
alleys while working on atest program.
So does the ability to prepare programs
incrementally and do nodal verification.
You'll find all of these things on a
GenRad functional tester. But not on
anybody else's.
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e
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e

The GenRad 1795 Functional Test System

The GenRad 2270 In-Circuit Test System

When it comes to troubleshooting,
isolating faults directly to asingle IC
can be atremendous timesaver. Our
special beyond-the-node software
linked to adiagnostic resolution module lets you do just that.
The advantages of aGenRad
in-circuit system.
You want pretty much the same
things in an in-circuit system that you
want from afunctional system—simple

program prep and comprehensive
diagnostics to maximize throughput.
Look for atest system that does more
than dump out arough first pass of a
test program.
Look for one with software so automatic you get aprogram that's almost
ready to run as is.
In that regard, you're going to be
interested in these exclusive GenRad
features: Automatic Bus Disable which
frees the programmer from having to
manually write alot of extra tests in
order to isolate the IC under test from
the effects of other ICs on the bus; feedback squelch to automatically deal
with troublesome spikes; and memory
behind each pin to allow patterns to
be applied and sensed in parallel. Go
ahead and check out other systems,
but you won't find these exclusive features on any of them.
One final thing to keep in mind. If
you're going to design with two kinds
of logic (and who isn't today?) your
tester ought to be capable of testing
two logic families simultaneously, right?
Both our in-circuit and functional
testers can.
The logical conclusion.
And an offer that's hard to
pass up.
If you've followed us this far,
it ought to be pretty clear whose
system can do the best job of testing your printed circuits. Now
how about awall-size version of
our labyrinth to show the world
your mental circuits check out
okay, too? We'll send you agiant
poster if you drop us anote on
your letterhead. And, by the way,
if you'd like to know more about a
GenRad System, the best course of
action is to call us.
How about right now?
You can reach us at 300 Baker
Avenue, Concord, Massachusetts
01742. Telephone: (617) 369-4400.

GenRad

THE BEST IN TEST
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Insert this
preassembled card
edge connector
in one step,
and forget it.
Preassembled to cut backplane
production time. Designed for mother
board insertion without damage to
plated-through holes
The one-step AMP PACE
Connector does a:ot to make
your production simpler—and
free from worry.
Using our unique ACTION PIN
contact compliant design, just press
the connector into place. Assembly is

complete. There's no solder or costly,
time-wasting rejects.
Even our Accu -plate precision
plating avoids waste. By pinpointing
gold only on the final contact area and
using nickel and tin elsewhere, you
don't pay for what you don't need.
The AMP PACE Connector. It's
good enough to forget.

AMP Facts
Description: preassembled card edge
connectors for .100" x.100," .100" x
.200' and .125" x.250" centerlines; size
15 to 61, dual position.
Contact Rating: 3 Amp
Contact Resistance: Spring contact to test
board-8 milliohms
Total circuit resistance-9 milliohms
Operating Temperature: —55 °C to +85 °C
Voltage Rating (Sea Level): .100"

Accu -plate precision plating puts
the gold where it does the most
good, for superior electrical
contact at areasonable cost.

The contact's unique beam
design accommodates and
compensates for daughter board
warp and stress, assuring
long-term, reliable performance.

centerline spacing-1000 VAC
Insulation Resistance: 5,000 Megohms
Durability: 100 cycles
Salt Spray: MIL-STD-1344, Method 1001
Thermal Shock: MIL-STD-1344,
Method 1003
Physical Shock: MIL-STD-1344,
Method 2004
Humidity: MIL-STD-1344, Method 1002,
Type II

Spring sections of ACTION PIN
contacts compress in opposite
directions, maintaining a
gas-tight fit with pc board,

Vibration: MIL-STD-1344, Method 2005
Mylar strip assures straight and
stable pin alignment.

For more information, call the
AMP PACE Connector Desk at (717) 780-8400.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105
AMP AMP PACE and ACTION PIN are trademarks of AMP Incorporated

AINIIIP means productivity.

control capabilities. Its 2-line control
structure eliminates bus contention—
an important consideration in today's
multiplexed-bus microprocessors.
Plus the M2732's reliability is unsurpassed. Like our M2716 EPROM, the
M2732 undergoes tougher-than-military
quality control tests to insure they'll
retain their programs for years to come.
With Intel's decade of EPROM experience, it's no wonder we've shipped
more military EPROMs to more military
programs than any other supplier.
A JEDEC-approved pinout to
set your sites on today
Right now you can start planning for
future memory upgrades, by designing
in the M2732. Its pinout conforms to the
JEDEC-approved Standard for ByteWide Memories, from 16K through 256K
bits. So you'll be able to upgrade easily
from an M2732, without changing your
design or board layout. And because of
this compatibility, the M2732 —like the
industry standard M2716—will be
available from second source suppliers.
Intel's military VLSI strike force
Our advancing line of military VLSI
products—like the new M2732—reflects
our strong commitment to military
customers: namely, to continue to
deliver the broadest line of VLSI devices
possible to military systems designers.
From devices like the M8086, M8085A,
and M8048, to military EPROMs, bipolar
PROMs, static and dynamic RAMs,
and microprocessor peripherals.

Intel-soaring aloft with
the M2732 EPROM.
Introducing the M2732 EPROM. Now available
for VLSI military microcomputer designs that soar
above the rest.
Fos-military and hi-rel systems, Intel's
new 32K EPROM is ready to take off
today. Built in full compliance with the
Class Brequirements of MIL-STD-883B,
Methods 5004 and 5005, the M2732 is
the newest member of Intel's growing
family of military VLSI products. And it's
available in volume now.
For applications ranging from shipboard
and ground communication systems to
avionics and missile control, the M2732
offers distinct advantages. It's not only
the highest density military EPROM
available, it's also designed to maximize
the performance of today's advanced
16-bit microprocessors, like the M8086.
Plus its pinout provides the natural

upgrade path from 32K to 64K, 128K
and even 256K-bit parts.
An EPROM to match your
microprocessor
To get all the high-flying performance
possible out of today's military
microprocessor-based systems, it takes
memory components with features as
advanced as the M2732.
Features like high speed and low power.
With an access time of 450 ns, the
M2732 is fast enough to operate with the
M8086 or M8085A. And its automatic
power-down capability cuts average
power dissipation by 60-80%.
The M2732 also features superior

We've shipped hundreds of thousands
of these high-performance VLSI devices
to vital military programs over the past
four years. And we'll continue this
commitment for years to come. Not only
in components, but in support, such as
our advanced development tools,
including the Intellecesystem and ICET°
in-circuit emulation modules.
So the next time you're on the lookout for
state-of-the-art military VLSI devices,
look to the leader —Intel.For further information on military products, or acopy of
our 1981 Military Products Data Catalog,
contact your local Intel sales office/
distributor. Or contact Intel Corporation,
3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara,
CA 95051. Telephone (408) 987-8080.
Circle 201 on reader service card
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24-bit machine is fast without cache
48-bit memory words, high-speed backplane, efficient page swapping
give big minicomputer a price-performance edge

by James B. Brinton. Boston bureau manager

The model 300 from Harris Corp.'s
Computer Systems division "is 18%
to 30% faster on Whetstone benchmarks than the VAX-11/750,"
claims Benjamin L. Harrison, director of product marketing at the division. "Even more to the point," he
adds, "it costs as much as 10% less
than the 11/750 in equivalent configurations."
The machine is the latest in the
division's line of 24-/48-bit superminicomputers, as it dubs them.
Priced at less than $100,000 in its
least complex configuration, the 12megabyte virtual-memory model 300
will be vigorously sold against Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX product
line. "The 300's price-performance
ratio puts it right between the
11/750 and 11/780," says Harrison.
The feature that will likely strike
most customers first is the 300's 24bit central-processing-unit word
length (memory word length is 48
bits). Sixteen-bit and 32-bit machines are much commoner. But
Harrison says the choice is justified:
"You don't need 32- or 64-bit precision for business functions and rarely
in the scientific or engineering markets Harris has traditionally served.
In all these areas, 24 bits usually is
more than enough precision and generally offers large enough address
space. And where higher precision is
needed, our machine allows us 48-bit
double precision with only a6% penalty in execution time versus single
precision. That's hardly any penalty
at all compared with most 32-bit
machines." Harrison also feels the
24-bit format is particularly well
suited to graphics applications:
The 300 is organized for speed. Its
backplane runs at 19 megabytes per
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second; by contrast, that of the
11/750 runs at about 5, and that of
the 11/780 at just over 13 megabytes/s. And the 300's mos main
memory reads and writes 48-bit
words, cycles in 400 ns, and has a
290-ns access time.
In addition, the 300's bus structure has 48 parallel lines for data
and another 20 'for addressing. In
main memory cycles, the system
simultaneously transfers 24- or 48bit data words, a20-bit address, and,
where appropriate, error-correcting
codes as well—all in a single cycle.
The maximum size of physical main
memory is 2 megabytes. The machine's microprogrammed central
processor cycles in 300 ns, and for
more speed, instruction fetching is
overlapped with execution.
Steps have been taken to limit
unnecessary, time-consuming page
swapping in the virtual memory system. The 300's operating system

includes an algorithm that displaces
pages in main memory, primarily on
the basis of individual priority of a
job associated with a given page or
of the page itself and secondarily on
its frequency of use. Thus, the least
frequently used, lowest-priority
pages are written over first, making
memory management about as efficient as is possible without resorting
to acache organization.
Bigger page. According to Harris
sources, the 300's main memory is
actually faster than the caches of
some competing units. The Harris
system of page swapping is more
efficient than the first-in, first-out
paging approach used by some competitors. Also, at 3-K bytes, page size
on all Harris machines is large compared with that of competing systems and makes fewer page transfers
necessary in the first place.
The smallest 300 comes with an
80-megabyte Winchester disk drive,
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HIGH FREQUENCY
AT CRYSTALS

Erie AT Crystals are used over the
frequency spectrum from 950 kHz to
200 MHz. Low temperature coefficient,
extremely high CI, economical. Used in
TCXO and VCXO oscillators,
temperature controlled and,
non-controlled oscillators, and filter
applications. All size cans.

LOW FREQUENCY
CRYSTALS
u.

Low frequency crystals
are available from 1kHz
to 1MHz in a broad
variety of crystal holders and mounting
configurations. Erie is a leading source
for all types of high quality, Low
Frequency Crystals.

CRYSTAL
OSCILLATORS
Erie offers a broad range
of economical as well as
highly sophisticated
Crystal Oscillators. These
small size oscillators are available in a
wide range of frequencies. Hermetically
sealed crystals assure long term
stability. Design assistance available.

CRYSTAL FILTERS
Erie quartz crystal filters are specified
for use in communications receivers ...
as well as for
radar, sonar
and space
applications.

Write for brochure describing Erie Crystals
Filters. Oscillators and Ovens

EME

ERIE FREQUENCY CONTROL DIV. OF
ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS
Carlisle. Pa, 17013
717 249-2232
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New products
streaming-tape backup, 192-K bytes
of error-checking and -correcting
memory, and an operator's cathoderay-tube console. The price for this
configuration is just under $100,000
and includes Harris's Vulcan 9.A
operating system, which makes the
300 compatible with Harris' larger
and smaller machines.
Though compatible with other
Harris operating systems, version
9.A is more oriented toward communications. This makes the 300 acandidate for the job of asmart satellite
computer connected to a larger
machine like Harris' 48-bit 800—a
system about equivalent to an IBM
3033. The 300 also could act as a
host, using Harris 80s and 100s as
satellites. And in complex network
applications, the 300 can serve in
both roles simultaneously.
The 300 can handle up to 48 user
terminals simultaneously and interactively; it was designed to support
concurrently users performing interactive program development, timesharing, multistream batch processing, multiple remote job entry, and
real-time processing. Because its
operating system is reentrant, one
copy serves all users, and compilergenerated code can be made reentrant as well.
The 300 will come with a full suit
of software. Languages available

already include Fortran, Basic, Cobol, API., RP(; II, Snobol, Forgo, and
Pascal; C is forthcoming. There are
18 applications-support packages
available, with more being added.
Optional power. For more speed,
the 300 is available with a hardware
floating-point processor, operating
concurrently with and independently
of the CPU. It also uses the 48-bitwide memory bus and, in doubleprecision operations, employs an 8bit signed exponent and a 39-bit
mantissa to reach more than 11 decimal digits of resolution.
For greatest speed, there is optional shared memory. This eases interfacing with outboard array processors for all-out number crunching.
Harris has a joint agreement with
Floating Point Systems Inc. of Beaverton, Ore., to supply such equipment. Nor should the 300 become
input/output-bound. It can support
up to 24 logical ho ports with an
aggregate input rate of 19 megabytes/s, and an aggregate output
rate of about 8 megabytes/s. The
number of ports supported at any
given time will depend on the bit rate
of the system's peripherals.
First deliveries of the 300 arc due
in 60 to 90 days.
Harris

Corp.,

Computer

Systems

Divison,

2101 Cypress Creek Rd., Fort Lauderdale,
Fla. 33309. Phone (305) 974-1700 [338]

Repositioning to attack VAX
Simultaneously with its announcement of the model 300, Harris Corp.'s
Computer Systems division is repositioning its model 500 data processor to
compete more favorably with Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX-11/780. The
500 is a little lower both in price and performance than the 11/780: the
11/780 achieves single-precision Whetstone benchmarks of 1,000 to 1,100
per second and the 500 runs at about 835; but in double-precision operation, the difference between the two computers almost disappears, with the
Harris machine running at 782 Whetstones/s and the 11/780 at 790 to 800
Whetstones /s.
Unlike the 300, the 500 central processing unit is rarely sold as a
packaged system, making direct price comparisons difficult. But, according
to Benjamin L. Harrison, product marketing manager at the division. Harris is
doing two things to create a more favorable price-performance ratio for the
500. "We are increasing minimum memory size from 192-K bytes to 384-K
bytes at no increase in the CPU's $99,600 base price. Second, we are
cutting the price of maintenance by 5 to 12% and breaking out software
maintenance as aseparate item."
Taken together, these moves are the equivalent of 10% to 30% price cuts,
depending on hardware configuration and also on the sort of maintenance
requested by the customer.
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Saying your products are reliable is one :hing. Making them so is
another. We know because we've been doing both for along time.
But it's been the performance of the products, themselves, that
has made Sprague and reliability inseparable. Ask any user.
Sprague Electric Company. North Adams, Mass. 01247.
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We think an OEM computer should be able
to take your marketing around the world.

At Digital, we think the last thing an
OEM computer should do is limit your
options.
Not just your perfonnance options.
But your marketing options too.
That's why we make computers that
you can add value to, and then sell virtually
anywhere.
They're available with features like a
universal power supply that will work from
any electrical current in the world at the
flick of aswitch.
We even engineer our products to fit
into standard sized shipping containers. To
be handled easily by the fewest number of
people. To be assembled quickly by almost
anyone, without special tools.
At Digital, our approach has always
been to give OEMs more than just great
product. Just as important are the extra
quality features, the extra testing that can
make your design and marketing job easier.
The software compatibility that can take
you from micros to 32-bit large-scale computers, from one generation to the next.
The worldwide service capability that can
be tailored exactly to the way you run your
business. It's an approach designed to
help you meet awide range of computer
strategies.
You probably already know alot about
Digital performance. To find out the rest,
send for our new brochure, "The Thinking
Behind the Industry's Largest Selling Line
of OEM Computers."
Digital Equipment Corporation, (PK3/
M-86), Maynard, MA 01754. (617)493-6253.
In Europe: 12 ay. des Morgines, 1213 PetitLancy/Geneva. Tel. 93 33 11. In Canada:
Digital Equipment of Canada, Ltd.

We build alot more than performance
into an OEM computer.
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New products

Bubble cassettes work at

20°C

Read/write unit accepts magnetic-bubble cassettes
varying in capacity from 100 K to 1megabit
by Bruce LeBoss, San Francisco regional bureau manager

Although at present more costly than
other magnetic media, bubble-memory technology offers microprocessor-based systems aunique combination of nonvolatility, long-term reliability, and data integrity, even in
harsh environments. Now National
Semiconductor is adding several other dimensions to the technology with
the development of a magnetic-bubble memory cassette system.
Designated Bublset, the new system consists of aread-write unit, less
than 3 by 4 by 6 in. in size, that
automatically accepts magnetic-bubble cassettes ranging from about
100-K to 1 megabit in capacity. In
contrast, aphysically larger cassettetype system being marketed by
Fujitsu Ltd. of Japan is limited to
one 256-K unit [Electronics, Feb. 24,
p. 212].
According to Frank Stempski,
product marketing manager for
magnetic-bubble products, the system was developed in response to the
need for a removable, nonvolatile
solid-state memory in such applications as numerical machine-tool control, data loggers and recorders, portable terminals and intelligent test
equipment, and military systems in
harsh or dirty environments. Bubblebased storage systems, of course,
have no moving parts and thus arc
not subject to the mechanical failures of tape and disk storage.
Antifreeze. The Bublset's temperature range of — 20° to +70°C
extends well below the Fujitsu system's and that of most competitive
media, which are limited to 0°C,
Stempski states. The lower range is
needed on oil-well data-logging systems and on power-demand meters
located outside buildings, as well as
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in many shipboard and airborne
applications, such as flight-management recording systems.
The Bublset cassette has no function or coil drivers and no sense
amplifiers—it contains only the bubble memory and temperature-sensing circuitry. This cost-effective simplicity is achieved through a proprietary set of bubble-memory support
circuits that National will soon offer
with others of its bubble-memory
components. "The design avoids the
data loss typically due to powering
up or down or from removing amagnetic-tape cassette during operation," says George Reyling Jr., manager for magnetic-bubble memory
systems.
The bubble-memory controller detects and corrects errors automatically. It has built-in self-test features
as well as an automatic write-protection feature.
The system comes with two selectable ports—an RS-232-C serial in-

terrace and abyte-wide parallel port
for interfacing with microprocessorbased systems. Its +5- and +12-v
power-supply requirements and the
low power consumption typical of
bubble-memory technology increase
its suitability for portable applications, Stempski notes.
National, which already has made
presentations of the bubble-memory
cassette system to afew selected customers, will make the Bublset available in the general marketplace in
the second half of this year. For
industrial-grade versions, the Bublset will be priced in the $1,000 range
in small quantities. The price
includes the read/write system and a
minimum-capacity (100-K) bubblememory cassette. Prices of the cassettes will vary with capacity. Militarized and ruggedized versions will
be available next year.
National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif., 95051.
Phone (408) 737-5000 [339]

Boost system performance
with new high-density ROMs.
Signetics' 32K and 64K ROMs
give you 300ns access/cycle
time with 40% less power.
128K to come.
Now you can realize the full potential of your
system design with new highspeed, fully-static
ROMs from Signetics.
You'll get unmatched
design flexibility with
guaranteed access and
cycle times of 300ns.
Plus enhanced part
reliability and
economy from stingy
new lows in power
dissipation, an Icc
down to 65 mA (max).
Another Signetics plus—you
can easily upgrade for density
or speed. Without PCB redesign. That's because our
super-fast 2632A and 2664A
are pin-compatible. With each
other and with the entire
Signetics ROM family, including our
proven 450ns ROM line.
While the 2632A and 2664A set
new standards for performance,
density and simple interfacing with static design,
we're ready to meet even tougher requirements.
Innovative design techniques that simu:taneously
allow increased speed and decreased power dissipation also make it possible to accept special orders
for even higher-performance specs. Faster. Denser.
Extended temperature range.
And Signetics' QA standards—among the industry's toughest—mean fewer incoming inspections.
Fewer board reworks. Simplified system checkouts.

You also get performance-to-spec
guarantees and reduced inventories.
Because we make our ROMs to meet
selected MIL-STD-883 criteria. And
our quality control sampling plans
assure aprocess average of
less than 0.65% defective
on standard product.
Find out today how
Signetics' new family of fastaccess, low-power ROMs can
improve existing system
performance. Or optimize
your new designs. Call us
direct on the ROMLINE at
(408) 739-7700, extension
6151. Or, contact your nearby Signetics sales office.
Signetics Corporation,
811 E. Argues Avenue,
P.O. Box 409,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

SMIliltiCS
asubsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation
Multiple Technologies from 8Divisions:
Analog, Bipolar Memory. Bipolar LSI,
MOS Memory, MOS Microprocessor,
Logic, Military, Automotive/Telecom

To: Signetics Publication Services, 811 East Argues Ave.
P.O. Box 409, Sunnyvale CA 94086
E310
)Please send me your complete ROMGUIDE.
I'm particularly interested in:
8K_16K_32K_64K_128K_@45Ons_30Ons_faster_
in
quantity with
codes.
Name

Title

Company

Division

Address
City

NOTE: JEDEC B 24 and 28 pin 32K and 64K ROMs
available soon.
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State

Zip

0 Ineed help now. Please have aROM specialist
phone me immediately at:
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Top financial incentives.
First-rate, skilled labour.
Excellent cornmunications
within Europe.
Advanced technological
know-how and support.
Self-sufficiency in energy.
Plant availability. Experience
and professional advice.
Apart from that,
Scotland has nothing to offer.
•••••••••

•

9Vt'o.st 57th

••

Scotland is one of the last great unspoiled
natural areas in Europe.
And one of the most profitable bases for
re-location in the world.
It boasts the largest readily-available skilled
workforce of any European development area. The
highest educational standards in the U.K. And a
wealth of advanced engineering and technological
experience.
American companies have been settling in
Scotland for years.
Multinationals like I.B.M., McDermott,
Polaroid, Digital and Playtex, plus an army of
medium-sized and smaller businesses.
As well as European and Japanese giants like
Roche and Mitsubishi.
Using Scotland's unique combination of
assets, they trade on ahighly profitable, tariff- free
basis into the E.E.C., reaching amarket of over 260
million people.
Scotland is acountry of immense variation;
comprising nine different physical and business
regions-each offering its own, individual advantages.
The government-backed S
Scottish Development Agency
This

Old

ictial

acts as the 'gateway' to them all. The focal point for
every aspect of the country's business development.
We can provide absolutely everything you need.
From help with start-up costs, grant and loan
packages to premises and rents. There are 100%
capital allowances and the average corporation tax is
just 16%.
Abundant energy, excellent transport and
communications, abeautiful environment and a
language that's in common with yours.
What are you waiting for? Contact the
S.D.A. today.
There's nothing to it.
For further information, clip this coupon and mail to
SDA, 9West 57th Street, New York, NY 10019 or 11th
Floor, 465 California Street, San Francisco, CA 94104.

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS

cotland. Come and grow.

Ji
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New products

Chip controls high-resolution graphics
Controller handles adisplay memory of 256-K 16-bit words
and can draw figures at 800 ns per pixel
by John G. Posa, Solid State Editor
The bugaboo in building a sophisticated yet economical color graphics
terminal has been the lack of asufficiently powerful graphics display
controller (Gpc). With the µPD7220
GDC, display memory can be as large
as 256-K 16-bit words—the equivalent of over 4million pixels.
For graphics, display memory can
be organized into a 2,048-by-2,048pixel display or a 1,024-by-1,024pixel display with 4 bits per dot, or
any other such combination. Up to
40 rows of 80 characters each can
easily be accommodated, and over
20 such screens can be stored in display memory. Multiple 7220s can be
used to add colors or to access a
larger display memory.
Alphanumeric characters and intricate graphics symbols are accessed in a display memory much

larger than what is actually displayed, so the screen can be partitioned. In each section, information
can be scrolled up and down, and
characters and graphics can be intermixed.
Quick. Beyond raw resolution, the
7220 has two outstanding features:
the ability to alter the contents of a
16-bit word in memory in a single
read-modify-write cycle, and the
ability to draw pictures with an onchip figure-drawing processor. A
read-modify-write cycle consumes
four cycles of the system clock,
which runs at 5MHz or faster; in this
period, the GDC can set or clear any
bit or bits in a word and thus edit
text or draw lines, arcs, circles, and
rectangles at 800 ns per pixel.
Directly compatible with the
8080, 8085, and 8086, the 7220 can

be connected to such microprocessors as the Z80 and 6800 with a
small amount of peripheral logic. It
recognizes 18 commands, some of
which can be used to synchronize
multiple 7220s. A zoom command
lets the graphics be enlarged by
factor as large as 16. Others control
direct-memory access, permit inputs
from a light pen, or enable the cursor's position to set or read.
The µPD7220 will be available in
limited quantities in May for under
$100. Volume production is set for
September or October, at which
time the price will drop to about $50
or $55. The chip will also be available through Intel Corp. A complete
graphics display module is in design
at NEC Microcomputers.
NEC Microcomputers Inc.,

173 Worcester

St., Wellesley, Mass. 021811340]
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Good graphics. The µPD7220 alphanumeric and graphics display controller from NEC addresses a display memory holding much more data
than is on the screen. It has an on-chip drawing processor and a 16-by-9-bit first-in, first-out buffer to ease asynchronous data transfers.
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Super High Speed
84K Dynamic RANIs
OKI on-line VLSI technology delivers the 68,536-bit NMOS dynamic RAM
available in 3super-fast access times —with error protection: MSM3764.
MAXIMUM SPEED
OPTIONS
OKI produces the one-chip 64K
NMOS DRAM in 3 very fast access
times to optimize system applications
and performance:
120 ns -MSM3764-12
150 ns -MSM3764-15
200 ns -MSM3764-20
(industry standard)

ALPHA PARTICLE
PROTECTION

The destructive bombardment of
line data by alpha particles is
eliminated by OKI's state-of-art

('

E-BEAM VLSI FOR MAXIMUM DENSITIES
64K bits of dynamic RAM on a single
chip! Confirms again OK's strong
on-stream capabilities in VLSI memory
technology. Based on OKI's solid 3-year
headstart in Electron Beam lithography.
Begun in 1977, now fully on-line, OKI
application of E-Beam defect-free masks
is now producing high density chips:
working products with close geometries
that yield 6x or more functions than
standard masking procedures.

Ceramic
64K DRAM fabncation process.
To assure total data protection.
a key error prohibitor is built into
every MSM3764 — through
silicon doping, and unique
design and manufacturing
techniques.
In extensive life-cycle testing,
the Double-Poly doped 64K
device has experienced zero
failures from alpha particle
exposure.

Ola BeIBM3764. The fastest 64K RAMs shipping
from any memory source today. OKI is now delivering the ultimate in work-horse VLSI. 65,536 bits of
dynamic NMOS RAM on a single 16-pin chip: optimized for MCU system applications requiring high
speed, high density and high performance.
Volume production of the 3764 in three very fast
access-time configurations —resistant to soft errors
through advanced circuit design; resistant to alpha
particle damage through unique processing steps —
gives OKI 64K DRAM users an important edge. For
main-frame memories, buffer memory, peripheral
storage systems —virtually any microprocessorrelated environment where high quality, strict reliability and compact layout are critical design
criteria.
Availability of a more workable, more usable,

VOLUME
AVAILABILITY

OKI MSM 3764 AS,
packaged for high-re)
applications.

TWO
PACKAGING
OPTIONS
Plastic
OKI MSM3764 RS, for costefficient commerciallindustnal
applications, available May 1
;)

OKI is now filling
qualification,
preproduction and
production orders for
MSM3764 from stock
OKI's liachioji facilities
and the new
$72,000.000 KyLshu
fabrication plant are
both now producing this
device

faster 64K RAM underscores OKI's significant lead
in VLSI memory product design and production.
Today's ability to supply results from our early commitment of time, manpower and capital resources to
the mastery of E-Beam lithography—at least three
years before most memory suppliers began E-Beam
machine experimentation and trial runs.
For full technical data and specs on MSM3764,
send the coupon below. For qualification orders of
the OKI 64K RAM—at 120, 150 or 200ns —contart
Mary Briganti, Inside Sales Manager, OKI Semiconductor,1333 Lawrence Expressway, Santa Clara, CA
95051. (408) 984-4842.
um
OKI MSM3764 — 64K NMOS dynamic RAM
)Please send data sheet and volume pricing.
)We have immediate requirements — have OKI rep ca I.

OKI

Name
Title

SEMICONDUCTOR

I

Clip coupon to company letterhead and return to OKI SemicondLctor,
1333 Lawrence Expressway, Santa Clara, CA 95051. (408) 984-4842.
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New products
Communications

Acrylic polymer
makes tough fiber
Plastic optical fiber survives
physical extremes, lowers
costs for 60-meter data links
One of the many obstacles originalequipment manufacturers face in
developing fiber-optic data links has
been the unavailability of inexpensive fiber cable of high physical and
optical quality. Hewlett-Packard's
solution to this problem for its
HFBR-0500 data link [Electronics,
Dec. 18, 1980, P. 83] is Nissho-Ewai
American Corp.'s acrylic fiber. Developed by Mitsubishi Rayon of
Tokyo, these step-index fibers, called
ESKA by their manufacturer, are
more flexible and lighter in weight
than glass fibers. And compared
with the other inexpensive, more
commonly known fibers made of
polystyrene, they have lower attenuation, better tensile strength, more
flexibility, and physical stability at
higher temperatures.
"We have spent nine months
working with the various device and
connector manufacturers in the
U. S. to develop and optimize their
components to effectively operate
with ESKA cables. Now there are
active devices in the visible and
infrared ranges, as well as connectors, that are EsKA-compatible,"
says Roy H. Yahiro of Nissho-Iwai.
The compatibility exists for both
grades of fiber—industrial and display. Featuring an attenuation acceptable for data links up to 60
meters long, the industrial grade is a
better fiber than the display type,
which is cost-competitive with polystyrene fiber and suitable for such
applications as light guides, illumination panels, automotive uses, electrical appliances, and toys.
Chemistry. Both fiber grades have
an acrylic polymer core of polymethyl methacrylate sheathed with a
polymer containing fluorine. The
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Spectral transmission. An inexpensive acrylic optical fiber, ESKA has losses low enough for
60-meter data links. The shaded area indicates variation with grades and types of ESKA.

sheath polymer has a lower refractive index than the core polymer—a
standard approach that helps keep
the light energy in the core.
The chemical composition of both
core and cladding is the key to the
fiber's physical properties, which are
all-important when practical data
links or display devices are built.
ESKA fibers can handle up to 80 °C,
with intermittent exposure to 100 °C.
Temperatures of — 30 °C for 30 days
cause no change in light transmission or the fiber's flexibility.
"The fiber can be knotted tightly
at room temperatures," Yahiro says.
Significant transmission loss does
not occur unless the fiber is bent on a
radius under 1cm and does not drop
below 90% relative transmission until the bending radius is under 0.5
cm. He adds that "it's not attacked
by epoxy adhesives." Dilute sulfuric
acid, gasoline, and organic solvents
have little if any effect on the fiber's
light transmission. Other specifications on flexibility, breaking strain,
and weatherability are documented,
along with test procedures, in the
parent company's technical bulletin.
According to Yahiro, bulk fiber,
bristles, and jacketed fiber are available in a range of diameters and
lengths depending on the grade
needed. But ESKA is also available in
assembled light guides, light sensor
heads, photocouplers, panels, and
displays, and so on. Mitsubishi Rayon's Tokyo laboratory will make custom samples suitable for customer

testing. Prices vary widely with
diameter, grade, length, and configuration.
Nissho-Ewai

American

Corp.,

Broadway

Plaza, Suite 1900, 700 South Flower St., Los
Angeles, Calif. 90017 [401]

Direct-connect 1,200-b/s
modem is 30 in. 2
The smallest 1,200-b/s single-card
modem available is the CM2020,
according to Intertel. Measuring
only 30 in. 2, the microprocessorbased modem is a direct-connect
device registered by the Federal
Communications Commission and
compatible with Bell Telephone's
202S. It improves mean time between failures and eliminates the
cost of installing dial-back hardware
and data-access arrangements.
The CM2020 modem has test circuitry on board for either self-testing
or testing via data-transmission
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TM 500 now gives you

the quickest distortion
measurements ever.

The AA 501 and SG 505 are
both TM 500 Plug-ins tha: can be
;nstalled in any of five mainframes, including rackmount,
bench and portable. They can
also be separated and still used
as ateam, even though miles
apart. Or configured with over 40
other TM 500 Plug-ins current;y
available.
To find out more about the
AA 501 Distortion Analyzer and
SG 505 Oscillator, contact your
local Tektronix Field Office or
write Tektronix, Inc.

Introducing the
AA 501 Distortion
Analyzer and SG 505
Oscillator. Fast,
automated and
accurate.
This new pair of TM 500 Plug-ins
makes distortion measurement
truly automatic to save you both
time and money. For production
testing, the AA 501's automatic
speed provides substantia; labor
reduction with no loss in accuracy. Together, the AA 501 and
SG 505 have the lowest harmonic distortion plus noise
(THD+N) rating in the entire
ind ustry: 0.0025%.
The SG 505 Oscillator outputs asine wave with the lowest
residual distortion on today's
market (.0008%). The AA 501
Distortion Analyzer uses digital
processing to lock in on test
signals, set levels and adjust the
notch filter for nulling. All measurements, including dB levels
are precalculated and then displayed on an LED readou

copyright e 1980. Tektronix. Inc All rights reserved

TM 500
Designed for
Configurability

le_ktronbc

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

U.S.A.
Tektronix. log.
PO. Box 1730
Beaverton, OR 97075
800/547-1512
Oregon B001644-9051

864

Asia, Australia, Canada.
Central &
South America, Japan
Tektron,x, Inc
America's/Pacdc
PO Box 1700
on OR 97075

New products

Data Images Inc.
designs, develops and
manufactures high quality
Liquid Crystal Displays
and related products for
users in a broad range of
industrial, electronic and

New
Dimensions In
Liquid Crystal
Displays
scientific applications.

equipment; selectable call origination that supports automatic dialing,
dial-through, and conventional dialing; and economical installation and
operation.
The CM2020 card modem is
available to original-equipment manufacturers for $199 each. The maximum that can be ordered at this
introductory price is two modems.
Intertel,

6 Shattuck

Rd.,

Andover,

Mass.

01810. Phone (617) 681-0600 [403]
With the advent of high
quality materials, Data
Images Inc. can now
provide the user with a
COLOR choice in Liquid
Crystal Displays. Of
course, the standard high
contrast blue-black font is

available, but colors, such

To meet your most
stringent requirements,
special wide temperature
range, fast response
liquid crystal fluids, such
as -20 to 85° C, with a
total cycle time of less
than 100 ms at 6Vrms are
also available.
Whether you require a
standard design, special
fluids, color, or acomplete
custom design, we are
ready to fulfill your
needs.

Fiber-optic multiplexer

Aydin Monitor Systems, 502 Office Center

transmits real-time data

Drive, Fort Washington, Pa. 19034. Phone
(215) 646-8100 [405]

The model CMX-832 is a low-cost,
eight-channel, time-division fiberoptic multiplexer that transmits data
in real time (without storing it in
buffers) and has no restrictions on
character bit width or protocol. It
has no need for the waiting and other interaction between individual
data channels that is necessary in
statistical multiplexers. Its electrical
channels are full-duplex RS-232-C.
The CMX-832 has a maximum
channel data rate of 19.2 kb/s, asynchronous or synchronous. In the
synchronous mode, switches select
the terminal clock rate of 1,200,
2,400, 4,800, 9,600, or 19,200 b/s.
Powered by 115 v, 60 Hz, from an
ac wall outlet, the multiplexer is
available for $2,700. Extension
units, which may be added to the
basic unit to handle an additional
eight channels, are priced at $2,000
apiece. Delivery is 10 weeks after
receipt of an order.

ATA
IMAGES'"
1283 Algoma Rd.,Ottawa
Ontario, Canada K1B 3W7
Tel. (613) 744-3773
Telex 053 4885
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bandwidth required to accommodate
the voice data traffic. It can be used
with a voice and data satellite and
Bell T1 or other data circuits.
The 6223/6224 series features a
choice of 2 to 24 channels. Channel
capacity is increased by simply plugging in a card. The aggregate and
individual channel rates can be varied, and various interfaces may be
selected for aggregate and channel
ports. Throughput efficiencies can
be as high as 99.4%.
The series 6223/6224 starts at a
price of $8,385.

Circle 214 on reader service card

Canoga

Data Systems,

Canoga Park, Calif.

6740

91303.

Eton

Logarithmic i
-f amplifiers
operate to 2GHz
Intended for use in electronic warfare and radar systems and monopulse tracking receivers, the logarithmic intermediate-frequency amplifier, the ¡CL-5 series, is the industry's first i
-f—to—logarithmic-video
amplifier to operate at 2 Gliz, says
the manufacturer. The hybrid circuits cover the frequency range of
600 to 2,000 MHz and have a stable

Ave.,

Phone (213)

888-2003 [404]

Voice/data multiplexer has
large channel capacity
Designed for voice, data, or simultaneous voice and data transmission,
the series 6223/6224 system tailored
voice and data multiplexer has a
fixed data rate of 1.544 mb/s, like
conventional pulse-code modulated
multiplexers, and uses only that

log linearity over operating temperatures as high as 85 °C and adeviation
of less than ± 1dB. The logarithmic
amplifiers can be used with the full
intrinsic i
-f bandwidth in many
applications for highly accurate amplitude measurements over extremely high bandwidths.
The ICL-5 series range in price
from $1,600 to $2,900 in small quantities.
Varian Associates, Beverly Division, Salem
Road, Beverly, Mass. 01915. Phone (617)
922-6000 [407]
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See the difference between
Allen-Bradley 1-DIP quality networks
and other look-alikes.
All resistor networks are not created equal. With Allen-Bradley, you get an innovative and
superior system of network elements. .substrate, ink, edge termination, leads. Result:
far more room for more resistors; higher power ratings and higher resistance values.
In addition, you can select from an extensive line of proven standards for greater
assurance of consistent quality and availability. Write today for fact-filled
brochure on

all the competitive differences. Ask for Publication

..)4/ cotiefflie

EC2501.

alt2a.
no precious space lost to
crimp-type joints. The I-DIP
lead to body termination
leaves alarger design
area for resistors.

the key to
excellent
power (heat)
dissipation.

Aatetelt.,
We're
proud of our
lead joints and we've
put them out in the
open for easy visual
inspection.

ateeK.,
e can replace up to
four trimming potentiometers
and include several
fixed value resistors...
all in one I-DIP.

eeeo-t.

e.

is an additional
aid in location
of pin No. 1.

Quality in the best tradition.
ALLE N -B RAD LEY
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204

EC215
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New products
Instruments

Bare-board unit
tests 10 4points/s
System supports four stations,
generates own test programs
from boards known to be good
The Probe 1001 bare-board test system supports up to four test stations,
each testing 1,000 points every 100
ms. Each of the four test stations
may test separate boards, or all may
be programmed to test the same
product.
To speed tests, the system applies
impulses to all points at once and
receives a return signal only if there
is a flaw in the board, instead of
checking for the absence of a return
impulse as most other testers do,
according to Canby Chang, president of Express Computer Systems.
Another factor that increases speed
is the use of a 16-bit FS990 microcomputer from Texas Instruments
Inc., instead of the 8-bit units found
in many other testers.
The go/no-go tester's remote units
can be located up to 50 ft from the
central unit. Each consists of aTexas Instruments VDT 911 terminal
and a fixturing head for testing
boards. Two main fixturing options
are available: abed of nails for bare-

board testing and edge connectors
for backplane testing. ECS will also
customize fixtures to make them
compatible with any existing testers
a firm may have, Chang says. The
central unit also includes aVDT 911
and a test fixture, as well as the
central processing unit, 64-K bytes of
main memory, and two Shugart single-density SA-801R floppy-disk
drives with 256-K bytes.
The system is the first product to
be introduced by ECS, which has
been providing testing services for
Basic 4, Burroughs, Memorex, and
others for the past four years. The
firm decided to move into manufacturing to capitalize on its expertise
and to expand into what it sees as a
rapidly growing market pushed by
the increasing use of multilayer
boards.
Learner. The Probe 1001 can be
programmed either by placing a
known good board on the fixture for
automatic programming or by using
a schematic to key in data for each
of the points to be tested. When the
auto-learn program is used, the system enters the data read from the
good board into memory in the form
of a machine-language internal object file; the remaining boards can
then be checked using the test executive program.
Through manual data entry, users
can avoid the difficulty of locating a
good board and can have a test program ready to go when the first
board comes off the assembly line.

MOP
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The pin positions and numbers can
be keyed in by anontechnical person
in about three hours, Chang says.
The system uses two power supplies. The supply for the central unit
and its disk drives provides 150 w at
5 and 12 V. The second, which provides 400 w at 5v, goes to the buffer
card and supplies power to the fixture for testing the boards.
Options for the system include a
vacuum pump, a 10-megabyte harddisk drive from Control Data Corp.,
and a choice of printers. The basic
unit, which tests 256 points, lists for
$23,247. Additional test points can
be added in 128-point increments,
priced at $5 to $6 per point, with a
maximum of 7,680 points. Prices for
the remote units have not yet been
set, but they will start at under
$5,000 each, the firm says. Delivery
is in six weeks.
Express Computer Systems Inc.,

1441 S.

State College Blvd., Anaheim, Calif. 92806.
Phone (714) 991-3512 [351]

Unit measures fiber loss
with specified accuracy
The FT series of portable fiber-attenuation measurement equipment has
ameasurement range of + 6 to + 60
dfiti.Lm and an accuracy of to within
0.2 dB. It is the only portable system
of this type, according to the manufacturer, to have a specified accuracy as well as a specified resolution
and measurement range. It is
designed to make simple and repeatable loss measurements on either
raw or connected fiber in the field.
It contains a microscope and features synchronous light generation
and detection, as well as afiber positioner and audio communications
over the test fiber. The wavelength,
bandwidth, and spot size of the
source may be specified by the user.
Source wavelength is 850 nm standard, 1,200 and 1,500 nm optionally.
The launch-spot size can vary from
250 to 25 gm. Resolution of a reading is to 0.01 dB.
The equipment is packaged in an
aluminum briefcase and can operate
off either a 110- or 220-v line. It can
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Now you g the full picture
at FD pricacer
Get the complete view of your
LRC measurements with the new
2100 and 2110 VideoBridges from
ESI. They're the first LRC meters
to combine effective software,
memory, aCRT and keyboard, to
give you interactive operation...
with aprice comparable to LRC
meters with only LED readout.
Both VideoBridges will
display 12 impedance and loss
characteristics, measureable at test
frequencies from 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
at programmable voltage or current
levels, with accuracy from 0.05%.
With the 2110 VideoBridge, you
can program your test conditions

on ca ette, acquire the data, store
it, and manage and display your
test results. You can store test
programs for different components.
for repetitive testing needs.

Find out how our VideoBridges
can fill your impedance measuring
requirements, both today and
tomorrow. Call your nearest ESI
representative or circle the reader
service number below.

ESI VideoBridges?'You can communicate with them.

Mil

MI

MI

MI

MI

MIIIIIMMUM
ENTER

MIL
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Portland. OR 97229 •(503) 641-4141

DTMF-MODEMS

You are looking at the world's most
complete line of DTMF receivers. „e•>
Low power
"
BCD receiver'

be delivered within 60 days. Pricing
information is not yet available.
Fiberguide

SSL's unparalleled performance in
reliability, precision

New products

Instruments,

1101

State Rd.,

Princeton, N. J. 08540. Phone (609) 9219127 [353]

Hex receiver

and competitive pricing

cle>

have all come together
to bring you the

Selectable 1116
BCD re5tiesr

smallest and most

No additional
components

advanced DTMF
receivers

required.

1of 16 receiver

available
Whenever your applications

DTMF Modem

include industrial control
PABX's, KTU's, or remote signal
Prog. Sel.
Call Modefe--"

& selective calling, the SL
DTMF's will solve your problem now!
Call or write for a complete product specifications brochure.
SCIENTIFIC
SYSTEMS
LABORATORIES

2031 E. Cerritos, Suite J, Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 776-5003

Circle 218 on reader service card

- SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

TO PROBLEMS IN USING THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM

We are a leading supplier of antennas, feeds, positioners, stabilized
platforms, servomechanisms, RF tracking receivers and control
electronics tailored and integrated for individual system needs.
If you have problems in the areas of:
Terrestrial Communications, Satellite Ground Stations, Radar,
Remote Sensors
We have solutions that fit unique user
characteristics of .
Fixed Site,
Transportable,
Airborne, Shipborne
or Land Mobile
Operation.
DATRON Systems Inc.
20700 Plummer Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 882-9616

Bus analyzer checks out
digital avionics electronics
The model 429 bus analyzer employs
multiple microprocessors, acathoderay-tube display, and a keyboard
and is designed for checking out digital avionics using the new ARINC
429-3 specification for digital information transfer systems over a
shielded twisted wire pair. That document, developed under the coordination of Aeronautical Radio Inc.,
standardizes the electrical interface
characteristics, data format, and bus
timing to be used in all aspects of
avionics electronics. It will be used
on such aircraft as the Boeing 757
and is planned for use on the Airbus
A310 and the Fokker F29.
The bus analyzer can generate

and transmit data patterns while
simultaneously receiving, monitoring, and analyzing them. The 429
uses a 6809 microprocessor to control the keyboard and display and to
prompt the user through menus for
control programming and data preparation.
Eight independent data channels
can be programmed for transmit or
receive functions. Data entry and
readout can be handled in engineering units or in binary or hexadecimal
formats.
A basic 429 with a second microprocessor responsible for input/output control sells for $11,995. Seven
optional 1/o-channel microprocessors may be added, and IEEE-488
and RS-232-C interfaces are also

TVVX (910) 494-2787
218
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TO-5 RELAY UPDATE

The Centigrid:
You're making it
the next industry standard

When we first introduced the Centigrid" we called it The Relay
of Tomorrow. But you liked it too well to wait ... the ultra-low
profile; the terminal spacing that permitted direct pc board
mounting; the same low coil power and excellent RF switching
characteristics as the TO-5. You began putting it into your
new designs immediately. And you've never stopped.
Then, early in 1978, we introduced acompanion relay: the
sensitive Centigrid II, designed for applications requiring ultralow power dissipation. The can was just atad taller, but it
still took up only .14 sq. ill. of board space. And it still offered the
same TO-5 proven reliability. You took to it almost as fast as
the original Centigrid.
Now that both Centigrid relays are qualified to levels "L" and
"M" of MIL-R-39016 (including internal diode suppressed
versions) they are fast becoming industry standards. If you'd
like complete specification data on either or both, call or
write us today.

1r TELEDYNE RELAYS
12525 Daphne Avenue, Hawthorne, California 90250 •(213) 777-0077
U.K. Sales Office: Heathrow House, Bath Rd. MX, TW5 9QQ •01-897-2501
European Hqtrs.: Abraham Lincoln Strasse 38-42 •62 Wiesbaden, W. Germany •6121-700811
Circle 219 on reader service card

New products
available. The instrument is available for immediate delivery.

IR ESTRIPPERS

The finest electric, pneumatic and manual
strippers available anywhere. Comes
in four models ...each designed
to perform aspecific task on
flat cable of any type or size.
Production proven, rugged
and efficient. Flat cable cutter
also available. Catalog upon
request.
,
FREE WIRE STRIPPING
SERVICE
Send a3-5 ft. sample of your
cable or wire and strip specifications. Stripped wire will
be returned to you with a
complete report and
recommendations.

•

Circle 220 on reader service card

When Clear
Displays Count
You can count on Ferranti- Packard's
electromagnetic 7-Segment display module
to give you the electronic compatibility
you need plus the reliability and
visibility your customers demand.
Performance-proven for over 5
years, the simple design and
construction, backed by FerrantiPackard research and engineering,
gives you the combination of reliability, visibility and flexibility
that no other read-out component
can match.
When you design an electronic
read-out system. Ferranti-Packard display
modules will help you do it better. It's clearly the display
module you should consider. See the difference for yourself,
write or call us and we'll prove it.
Ferranti-Packard Electronics Ltd.

Circle 265 on reader service card
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Arrow

(714) 599-0848 [354]

features 0.1-4 resolution

C
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Inc.,

Highway, San Dimas, Calif. 91773. Phone

Bus-compatible ohmmeter

IF/
AMPEAITER
Fairgrounds Drive, Manlius, N.Y 13104
/ Mee-. co., INC.
(315) 682-9176

When clear displays count Specify Ferranti-Packard

Interface Technology

6030 Ambler Drive. Mississauga
Ontario, canada L4W 2P1
Telephone: (416) 624-3020
Telex: 06-961437

The three sensitivity settings on the
model 4300 digital ohmmeter cover
every resistance application, from
circuit-breaker contacts to huge utility transformers, with 0.1-4 resolution. Three selectable voltage ranges
are 20 mv, 200 mv, or 2V. The unit
has a precision constant current
source that supplies six decade values from 10 A to 100 µA for testing.
The voltage and current ranges provide up to 18 different resistance
ranges with load power dissipation
varying from 20 w to 2gw. A fourwire kelvin input lead is used to compensate for errors. An IEEE-4888
interface is available as an option for
use of the unit in automatic testing.
The model 4300 sells for $2,195 and
is available for delivery in 30 days.
Valhalla Scientific, 7576 Trade St., San Diego,

Calif.

92121.

Phone

(714)

578-8280

[355]

41/2-digit DMM has eight
measurement functions
Whereas many conventional 4V2-digit multimeters offer only five functions, the model 2380 push-button
DM M provides three more. It measures de volts, dc current, ac volts, ac
current, and resistance, and in addition decibels, de volts plus ac volts,
and dc current plus ac current. The
2380 does a 25,000-count analogto-digital conversion. The instrument also provides true root-meansquare values of complex waveforms
by measuring ac and dc simultaneously. It has a bright 0.6-in, lightemitting-diode display and is priced
at $345. Delivery is from stock.
United Systems Corp., 918 Woodley Rd.,
Dayton, Ohio 45403. Phone (513) 254-6251
[357]
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The No Problent
Trial Offer!
The Lanier
No Problem®
Typewriter
can pay for itself in one year.
You can prove
it in your own
office! Right now.
It's true. One typist with a
Lanier No Problem typewriter
can do work as fast as 2or 3
people using ordinary electric
typewriters.
These savings alone could
pay for aNo Problem typewriter
in one year Or less.
That's just the beginning.
Even office expenses such as
floor space and filing are
reduced. Paperwork gets done
faster and more accurately.
The No Problem concept
The Lanier No Problem
electronic typewriter is multiuse, with extraordinary powers.
It speeds up your everyday
typing like no ordinary typewriter can.
Your secretary prepares
pages on aTV-like screen
instead of on paper.
Changes and corrections are
made right on the screen.
No whiteouts. No erasures.
No false starts.
You get your work back
faster and it's right the first time.

Up to 40
pages can be stored on
asingle memory disc. And
letter-quality printing is done at
less than 30 seconds per page.
Many typewriters in one
The No Problem typewriter
can perform additional tasks
simply by inserting different
No Problem Smart Discs!"
Lanier 's unique
Smart Discs
use the same
medium as the
storage discs.

}s.,.apet
Want to add and subtract,
multiply or divide? Insert the
Math Master Smart Disc.
Other Smart Discs enable you
to sort long lists, prepare personalized standard letters and
even keep track of your
timekeeping.

The No Problem Trial
When Lanier places aNo
Problem typewnter on trial we
do more than plug it in and leave.
We help you become more
productive the first day.
The No Problem typewriter
has proven itself in thousands of
offices from coast to coast. We'll
show you how it works with
your applications in your office.
So why wait?
The Lanier No Problem
typewriter is available today
to solve today's office problems.
Send this coupon to set up an
immediate appointment or call:
(800) 241.1706.
Except in Alaska or Hawaii. In Georgia,
call collect (404) 321-1244.

Yes, I'd like to know more about the No
Problem Trial Offer!
Name
Title
Phone

Best
Time To

_

Firm Name
Address
City

County
State_.___ Zip

What kind of typing or word processing
system are you using now?
Linier Business Products, Inc.
1700 Chantilly Dr NE, Atlanta, GA 3032.1
489 BC'

.Trial charges may be applied toward your
No Problem typewriter purchase.

©1981 Lanier Business Products, Inc.

The No Problem Typewriter. It does more than just type.
RETURN POSTCARD AVAILABLE—BACK OF BOOK.
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New products

Components

Flexible module
interfaces sensor
Module filters, compensates
for, isolates, and amplifies
signal from thermocouple
Among the problems of thermocouple temperature measurement is the
frequent need to tailor the interface
electronics to the thermocouple and
the application. In addition, it is
often necessary to add filtering, isolation, compensation, and other features peculiar to a given need. Now
Analog Devices is offering amodule
that appears to have almost all these
extras.
The 2B50 thermocouple transmitter combines input protection, isolation, high common-mode rejection,
amplification, filtering, and cold-

junction compensation in a single
package only 1.5 by 2.5 by 0.6 in. in
size. It can be jumper- or resistorprogrammed to compensate for seven of the most commonly used thermocouples: types J, K, T, or E, R, S,
and B. The unit allows both internal
or remote-reference—junction temperature sensing and compensation
(the latter using a 2N2222 transistor) for even greater flexibility.
Applications may include electrically noisy ones: the 2B50's input is
transformer-isolated, capable of
handling ± 1,500 vpeak continuously, and its transient voltage protection meets IEEE standard 4721974:SWC. Protection against differential voltages of 220 v rms is
guaranteed; common-mode rejection
at 60 Hz is 160 dB, minimum; 60-Hz
normal-mode rejection is aminimum
of 70 dB. Input filtering erases errors
caused by electromagnetic or radiofrequency interference.
The user has achoice of standard
or low-drift units. The standard
2B50A exhibits an input offset drift

of ±2.5 µv/°C maximum and gain
nonlinearity of ±0.025% maximum.
For more demanding applications,
the 2B5OB offers ± 1eivrC maximum input offset drift and ±0.01%
maximum gain nonlinearity. Maximum gain temperature coefficient
for the two versions is ±35 ppm/ °C
for the 2B50A and ±25 ppm/°C for
the model B.
Input span is user-adjustable from
±200 to ±5 mv, coinciding with a
gain range of 50 to 2,000. Output
voltage is normally ±5 v, but may
be scaled to ± 10 v with a resistive
divider. Power supply requirements
are ±15 v at 0.5 mn, and +13 to
+ 18 vat 15 mn. Although performance is specified over a 0°-to-70 °C
temperature range, it is possible to
operate the 2B50 over a —25°-to+85°C range with some derating.
Hundred-unit prices are $86 for
the 2B50A and $103 for the B.
Delivery is from stock.

According to John J. Toohey, marketing director for the company,
"there's a lot inside V-f converters
that people in these areas just don't
need." He cites as examples input
differential amplifiers and counter
capabilities; "most users have their
own front ends," and most "have
something like an RCA 4040A at
the output already," he says.

If the premise is correct, the 3800
family should prove popular with
OEMs. Toohey says that the key
specifications of the new converters
meet or exceed those of competing
units, and at least one (the 2-MHz
3802) appears to be, he claims,
almost without competition in the
marketplace.
Most V-f converter business is

Analog Devices Inc., Route One Industrial
Park, P. O. Box 280, Norwood, Mass. 02062.
Phone (617) 329-4700 [341]

V-f hybrids have
no added frills
V-f converters are stripped
of features that analyzer
makers find unnecessary
Dynamic Measurements Corp. uses
the term "OEM-tailored" to describe
its new family of 2-, 5-, and 10-MHz
voltage-to-frequency converters. The
firm means by this that it has stripped away some features originalequipment manufacturers might
view as frills, in order to give them
only what they need at aprice about
half that of competing units. Dmc's
first hybrid circuits, they are small
in size, too—each occupies adoublewidth dual in-line package.
Most of the V-f converters DMC
sells go into analytical instruments,
specifically devices such as gas and
liquid chromatographs, spectrophotometers, and thermal analyzers.
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The speed of our system
lowers your real product
development costs...
DEB
1111FR

real fast
There are many good reasons
why you should consider our
development systems for implementing your smart-product designs.
Universality .... compatibility with the
newest 16-bit devices ... upgradeability to multi-user networks...
and our unexcelled slave emulation
support are solid reasons why
a GenRad system is your best buy.
But don't overlook the speed, the
ease-of-use and the versatility
we've built into the 2300 series.
These are the factors that
can do the most to lower your
real product development costs.
By speeding up the circle of design
(editing, assembling, linking and debugging). Helping you bring products
to market before your competitors.
Helping you meet more of your design
goals. Helping you work smarter,
not harder. Compare us! After you've
seen our demonstration, you'll
know why.

GenRad 2300 Series Stand-Alone Universal
Development System. Supported processors:
8080, 8085. 2-80, 6800, 6802. 1802; the 8086,
68000, 6809 and 6502 are supported with the
GenRad 2302 Slave Emulator.

Speed Up Your
Circle Of Design
tor

'I
You'we got to see our hard
disk/floppy disk manager with
"wild card" file names. Our screenbased editor will astound you with
its speed, full program scrolling, find/
replace, block move and file merge
features. Our relocatable macroassemblers, high level languages
and in-circuit emulation with
symbolic debugging have to
be seen to be appreciated.
erWe've kept things simple
and fast. Easy-to-learn but
sophisticated. Our operating
system is menu driven.
Complex commands have
auxiliary "help" displays
to reduce reliance on
reference cards. With our
command file processor you can

GenRad

EDIT
EDIT
ke.

ASSL

ROOF;

create your own higher level operating
system. With a single command you
can execute the most complex
programs, again and again, without
repeating redundant, time-consuming
instructions. It's so fast, our system
will be waiting for you ...not the
other way around.
Remember this. Helping you build
smarter smart products is just part
of our commitment. Helping you
do it faster and at less cost is
just as important.
Ask for a demonstration.

5730 Buckingham Parkway
Culver City, CA 90230
(213) 641-7200
TWX: 910-328-7202

Development Systems Division

Circle 223 on reader service card

VACTEC
INFRARED
OPTICAL
SWITCHES,
LED'S, DETECTORS

New .125 gap interrupters offer
22 options all with IR
transmitting seamless plastic
housing. No seams or openings to
collect dust
Some options are:
• .005 - or .010" internal
apertures
• completely sealed units
• can be immersed in cleaning
solvents
• various sensitivities
• flying leads
Write for bulletins on VTLIOD,
VTL 11D, VTL12D, VTL13D
series.

\\

OR ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN
switch from a pair of clear thin
line packaged GaAs emitters,
phototransistors or
photodarlingtons with integral
molded lens. 12 detector types4 emitter types as well as
matched pairs available.
Write for bulletins on VTM-712,
VTE-712, and VTT-712 series.

VACTEC, INC.
10900 Page Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63132

New products
concentrated at 1 MHz, that being
the most popular full-scale frequency in common use. At 2 MHz, the
3802 offers either two times the resolution or equal resolution at twice
the speed of 1-MHz units. Nonlinearity is 0.01 ± 0.015%. Its gain temperature coefficient is ±75 ppmrC,
with units as tightly specified as
± 15 ppmfC available. Zero-offset
temperature coefficient is ± 25
µv/°C.
There is competition for the 5MHz 3805, but Toohey feels that the
unit wins any comparison of specifications. Its linearity is within
0.01 ± 0.02% of full scale; gain and
zero-offset temperature coefficients
are equal to those of the 3802.
Offering the highest resolution or
throughput is the 3810, with a 10MHz full-scale range. Only one or
two companies compete in this speed
range, says Toohey, who adds that
"the 3810 is as good as the rest and
costs less." Its nonlinearity is
0.05 ± 0.05%, gain temperature coefficient is ± 100 ppmrC, and zero
offset drifts at ±25 1.0// *C. Units
with gain tempcos of 50 and 25
ppm/ °C arc available.
Work both ways. Each of the new
hybrids is user-programmable to act
as a frequency-to-voltage converter.
Though this feature will be of more
interest to makers of optical data
links than to analytical-instrument
manufacturers, the idea of filling
requirements for both V-f and f-V
converters with a single unit —thus
increasing pricing leverage—will attract many customers with dual
applications.
The prices undercut two of Dmc's
modular converters by about one
third. The price in 100-unit lots for
the 3802 is $49; for the 3805, $69;
and for the 3810, $79. The firm will
also offer military versions of the
converters, and Toohey expects their
reliability to be high because of the
low parts count resulting from the
"frill removal."
The manufacturer expects to provide samples by the end of this
month and to be in full production
by April.

(314) 423-4900

Dynamic

TWX 910-764-0811

Ave..
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Measurements

Winchester,

Corp.,

Mass.

6 Lowell

01890

(342)

Encoder/decoder can handle
511 audio frequencies

A 28 -pin complementary-MOS device, the MX305 monolithic programmable encoder and decoder can
generate, detect, and notch any of
511 discrete audio frequencies derived from asingle crystal reference.
As external support, it requires the
crystal or aceramic element, acodeprogram plug or dual—in-line—packaged switch, and two or three resis-

tors and capacitors. It covers the EIA
RS-220-A standard tones: 2,805 to
1,402.5 kHz; 600 to 1,500 kHz; 1,800
to 2,000 kHz; and 1kHz. The operating voltage range is 4.5 to 7.5 V. The
receiver bandwidth is pin-selectable
as ± 1.6% or ± 3.2%. Each is $28.18
in thousands.
MX-COM
Extension,

Inc.,

8060-F Silas Creek

Winston-Salem,

N. C.

Pkwy.
27106.

Phone (919) 748-0505 [344]

300-V power op amp
delivers up to ± 150 mA
The PA08 and PAO8A 300-v operational amplifiers have been designed
to drive up to ± 150 mn into resistive, capacitive, and inductive loads.
The maximum available output power is a function of the load, but can
be as high as 42 w into a resistive
load when a single power supply is
used. Internal thermal resistance is
6.5°C/w from junction to case for a
maximum internal dissipation of 26
w at a junction temperature of
200 °C. The op amps can operate
with dual supplies between ± 15 and
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In East Kilbride
every successful company
makes the same thing.
Profit.
That's why companies large and
small are in business.
And that's exactly what large
and small companies who operate
in East Kilbride are geared to.
Profit, expansion, success.
Take Motorola for example,
one of the world's leading semiWAFER FABRICATION AT MCTOROLA
conductor manufacturers.
Here's what Wolf Loescher, the
But not every company finding
Managing Director has to say.... international success can be
"High productivity, low
classed as agiant.
absenteeism, an eleven year
Ian Macfarlane of Contrology
strike free record and an
asmall Scottish electronics
excellent communications
company says....
network for our markets in
"We found the environment
Europe and the Far East.
at East Kilbride ideal for us. We
This is what East Kilbride
employ asmall but highly skilled
has meant to us."
workforce, many of them graduates,
all recruited locally. The speed
and expertise of the East Kilbride
WOLF LOESCHER
Development Corporation was
MANAGING DIRECTOR
MOTOROLA
invaluable in
setting up and
establishing our
factory."
AN MACFARLANE
MANAGING DIRECTOR
CONTROLOGY

I

Two different view points,
two highly successful companies,
both sharing in the unique
advantages of being located in
Scotland's industrial heartland.
Locked into the pulse of Europe's
marketplace.
The East Kilbride Development
Corporation with over 30 years
experience in developing a
balanced community and
progressive business climate,
is itself highly profitable.
Profits which are reinvested
to ensure continuing growth
in the future.
We offer you part of that
future. Whatever your size,
it could be agiant step
forward for your company.
Contact George Grassie
our Director of Development at
East Kilbride
Development Corporation,
Atholl House, East Kilbride,
Scotland. G74 1LU.
Telephone East Kilbride 41111.
Telex 779141.

ST
LBRIDE

THE SYMBOL
OF SUCCESS IN SCOTLAND

WHEN REPLYING TO THIS ADVERTISEMENT PLEASE QUOTE REFERENCE NUMBER ELE MAR
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New products
± 150 v and with single supplies
from 30 to 300 v. Slew rate is 30
vims and gain bandwidth is 5 MHz.
The price for 100 is $59 each for the
PA08 and $69 apiece for the
PAO8A. Production quantities are
delivered within four to eight weeks.

LCD shows both analog and
digital information
A liquid-crystal display that shows
both analog and digital information
comes in a standard 0.9-by-2-in.
package for use in instrument sys-

Apex Microtechnology Corp., 1130 E. Pennsylvania St., Tucson, Ariz. 85714 [345]

terns. The UCE 8624 has 14 horizontal bars over 31
/
2digits. The digits
are 0.5 in. high in a seven-segment
format with decimals. A National
3914 decade-bar or cursor driver
may serve the analog display; an
Intersil 7126 or other digital decoder
driver may be used for the digital
display. Prices vary with customerspecified configurations.
UCE

Inc.,

24

Fitch

St.,

Norwalk,

Conn.

06855. Phone (203) 838-7509 [346]

Promar 11

Membrane touch switches
are backed by processor

can program 2kinds of patterns,
8pcs each at one time!
Needless to say, it can also program 1pattern,
16 pcs at one time.
EPROM MULTI-PROGRAMMER
Promac 16 is very useful and
powerful for programming EPROMs
in volume.
It greatly speeds up programming
time compared to the conventional
programmers.
High Performance and Super
Reliability!

• FEATURES
• Very easy to operate
• Can designate an EPROM by a switch
• Various test, check and protection
functions for correct programming
• RS232C interface equipped
• Electronic micro-buzzer equipped
• Low power machine
•

Compact and Economical'

PROGRAMMABLE U.V. EPROMs
8K bit
16K bit
32K bit

2758
2516
2532

2708
2716
2732

The Electronic Packaged System
(EPs) series of membrane touch
switches includes a one-chip microprocessor and is supported by lowcost interface components. The microprocessor and such components
as resistors and transistors are incorporated on a printed-circuit board
behind the touch-panel TIP switch.
Control and diagnostic functions can
be designed into the EPS at the factory to suit a variety of end products.
Since the polymer-membrane
switches are configured to customer
specifications, prices vary.
Oak Switch Systems Inc., P. O. Box 517,
Crystal Lake, Ill. 60014. Phone (815) 459-

2732A

5000 [347]

Seven-segment LED display
measures 2in. in height

For free catalog and more information. contact JPK. Inquiries for distribution are welcome!

7MC

rapan Macnics Corp.

HEAD OFFICE: 3-1. Kosugi-cho, Nakahara-ku. Kawasaki-City, Kanagawa-ken, 211 Japan
TEL 044(711)0022 TLX 3842145
•
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The MC205107 is believed by its
manufacturer to be the first 2-in.high seven-segment light-emittingdiode display. The LED has aviewing
angle of 90 ° and aluminous intensity
of 50 millicandelas per segment at
0.10 A. It comes mounted on an
epoxy-laminate circuit board in
package configurations of one or
more characters and delimiters with
direct lamp connections or integrated support electronics. The colors available are red and amber.
Decimal point, colon, and degree
signs can be designed in.
Modern Information Methods, 2860 Bay Rd.,
Redwood City, Calif. 94063 [348]
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How far you go in your career is

With every new advance in

directly related to your own abil-

space technology, COMSAT contints to lead and grow. Fbllowing

ities and ambitions. At the same
time, where you work is just as
important. Not all companies are
the same. At COMSAT, we pride
ourselves on the creative latitude
we offer our professionals. We

mani:farturing, integrated CAD/
CAM

systems,

domestic

and

INTELSAT came COMSTAR and
MARISAT, two industry-leading
commercial communications sys-

global technical and support
services, environmental monitoring, satellite-to-home sub ription television. Additionally,

tems. COMSAT also is now the

COMSAT Laboratories performs

U.S. representative to LNMARSAT,

supporting research and development in communications

don't stifle imaginations.
We encourage you to develop

satellite technology and related
areas.

new skills and abilities as you
work with some of the best people
in their respective fields. The
opportunities for self-growth and
professional fulfillment are virtually unlimited at COMSAT.

Our rapid expansion has created numerous career openings in
many diversified engineering
disciplines including communications, RF system, spacecraft
design, mechanical, microwave,

You'll be involved in some of the
most important and exciting
projects taking place in the world

sr. transmission systems, manufacturing, sales, test, and modem

today, in all areas directly and

design, as well as technician-

indirectly related to high tech-

related areas and marketing.

nology.

We offer excellent salaries and

We're the company that pio-

benefits. If you want to know

neered the INTELSAT global com-

more about us, simply forward

munications system, which today

your resume, indicating your

keeps more than 100 nations in

the most recent international

area of interest. We'll be in touch

touch. And we're constantly ex-

communications organization

with you promptly. Write to

ploring and developing new pro-

providing satellite communica-

Senior Employment Represen-

grams

tions to the maritime community.

tative,

COMSAT's latest projects include

COMSAT, 950 L'Enfant Plaza,

telecommunications products

S.W., Washington, D.C. 20024.

and

applications

satellite technology.

for

Department

81- 1FtC,

An Equal Opportunity •Affirmative Action Employer.
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New products
Semiconductors

Fast 16-K RAM
idles on 75 mW
Power-miserly 55-ns static
device self-tests, swaps in
extra columns if faults found
A half-dozen semiconductor manufacturers are nearing production of
16-K-by- 1
-bit high-speed mos static
random-access memories. But the
market for such parts is not infinite
in size, so to capture the lion's share,
an innovative product is amust.
Mostek's MK4167 innovates.
With a 55-ns maximum access time
and a 400-mw typical power consumption, it meets the requirements
for high speed and low power dissipation. When the memory is deselected, power usage drops typically
to 75 mw, and if the primary supply
fails, the chip can be powered
through its write-enable (vt :.) pin on
typically just 50
A. Current is
sourced through WE so that V — the
power source that has just failed—
need not be gated. Mostek calls this
battery back-up arrangement its
Datasave mode [Electronics. Jan.
27, p. 129].
The device keeps active power use

low with a sense amplifier that
allows half-row selection. The die is
partitioned into two arrays of 128
rows by 64 columns with sense
amplifiers, like the one shown in the
figure, down the middle. If this were
an ordinary static RAM, all 128 cells
in each row would be fed current
during sensing, even though only one
cell is selected. Because of the design
of Mostek's sense amp, half of this
wasted current is conserved.
The output of the row decoder
goes high and a pulse of the precharge signal activates the gates of
the row driver transistors on both
sides. However, before a half-row
line can go high, aclock on the transistor's drain must be asserted, and
since Ono, and Oicri are decoded from
the low-order address line, A0,only
half arow will be enabled at atime.
Once enabled, that half-row is
kept high by ahigh-impedance load.
Upon leaving the row, the row
decoder's output falls, and the
inverse of this signal drives two static pull-down devices that ground
both half-rows. Despite all of this
dynamic circuitry, the memory behaves as afully static device.
To ease manufacturing and maximize yield, the device features a
unique self-test mode and redundancy. The self-test mode pinpoints poor
high-impedance loads on the row
lines and poor active pull-ups in the
clock circuits. In a third test mode

the chip functions with half-row line
voltages below the normal level, a
procedure that decreases the stored
voltage and detects marginal cells.
Weak cells, once spotted, are
replaced from two spare columns,
one for each half-cell.
Confesses. Another first for this
chip is the user's ability to determine
which columns have been substituted. The user activates a roll-call
function, as it is called, and cycles
through each column address. The
output of the chip will be high only if
the column addressed is aspare.
Although volume production of
the MK 4167 is not scheduled until
later this year, samples may become
available as early as next month.
The 55-ns part will be priced at $71
in quantities of 100, and a 70-ns
version will cost $64 in like lots.
Mostek Corp., 1215 W. Crosby Rd., Carrollton, Texas 75006. Phone (214) 323-6000
14111

Signal-processing, -generation
ICs are voltage-programmable
For use in electronic musical instruments, voice synthesis, and precision
low-frequency test equipment, the
CEM 3300 series audio-signal-generating and -processing integrated
circuits feature accurate linear or
exponential voltage control of their

Half at a time. The design of the sense amplifiers in Mostek's MK4167 16-K static random-access memory saves half the current needed to
enable one entire row in aconventional RAM by selecting only half arow. A high-impedance load then keeps the half-row high.
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We stand out in standoffs
and spacers, both
regular and hinged. Not
to mention our complete
line of electronic
components
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The Capitol Machine
and Switch Company
87 Newtown Road

Danbury, CT 06810
eITCH 203/744-3300

FREE1
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PERSONAL
COPY 0E'

NEWARK CATALOG 108
ALL NEW FOR 1981!
Your first and finest reference book
for electronic components

qnev

• 756 pages!
• 190 product lines
including many new listings
ALL PRODUCTS LISTED
ARE STOCKED!
Featuring
WRITE
OR CALL
TODAY
FOR
YOUR
COPY

CHERRY itfr
KEYBOARDS AND
KEYBOARD
SWITCHES

,=.`••••`P"

Various models have 12. 16. 53.
66. 67. 95. or 96 keys: 3 or 4
modes. Encoded boards have
7 data bits. 2-key roller and
logic data resting high are
standard features. Keyboard
switches are thermoplastic
nylon; alloy terminals and con.
tacts.

NEWARK ELECTRONICS
500 N PULASKI •CHICAGO, IL 60624
PHONE (312) 638-4411 •TELEX 25 3218

Circle 267 on reader service card

To give you an idea of how we
cover you: In standoffs and
spacers alone, we carry over
300 assorted sizes and styles
Aluminum, brass and
phenolic, tapped or thru-hole
for all thread sizes. We have
them for every possible
application.

t

44

HINGED SIANINIIIS
In hinged standoffs we have a
variety of sizes. ideal for P.C.
Boards and Terminal Boards,
.to give you easy access for
testing and faster maintenance. The applications are
unlimited and time saving. You
cut the cost of servicing your
equipment and interconnect
circuits without danger of shorting.
So, whatever you want, the
odds are we have it —
catalogued for your quick
and easy selection. And for
immediate delivery from stock.
What we do not catalog, we
can design and make for you
in any size or material...
(There's no charge for our
engineering service.) We do
everything ourselves, both
designing and manufacturing.
All of which makes for high
quality and low prices.
Ask for our new 3color easy-to-read
81/
2"x11" Engineering Wall Chart. It's Free!
NEW FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST

-rc>

K. E. VS
ELECTRONICS CORP.

E

TWX 710-581-2861
CABLE-KEYELCO
49 BLEECKER STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10012 212-475-4600
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MINIATURE AND LIGHTWEIGHT
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PERFORMANCE CURVE
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4010

MT 4.7.6C

FEATURES:

02

Employing low-noise.
coreless motor, it blows strongly
but calmly neverthless it costs inexpensi-

precision

0

16 ve
AIR ,OLLS.6, CrM

RATINGS:
DC5V 8V 130mA -8.00Orpm 15'F -120"F 0.38W
8 5C FM 1rAcKarereAce 18cid5Ograrest

WHERE TO USE

Applicable to local cooling and ventilation for
communication equipment, auto-control device.
power supply, computer, broadcasting equipment.
measuring equipment, portable electrc equipment
and industrial equipment

ZD

NIPPON BLOWER

NIPPON BLOWER CO.,LTD.
3-5-13 Soto-Kanda. Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101
Phone (03)251-3511

Japan

New products
functions over a wide range (10,000
times better than conventional units,
says the manufacturer). The devices
also feature low noise and distortion,
low temperature drift, and low feedthrough of the control signal into the
output.
The CEM 3310 voltage-controlled
envelope generator, on command
from a logic signal, produces a transient waveform for sweeping ampliseveral decades of illumination. The
fiers or filters. The attack, decay,
devices come in both TO-18 and TOsustain, and release portions of the
5 hermetically sealed packages—
waveform can be varied from 2ms to
models NSL-710BG and NSLover 20 seconds. Voltage feed780BG, respectively. In 100s, the
through is 90 gv maximum. The
CEM 3320 filter can produce any of two models sell for $3.92 and $4.84,
and in quantities of 1,000, they sell
several two- and four-pole responses.
for $3.09 and $3.81, respectively.
It has a pole-voltage sweep greater
National Semiconductors Ltd., 331 Cornelia
than 12 octaves and includes a fifth
St., Plattsburgh, N. Y. 12901. Phone (518)
transconductor for controlling the
516-3160 [414]
amount of resonance. The CEM
3330 and CEM 3335 dual voltagecontrolled amplifiers feature linear
and exponential control of gain. The
N-MOS chip controls stepper
two independent amps have adistormotor, serves as interface
tion of less than 0.1% and better
than — 100-dB noise. A voltage-conThe CY512 intelligent positioning
trolled oscillator, the CEM 3340,
stepper-motor controller serves as an
allows both the exponential and linear sweep of frequency over a interface between a keyboard or
microprocessor system and any four50,000:1 range. It generates buffphase stepper motor. The chip can
ered triangle, sawtooth, and voltagebe programmed by the user with
variable pulse-width outputs, operateither ASCII-decimal high-level laning from 0.001 Hz to over 500 kHz.
guage commands and data or binary
The CEM 3300 devices come in
commands and data. It can either
14-, 16-, or 18-lead dual in-line plasstore a command sequence as a protic or ceramic packages. Delivery is
gram for later execution or accept
from stock in quantities less than
individual commands for immediate
100 but takes 12 weeks for larger
execution. The CY512 provides
orders.
ramped step-rate capability in both
Curtis Electromusic Specialties Inc., 110
absolute and relative position modes.
Highland Ave.. Los Gatos, Calif. 95030.
It can handle up to 8,000 steps per
Phone (408) 395-3350 [413]
second and has an external direction
indicator line that provides TTL-level
signals to show the direction of
Silicon photodetectors are
motion at all times.
The 40-pin device has 21 highsensitive to blue light
level, function-oriented instructions
called up by single-letter labels (P
With response near that of the
for position and S for slope, for
human eye, afamily of blue-sensitive
example). It uses a single +5 V
silicon photodetectors is designed for
power supply and is priced at $145
photographic and photometer appliin single quantities. Delivery is off
cations such as illumination and
the shelf.
exposure meters and colorimeters.
The short-circuit current output of Cybernetic Micro Systems, 445-203 S. San
Antonio Rd., Los Altos, Calif. 94022. Phone
the detectors, which operate with
(415) 949-0666 [415]
moderate reverse bias, is linear over

Tokyo Japan
230
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WHY NEW YORK
IS A SOLD) STATE
MR THE
ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY_

Look at what New York
State offers the electronics industry, and you'll agree: It's
more profitable to do business
in New York State.
It costs less
to do business in
New York State sites
than in San Jose, California.
And we can prove it.
An independent study analyzed the four critical costs of
taxes, wages, power and construction for amodel new electronics firm. It showed that
New York State offers sites
where these costs are less than
they are for choice electronics
industry sites around the
country.
For example, these costs
would total $7.6 million annually in San Jose, versus only
$6.4 million in, say, Brookhaven, New York.

$2 billion per year.
Our labor force is
#1 in productivity.
New York ranks #1 in electronic components productivity
(value added per production
wage dollar) among the sites
analyzed. And in the past five
years, New York's number of
idle man-days due to work stoppages was half that of the national average.
We graduate more
electronics engineers than
any other state.
Thanks to universities like
RPI and Cornell —and dozens
of other fine colleges —more
electronics engineers are graduated each year in New York
State than any other state including California or Massachusetts. And since many of
the largest electronics firms are
already doing business here —
GE, IBM, to name only a
couple —our graduates are
quickly turned into seasoned
professionals.

New York has the best
business advantages
in America.
Our costs are lower because
we have the best tax incentives
When you look
and credits. We have on-the- job
into New York,
training and job incentive
you'll love New York.
programs. Long-term, low-cost
financing. And, we've cut perWe have an abundance of
sonal and business taxes by
electric power. Lots of afford-

able housing for your employees.
And our 30 million acres include thousands of available
plant sites. Not to mention
some of the most magnificent
outdoors and year-round
recreation on the American
continent.
Tell me more about why New York is a
solid state for business. Iam particularly
interested in information on:
D Electronic Components
Small Computers
D Semiconductors
William D. Hassett, Jr.
Commissioner of Commerce
New York State Dept. of Commerce
430 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10169
Name
Title
Company Name
Address
City
State

7ip
MSE I

j

NEW YORK STATE.

The best place in the world
to do business.

New products
Microcomputers & systems

..
4

Drive mates with
microcomputers
a

51/
4-in. Winchester disk drive
is packaged to interface with
several small computers
Hard on the heels of its introduction,
the first 5'/4-in. Winchester disk
drive from International Memories
Inc. [Electronics, Jan. 27, p. 55] has
already been packaged with a controller, an interface, and the software necessary to make it a complete disk system. Corvus Systems
Inc., which did the packaging, is
actually offering a family of such
drives, each tailored to the interface
requirements of a different microcomputer system. The packaged
drives have in common a 6.9-megabyte capacity (5.8 megabyte formatted), aminimum seek time of 10 ms,
average seek and latency times of 50
and 8.3 ms, respectively, and power
consumption of 120 w.
Different members of the model 5
family will interface directly with
the most popular microcomputers,
such as the TRS-80 models 1and 2,
Apple models 2 and 3, Altos, Alpha
Micro, Intertec Superbrain, NEC
PC-8001, and Ontel computers, as
well as all S-100—bus-based computers running under CP/M or Oasis.
Each of these is priced at $3,750 in
single units; another version, the 5L,
interfaces with Digital Equipment
Corp.'s LSI-11 series and costs
$4,250 in single units.
Corvus is also currently developing interfaces for the TRS-80 model
3, the Commodore Pet, Zenith Z-89,
Atari 400 and 800, and HP-85 computers. The model numbers of the
drives reflect the microcomputers
with which they interface. Thus, for
an Apple computer, the appropriate
drive is model SAP, for Altos, the
model 5AL, and so on.
The system package includes the
drive itself, which has dimensions
compatible with the form factor of a

232

standard 5I/4-in, floppy-disk drive; an
intelligent, Z80-based controller
card; an intelligent interface card
with firmware; and the software
appropriate for interfacing with a
given microcomputer. Each drive
also has apower supply adaptable to
avariety of line standards.
The 5L version directly emulates
DEC's RLO1 cartridge tape drive and
appears to the LSI-11 bus as a DEC
RLV11 option in control of a single
cartridge disk drive. The interface
card in the 5L connects the LSI-11
bus and the Corvus bus, which in
addition to data paths includes all
necessary control lines for the disk
interface.
Each of the drives is compatible
with the Corvus Mirror, a videocassette-recorder backup method
that can load a vils cassette with
120 megabytes at I megabyte per
minute. The drives may also be used
with the Constellation, a local network whose host multiplexer allows
up to 64 microcomputers to communicate with each other and to share
peripherals. In the case of LSI- lIs,
eight systems can be linked.
First deliveries of the model 5disk
systems will begin this month, with
volume deliveries scheduled for the
second quarter.

tracts high-resolution color or monochromatic displays from up to 20
512-by-512-by-8-bit memories. A
fully configured IP8500 system can
store a 1,024-by-1,024-by-32-bit image with graphics and alphanumerics on a 512-by-512-by-32-bit window. Up to twenty 512-by-512-by8-bit memories can be organized
under software control to store a
4,002,304-picture-element monochromatic image (2,048 by 2,048
pixels), for example.
The IP8500 is designed for such
remote-sensing and three-dimensional computer graphics applications as
Landsat, aerial infrared photography, processor-control synthesis,
multi-image comparison, and movielike animation. Intensity, zoom, and
scroll on any configuration of the
logical image space are fully supported by the processor. The typical
price for asingle-user system will be
approximately $70,000.
DeAnza Systems Inc.,

118 Charcot Ave.,

San Jose, Calif. 95131 [373]

8080-based microcomputers
get line printer interface
An Intel SBC-80/10B or /24 or a
Zendex-80/05 single-board microcomputer based on the 8080 can now
run a Centronics line printer. The
ZBX-349 printer interface, a singleboard module, plugs directly into the
microcomputer's connector and is
bolted to the card with hardware
supplied by the manufacturer. An
8-ft-long cable connects the 50-pin
edge of the ZBX-349 interface to the
8-bit parallel connector of a Centronics line printer. No hardware or

Corvus Systems Inc., 2029 O'Toole Ave.,
San Jose, Calif. 95131. Phone (408) 946-

.

-.

7700 [371]

Array processor handles
over 4 million pixels
Compatible with Digital Equipment
Corp.'s PDP-11 or VAX systems, the
IP8500 image array processor ex-
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reg RESEARCH
software modifications are necessary. The module is available for
$190 per unit and delivery is from
stock to four weeks.
Zendex Corp.,

6680 Sierra Lane,

Dublin,

Calif. 94566. Phone (415) 829-1284 [375]

TM990 16-bit computer
obtains IEEE-488 interface
The TM990/314 single-board module interfaces the TM990 16-bit
computer module with an IEEE-488
general-purpose interface bus so it
can be connected to digitally controlled instruments. By putting a
TM990/314 module into each computer in a system, the module can
also serve as acommunications link,
becoming in effect a high-performance, multidrop communications
bus. The module features direct
memory access and a self-diagnostic
mode. Its maximum data rates are
200-K bytes/s in the receive mode
and 180-K bytes/s in the send mode.
The single-unit price is $785. Demonstration software for verifying the
correct operation of the TM990/314
board comes on two erasable programmable read-only memories and
sells for $90.
Texas Instruments Inc., P. O. Box 225012,
M/S 308, Dallas, Texas 75265 [376]

and input/output ports can be displayed automatically whenever execution is halted.
Also available is an optional 8-K
bytes of random-access memory to
extend the mappable memory of the
MicroSystem Emulator so users can
debug larger program modules in
their systems.
For current users of the MicroSystem Emulator who want to add the
CRT terminal capability, the cost will
be $2,000. This includes the additional 8-K bytes of RAM. A new emulator with the CRT terminal will sell
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for $5,250, and the 8-K-byte
will cost $1,000.

RAM
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WORLD
MARKETS FORECAST
DATA BOOK

...that belongs in the
hands of everyone
serious about the
technical, financial,
and planning outlook
for electronics.

Electronics' highly respected
23rd annual World Markets
Forecast has been expanded
to provide an in-depth look at
current and future demand
for some 200 component and
equipment products in the
USA, Western Europe, and
Japan—including 23 additional pages of market-estimate and growth-rate tables.

Millennium Systems Inc., 19050 Pruneridge
Ave., Cupertino, Calif. 95014. Phone (408)
996-9109 [378]

Interactive CRT terminal adds
onto microprocessor emulator

HP 64000 logic-development

To make it easier for a designer to
view amicroprocessor's contents or a
system's status, an interactive cathode-ray-tube terminal display has
been added to Millennium's MicroSystem Emulator. The terminal connects to an auxiliary RS-232 port in
the emulator and displays up to 24
lines of information at atime, so that
more status data can be viewed in
fewer steps. For example, all the register contents of the targeted microprocessor can be displayed at a single stroke. The CRT displays blocks
of memory or 23 lines of real-time
trace memory at one time. In addition, registers, memory locations,

system is expanded
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The model 640005S emulation-terminal system transfers the real-time,
functionally transparent emulation
and analysis features of a 64000
development system to a user's own
computer. Also coming soon for use
in the 64000 are Pascal compilers
and real-time emulators for the
6802, 6809, and 68000; the Z8001
and Z8002; and the 8086 and 8088,
as well as a compiler for the 6800
and an emulator for the 8048. Prices
are not available yet.
Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo
Alto, Calif. 94304 [379]

Includes information not
published elsewhere...
•1979-84 compound U.S.
growth rates •U.S. report
research methodology
•economic analyses for U.S.,
Western Europe', and Japan •
Product-by-product markets
for 11 Western Europe
countries

Delivery is immediate (air shipment outside N.A.) for the Electronics 1981 World Markets Forecast
Data Book. $125 must accompany
your order to:
Electronics Magazine Books
42nd Fl.
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10020 USA.
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New products
Computers & peripherals

Matrix printer
starts at $1,200
132-column impact printer's
keyboard option makes it a
fully interactive terminal
Joining the ranks of low-cost, lowspeed printers are two 132-column
7-by-9-dot-matrix printers from
Texas Instruments. One, the
840KSR, has a keyboard and can
transmit as well as receive data.
Both impact printers produce hard
copy at 75 characters per second; the
840KSR is priced at $1,345 (with
keyboard) and the 840R0 at $1,195
(without) in single units.
The KSR model (keyboard sendreceive) is designed for use as an
interactive timesharing terminal,
carrying out input/output functions
for both mini- and micro-computers.
Both friction-feed printers can be
operated remotely, both have a 256character data buffer, a 32-character nonvolatile memory accessible by
the operator, selectable international
character sets, and 33 control-character print symbols.
The printers also come with selfdiagnostics that run on power-up.
Snap-in ribbon cartridges with life
expectancies of 2 million and 7 million characters are available. The
latter, a re-inking ribbon cartridge,
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is standard on the RO (read-only)
model, but the cartridges are interchangeable.
The units' serial interfaces conform to EIA RS-232-C or CCITT
V.24 standards. The base units have
selectable data-transfer rates of 110,
200, 300, and 600 b/s, but higher
rates are available. The option package recommended for timesharing
applications includes 1,200 to 9,600
b/s rates, an extra 2,000-character
buffer, a numeric keypad, and an
RS-232 cable. These options raise
the KSR's price to $1,735.
A forms-preparation option package gives the printer forms control, a
tractor-driven paper feed for multiple copies, and paper-out detection
(in the RO model). With this package, the RO costs $1,415 and the KSR
is $1,590. Other option packages are
available, as well as single options.
Delivery is set for June.
Texas Instruments Inc., P. 0. Box 202145,
Dallas, Texas 75220. Phone (713) 373-1050
1361]

Card stores 1megabyte
for PDP-11/44 minicomputer
A semiconductor memory for use in
PDP-11/44 minicomputers, the Pincomm 44S memory module puts up
to 1,024-K bytes of storage on asingle card. The memory is also available in 512-, 256-, and 128-K-byte
increments. All versions are compatible with the regular or extended
Unibus in systems other than the
PDP-11/44. Either 64-K -by-l-bit or
16-K-by-1-bit mos dynamic randomaccess memories are used, depending
on the capacity required.
The memory is compatible with
Digital Equipment Corp. diagnostics, although its own diagnostics
provide afull functional check of the
data and error-correction circuits.
Random-access memories on the
board include two spares and fit into
sockets rather than being soldered
on. The memory can be switched off
line to aid in troubleshooting and
can be interleaved with another
memory of equal size.
Memory organization of the Pinn-

comm 44S is 39 bits wide, consisting
of two 16-bit data words plus 7
check bits. The check bits make possible single-bit error correction and
double-bit or multiple-bit error detection. The 256-K-byte version of
the Pinncomm 44S is priced at
$3,995; the 1,024-K-byte version is
$13,440 in single units. Quantity discounts are available, and delivery is
from stock to 30 days.
Standard Memories Division, Trendata Corp.,
3400 W. Segerstrom Ave., Santa Ana, Calif.
92704. Phone (714) 540-3605 [366]

Interactive video display
terminal costs $699 in 100s
An interactive cathode-ray-tube terminal, the Dialogue 30, has a separate keyboard with the full set of 96
ASCII characters, plus 21 control
characters and 11 characters for line
drawings; yet it sells for only $699 in
quantities of 100 to 249. The data
format is 24 lines by 80 characters.
The characters use a six-by-eightdot matrix and have descenders for
readability.
The Dialogue 30 operates on line
or in the local or monitor modes with
full- or half-duplex communication
protocols, using an RS-232-C asynchronous interface for data rates up
to 19.2 kb/s. It automatically tests
all functions on turn-on. A standard
programmable serial printer port
and a numeric pad are included, as
are such user-friendly features as a
non-glare display, key tops that ease
eye strain, and quiet operation due
to the absence of acooling fan.
Deliveries begin in June. Discounts are available for larger-quantity orders; for example, in 1,000s
the terminals sell for $599 apiece.
Ampex Corp., 200 N. Nash St., El Segundo,
Calif. 90245. Phone (213) 640-0150 [363]

Switch for high-speed storage
control has 16-by-24 matrix
With a matrix of 16 by 24, or 384,
cross points, an addition to the
system 100 series of computer and
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peripheral switches is the largest
matrix switching system available
for use with IBM's high-speed diskstorage control units, says its manufacturer.
Three other new matrix sizes are
also being announced: 16 by 8, 16 by
12, and 16 by 16. All offer solidstate circuitry, self-diagnostic capability, and high-speed switching. The
switches can handle data-transfer
rates of up to 3 million characters
per second and, thanks to the highspeed switching of matrix nodes,
control units may be dynamically
reconfigured while the channel remains active, without stopping the
computer. A diagnostic display panel
monitors all channel data passing
through the entire switch system.

What can you honestly
expect from an interactive
data terminal that costs as
little as $255 0.E.M.r

Data/Switch Corp., Landmark Square, Norwalk, Conn. 06851. Phone (203) 853-3330
[364]

Graphics display system
has CAD/CAM capabilities
The 1351S graphics display system combines a powerful graphics
generator with a high-resolution,
large-screen X-Y display to provide
the complex drawing capabilities
required for computer-aided design
and manufacturing (CAD/CAM). The
system consists of an HP model
1351A graphics generator and an HP
model 1311B 14-in, directed-beam
electrostatic display with tilt stand.
The unit has a standard IEEE-488
interface or optional RS-232-C or
16-bit parallel interface bus. The
display is continuously refreshed by
the graphics generator so the computer or controller it is connected to
is free to process or collect data.
The display addresses and displays
1,020 by 1,020 points on the cathode-ray tube using both alphanumeric and vector presentations. It
also has 32-K bytes of memory. A
display management capability allows the 1351S to put different
information on as many as four displays. Prices start at $10,450 and
deliveries take six to eight weeks.
Hewlett-Packard Co.,

1501 Page Mull Rd.,

Well, to begin with, color graphics.
RCA's VP-3301 has unique color-locking circuitry that gives
you sharp, jitter-free color graphics and rainbow-free characters.
Plus much more: Microprocessor control. Resident and
prpgrammable character set. Reverse video. State-of-the-art
LSI video control. 20 and 40 character formats. RS232C and
20 mA current loop. Six baud rates. Eight data formats. ASCII
encoding. Light-touch flexible-membrane key switches for
reliability and long life. CMOS circuitry and a spill-proof, dustproof keyboard for hostile environments.
The VP-3301 can be used with a 525-line color or monochrome
monitor or a standard TV set through an RF modulator- It
serves a wide variety of industrial, educational, business and
individual applications including communication with time
sharing and data base networks.
All this—for as little as $255. And it's made by RCA.
So get the whole story about the surprising VP-3301 today.
Write RCA MicroComputer Marketing, New Holland Avenue,
Lancaster, PA 17604. Or call toll-free: 800-233-0094.

Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [365]
••altodol VP-3303 with budt-In RF modulator-3270. O.E.M.
•Quantity price. Monitor and modem not included.
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New products
line drops to a low value or zero and
then suddenly surges on again. The
model SS-120-D detects even short
surges and shunts away potentially
damaging voltages within picoseconds. On its front panel, a small
neon light indicates when a power
surge occurs, a reset button restores
power, and four 120-v receptacles
make it possible to protect as many
pieces of equipment at one time. The
unit has a rated dissipation of up to
600 kw within 100 µs. It sells for
$132.50.

Power supplies

Dc-dc units have
2:1 input range
Members of power-converter
family are 72% efficient
over specified ranges
The 153-member DCS family of dcdc converters wraps a wide assortment of input and output ranges and
other features in 30-, 50-, and 100-w
packages. The converters accept
three 2:1 input ranges-9 to 18, 18
to 36, and 36 to 72 V. Maintaining
efficiency over such wide ranges is
not easy: the DCS modules perform
quite respectably at 72% efficiency,
afigure that varies less than 3% over
each model's input range [Electronics, Feb. 24, p. 261].
In each power rating a DCS unit is
available with outputs of 5, 12, 15,
24, 28, ± 12, ± 15, or ± 18 V in
single-, double-, or triple-voltage
output options. In all, 17 different
output configurations are possible.
The external synchronization input, if used, reduces overall system
noise when the DCS converters are
run at 18 to 22 kHz on a system
clock, and an external disabling signal (also provided for) will minimize
power use. Both features require
only a TTL signal at 20 mn. A disable command places a DCS converter in a standby mode with output at
ov and power dissipation of 0.75 w.
Soft start returns the module to normal operation.
The temperature coefficient of the
primary output is 0.1%/ °C. For that
output, line regulation is 0.2% over
the full input range, and load regulation is 0.2% from 10% to 100% load.
Maximum baseband noise is 15 mv
peak to peak at 20 kHz. Input-tooutput isolation is 1,500 V. All specifications are guaranteed for the full
operating-temperature range of
—25° to 70 °C. Various members of
the family may be connected in parallel for increased current capacity.
Standard on each DCS converter
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RKS Enterprises Inc., 643 South 6th St., San
Jose, Calif. 95112. Phone (408) 288-5565

are four front-panel light-emitting
diodes that indicate operating status;
also standard are input and output
protection with automatic recovery
and partial regulation of derived outputs. Optional features include fully
regulated derived outputs, panel
mounting, and extended input
ranges.
Prices for the DCS series converters run from $219 to about $450,
with discounts available to originalequipment manufacturers. Delivery
takes four to six weeks. An eightpage design guide is available upon
request.
Intronics Inc., 57 Chapel St., Newton, Mass.
02158. Phone (617) 332-7350 [381]

Power surge controller
dissipates 600 kW in 100 µS
The Surge Sentry power
trol device is designed
electronic equipment by
off when the voltage on

surge conto protect
shutting it
the power

[383]

200-W switching supply
is UL-recognized
Recognized by Underwriters Laboratories, the triple-output model
20E5/ ± 12 belongs to a line of 200w multiple-output switching power
supplies. It has outputs of 5 v at 30
A and ± 15 v at 1A and inputs of
100 to 132 V ac and 200 to 260 V ac.
Line and load regulation for the 5-v
output are 0.2% and 0.3% of full
scale, respectively. Auxiliary outputs
exhibit a 0.1% line regulation and a
I% maximum load regulation over
specified input and load ranges. Ripple and noise for all outputs are limited to 30 mv. The 20E5/ ± 12 features overload and overvoltage protection for the main inverter, reverse
polarity protection, logic inhibit, soft
start, remote sensing, and remote
sense protection.
In quantities of 1to 10, the tripleoutput model 20E5/ ± 12 sells for
$240. Quantity discounts are available to original-equipment manufacturers. Delivery is off the shelf.
Nortel Ltd., 31149 Via Colinas, Bldg. 608
Westlake Village, Calif. 91361. [384]

32-output high-voltage system
is microcomputer-controlled
The Bertan high-voltage enclosure,
controlled by an internal dedicated
microcomputer with software in
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regulation. Available in 50- and 60Hz models, the inverters have power
ratings ranging from 200 to 2,000
VA. They feature output of 115 y ac
or 115/230 V ac, a line regulation of
1% maximum for line variations
between low line and high line, and
overload and short-circuit protection. Prices begin at $1,065.

read-only memory, has up to 32 individual 3- or 7.5 -kv outputs. Voltage
settings and voltage and current limits can be individually set for each
output either from the front panel or
remotely through an RS-232-C or an
optional IEEE-488 bus. Called the
B-I-live, the unit allows both 3- and
7.5 -kv plug-in modules of either positive or negative polarity to be mixed
in any order. It automatically identifies the modules and initiates the
appropriate protecting and operating
routines.
The system can be used to control
standard Bertan programmable power supplies with voltage outputs to 50
kv and up to 225 w of power. It has
a line and load regulation of 0.001%
and 0.005% of full scale, respectively; a ripple of less than 100 mv peak
to peak at full output; maximum
outputs of 3kv at 3mA dc or 7.5 kv
at 1mA dc; and atemperature coefficient of 50 ppm/°C over the range
of 0° to 50 °C.
Housed in a I9-in, rack-mountable enclosure 631
/2in. high by 20 in.
2
deep, the B-Hive is priced at $2,935
and up.
Sedan Associates Inc., 3 Aerial Way, Syosset,

N. Y.

11791.

Phone (516) 433-3110

[385]

Sine-wave inverters offer
dc-to-sinusoidal-ac conversion
The Powermark series Z sine-wave
inverters convert dc power into sinusoidal ac power using a ferroresonant transformer. The inverters provide primary-to-primary isolation, a
high degree of noise isolation, current limiting, precise waveform
shaping, and inherent static voltage
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inhibition for electronic shutdown of
outputs.
The 16 models in the Teeny TinyMite (TTm) series weigh amaximum
of 3 lb and are housed in a 9-by4.87-by-2.75-in. anodized chassis.
They operate at 40 kHz rather than
the traditional 20 kHz and are 507r
more efficient than otherwise comTopaz Inc., Powermark Division, 5577 Kearparable single-output linear units,
ny Villa Rd., San Diego, Calif. 92123 [386]
says the manufacturer.
The supplies have an input range
of 85 to 130 V ac and two to five
outputs ranging from 5 V at 12 A to
100-W switcher uses
24 y at 2A that remain in regulation
LSI control for extra features
for 20 ms in case of nominal ac
power failure. The switchers' passive
In aseries of low-power 100-w open- voltage-sequencing function, which
frame switching power supplies, a operates between — 5 y and +12 v,
custom large-scale integrated control makes them useful in memory applichip not only increases reliability by cations.
reducing the component count but
The TTM units range in price from
also protects the main output against $205 to $275 depending upon configoverloading, detects power failures, uration.
adds remote sensing to the main LH Research Inc., 14402 Franklin Avenue,
input, and provides logic-controlled Tustin, Calif. 92680 [387]
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LARGEST RADAR INVENTORY IN THE WORLD

SYSTEMS &
SPARES

AUTOTRACK ANTENNA SCR-584
RADAR SYSTEM

AN/ALT-6-71
AN-APG-33
AN/APG-51
AN/APN-69
AN/APN-102
AN/APN-169
AN
AN/APO-55
AN/APS-20
AN/APS-31A
AN/APS-42-45
AN/APS-64
AN/AS B-4/9
AN/CPS-6B
AN/CPS-9
AN/DPN-32
AN/FPS-6-8
AN
AN/FPS-20-75
AN/FRC-39
AN/FRT-15
AN/GPA-30
AN/GPA-12
AN/MPO-4A 10
AN/MPO-29
AN
AN/IIAPX-7
AN/MS0-1A
AN
AN/SPA-8
AN/SPN-5
AN/SPS-5B
AN/SPS-6C
AN/SRW-4C
AN/TPN-12/17
AN/TPS-1D,E
AN/TPS-10D
AN/TPS-28
AN/TPS-340
AN/TPS-37
AN/TPX-21
AN
AN/UPX-44
AN/UPX-14
HIPAR
MK-25
Nike Ajax
Nike Hercules
SCR-584

360 deg AZ 210 deg EL. 1 mil. accuracy. Missile vet. accel. and slew rates.
Amplidyne control. Handle up to 20 ft.
dish. Compl. control chassis. ALSO in
stock 10 cm. van mounted rad. system.
Conical scan. PPI. 6 ft. dish. 300 pg.
instr. bk. on radar. $50.
RF SOURCES
17-27 KHz 200 W CW
125-450 KHz 4 KW CW
2-30 MHz 3 KW CW
4-21 MHz 40 KW CW
24-350 MHz 100 W CW
80-240 MHz 500 W 2-5 uS
175-225 MHz 300 KW 1. 20 uS
200-2000 MHz 40 W CW
210-225 MHz 1 MW 5 uS
385-575 MHz 1.5 KW CW
400-700 MHz 1 KW .03 DC
950-1500 MHz 1 KW .06 DC
900-1040 MHz 5-10 KW .006 DC
1.2-1.35 GHz 500 KW 2 uS
1.5-9.0 GHz 150 W CW
3.2-3.3 GHz 10 KW .002 13C
2.7-2.9 GHz 1 MW 1 uS
3.1-3.5 GHz 1 MW 1.3 uS
2.7-2.9 GHz 5 MW 2-3 uS
4.4-5.0 GHz 1 KW CW
5.4-5.9 GHz 5 MW .001 DC
6 GHz 1 MW 1 uS
6.2-6.6 GHz 200 KW .37 uS
8.5-11 GHz 200 W CW
9.375 GHz 40 KW .5-1-2 uS
8.5-9.6 GHz 250 KW .0013 DC
15.5-17.5 GHz 135 KW .33-1-3 uS
24 GHz 40 KW .15 uS
35 GHz 50 KW .1 uS
MODULATORS
25 KW 5.5 KV 4.5 A; .0025 DC
144 KW 12 KV 12 A; .001 DC
250 KW 16 KV 16 A; .002 DC
405 KW 20 KV 20 A; .1 DC
500 KW 22 KV 28 A; .001 DC
1 MW 25 KV 40 A; .002 DC
3 MW 50 KV 60 A; 30 uS
10 MW 76 KV 135 A; .001 DC
66 MW 160 KV 400 A; .00
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K BAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
S BAND
S BAND
S BAND
X BAND
X BAND
C BAND
S BAND

TRACKING SYSTEMS
MONOPULSE 40 KW E-34
NIKE AJAX/HERCULES
HI -RES MONOPULSE MOD IV
GCA PAR II
FIRE CONTROL 250 KW M-33
MOBILE 40 KW AN MPO-29
BEACON 100 W AN/DPN-62
10' DISH 500 KW AN/MPO-18
250 KW AN/MPO-10A
250 KW AN/MPS-9
HAWK MPO-34
HAWK MPO-33
1.5 MW MPS-191C)
14' DISH PRELORT

SEARCH SYSTEMS
KU BAND AIRBORNE 135 KW B-58
X BAND WEATHER 250 KW AN/CPS-9
X BAND WEATHER 40 KW AN/SPN-5
X BAND 7 KW AN/TPS-21
X BAND CW DOPPLER AN/PPS-9/12
C BAND HGT FOR 1 MW TPS-37
C BAND 285 KW AN/SPS-5B/D
S BAND HOT FINDER 5 MW AN/FPS-6
S BAND COHERENT 1 MW AN/FPS-18
S BAND 1 MW NIKE AJAX/HERC
L BAND 40' ANT 500 KW AN/FPS-75
L BAND 500 KW AN/TPS-1D/GSS-1
UHF 1 MW HELIHUT TPS-28
C BAND TRACKER
Pwr: 1.5 MW
Range: 250 miles
Rece: paramp Display 5" "A" scopes.
10 dish w/linear or circ. polarization.
NIKE HERCULES
SPARES/MAINTENANCE
Over 10,000 major components in stock
w/repairs and overhaul facilities inct:
SHOP 1 8 2 MAINTENANCE VANS.
SEND FOR FREE 24 PAGE CATALOG

Ê
L
e_,

Radio
Research
Instrument
Co., Inc.

2 Lake Avenue Ext., Danbury, CT 06810
(203) 792-6666
• Telex 962444
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Circuits.
Circuits.
Circuits!

Complete
AIM 65
Expansion
For complete AIM 65
expansion,
Fore-,
thought Products
brings you the AIMMate Series, quality
expansion products with
price, performance and versatility that puts them in a class of
their own.

Electronic Circuits
Notebook. 344 pp., illus.
Some 268 proved-in-action circuits are gathered here
for the first time in asingle, easy-access resource that
meets the highest standards of performance, cost
reduction, and reliability. From amplifiers to voltage
regulators ...from data conversion to phase lock loops
...you'll find the most needed, most reliable solutions to
avast range of circuitry challenges.

AIM-Mate Series expansion, including RAM (to 48K),
PROM, I/O, video and floppy disk interface, STD BUS
interface, parity protection and more, lets you configure the kind of system you need.

Circuits for
Electronics Engineers.

The compact AIM-Mate case puts it all together in a
sturdy, portable, desk top unit.

396 pp., illus.
More than 340 circuits from all over the world are
arranged here by 51 of the most important functions
designers use to implement their systems, including
amplifers, detectors, memory circuits, integrators, and
much more. Complete with component values, circuit
diagrams, waveshapes where applicable, and clear
explanations of operations and applications.

Write today for complete details on the AIM-Mate
System- AIM 65
expansion
products
for
the
professional.

FORE THOUGHT
UM PRODUCTS
87070 Dukhobar Road, Eugene, Oregon 97402 (503) 485-8575

Design Techniques for
Electronics Engineers.

Circle 268 on reader service card

370 pp., illus.

The best of Electronics' popular "Engineer's Notebook,"
this is an indispensable storehouse of solutions to
numerous frequently encountered design problems.
You'll find ahost of proven techniques to help you make
measurements, interpret data, make calculations,
choose materials, control environment, lay out and
purchase components, and more!

Research that belongs
in the hands of everyone
serious about the technical,
financial, and
planning outlook
WORLD
for electronics.

Electronics Magazine Books
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520
(609) 448-1700, ext. 5494
No. of Copies

Title

Price

Electronic Circuits Notebook

MARKETS FORECA.ST
DATA BOOK

An expansion of the 23rd

$14.95

Circuits for Electronics Engineers

$15.95

Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers

$15.95

Microprocessors and Microcomputers:
One-chip Controllers to High-end Systems

$13.95

Microelectronics Interconnection and Packaging

$12.95

Practical Applications of Data
Communications: A User's Guide
$13.95
If after my 10-day free-trial examination Iam not fully satisfied
Iunderstand that my payment will be refunded. Payment must
accompany orders under $25.
Payment enclosed
II Bill firm
CI Bill me

annual Electronics 1981
market survey...
includes information not published elsewhere on
some 200 component and equipment products:

Charge to my credit card:
American Express
E Diners Club
11 Visa
CI Master Card'

•23 additional pages of tables •1979-84 compound U.S. growth rates •U.S. survey research

Acct. No.

methodology •economic analyses for Western

Date Exp.

Europe, U.S., and Japan •product-by-product

•On Master Card only, first numbers above name

markets for 11 Western European countries

Name

Title

Company

Delivery is immediate (air shipment outside N.A.) for
the Electronics 1981 World Markets Forecast Data Book.
$125 must accompany your order to: Electronics Magazine Books, 42nd Fl., 1221 Ave. of the Americas, New
York, NY 10020 USA.
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Street
City

State

Zip
ELV

Signature

L

Discounts of 10% on orders of more than 10 books.
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Products Newsletter
Zilog's 4-K-by-8-bit
quasi-static RAM
self-refreshes

64-K dynamic RAMs
come on strong

NS16000 family of
microprocessors is
ready in samples

DG enters graphics
market, beefs up
32-blt Eclipse

Avocet Systems
expands line of CP/M
cross assemblers

Medium-sized
computer added to
Perkin-Elmer line
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A 4-K-by-8-bit quasi-static random-access memory that performs and
controls its own refreshing, effectively acting as astatic RAM, is available
from Zilog Inc., Cupertino, Calif. The Z6132 n-channel MOS RAM sells
for $39, $40.75, and $43.25 in versions with 350-, 300-, and 250-ns access
times, respectively. It operates from asingle + 5-v supply and conforms to
the Z-Bus specification used by the Z8000 microprocessor and Z8 singlechip microcomputer families.

With a $1 billion market estimated by 1984, manufacturers of 64-K
dynamic random-access memories are getting prolific with announcements
of availability. Advanced Micro Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., has
evaluation models of its n-channel mos RAM, the Am9064, and plans to
market it this fall. The 2164 from Intel Corp., Aloha, Ore., is available
with 150-, 200-, or 250-ns access times for $81.20, $64.95, or $52 apiece
respectively, in orders of 100. Finally, Toshiba America Inc., Irvine,
Calif., has its TMM4164C ready with access times of 120, 150, and 200
ns priced at $49, $39, and $29, respectively, each in 100-unit quantities.

National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., will have samples
ready this spring of the first member of its NS 16000 family of microprocessors fabricated in the short-channel n-mos process it calls x-mos. With
a32-bit internal architecture and a 16-bit external data bus, the NS 16032
central processing unit can directly address up to 16 megabytes of
memory with its 24-bit address bus. Also coming by year-end are aclock
generator, memory management unit, interrupt control unit, and CPU with
16-bit address and data buses.

With its Dasher G300 graphics display terminal and Trendview chartgeneration software package, Data General Corp. of Westboro, Mass., is
entering the computer graphics market. The display offers polar-coordinate plotting, arc drawing, filled geometrical shapes, relative positioning,
user-defined line styles, and a variety of text-plotting formats. It can be
delivered in 90 days for $7,400 or less. DG also has upgraded its 2megabyte Eclipse MV/8000 computer to offer 3or 4megabytes of main
memory for larger resident programs and faster operation.

Avocet Systems now offers microprocessor cross assemblers for nine of
the most popular chip families. The Dover, Del., firm has added to its
XASM line units that handle the Motorola 6809, the Intel 8051, mos
Technology's 6502 and 650X, the Fairchild F8, the Mostek F8/3870, and
the National COP400 families. All the cross assemblers run on 8080- and
Z80-based computers under CP/M and cost $200 each.

To fill a hole in its computer line, Perkin-Elmer Corp.'s Computer
Systems division in Oceanport, N. J., is bringing out a32-bit model 3230,
competitive in power with Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX-11/780 but
priced near the VAX-11/750. The 3230's basic central processing unit is
under $47,000. With half amegabyte of main memory, 80-megabyte disk
drive, operating system, and three terminals, it costs $100,000.
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Career outlook

• Design
• Development
• Project
• Software
S20,000-S50,000

The IEEE pursues education

Riddick Associates Engineering
Division specializes in placement of
electrical and electronics engineers
with top companies in the Southeast
and throughout the U S We Provide
advice on careers, resumes and interviews for a position tailored to your
skills Clientcompanies pay all fees
For details call or send resume in
strict confidence to Phil Riddick.
President

Riddled(
Associates, Ltd.
9 Koger Executive Center
Norfolk, VA 23502
Area 804-461-3994

f

ENGINEERS

1

OC
Analog
Hardware
Software

Microprocessor
Digital
Test
Systems

ATE
Controls
Computers
Satellite

INDUSTRIES
Tele/Data Communications
Defense Systems
Manufacturing
Bin-Medical

Specialized Agency in Electronics looking tor Engrs to
work in CT. NY. NJ& PA Salary increases in the range
st 20% with all Fees Paid by Client Companies Call or
send resume tor immed consultation to GILBERT
LANE. 505 5th Are. NYC 10011 Att: Robert D Black,
(2121 867 8100

ENGINEERS
Quality Control
Industrial
Maintenance/Instrumentation

DESIGN
Analog
Software
Test Equipment

Digital
Micro Processing
Instrumentation

Salary ranges are $20-60.000; per year
Our firm is associated with aleading net•
work & all costs are paid by client corn•
punies including interviewing, fees, relocation & free resume service. Call Dan
Wheeler at 1-317-899-1777 or send
resume to: TWT & Associates Inc., 3724 N.
Mitthoefer Rd.. I
ndianapolis, Indiana 46236

-

• In Richard W. Damon, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers has a technologically oriented president for 1981. When he is
not working on business for the IEEE,
he is director of the applied physics
laboratory at Sperry Corp.'s research center in Sudbury, Mass., and
has put engineering education high
on his list of priorities for the coming
year.
Damon has asked for a review of
the educational activities board and
wants the IEEE to develop a longrange plan for education. As an
example he cites the improved
accreditation procedures adopted by
the Accreditation Board for Engineering Technology. "I want to put
major emphasis on continuing education. In no way can an engineer
have a lifelong career without continuing education," he points out.
"The IEEE has a responsibility to
provide that to its members by offering self-study programs and courses
developed outside of the Institute."
As part of this engineering education, Damon believes that the Institute should be more responsive to
members' needs for industry news,
and he has advocated that each
society publish its own magazine.
"There's aneed to increase the number of applications-oriented papers
we publish," he says. To that end,

magazines on circuits, computers
and micrographics, and communications are soon due off the presses.
Regarding undergraduate schooling, Damon notes, "an engineering
education is the best one a student
can have today. Our whole economy
and society depend on solving technical problems. In Japan, 20% of the
undergraduate student population is
in engineering; but in the U. S., it's
only 5%," he says.
For solving those problems, "some
engineers don't make good managers, but many do. There have been
quite a few high-level managers
drawn from the ranks of engineers,"
he adds.
Damon believes that industry and
university cooperation in the area of
educating engineers is very important, and although the IEEE has yet
to define aposition on the subject, he
thinks it should have a role to play.
"Universities are hard pressed for
equipment. Add to that the fact that
students who ought to go on to graduate school are discouraged from it
because of the high salaries offered
by industry," he observes. "It is in
industry's self-interest to ensure the
facilities are well equipped to produce the needed people and to maintain an engineering standard. Isee
the IEEE, academicians, and industry
people coming together to help solve
some of these problems," he points
out.
-Pamela Hamilton

ENGINEERS

R & D ENGINEERS, $24K-$40K.
Software-Hydro/Aero DynamicsThermal / Fluid
Analysis-Test
Equip.-Weapons
Guidance-Fire
Control. Multiple openings. Send
resume or call REED ASSOCIATES, 3250 W. Market Street,
Akron, OH 44313 (216/867-4382)
DESIGN ENGINEERS to 138K.
Central Penna. & nationwide.
Design connectors /terminals,
microprocessors, controls. Reply in confidence to Z. A. Gonglewski, M ECK ASSOC. PERSONNEL,
1517
Cedar
Cliff,
Camp Hill, PA 17011 (717/
761-4777).

InPo

NATIONAL
PERSONNEL
CONSULTANTS

CALL IN
YOUR
CLASSIFIED ADS
212/997-2556
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S.W. & SUNBELT
•System EES
• Design EE
• Product EE s

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ENGINEERS

•Software
•Design ME s
•Communications

$20,000 to $50,000
100% Fee Paid
Specializing in placing technical people
with data acquisition and peripheral
equipment manufacturers located
across southern US. Send complete
resume. salary history and geographic
preferences to:

With The Right
Company, Projects
And Location...

jKamm Thompson companies inc.
IMMI

1.1

Management & Empoyrnent Consultants
2200 West Loop South Surte 800
Houston. Texas 77027
713/627 1940

"Deep In The Heart
of Texas"

POSITIONS VACANT

Engineers. All disciplines. EE/
CS. Entry to executive. Locations
throughout U.S. All fee company paid. Send Resume to:
F-O-R-T-U-N-E Personnel, 3005 S.
Michigan, South Bend, IN 46614,
219-291-7161.
Instrument Engineer — South
— To 36K. Major pulp mill undergoing multi-million dollar expansion. Murkett, Inc.. Box 527.
Montgomery, AL 36101.

Investment Analyst—To work in
small, but highly sophisticated
Midwest investment department
which manages a large in-house
pension fund. Excellent opportunity to learn total investment
operation. Requires high academic record with a recent
M.B.A. from top quality school.
Prefer engineering or science undergraduate major. Prior investment experience not required.
Reply to: P-3850 Electronics.

FACULTY POSITIONS
VACANT
Two Assistant Professor positions will be open in the field of
Rock Mechanics at the University
of Missouri-Rolla starting August
21, 1981. Salary scales for these
positions are $24.000-$26,000
(Ph.D. minimum requirement).
Applicants should have a Ph.D.
degree in the geotechnical area.
One of the positions is permanent
and the other is of one year duration. The positions require that
the appointees carry out research in the fields of rock
mechanics or explosives technology. Resumes should be sent
before April 1, 1981. to the Rock
Mechanics & Explosives Research
Center, University of MissouriRolla. Rolla, MO 65401. An equal
opportunity/affirmative
action
employer.
Combination Physics/Electronic
Instructor to teach in acommunity college physics program including both transfer and technical physics as well as introductory
technical
electronics
courses — to join 1 electronics
and 2 physics teachers. Tenure
track. Master's required. 2-3
years teaching or related field
experience
required.
Starts
August
20.
1981.
$13.688$30.768 ('80-'81
schedule)
Contact: David Schultz, Vice
President. Academic Services.
Lincoln Land Community College,
Springfield. IL 62708. EOE.
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Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation's Space Information System Operation (SISO) has the right career for you. We're
the principal ccmpany with NASA's Johnson Space Center. Our
projects include the Space Shuttle and NASA's Space Telescope
Located just south of Houston, we're close to beautiful lakes and
the Gulf. Plus in Texas there is no state income tax.
We have immediate openings for the following
professionds:
'Digital Design Engineers

•Scientific Programmers

•Communicaeions Engineers
'Systems Engineers

'Software Engineers

•Aerospace Ergineers

•Assembly Language
Programmers
'Applications Programmers

We offer an excellent salary and benefits package. Send your
resume to John Brown or Joe Coyle, Ford Aerospace 8r, Communications Corp., Dept. AJH/3, P.O. Box 58487, Houston, Texas
77058. (713) 488-1270. An equal opportunity employer, m/f

Ford Aerospace &
Communications Corporation
Space information Systems Operatqp^

STILL LOOKING
FOR YOUR DREAM JOB?

fbi

Then be sure to check out the employment opportunities contained in
ELECTRONICS' Classified Section.
Or, why not consider placing a Position Wanted ad? The cost is low
(only $1.98 per line) and the results are often rewarding. For more information call or write:

ELECTRONICS

Post Office Box 900
New York, N.Y. 10020 • Phone: 212 ,997-2556
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PROMOTE
YOURSELF
COMMUNICATIONS/SOFTWARE
ENGINEERS
YOUR SKILLS AND EXPERTISE ARE IN DEMAND!
We are recruiting for 200+ positions all with FORTUNE 500 caliber
firms designing LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY in the COMMUNICATIONS field You con qualif yfor positions ranging from ENGINEERING PROGRAMMERS TO PROJECT MANAGERS if you have any
combination of the following
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BS in Engineering. Computer Science or Moth
Sotellite/Rodio Microwove Communications
Dora Aquisition
Data Communications
Reol-Time experience
FORTRAN
Mini/Micro Assembler
Large scale PROCON systems design
Conceptual Systems Design
Hardware Experience on MOTOROLA. HONEYWELL.
DEC. HP. or HARRIS equipment

YOU MUST HAVE AT LEAST ONE YEAR OF INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
These specifications ore brood so rhor you don't unnecessarily rule
yourself our Coll or send your resume for o confidential, no
obligation evaluotion

$47.000
$95,000

S Dosed positions ro
Foreign Compensation packages to

WE WILL BE AT INTERFACE '81
LAS VEGAS, MARCH 30 thru APRIL 2

ENGINEERING
PROFESSIONALS
Mostek is aworld leader in memory and microcomputer
components:systems and telecommunications. Due to this leadership position and an aggressive growth rate. Mostek has important positions available in both Dallas. Texas: and Colorado
Springs, Colorado.
PRODUCT ENGINEERS—Position is responsible for production
support engineering with respect to testing methods, procedures.
problems, device specifications and yield problems: minor redesign of devices and masks: analysis of customer returns;
optimizing device production relative to cost constraint. Technical
degree and experience in semiconductor production environment
is preferred.
PROCESS ENGINEERS— Position involves the development and
refinement of photo-chemical batch processes. Openings in diffusion. CVD. photo resist, plasma etch, ion implant. process control.
O'A and failure analysis are available. BSEEMSEE or BS;MS
physics or chemistry is required.
THIN FILM ENGINEERS—Responsibilities include sputtering,
backside contamination and yield improvement. BSMS required.
PHOTOMASK ENGINEERS—Responsible for yield improvements. evaluations of new chemistry and processing techniques.
Photo resist imaging/step and repeat camera technology experience required. BSEEMSEE or BS/MS physics or chemistry is
required.
Mostek provides competitive salaries, group insurance (including dental), aprofit sharing,retirement plan, paid relocation, and
excellent working conditions.
Interested individuals should call Norm Lester at (214) 323-6686
(collect) or send your resume in confidence to Mostek Professional
Employment Center, 1100 Sunflower Drive, Carrollton, Texas 75006.

Drop by for o free consultation

MOSTEK

BOOTH #1165

We are an equal opportunity employer, mthv

All tees interview and relocation expenses paid by
client companies

Be
*

ADDINGTON PERSONNEL SERVICES
6371 RICHMOND AVENUE
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77057
(713) 780-8810

ATTENTION ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS!!!

Electronic Design Engineers
Design Engineers (Digital)
Analog Design Engineers
Systems Design Engineers
Electrical Design Engineers
Instrumentation Design Engineers
Test/Design Engineers

24-36K
25-35K
-25-35K
-28-35K
-24-40K
-25-40K
-24-35K

Our clients are aerospace and electronic firms who py
our jees for locating engineers. For more information,
send note or resume to Gregg Whitt.
CORPORATE PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS, INC.
5950 Fairview Road, Two Fairview Plaza, Suite 608
Charlotte, North Carolina 28210
(704) 554-1800
SOUTH & SOUTHWEST POSITIONS
Engineering and Management positions throughout the South
Southwest and U.S. Employers pay
all fees. Send resume or call Bob
Hogue. P.E.(513) 658-3525.

Souteeee 7elugiceie
P.O. Box 33070,
San Antonbo, Texas 78233
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POSITIONS WANTED
3years experience in design and
testing of digital computer circuiting and microprocessors, programming in Fortran. Assembly
and Basic, BSEE. Position desired
in Middle East or Asia. PW-3033,
Electronics.

cigei Mosteit Corpoteen

STILL LOOKING
FOR YOUR DREAM JOB?
Then be sure to check out the employment opportunities
contained in ELECTRONICS Classified Section.
Or, why not consider placing a Position Wanted ad?
The cost is low (only $1.98 per line) and the results are
often rewarding. For more information call or write:

ELECTRONICS
Post Office Box 900
New York, N.Y. 10020
Phone 212/997-2556
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Wherever you need
100 Watts
ii ot RF power
from 10k zto 400 MHz...

vered.

ENI ha

ance. And will withstand all mismatched loads including short and

Imagine the tremendous versatility

you could enjoy with the extremely
wide coverage of just these two
broadband power amplifiers.

open circuits.
Now there's no need to buy awhole
expensive spread of individual units.
With just these two portable amplifiers, you can work on an almost
infinite range of applications. If it's
100 Watts... ENI has it covered!

The ENI 5100L spans the frequency
range of1.5 to 400 MHz with aClass
A linear output rating of100 Watts
and aflat 50 dB gain. And it will deliver 200 Watts from 1.5 to 200 MHz.
The ENI 2100L covers the range tom
10 kHz to12 MHz with aClass A l!near
output of more than100 Watts. And it,
too, can deliver 200 Watts over much

Both units are solid state. Both units
are unbelievably rugged. Unconditionally stable. Will not oscillate for any

of its useful frequency range.

conditions of bad or source imped-

ENI

For more information, ademonstration, or afull line catalog, please
contact us at ENI, 3000 Winton Road
South, Rochester, NY14623. Call 716/
473-6900, or telex 97-8283 ENI ROC.

The advanced design line of RF power amplifiers
Circl

901 on reader service card

SIGNETICS PUSHES THE
LIMITS OF BIPOLAR
PROM TECHNOLOGY.

Time and again, Signetics has
come through with major
breakthroughs in the field of
bipolar PROMs. Their leadership
in this area is demonstrated by
such recent developments as their
high-speed 4K and 8K PROMs
with access times of 45ns and
55ns respectively, and their unique
8K power strobing PROMs that cut

power drain by a factor of 10.
Signetics has also improved
your cost efficiency with state-ofthe-art design and comprehensive
OA measures that dramatically
improve programming yields.
And with awide range of
devices from 256-bit to 32K,
Signetics covers virtually all your
application requirements.

Hamilton/Avnet stocks the
complete line of Signetics PROMs
locally for the fastest delivery in
the industry. Coast to coast, in the
U.S., Canada, and Japan, we're
your #1 local source for Signetics.

SIGNETICS from HAMILTON/AVNET
Ad

,

Electro

BOOTH 3515

World's largest local distributor with 42 locations stocking the world's finest lines of electronic components
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Avnet. LA (213 558-2345
Avnet. 0C (714 754-6111
Hamilton. L.A. (13) 558-21:1
Hamilton. 0.C. (714) 641-4100
SOUTHWEST
San Diego (714_) 571-7510
Phoenix (602) 275-7851
NORTHWEST
San Francisco 141
081743-3355
Portland (503) 635-8831
Seattle (206) 453-5844

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Salt Lake City (801i 972-2800
Denver (303) 779 9998
Albuquerque 1505) 765-1500
NORTH CENTRAL
Chicago (312) 678-6310
Minneapolis (6121 941-3801
Milwaukee (4141 784-4510
SOUTH CENTRAL
Dallas (214) 659-4111
Houston (713) 780-1771
Austin 1512) 837-8911

MID CENTRAL
Kansas City (913) 888-8900
St Louis (314) 344-1200
GREAT LAKES
Cleveland (216)831-3503
Dayton (5131 433-0610
Detroit (313: 522 -4700
Indianapolis (317) 844-9333
NORTHEAST
Boston 617 ,273 7500
Syracuse (315) 437-2641
Rochester (716) 475-9130

Circle 902 on reader service card

METROPOLI1AN
Long Island (516j 454-6060
Connecticut (.?.03 797-2800
N New Jersey I011 575-3390
MID ATLANTIC
Baltimore (30') 995-3500
S New Jersey (609) 424-0100
Raleigh (919) 829-8030
CANADA
Toronto (416) 577-7432
Montreal (514. 331-6443
Ottawa (613) 6-1700

SOUTHEAST CENTRAL
Atlanta (404) 447-7507
Huntsville (205) 837-7210
SOUTHEAST
St Petersburg (813) 576-3930
Miami (305) 971-2900
INTERNATIONAL
Telex 66-4329
Telephone (213) 558-2441
JAPAN
To(yo (03) 662-9911
Osaka (06) 533-5855

